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Hear the bells ring
the notes of a chime
when our words may not
the worlds will rhyme.
from ‘‘temple bells,’’
raminder singh jassal

To the memory of my father
jagdish narain tewari (1925–1990)
and for raminder (1952–2011)
who made life a song.
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note on transliteration and pronunciation
To minimize the use of diacritics, I have not includedproper names in the transliteration scheme, such as
the commonly used Sita, and caste names, such as Cha-
mar. I have also dropped the default vowels from the
system of Sanskrit transliteration at the end of words
like Rama, such that the word appears as ‘Ram’. For
Hindi and Bhojpuri speakers, I have followed Roman
Sanskrit Serif. To retain the oral pronunciation, I have
transcribed the sounds phonetically, rather than stan-
dardize the spellings:
c is pronounced as ch in church
ı¯ is pronounced as e in carefree
a¯ is pronounced as a in father
The spellings ke and kai produce variations in
pronunciation from song to song.
For phonetics, I have relied on tables on page xvii of
the 1993 edition of R. S. McGregor’s The Oxford Hindi-
English Dictionary.
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b The Unsung Sing
What is the question here, as I have already said, is the ability to ‘‘hear’’
that which we have not heard before, and to transgress in situating the
text or the ‘‘fragment’’ di√erently.
pandey, ‘‘voices from the edge,’’ 285
At wedding festivities across rural and urban northIndia, just as the groom and members of the bara¯t
(groom’s party) prepare to depart with the bride, the fam-
ily of the bride, the ‘‘wife-givers,’’ belt out playfully abu-
sive songs calculated to assault the ears of the ‘‘wife-
takers.’’ Veiled animosity toward the extended family for
taking away a beloved daughter pours forth in ﬁnely or-
chestrated ritual abuse. This genre, known as ga¯l¯ı or ga¯rı¯
(abusive songs), is but one of many types of songs that
might be heard during a wedding ceremony. At numer-
ous wedding rituals, blessings loaded with symbolism
and advice are customarily sung.
Wedding songs, of course, constitute only a small pro-
portion of song repertoires that range from congratula-
tory birth songs and those marking other rites of passage
to songs associated with festivals and seasons. Such songs
are quite distinct from the songs that punctuate women’s
labor while grinding grain or transplanting rice, for ex-
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ample. Dominant and recurring themes in folksongs are humor and
subversion, especially at the spring festival of Holi, brother-sister a√ec-
tion, the separation and pathos of lovers, and the struggles of Sita, the
heroine of the epic Rama¯yana¯. Easily recognized through their rhythms
and melodies, women’s song genres are vastly di√erent in mood and style
of performance from those of men. As the very hum of life, folksongs
o√er much more than just the right mood. In rural contexts, their appeal
is comparable to the potent points of identiﬁcation o√ered by Bollywood
ﬁlms. Just as urban Indians often narrate their lives in reference to Bolly-
wood characters and heroes, rural Indians have long articulated the hu-
man condition by aligning with the messages and moods of folksongs,
their own scripts of reference.
Making sense of the ubiquity of this song culture in all its bewildering
variety, with a song for every occasion, is by far the most compelling
and rewarding aspect of conducting anthropological ﬁeldwork in the
Purabiya and Bhojpuri-speaking countryside of northern India, namely,
eastern Uttar Pradesh and western Bihar. Since songs are also pedagogi-
cal, critical, and interrogative, they o√er abundantly rich source material
for anthropological inquiry.
This study focuses its investigation on the way songs, as a people’s oral
traditions, illuminate the social construction of gender through which
overarching caste and gender ideologies are transmitted and reproduced.
Because the kinds of relations that obtain between men and women are
not merely determined by the biological givens but also are products of
social and cultural processes (Ortner and Whitehead 1981, ix), songs
make it possible for us to understand the organization of maleness and
femaleness in relation to a particular society. As the same songs suggest
how dominant ideologies are not merely complied with, accommodated,
and reinforced but also resisted and interrogated, they also enable us to
address the question of agency. Since songs are integral to people’s lives in
rural settings, the light they shed on caste, kinship and marriage, work
cultures, gender, power, sexuality, family life, patriarchy, and the forms of
agency and constraint operating within the same framework turns them
into a resource for anthropological research.
Additionally, since songs ‘‘provide a medium for expressing emotions
that are taboo topics in everyday conversations,’’ (Narayan 1986, 56) sub-
jecting these texts to close scrutiny allows us a glimpse of people’s intimate
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worlds. In cultures that do not openly discuss inner emotional states,
songs are the shared tradition through which emotions are expressed,
thus providing a medium for the expression of what might be taboo in
everyday conversation (ibid). For instance, in the emotionally charged
fragment below, about a visiting brother’s dismay at his sister’s unhappi-
ness, we also learn that women are prone to conceal details about ill
treatment in their marital homes, so as not to alarm their natal kin.
Sonva¯ t jarai bahinı¯ sonara¯ dukaniya¯
Bahinı¯ jarthı¯n sasurariya¯ ho Ram
Lohara¯ t jarai bahinı¯ lohara¯ dukaniya¯
Bahinı¯ jarthı¯n sasurariya¯ ho Ram
E dukh jani kahiya¯ bhaiya¯ Ba¯ba¯ ke agva¯
Sabhava¯ baithı¯ pactaihen ho Ram
E dukh jani kahiya¯ Maiya¯ ke agava¯
Chatiya¯ pı¯ti mari jaihen ho Ram.
Gold melts at the goldsmith’s.
Sister burns away at her in-laws.
Iron smelts at the ironsmith’s.
Sister wastes away at her in-laws.
Brother, don’t speak of this grief to father.
In the assembly, he’ll be ﬁlled with remorse.
Brother, don’t speak of this to mother.
Beating her breast, she’ll die of grief.
urmila maurya and friends, chachakpur, jaunpur
In north India, from the nineteenth century onward, forms of wom-
en’s entertainment attracted the attention of ‘‘social reformers, urban in-
tellectuals, emerging middle classes and caste associations,’’ each intend-
ing to initiate changes in the social and customary behavior of women
and lower castes (Gupta 2001, 90). In response to the colonial state’s
attempts to place castes on a hierarchical grid, caste organizations aiming
at upward mobility and keen to secure for themselves a high position in
the census schedules were quick to crack down on women’s practices that
reformers had looked at with disfavor. They were eager to restrain women
from the practice of singing abusive and obscene songs both at weddings
and, for example, at the annual festival of Holi, where role reversals
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are common. This eagerness to censor hints at the often provocative
nature of women’s songs. In the nineteenth century, the ga¯l¯ı genre, for in-
stance, generated a great deal of embarrassment among social reformers.
High on their list were several genres of folksongs that were considered
unworthy of being sung by ‘‘chaste’’ Hindu women. The reformers ar-
gued that ga¯l¯ıs promoted women’s confrontational behavior and aggres-
sion and prompted women to transgress boundaries and challenge famil-
ial relationships (Gupta 2001, 93). This reasoning completely overlooked
the logic and place of people’s oral traditions within the society.
Since the reformers’ objectives were to be accomplished by targeting
women’s songs and patriarchy was to be refurbished by silencing women,
forms of women’s cultural expression, such as their folk and oral tradi-
tions, require urgent attention. This anxiety about folksongs went hand
in hand with the alarm generated about women’s use of public spaces and
the need to restrict women’s access to these spaces in the so-called interest
of protecting women. The reformers’ platform was dictated in part by
their desire to e√ace the erotic from women’s lives and to suppress wom-
en’s sexuality in the interest of conjugal harmony.
This book addresses how conventional understandings of caste, gen-
der, labor, agrarian relations, and the complex workings of power may be
strengthened, questioned, and ﬁne-tuned through the study of folksongs.
The power of these songs also lies in their ability to hint at and suggest,
rather than directly address, social themes. The aim here is to identify
those areas of the social enterprise, including political-economic organi-
zations, that directly impact cultural constructions of gender (Ortner and
Whitehead 1981, 10). In foregrounding the songs and their signiﬁcance to
those who sing them, the book also seeks to reﬁne our understandings of
the interplay between caste, class, and gender.
The signiﬁcance of the texts analyzed here is heightened by the fact
that they embody the voices of the marginalized, those who rarely have
been the focus of systematic analytical inquiry. Indeed, the search for
women’s agency in biographies, diaries, poems, and other forms of writ-
ten expression by individual women, largely of the elite or middle-classes,
has obscured the value to be found in the voices of unlettered women,
who comprise the vast majority. Drawn from laboring castes and classes,
peasant milieus, or groups otherwise marginalized, these songs, like the
one below, largely reﬂect women’s ‘‘subaltern consciousness.’’
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Kahiya¯ bida¯yi dihala¯
Buxar me dha¯hi dihala¯
Gaiya¯ niyare pagaha¯ dharavala¯, ho Ba¯buj¯ı
Pahila¯ me budha¯ barava¯
Du¯sar garı¯b ho gharava¯
Tı¯sar me jadu¯garava¯ khojala¯, ho Ba¯buj¯ı
Why did you get me married?
Dumped me here in Buxar.
Handed me like a cow, to be tied up, why did you, O Father?
First, a groom so aged.
Then, a home impoverished.
Third, a magician you found for me, why did you, O Father?
dalit street musicians, buxar fair, 14 january 2000
The concerns and worlds of Dalit and subaltern women have largely
remained obscure, not only because of upper-caste men and women’s
distance from Dalit struggles but also because of the latter’s lack of inte-
gration into mainstream knowledge, academic disciplines, and even the
middle-class women’s movement. While, like the rural and urban worlds,
the worlds of marginalized or Dalit women and those of women of the
upper castes remain distinct, hints at how these worlds have been some-
times bridged can be found in the songs.
If women’s early literary expressions were aimed at greater visibility,
the opposite tendency of anonymity emerges as the dominant feature
here. Songs have allowed women (and men) through the ages to articu-
late, acknowledge, and a≈rm shared impressions. Hence their validity for
large collectivities, especially those of women, o√ering precisely the kind
of anonymity that facilitated the ﬂeshing-out and articulation of shared
experiences.
Songs constitute the spaces wherein the collective voice of women may
be said to have evolved. Since repertoires largely associated with agricul-
tural tasks are being steadily eclipsed with the mechanization of farming,
the urgent need to document them cannot be overstated. Further, In-
dians’ simultaneous distancing of themselves from folksongs as represen-
tative of the ‘‘old’’ ways or their modiﬁcations and reworkings of these
songs to address contemporary concerns o√er other compelling ratio-
nales for this investigation.
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Indeed how folksongs respond to social change, including urban-
ization and mechanization, is a promising area of research (Blackburn
and Ramanujan 1986; Narayan 1993, 177–204). Narayan suggests that
we must think of the material as a dynamic making and remaking of
folklore in response to changing conditions, rather than, as has been
the tendency since colonial times, to equate folklore with ‘‘bounded,
authentic and unchanging materials’’ (Narayan 1993, 197). Hence the
utility of viewing songs in situated contexts to gauge their relevance
for the individuals who perform and interpret them (ibid). Today, for
instance, the young and upwardly mobile residents of north Indian
villages strive to distance themselves from these traditions. This distanc-
ing also derives from the association between these songs and certain
kinds of labor and, along with the general devaluation of manual labor,
this labor has served to indicate a lower status in the caste system ( Jassal
2001, 46–48).
Women’s repertoires, in particular, are eclipsed and modiﬁed partly as
a result of the wider appeal and reach of the Bollywood music industry
and partly due to a thriving industry of musical cassette production,
themes I discuss in chapter 6. While classical musical traditions have
drawn heavily on women’s ﬁeld songs, this incorporation of women’s
genres into the world of classical music has invariably eclipsed the asso-
ciation of these songs in public consciousness with ‘‘women’s voice,’’ a
dimension I return to in chapter 2.
Despite the richly layered possibilities women’s songs o√er, it is not
true that only women’s articulations are worthy of attention. Masculine
song traditions are both rich and vibrant and, while they represent dis-
tinct worlds and social concerns, they o√er equally signiﬁcant insights
into gender relations. Unlike women’s song traditions, male ga¯tha¯ (bal-
lad) traditions retain their vitality not only because they are largely per-
formative and remembered by village bards but also because they are
periodically renewed through all-night celebrations and festivities. In
contrast, women’s songs, while also integral to ceremonies and rites of
passage, tend to accompany agricultural work or other forms of produc-
tive activity. However, it is useful to remember that, in addition to classi-
cal musicians, folk singers and bards received the patronage of upper-
caste elites and landlords, thereby reproducing the existing inequities of
caste and class.
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unearthing gender
Songs as Forms of Communication
What can the songs tell us about caste, gender, and class that cannot be
learned in other ways? What do the songs convey that might otherwise be
obscured by merely observing social interaction in the ﬁeld or by deploy-
ing more conventional anthropological tools such as participant observa-
tion? Elucidating their special quality, Paul Friedrich argues that through
poetry and songs, ‘‘one is often given the gist of the culture in a way that
would be di≈cult or impossible to infer. These insights and intuitions are
of singular value because they characteristically deal with and involve the
emotions, the cultural experience as felt in addition to as understood—
that is, in psychological terms, the phenomena of intention, identiﬁca-
tion, motivation, and a√ect that are often neglected in cultural analysis,
including much of the recent research that combines an ideology of
emotionality with practices that feature analytical instruments and objec-
tivized data’’ (Friedrich 1996, 39).
What Friedrich claims for poetry, we can claim for the texts of songs:
‘‘Poetry is a constituent as well as a vehicle of the culture. . . . Poetry in this
sense is at once ‘data’ for analysis and itself a body of generalizations about
life that are at least as subtle as what the social scientist normally comes up
with’’ (39).
Signiﬁcantly, like good poems, folksongs exist in the memories and
voices of living individuals (see Rao and Shulman 1998). They are pri-
marily a means of social communication among those who share com-
mon bodies of knowledge, value systems, and ideologies. Constituting
people’s oral traditions, the remembrance and recollection of songs in
particular contexts also invoke a variety of interconnections with other
contexts. They are therefore loaded with meaning precisely because of the
interplay of intertextual resonances wherein each seemingly isolated song
may in fact be related to others, which often represent competing view-
points and voices within the given folksong tradition. These strong inter-
textual connections and interactive relationships between the songs of a
region are what make them so e√ective as forms of social communica-
tion. The fact that folksongs are sung again and again and passed down
through generations also indicates the high degree of acceptability of the
ideas, moods, and messages they contain.
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Gender as Socially Constructed
Songs can be regarded as a reserve pool of folk resources and wisdom
that people may draw upon to reﬂect on, and understand and struggle
with, their own realities. A central concern of this book is to inves-
tigate how women’s work songs become vehicles for the construction
and reproduction of gender identity. While interviews with individual
women and participant observation o√er anthropologists and ethnogra-
phers one, often conventional, sort of ﬁeldwork data, songs, as existing
cultural codes of approved behavior and norms, provide another window
into women’s shared insights. These codes appear to equip women to
maneuver and negotiate conditions that are often inherently disempow-
ering. If the act of singing imparts psychological strength to individual
women and to women’s collectivities, then the underlying messages these
songs transmit should o√er us a range of clues about how the feminine
gender is constructed.
Chapter 2, for instance, investigates how songs as cultural codes can
take us one step further toward understanding the daily negotiations of
power within households. The ironic song below shows how women
both internalize and question male control.
Nibi kaurı¯ lahareda¯r o balamua¯
Jab nibi kaurı¯ ja¯man la¯ge
Sasuru mero rakhva¯r, o ba¯luma¯
Nibi kaurı¯ lahareda¯r, o ba¯luma¯
Jab nibi kaurı¯ pharan la¯ge
Bhasaru mero rakhva¯r, o ba¯luma¯
Jab nibi kaurı¯ pa¯kan la¯ge
Devaru mero rakhva¯r, o ba¯luma¯
Nibi kaurı¯ lahareda¯r o ba¯luma¯
Jab nibi kaurı¯ jharan la¯ge
Balma¯ mero rakhva¯r o ba¯luma¯
This Neem seed was a spirited one, beloved.
When the Neem seed began to grow,
Father-in-law was my protector.
When the Neem seed began to fruit,
Senior brother-in-law became my caretaker.
When the Neem seed began to ripen,
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Younger brother-in-law took charge.
When the Neem seed was ready to drop,
Husband dear took control.
field recording, robertsganj, 2002
The articulation and transmission of ideologies such that gender is
socially constructed may, at ﬁrst glance, suggest that women are simply
victims of their society’s customs and traditions. Numerous elaborations
of alternative femininities, however, raise questions about the potential of
songs to serve as spaces for the emergence of women’s critical conscious-
ness. The multilayered and varied texts, such as the song below, which
o√ers a glimpse of a forceful femininity, encourage readings that refute
unidimensional understandings.
Hamra¯ ba¯lam eik diliya¯ ke naukar, diliya ke cha¯kar
Diliya¯ se a¯kar cale ja¯ye re sakhı¯ re
A¯ye, cale ja¯ye re sakhı¯ re
Jab cala a¯ve
Pahariya¯ mai da¯kalun
Dantava se kata¯lun janj¯ır mor sakhı¯ re
My lover is the servant of his will, heart’s slave.
At will he comes, then goes back, my friend.
Comes and goes.
But when he comes,
I could jump across the highest mountains.
With my teeth, I’d bite o√ the chains, my friend.
sitara nishad and mallah women, allahabad
Such songs o√er startling commentary on women’s lives in contexts
that otherwise seem, in various ways, to have silenced women, or at least
made them invisible, especially in public discourses. One drawback of
feminist writings hitherto has been the unconscious privileging of the
upper-caste point of view. In tracing the history of the women’s question
at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, we
ﬁnd that it is the upper caste woman, the ‘‘bhadramahila¯,’’ who is most
written about and it is women from this class we come to know through
their ﬁrst literary expressions. The bhadramahila¯, this new woman, was
crafted through a series of dichotomies that di√erentiated her from the
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‘‘coarse,’’ ‘‘common,’’ or ‘‘peasant’’ woman devoid of reﬁnement (Chat-
terjee 1990). The latter category is the subject of this book.
This book takes as its source material the oral articulations of gen-
erations of women who were not only traditionally deprived of access
to the written word but who may also have internalized this exclusion
as normative. In this sense the songs invoke the perspectives of women
who have been silenced, perhaps simply because what they have to say
was not of interest to the privileged. These perspectives of laboring
women also largely predate the conscious or politically articulate view-
points that are now emerging as a consequence of the Dalit women’s
movement in several pockets of Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, and other
regions of India.
Songs as Cultural Capital
Taking oral narratives as our lens also allows us to unravel caste, as an
ongoing system of inequality reproduced in current modernity, in its
complex interaction with class and gender (Dirks 2001). While anthro-
pology has examined how women are embedded in relations of produc-
tion, relatively unexplored are the cultural dimensions of women’s work,
the history of women’s entry into the work force, the hidden nature of
women’s labor, women’s access to and control over productive resources,
and the dimension of women’s consciousness, especially as it evolves
during work processes. Mary Douglas’s understanding of the mix of sub-
cultures that would ideally lead to ‘‘the joint production of meaning’’
through intercultural dialogue within constituent elements engaged in
a continuous process of ‘‘contestation, coordination and collaboration’’
(Rao and Walton 2004, 21) could well describe the multiplicity of cultural
codes embedded in the songs this book examines. Hence, the meaning
that these narratives hold for their singers is both essentially variable and
made more so as a function of context.
Therefore it should come as no surprise that when the social reformers
of the nineteenth century sought to regulate and sanitize certain kinds of
women’s songs, they also sought to urgently replace them with ‘‘proper’’
and ‘‘correct’’ alternatives. Songs considered corrupting and indecent
were thus to be expunged from the repertoires of the new Hindu woman
the social reformers hoped to shape. The emerging compilations and
anthologies produced by men seeking to replace women’s so-called trivial
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songs with inspiring a¯darsh gı¯t (idealistic songs) in the service of the
nation signaled this new trend:
Dekho lajja¯ ke darpan me tum mukhra¯
Pativrata¯ kı¯ orho cunariya¯,
shı¯l ka nainon me ho kajra¯
See your face in the mirror of modesty,
Wear the veil of chastity,
Mark your eyes with the kohl of decency.
Na na¯cna¯ uchit na nacva¯na,
Na bya¯hon me ga¯l¯ı ga¯na¯.
Kabhı¯ mat dekho sajnı¯ ra¯s,
Krishan sakhiyon ka¯ vividh vila¯s.
It is inappropriate to dance and get others dancing
Or to sing galis at weddings.
Girlfriends! Refrain from watching dramas
About the playful frolics of Krishna with the milkmaids.
gupta 2001, 95–96
Similar concerns to those Gupta points out in Uttar Pradesh were
voiced in Bengal as early as 1855. By the turn of the twentieth century, a
range of independent song forms practiced by women had disappeared,
unable to withstand the multipronged attack by Christian missionaries,
colonial administrators, and the Bengali bhadralok (Banerjee 1989, 160).
The new sense of morality the bhadralok represented rejected the
Radha-Krishna motif in plays and dances, especially in terms of human
passions, sensuality, and eroticism. Banerjee explores the impact of these
new attitudes, which regarded all native customs and habits as obscene,
including the form and content of performances, despite the fact that
recitals by women Vaishnavite katha¯kata¯s, or storytellers, were an im-
portant source of religious knowledge for women (Banerjee 1989, 151).
Krishna’s erotic dalliances, metaphorically understood as the locking to-
gether in total involvement of the body and the mind, suddenly ap-
peared, under colonial inﬂuence, to threaten domestic stability. More-
over, in this context, the erotic is envisioned entirely from the woman’s
perspective, and the excitement of erotic love unites with ideas about the
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crossing of given sexual boundaries. It is this explosive mix that appears to
have threatened caste patriarchies. Banerjee cites a bhadralok writer who
complained that it was impossible for uneducated young women to re-
main unexcited during the narration of the Krishna Lila. He therefore
proposed: ‘‘Since it (kathakata) has become a source of so much evil, it is
not advisable for bhadraloks to encourage it. Those who allow their ladies
to go to kathakata performances should be careful. . . . If, during katha-
kata performances women stay at home and are provided with oppor-
tunities to listen to good instructions, discussions on good books and to
train themselves in artistic occupations, their religious sense will improve
and their souls will become pure and they will be suitable for domestic
work’’ (Somaprakash cited in Banerjee 1989, 151–52).
Another aim of this book is to understand women’s emotions, which
are best approached through the language of the songs discussed in chap-
ter 3. In this sense the songs are ‘‘inescapably and fundamentally social’’
(Abu-Lughod and Lutz 1990, 10). Trawick, through the analysis of a
hymn sung by an untouchable woman about caste pollution, reveals the
singer’s concern with problems of inclusion and exclusion. Abu-Lughod
and Lutz argue that ‘‘the singer’s artistic technique, which involves deviat-
ing from the code of grammar as well as the social code, is a strategy for
challenging that which has cast her out’’ (10). Close readings of some of
the songs indeed point to similar strategies.
Folk genres exist in the public domain and have always constituted the
common heritage of the rural communities in particular regions. The
innumerable variations in content that the same song can undergo in
di√erent regions, and sometimes even from one village to the next, testi-
ﬁes to the prevalence of several versions of the songs. This variation also
explains why there is no such thing as an ‘‘authentic’’ version of these
songs. The masculine ballad, Lorika¯yan, also known as Chandaini in the
Chhattisgarhi region, is a case in point. The Lorika¯yan of the Bhojpuri
region, which is the subject of chapter 5, is a masculine ballad claimed by
the Yadava caste. Yet its enormous appeal for a range of middle and lower
castes makes it equally a part of the socialization processes of these caste
groups.
What kinds of messages do these songs transmit, and how do notions
of inequality, including gender inequality, become internalized? I seek
answers to such questions, which are begged by the song’s narratives
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themselves, at several points in this book. For instance, while certain well-
known Sita songs, the subject of chapter 4, may be claimed by all castes,
the plurality of voices they represent embody a range of meanings and
divergent viewpoints. Their singular appeal to the women who sing them
appears to derive from the fact that Sita songs mirror peasant women’s
own existential struggles with their socially constructed roles.
Jab re Sita dei Tulsi ha¯the lihal¯ı, Tulsi gail¯ı sukha¯i ai
Aisen purukhva¯ ke muh nahin dekhabı¯
Jini Ram dehlen banva¯s ai
Pha¯ti jaiti dhartı¯ alop hoi jaiti re, ab na dekhabı¯ sansa¯r ai
When Sita Devi touched the Tulsi, it dried up.
‘‘Such a being I never wish to set eyes on again.
That Rama who exiled me to the forest,
Let the earth part, let me disappear in it.’’
upadhyaya 1990b, 169
Agency in Women’s Songs
Many of the songs presented in this book articulate particular interests
and agendas that are clearly inimical to those of women. Saba Mahmood
broadens the notion of agency beyond that of Judith Butler, who deﬁnes
it as the capacity to subvert norms (Mahmood 2005). Mahmood’s argu-
ments against reducing the heterogeneity of life to a ﬂat narrative of either
succumbing to or resisting relations of domination are useful in the con-
text of women’s songs. She cautions against equating values such as hu-
mility, shyness, or modesty with passivity and inaction simply because
they do not ‘‘buttress the autonomy of the individual’’ (206–22). Again,
limiting the notion of agency to the actions taken by individuals obscures
how structures of gender, class, caste, and race shape or a√ect the possibil-
ities for agency.
Limited views of agency in western feminist discourses fail to account
for the lives of women shaped by nonliberal traditions. Such discourses
seldom problematize women’s desire to resist. Moreover, their assump-
tion that women’s actions emerge from their own free will, rather than
from the dictates of custom, tradition, or direct coercion, is one that
has been naturalized in the scholarship on gender (208). Instead of simply
taking this for granted, it might be more useful to determine di√er-
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ent situations wherein women would want freedom from subordination
and structures of male domination. In their e√orts to achieve greater
piety, women in Egypt’s mosque movement, for instance, strive to be-
come more shy, modest, persevering, and humble—attributes that have
hitherto also secured their subordination. While men control and pro-
duce Islam, women’s practices may be understood as spaces for sub-
ordinate discourse that cultivates women’s consciousness. Women’s insis-
tence on their dynamic complementarity with men may be identiﬁed
through their various women-only ceremonies and practices. Since wom-
en’s ritual practices are separate from those of, and exclude, men, they
serve in themselves as a ‘‘means of resisting and setting limits to domina-
tion’’ (206).
Thus, where social protest and economic necessity are hegemonized,
other motivations, like divinity, virtue, morality, female modesty, or pi-
ety, receive scant attention. Clearly, since the binary terms ‘‘resistance’’
and ‘‘subordination’’ cannot capture the range of goals women have,
attending to di√erent forms of personhood, knowledge, and experience,
in addition to inquiring about those spaces that are free from the inﬂu-
ence of men and their coercive presence, might be a more productive
approach.
Abu-Lughod has also cautioned against the tendency both to romanti-
cize resistance and to treat agency as a synonym for resistance. As women
always play active parts in accepting, accommodating, ignoring, resisting,
or protesting—sometimes all at the same time (Abu-Lughod 1990a, 41–
55)—one might take for granted that ‘‘resistances, of whatever form, sig-
nal sites of struggle’’ (47). Instead, she suggests that we learn more about
the types of power women are up against. Further, in assuming that some
types of power are more signiﬁcant than others, we may be hampered
from exploring how these forms operate simultaneously, either in concert
or at cross-purposes (48). For instance, in the case of the songs I discuss in
chapter 2, the same lighthearted ones that o√er humorous lessons on
how to negotiate visits to natal homes (a euphemism for a ‘‘break’’ from
chores), underlining the need for such cajoling and negotiation in the
ﬁrst place, also reveal the extent of the power and control husbands
exercise over their wives and their labor. Broadly, these songs also indicate
women’s contribution to their peasant ‘‘household’’ economy, as well as
the uncompensated and unrecognized nature of this contribution.
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Focusing on the terms that people use to organize their lives and that
might be ‘‘constitutive of di√erent forms of personhood, knowledge and
experience’’ (16) allows for conceptualizing agency ‘‘not simply as a syn-
onym for resistance to relations of domination, but as a capacity for
action that speciﬁc relations of subordination create and enable’’ (18). The
songs suggest not only that women are inﬂuenced by the larger social and
political structures but also that their actions, in turn, impact these struc-
tures. As Sherry Ortner has argued, ‘‘human beings make society just as
society makes them.’’ Yet if, in the process of reproducing society, society
is also transformed, a notion of agency that is socially, linguistically, and
culturally constrained is a more e√ective one when trying to understand
how women are sometimes complicit with, while also making accom-
modations for or reinforcing, the status quo—often all at the same time
(Ahearn 2000, 12–15).
In deﬁning agency as the socio-culturally mediated capacity to act,
Laura Ahearn suggests that instead of passively taking in the songs, we
might also fruitfully look for how the kinds of meanings that might
emerge are constrained, that is, how these meanings are socially mediated
and ‘‘intertextually situated within a bounded universe of discourse’’
(Ahearn 2001, 111). Since singing communities have their own beliefs,
values, ways of talking, and even power relations that emerge over the
course of their mutual endeavors, the term ‘‘communities of practice’’ as
‘‘aggregates of people who come together around mutual engagement,’’ a
processual yet structural unit may be identiﬁed, one that is both constitu-
tive of and constituted by its participants. The extent, then, to which the
following songs broaden our understanding of women’s agency remains a
core question of this inquiry.
fieldwork
I collected the songs on which this book is based intermittently during
innumerable ﬁeld visits stretched out over a ﬁve-year period. I carried
out my intensive ﬁeldwork in Uttar Pradesh in the Atara, Barsara and
Sauraiyan villages in the Badlapur block of Jaunpur district; Chachakpur
village near Jaunpur city; the rural neighborhoods around the city of
Varanasi and in village Sadiapur near Allahabad. My collections were
greatly enriched in village Misraulia in Bihar’s Chhapra district during
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1 Map of India with highlighted areas in which ﬁeldwork was conducted
my research for a documentary ﬁlm on the song traditions of the Bhojpuri-
speaking region. During this period, I also attended the Buxar mela¯ (fair)
where I met itinerant singers, whose songs have enriched this collection.
Along with my ﬁeldwork villages in Chhapra district of Bihar, the
Jaunpur and Benaras districts in Uttar Pradesh constitute a large chunk of
the hinterland that, since the days of the East India Company, provided
the workforce for the growing port city of Calcutta and, subsequently,
migrant labor to the sugar colonies of the Caribbean, Fiji, and Mauritius.
Folksongs provide a rich source for understanding how migration shaped
the consciousness of the region. As my song collection grew, the links
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2 Fieldwork districts in eastern Uttar Pradesh and Bihar
between the agrarian structure, patriarchal ideology, social control, and
women’s lack of power were thrown into sharp relief.
Today Jaunpur is one of the most prosperous districts in eastern Ut-
tar Pradesh. In recent years, this prosperity has accompanied a growing
commercial agriculture, with the increased mechanization of farm activi-
ties, including the replacement of labor-intensive irrigation with motor-
driven tube wells, tractors for ploughing, electrical threshers for harvest-
ing, and ﬂour mills for milling. As a result of these processes, a number of
song genres that accompany women’s labor, particularly songs of the
millstone, are on the decline.
Here, medium-sized holdings predominate as a result of the post-
Independence emphasis on the Zamindari Abolition, the breakup of
large landed estates and the power of the landed gentry, the zamin-
dars. Since the 1950s, a strong and resourceful middle peasantry has
emerged and small-scale intensive agriculture has become the norm. The
pre-Independence landlords of Jaunpur district, predominantly of the
Thakur and Rajput caste of warrior nobility, are today petty commodity
producers, relying largely on family supervision and agricultural labor.
Further, owing to the intergenerational partition of lands, many of the
large holdings have decreased in size, with each landlord owning an
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average of ﬁve acres of land, worked both by family and hired labor. The
ﬁnancial stability of this class of former landholders has enabled substan-
tial investment in threshers, tube wells, and tractor rentals. The small-
scale nature of agriculture has produced a corresponding decrease in the
dependence on hired labor. Beneﬁting from the break-up of large land-
holdings were the former sharecroppers and tenants belonging to the
middle caste of Yadavas, who thereby secured ownership and control over
land and today constitute the majority of small landholders. Women
from intermediate castes are skillful and industrious agriculturists, and
their economic contributions have, in no small measure, contributed to
the recent prosperity of castes such as the Yadavas, Kurmis, and Koeris.
Chamars, the Dalit (downtrodden) caste in the region who occupy the
bottom rungs of caste and class hierarchies, remain landless.
Women’s Land Rights
My initial impetus for recording songs grew from my research on
women’s land rights. During my ﬁeldwork on this subject, my discus-
sions with groups of women usually ended in extended and enthusiastic
song sessions, where women’s problematic relationship to land ownership
emerged with striking clarity. I recorded many of the texts included in
this book, as in them I observed the nature of the relationships between
women and their employers in the ﬁeld. Sometimes women who were
otherwise reluctant informants proved eager participants in the song
sessions and were even transformed by them. In fact, as singing is so much
a part of the voice of women in the countryside here, it would be hard to
imagine conducting any insightful ﬁeldwork on women’s issues without
referencing these song sessions. Both the rich narrative content of the
songs and the willingness of female informants from the entire range of
caste and class backgrounds to share these songs with outsiders made this
discourse an accessible point of entry during ﬁeldwork.
Between 1997 and 2000, I regularly participated in grass-roots work-
shops organized by the ‘‘U.P. Bhu¯mi Sudha¯r aur Shyam Adhika¯ri Abhi-
ya¯n Samit¯ı,’’ the Movement for Uttar Pradesh Land Reforms and Labor
Rights, a loose coalition of approximately thirty ngos that came together
in 1997 to work on agrarian issues in several districts of Uttar Pradesh.
The discussions generated at these village- and district-level meetings,
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where participants ranged from activists, administrators, academics, and
legal experts to small and marginal farmers, tenants, and agricultural
laborers, sharpened my research questions. These song collections owe a
tremendous amount to the monthly sessions of the Abhiya¯n Samit¯ı.
During my years of ﬁeldwork I have found that women, despite being
silenced in other spheres and contexts and reluctant to volunteer infor-
mation on contested issues such as the nature of rights and entitlements
to land or to share their points of view even when coaxed to do so,
nevertheless participate in song sessions with great enthusiasm and lack
of inhibition. On many occasions, asking women to sing individually or
collectively was inﬁnitely more rewarding than asking them to elaborate
on a particular theme through a series of questions or in focus-group
discussions. Over time, as the collections and genres evolved and revealed
their treasures, it became clear that many issues on which women were
otherwise reluctant or unable to voice an opinion were in fact explored in
the various song genres. Rarely, for instance, did I elicit responses on the
theme of women’s rights to land, largely because this theme constituted a
di√erent discourse for them. Women were often unable to connect the
culture of disinheritance with the immediate marginality they were expe-
riencing. The political explosiveness of the subject also hindered frank
expression. In this setting, marked by the systematic denial of women’s
rights to land, marriage songs wherein brides claim their shares from
fathers spoke volumes. The song below is a stunning example, spelling
out the sleight of hand by which women are denied rights in natal proper-
ties. We hear both smugness and relief in the father’s tone as he evokes the
bride’s vermilion, the symbol of matrimony that will eliminate the threat
to the property of the patrilineage that unmarried daughters pose.
Je kuch arajihe e ba¯ba¯, adhiya¯ hama¯r
Adhiya¯ adhiya¯ jini kara betı¯
Sabhe dhan toha¯r
Cutki bhar sindurva¯ e betı¯
Tu ta jayebu kauna¯ pa¯r
In all you earn, Father, I stake a claim for half.
‘‘Insist not on half your share, daughter,
This entire wealth is yours, after all.
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Just a pinch of vermilion,∞ daughter,
Before long, far and away you’ll be gone.’’
jassal 2001, dedication
Because of my status as an outsider, women’s sexuality was another
theme that was not easily broached. However, the singing of kajl¯ı (a song
genre associated with the rainy season and women’s work in the ﬁelds),
the subject of chapter 2, and other songs of intimacy that are light-
hearted, ironic, and humorous often provided points of entry into discus-
sions on otherwise taboo subjects. I found myself returning to the singers
for clariﬁcations sometimes months and even years after the initial re-
cording was made. The very informality of the process of song recordings
thus o√ered me the richest insights into the culture and allowed me to
resume and maintain contact with the most interesting singers. Though
the songs themselves were not initially the subject of my research but only
the vehicle for comprehending cultural complexities, they ultimately
helped me to remain connected with the ﬁeld well beyond the speciﬁc
research questions I was investigating at the time.
A feature of my ﬁeldwork was that I was seldom left alone with a single
woman for any length of time, unless I speciﬁcally requested it for the
purposes of the study. When not attending to immediate household
chores, women were invariably surrounded by other kinswomen, neigh-
bors, friends, or caste women. This community proved a most fertile
ground for facilitating wide-ranging discussion and debates. Women’s
collective participation in my interview sessions and informal singing
sessions created the ideal atmosphere for sharing ideas. Women were
most relaxed during song sessions and therefore most likely to respond
thoughtfully to my questions. I soon adopted the singing of folksongs as a
research strategy for putting my informants at ease.
When Women’s Songs Pack a Punch
It was a common practice for upper caste village women to invite a few
agricultural laboring women to their homes to entertain them with their
songs. During these afternoon sessions, songs that explored tensions be-
tween the conjugal and natal homes were hot favorites, both in terms
of listeners’ requests and singers’ repertoires. During a particular pre-
arranged recording session in 2003, of women’s laboring songs with six
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Dalit women, I soon had misgivings about the recording session’s loca-
tion, a spacious hall in one of three sprawling dwellings belonging to the
Brahmin landlord and his extended family for whom the women worked
as daily wage laborers. The setting was far from neutral, even if it did
provide soothing shelter from the oppressive noonday sun. This lack of
neutrality became apparent as soon as the Dalit women, some of them
veiled, arrived and seated themselves on the ﬂoor.
As I had commonly experienced during ﬁeldwork, recording in-
variably attracted inquisitive youngsters. On this occasion, too, sundry
adolescent youths from the extended Brahmin household entered and
sprawled themselves on a divan at the far end of the large room. Middle-
aged Brahmin women and girls stood outside, peeping in through the
windows. Led by a senior Dalit woman in her sixties, the singers began
the session, while one among them, sat sideways and heavily veiled, her
singing barely audible. At ﬁrst it appeared that, despite the unequal social
relations the context underlined, a mood of cozy familiarity was building,
with easy banter exchanged between the youths and the senior singer.
The singers sang:
Dhı¯re re dhı¯re deva¯ baris gailen
Ab angana¯ me la¯gal ba¯re ka¯i re, man dhı¯re re dhı¯re
Angana¯ me chalali ho bahinı¯
Ab tangva¯ gailen bichhla¯i re man dhı¯re re dhı¯re
Dha¯val dhu¯pal, alien unke bhaiya¯
Godiya¯ me lihal¯ı bator re man dhı¯re.
‘‘Are bahina¯ kauna¯ gatar la¯gal chot re man’’ . . .
‘‘A¯njar choro bhaiya¯, pa¯njar choro
Ab sirva¯ me la¯gal ba¯re cot re man dhı¯re re dhı¯re
Ab unda¯ davaiya¯ batla¯va re man dhire’’ . . .
‘‘Lal mirı¯ciya¯ re, olva¯ ke tusva¯ re
Ghasi ke laga¯va ohi thaiya¯n re man dhı¯re re dhı¯re.
Pitter-patter fell the rain.
Now the courtyard is slippery, pitter-patter.
Into the courtyard stepped that girl.
Then her foot slipped, pitter-patter.
Panting and pu≈ng, arrived her brother.
Took her in his arms, pitter-patter.
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‘‘O sister, where are you hurt?’’
‘‘It’s not my sides and hips, brother.
It’s my head that’s hurt.
Give me a potent curative concoction.’’
‘‘Take some red hot chillies, the fruit of the oel.
Grind them well and apply on that very spot, pitter-patter.’’
dalit singers, misraulia chhapra
The song’s mischievous punch is packed in the last two lines where, in
response to his sister’s request for a ‘‘cooling’’ ointment for her bruise, the
brother playfully suggests a ‘‘hot’’ remedy—a concoction of chilies and oel
fruit. As the singers completed the song, women of the surrounding
Brahmin households had taken positions around the hall and were even
encouraging the singers with song suggestions. By then the singers were
looking increasing uncomfortable with the overwhelming male presence
in the room. The source of their discomfort was the male gaze from the
exclusively male, though youthful, audience sprawled on the divan, a set-
ting that evoked traditional gender and caste hierarchies. Just as I was
about to interrupt the session and exercise my researcher’s privilege to
request the impromptu audience to leave, the women sang a lewd version
of the same song!
In the second version, the women substituted the names of the sister
and brother with the names of two young siblings from the Brahmin
household, thus casting the most o√ensive youth on the divan as the
incestuous brother of the song. The sister was ﬁrst named and then
referred to throughout the remainder of the song as the ‘‘slut.’’ In place of
the medical remedy suggested, the women made up and sang out an
improbably funny concoction, detailing various anatomical parts of don-
keys and pigs, to be rubbed on the sister’s forehead. The allusion to sibling
incest and the obvious vulgarity and derision worked as a signal for upper
caste males to leave or to be prepared for further insults and name-calling.
The youths wisely chose the former. The women had succeeded in forcing
the youths sprawled on the divan to leave the hall in embarrassment.
Where the honor of women is the real indicator of status, playfully in-
sulting the women of the Brahmin household, through the otherwise
nonthreatening medium of song, proved e√ective, evoking for me the
genre of gal¯ıs (insulting wedding songs). The incident powerfully brought
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home the fact that songs have constituted one of the few spaces for
resistance traditionally available to lower caste women. As soon as the men
left, the tension lifted, the young Dalit woman revealed her beautiful face,
and as her veil slipped away wonderful full-throated singing emerged
from the room and hovered over the village all afternoon.
Abu-Lughod’s notion of ‘‘resistance as a diagnostic of power’’ o√ers
one way to understand the Dalit women’s response to the unequal power
relations. While many of the songs indeed reﬂect a reality, they also create
that reality with important socio-cultural implications, thereby demon-
strating the intertwining of language and power as well as the importance
of both text and context.
Masculine Song Traditions
My ﬁeldwork in masculine musical traditions always required a great
deal of planning, and contacts in the cities, especially in Benaras and
Jaunpur, have been essential for tracking upcoming performances and
artists. Perhaps because of these performances’ very inaccessibility to
women—women are not routinely accepted into these well-deﬁned and
guarded male spaces—my memories of these performances are either of
being debarred from attending them or of never enjoying them fully. I
always had to insist that I be included and frequently faced polite but ﬁrm
denial couched in concerns for my safety. The over-protective and shield-
ing environment created by my relatives, friends, and informants in the
ﬁeld, was, alas, sometimes the greatest hindrance to my getting to know
masculine traditions as I would have liked. For a long time I regarded the
songs as only a secondary interest in my ﬁeldwork, and I regret that, as a
result, I was not forceful enough in gaining access, which has lead to a
rather uneven collection. However, the experience did teach me a great
deal about the concrete ways in which the cultural worlds of men and
women remain separated and, as such, how the gender of the researcher
determines the kinds of data accessed.
The nature of the masculine singing traditions, from which women
are excluded, hit home in a stark and striking way. Despite my participa-
tion and involvement in the festivities associated with a wedding in a
village near Chhapra, western Bihar, I was discouraged from attending
the all-night entertainment for the groom’s party that the bride’s family
had arranged. My hosts’ rationale was that proceedings could become
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rowdy or violent and women may be unsafe, but I suspect that since
women are not to be seen at such events, they were being protective.
Reluctantly, I was forced to hear the entire performance throughout the
night, as it was broadcast on loudspeakers, and could only watch the
proceedings captured on video the next day. Accordingly, I am unable to
record my impression of the audience and its response.
The stirring Launda-na¯ch≤ performance was given by a rural Dalit
traveling theatre and musical company consisting of eight seasoned ac-
tors, impersonators, singers, and musicians who held the packed rural
audience spellbound until dawn. The show that began with bawdy and
humorous singing around midnight had, within the space of a few hours,
transformed into something elevated and profound. The tenor of the
singing in the wee hours—at once melodious, inspired, and haunting—
was interspersed with appeals to social justice. As in the best traditions of
such rural performances, the most compelling feature of this perfor-
mance was the artful and skillful assumption of female personae by an all-
male cast (see Hansen 1992). I later found out that the actors and musi-
cians in the company were landless laborers and marginal farmers who
adopted this performance as a supplementary source of livelihood during
the wedding season. Indeed, when traveling through the rural coun-
tryside during the festive season of Dusshera in October and during the
wedding season in May and June, I saw numerous makeshift colorful
tents erected for all-night performances. The more remote the villages,
and the further their locations from towns, the larger the number of
makeshift performance tents, testifying to the persistence of this form of
entertainment in remote areas.
Not all masculine musical communities are purely performative, how-
ever, in the sense of a clear relationship between the performers and their
audiences. Folk singers also often converge at temples, village shrines, or
to commemorate folk bards. Where singers and musicians meet for the
sheer pleasure of it, an easy informality and by the blurring of caste
distinctions characterize the sessions. At village Misraulia, Chhapra dis-
trict, a community of folk singers has emerged around the memory of the
nineteenth century bard, Mahender Misir, whose compositions are pop-
ular across the countryside. In this village, Thursday and Sunday after-
noons are set aside for folk singers and accompanists to meet informally
for impromptu musical sessions outside the village goddess temple.
1 Mixed caste devotional singing in Misraulia.
2 Sa¯dhu¯ (holy man) sings in Misraulia. Ajay Mishra accompanies on harmonium.
3 Preparing for a singing session at the goddess temple in Misraulia, Chhapra.
4 Dalit singer, second from left, sings songs of the bard Bhikhari Thakur in Misraulia, Chhapra.
5 Ajay Mishra sings songs of the bard Mahender Misir, his ancestor, in Misraulia.
6 Ecstatic devotional singing in Misraulia, Chhapra.
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7 A singer of the Sorthi genre, Misraulia, Chhapra.
The atmosphere at these gatherings is su√used with spirituality, but
the unique caste-inclusive male camaraderie, with the chillum (pipe)
passed around and shared, was even more surprising in a setting here,
where caste distinctions can be otherwise restrictive. The repertoire usu-
ally includes songs that are not overtly bhajans (spiritual songs), though
they may explore nirgu¯n themes, wherein the idea of the divine is form-
less. Many of the sagu¯n songs, in which the divine takes a form, were
about Radha’s agony of separation when Krishna left the idyllic Brin-
davan of his youth and childhood with its lovely gopı¯s (cowherdesses) to
become king in the city of Dwarka. Conveyed through their messenger
Udho, the songs detail the yearnings of the gopı¯s, which serve as a meta-
phor for the human soul’s craving for union with Krishna. The feminiza-
tion of the masculine in relation to the Divine was a recurrent motif at
these ‘‘masculine’’ gatherings, as in this Kabir song heard in the bard
Mahender Misir’s household, though here it is death’s inevitability in the
midst of joy that is highlighted.
Kaun thagava¯ nagariya¯ lu¯tal ho
Chandan ka¯th ke banan khatolna¯
Ta¯par du¯lahin su¯tal ho
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Utho re sakhı¯ mor ma¯ng sanva¯ro≥
Dulaha¯ mo se ru¯sal ho
A¯ye jamra¯j palang carhı¯ baithe
Nainan a¯nsu¯ tu¯tal ho
Ca¯ri jane mili kha¯t utha¯in
Carhu¯n dis dhu¯ dhu¯ uthal ho.
Which deceiver looted the city?
Of sandalwood, the bedpost,
On that lies the bride.
‘‘Rise, my friend, arrange my coi√eur
For the bridegroom remains estranged.’’
Comes the lord of death, seating himself on the bed.
Tears break from the eyes.
Four people assemble to lift the hearse.
In all four directions, wails and cries arise.
ajay misra and companions, misraulia, chhpara
As Joyce Burkhalter Fleuckiger found in Chhattisgarh, men would
often ‘‘appropriate a particular female genre to displace its deﬁant voice,’’
thus confounding gender roles in much the same way as women some-
times challenged or deﬁed upper caste, masculine expectations of gender
(Fleuckiger 1996, 3). One such example is to be found among a branch of
Ramanandi sadhus of Ayodhya, the rasiks, who by dressing as females
‘‘attempt to bring about a radical transformation of their masculinity
in the ritual theatre of temple worship’’ (Van der Veer 1987, 691). Cross-
dressing by male performers who portrayed women in the all-night dra-
mas, the launda¯-na¯ch and nautanki, often with sensitivity and aplomb,
suggested this masculine world’s desire to understand the feminine psy-
che and to connect with it.
Among the villages in which I conducted my ﬁeldwork, Misraulia is a
favorite for its enthralling music, performed by teams of singers and
percussionists. On one occasion, an upper caste sa¯dhu¯ (religious ascetic)
concluded a particularly stirring session with a philosophical song about
river-crossings, ‘‘naiya¯ tu¯ lagaibo kaune pa¯r re sanvaliya¯,’’ which likens life
to a boat bu√eted on a stormy sea with no shore in sight. The powerful
rendition, accompanied by at least ﬁve percussionists playing di√erent
kinds of dhols (single oblong shaped drum played with both hands),
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pakhawaj (a variety of drum), and a range of maj¯ıra¯s (cymbals), displayed
the sort of virtuosity and abandon that is rare even for the most sought
after musical venues in the country. At the end of this most satisfying of
musical treats, which concluded with the stanza below, it appeared that
half the village had gathered and as the sun set people only reluctantly
dispersed.
Ab naiya¯ tu¯ lagaibo kaune pa¯r re sanvaliya¯
Bı¯ch bhavar me
Ek nadı¯ duı¯ ghatiya¯ re ba¯lam
Kaun ghatiya, kahi jaiha¯
Ho ba¯lam
Ek gali duı¯ rahiya¯ re ba¯lam
Kaun rahiya¯, kahi jaiha ho ba¯lam
Naiya¯ bahut pura¯ni hai
Purje purje alag hu¯e hain
Bara¯ jor ka pa¯ni hai
Ma¯lum dela sab dhokhe ke gha¯t ho sanvaliya¯
Ab naiya¯ tu¯ lagaiba¯ kaune gha¯t o sanvaliya¯
Now, at which bank will the boat come to rest, my love?
It’s the middle of the stream.
One river two banks, my love.
Which bank is it going to be?
One river, two banks, which bank?
One road, two paths, my love.
Which path will you take, my love?
The boat is very old,
Weather beaten and coming apart,
While the water gushes with force.
Now the shores seem deceptively false, beloved.
At which shore will the boat come to rest, beloved?
at temple in misraulia, chhapra
The following morning while passing through the neighboring town,
I saw one of the pakhawaj players from the previous evening mending
shoes by the wayside. Still bubbling with enthusiasm about the night
before, our research team could hardly keep from complimenting him on
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his mastery of the instrument. Pointing to his tools and anvil by the
roadside and his makeshift cobbler’s post, he quietly said, ‘‘It is this which
is my art.’’
Throughout India, drums have traditionally been played by leather
workers, since it was only through their expertise that the tonal qualities
of skins, so essential in the crafting of highly evolved percussion instru-
ments, was discovered. While the scene evoked the poet saints of the
Bhakti era, such as Raidas who was himself a leather-worker, reconciling
this drummer’s virtuosity with the profession of shoemaking, considered
among the lowliest in the caste hierarchy, was nevertheless a challenge. So
ingrained are these categories that even experienced anthropologists, who
know that music is usually but a secondary occupation of agricultural
laborers or specialists of various kinds, are likely to be ill-prepared for ac-
tually confronting such everyday contradictions. This moment is merely
one example of the myriad subtle and everyday realizations that I encoun-
tered in the ﬁeld and that enriched my understanding of caste as a form of
social inequality and of its ramiﬁcations in the countryside, which for me
were further brought home through my own positioning in the caste and
class hierarchies.
On Translation
For every song cited in this book, I reluctantly had to leave out several
others from every occasion that were equally illuminating or illustrative.
A major determining factor in my choice of songs became my ability to
adequately translate the rich local idiom into modern English. Capturing
the ﬂavor of the local idiom was both challenging and rewarding. Tran-
scriptions of the original songs, as I recorded them, are also available for
Hindi and Bhojpuri and Purabiya speakers. I have retained these original
texts along with their translations, since they allow us to see the material
not just as texts to be analyzed, but as songs with a unique structure,
ﬂow, rhythmic quality, preﬁxes and su≈xes, and extraordinary lyricism.
In translating them, I attempt, not always successfully, to capture the
rhythm I heard in the original sung versions along with the element of
surprise and emotion that often accompanied the listening. On rare occa-
sions, and particularly when my own recordings were garbled or in-
adequate, I have resorted to few existing authoritative anthologies of
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Bhojpuri folksongs, but owing to this book’s grounding in ﬁeldwork, I
have kept such selections to a minimum.
The process of translating the songs also proved to be an invaluable
exercise in translating an entire culture and way of thinking into a lan-
guage that may lack corresponding categories. In addition to Bhojpuri, I
represent in these selections other dialects spoken in the villages where I
conducted my ﬁeldwork, such as Awadhi and Purabiya. As songs form the
core of my research, my analysis of the culture and society is pegged
entirely upon these articulations. Hence, each song provides an anchor
for the interpretative exercise that follows, including the associations
and cultural interconnections each inspires. As songs are cultural dis-
courses on emotion, my challenge often lay in translating the meanings as
they related to emotions. I have attempted to convey something of the
meaning-and-feeling system under study, since the cultural meaning sys-
tems are socially and publicly produced through song. In the words of
Lutz and White, this e√ort also entailed a ‘‘translation of emotion con-
cepts and the social processes surrounding their use’’ (Lutz and White
1986, 407–8).
This book is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 is concerned with
songs of the millstone, the long ballads that women sing while grinding
grain and spices. In chapter 2, our attention shifts from the courtyard to
the ﬁeld, exploring songs women sing when involved in productive labor
in the ﬁelds. Chapter 3 takes as its subject songs associated with marriage
as a rite of passage, and chapter 4 songs about the chaste Sita, the mythical
heroine from the epic Rama¯yana¯. Chapter 5 investigates gender dimen-
sions in a masculine ballad, the Lorika¯yan, and chapter 6 addresses cas-
sette recordings and the impact of technology on folksongs sung at the
festival of Holi. The conclusion highlights some of the signiﬁcant issues
this book raises and the themes it explores.
chapter one
b The Daily Grind
People woke up to the sound of the ja¯ta as just before sunrise, one
home after another seemed to come alive with the hum of this most
basic of women’s activities, the refrains of the jatsa¯r along with the
trundle of the stones against each other, being taken up as if in relay
from one household to the next.
fieldnotes, haricharan maurya, chachak village, 2002
Haricharan Maurya’s glowing account of the atmo-sphere in his village in eastern Uttar Pradesh when
women were grinding grain and spices on millstones—
a practice discontinued twenty or thirty years ago—cap-
tures the essence of women’s productive labor in villages
across rural north India and its ability to cut cross caste
divides. Perhaps because the work of processing the food
crucial for daily existence is so time-consuming and de-
manding, the most diverse of women’s oral ballads have
evolved to accompany these tasks. Maurya remembers
waking up to jatsa¯r songs every morning and to his ears
‘‘the rumble of the grinding stone combined with the
words of the song, remains the sweetest and most com-
forting of sounds.’’ During my ﬁeldwork, Maurya could
barely contain his enthusiasm as the women began a
song, often joining in the chorus. While Maurya’s pride
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in his wife’s repertoire was not always shared by others, given that men’s
musical worlds are distinct from those of women, his observations are
relevant to the questions this chapter raises, particularly those regarding
women’s consciousness in the genre of grinding songs.
This chapter, then, is concerned with the construction and reproduc-
tion of gender identity in the work songs known as jatsa¯r, which tradi-
tionally accompanied women’s daily grinding of grain and spices. The
songs also serve a pedagogical purpose, transmitting societal values from
older to younger women, serving to warn and prepare women for the
hardships of married life, and spelling out the limits of transgression, the
nature of punishments, and the rewards for compliance. By delineating
family relationships that might be threatening and antagonistic, and by
outlining codes of honor and conduct, the songs indicate the extent to
which women internalize society’s values and strictures. The chapter ex-
amines songs with diverse narratives and investigates their underlying
messages for the women who sing them. A related question is the extent
to which lessons learned through the jatsa¯r inform female subordination,
or the lack thereof, in the sphere of agricultural production, particularly
in women’s relations with their employers in the ﬁeld.
As this genre represents only one of the region’s many varieties of work
songs, it o√ers only a partial picture of what women sing about when
working. Sung within the conﬁnes of the household in the inner court-
yards of homes, these songs are part of a much wider range of songs
associated with women’s work, both in homes and ﬁelds.∞ Unlike the
performance of male ballads, women’s work songs match their rhythm to
the rhythm of repetitive tasks. While the jatsa¯r or ballads of the millstone
are not caste-speciﬁc but are sung by women of all castes, they are most
often heard in upper or middle-caste homes. This shared aspect of the
songs tends in some instances to blur caste distinctions and hierarchy.
Grinding grains and spices requires considerable e√ort, and women sit
on the courtyard ﬂoor with the ja¯ta (grinding stone) held between their
legs. The physical act of grinding also resonates with the grind of daily life
for village women. One may surmise that in cases where women sing the
same kinds of song day after day, they indeed absorb the lessons imparted
in the course of this activity. In short, the apparently benign and em-
powering practice of women singing the songs of the millstone enables
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8 Small version of the type of grinding
stone still in use in Barsara village,
Jaunpur.
wider social and gender-speciﬁc lessons, about both power and power-
lessness, to be most e√ectively learned.
In south India, for instance, in the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries, Suﬁ mystics used grindstone songs to disseminate ideas about
Suﬁsm. At least in Bijapur, a number of short poems in Dakani employed
indigenous themes and imagery for the propagation of mystical doc-
trines. Preserved in the oral traditions of Dakani speaking villagers of the
Deccan plateau, this folk poetry appears to have been sung by village
women engaged in various household chores, especially while grinding
grains and spices at the chakkı¯ (stone grinding mill) and while spinning
thread at the charkha¯ (the spinning wheel). For women the genre’s appeal
lay not only in the fact that it accompanied their household tasks but also
‘‘because it was permeated with imagery especially meaningful to them’’
(Eaton 2002, 192). Thus, ‘‘what the Suﬁs did was to adapt the simplest
elements of Suﬁ doctrine to the already existing vehicles of folk poetry
and to substitute vernacular Dakkani for vernacular Marathi or Kan-
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nada’’ (192). The works of the mystic Burhan al-Din Janam are associated
with the chakkı¯-na¯ma¯, a major development in the cultural history of the
Deccan. These songs recognized that the power that turns the wheel is
witness to the light and thereby to the essence of God (Eaton 2002, 194).
The songs appear to have ontologically linked God, the Prophet, and the
pı¯r (mystic) with the woman at the grindstone.
Phule and other lower caste radicals also attempted to project a new
identity for Maharashtra’s lower castes by drawing on symbols from war-
rior and agricultural traditions and giving them powerful new meanings,
revealing their sophisticated understanding of processes of identity for-
mation (O’Hanlon 1985, 8). The dissemination of new ideologies and
worldviews through women’s work songs appears to have been an ef-
fective way of reaching people.
These ballads of the millstone as a way of ‘‘speaking bitterness’’ that is
gender-speciﬁc are by no means unique to India, and a similar process is
found in Africa, where women’s working songs serve as a way of ex-
pressing grievances. The absence of colonial government documentation
about the impact of the Malawi famine of 1949 on rural communities, for
example, led Megan Vaughan (1987) to utilize women’s pounding songs—
sung by rural women pounding maize in the central courtyard area,
where the songs’ content would have had the maximum social impact—as
a rich source of gender-speciﬁc oral testimony concerning events that
occurred forty years before.≤ Unlike these songs, however, whose prin-
cipal function appears to have been forcing appropriate kin and caste
norms on young women, those in Malawi were designed to upbraid male
kin for not adhering to kinship obligations, for example, providing food
for the women of the household in times of scarcity.≥
form, content, and method
A striking aspect of the jatsa¯r is their duration; they can be very long, last-
ing the time it takes a woman to grind the 5 kilos of grain or ﬂour
necessary to prepare a meal for an extended family. Another is their dis-
tinctive rhythm, which not only accompanies but also mimics the trun-
dling of the two millstones (one on top of the other) that completes a full
circle.∂ Yet another is their social context; because the singing makes the
task of grinding easier, usually two women—one old, one young—sing
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the jatsa¯r together. This arrangement facilitates the process of ideologi-
cal transmission, in that the social values (anxieties, concerns, negative/
positive behaviors) familiar to the older woman are conveyed to the
younger. In such circumstances, it is the voice not just of experience but
also of female authority (i.e., one’s mother-in-law) that instructs the sub-
ordinate female (i.e., the daughter-in-law).∑
The punishments accorded for transgression and resistance is an im-
portant theme of these songs, the narratives of which fall into three broad
categories.∏ First are songs that describe women’s daily lives in their con-
jugal homes, along with the bleakness of their situation. Second are songs
about conﬂict within families and close kin and how this conﬂict is (or is
not) to be resolved. Family relationships in these narratives are character-
ized as potentially, in many cases actually, antagonistic, reﬂecting the
turbulence experienced by inmarrying daughters-in-law. Third are songs
that narrate, in some detail, the consequences for women who transgress
a variety of behavioral norms, such as breaking caste boundaries, violat-
ing codes of honor, and so on.
jatsa¯r singers
How the women who remember and sing these ballads relate to them
became an important question for me, one unearthed through the wide-
ranging conversations I had with the singers during recording sessions.
Here I follow Narayan’s insights from an article published in 1995 about
Dundes’s suggestion back in 1966 that while a focus on context is impor-
tant to ascertaining the meaning of folksongs, in order to reﬂect on how
the genres are indigenously conceived the researcher must also actively
elicit the meaning of the folklore from the folk themselves (Narayan 1993,
178). The di√erences between versions of the same song may serve to
highlight minor distinctions between the song repertoires of the upper
and lower castes.
Meena Devi, a young Brahmin woman from village Misraulia, Chhapra
district, in Bihar, who has memorized hundreds of songs, says that senior
female members of her family sang jatsa¯rs every day, so she was raised on a
rich diet of songs in her natal home. In her marital home the tradition of
morning singing to the accompaniment of the ja¯ta has continued and
enriched her repertoire. Due to her vast and varied repertoire, Meena
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9 Meena Devi (Brahmin) in Misraulia, Chhapra.
Devi could often sing for hours at a stretch without pause. Once when a
group of Dalit singers in the same village sang a lewd version of a song to
embarrass the upper caste males, an incident I describe in the ﬁeldwork
section of the introduction to this volume, Meena Devi was quick to
distance herself from the Dalit version, emphasizing that her songs were
‘‘not like that,’’ that is, as outspoken, challenging, or subversive as those
sung by the lower castes.
Shanti Tewari, another Brahmin woman of village Atara in Jaunpur,
says that whenever there is a wedding in the family the food preparations
stretch out over several months, and the grain and spices required for the
feasts must be prepared in advance. Shanti says, ‘‘Only intense concen-
trated activity and collaboration between several close and distant kin in
the village makes it possible to get these tasks completed in time. Kins-
women must lend a hand.’’ When kinswomen come together in these
task teams, assisted by the village women of other castes, they also get to
hear and learn new songs.
In Atara village, a Rajput (Thakur) woman conﬁded to me that she
regretted forgetting whole stanzas of many of the ja¯ta songs she had once
known as she now no longer engages in grinding activity. However, by
mimicking the semi-circular motion of the hands across the grinding
10a Shanti Tewari and friend enjoy an afternoon singing session with their Kahar helper, Tengra (on ﬂoor).
10b Shanti Tewari (foreground) with upper-caste singing companions.
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stone ( ja¯ta), the woman was able to remember the words of some of these
songs from her youth. Often during recording sessions, when groups of
women sang jatsa¯rs as a team, the genre’s ponderous narrative style gener-
ated plenty of discussion among the singers about their own lives and
struggles. During one of these recording sessions in Sadiapur, Sitara Devi
remarked: ‘‘You’re hearing us laugh so much and we’re having so much
fun now, but Dı¯dı¯, these songs are the saddest songs ever! You know,
sometimes we have tears streaming down our eyes, as we sing. Tears will
be streaming down your face too, when you really think about the tragedy
in the song.’’ Regarding the air of tragedy in these narratives and the
desperation that leads the protagonists of the songs to commit suicide,
Malti Devi explained, ‘‘In the songs, women always protect their honor,
that’s because they are great satı¯s [formidably chaste women].’’
For my recordings of this and other genres, I relied on Munraji of
village Barsara, a woman in possession of a rich and varied repertoire. A
Mallah by caste, Munraji is marginalized by virtue of belonging to one of
the so-called backward castes in the region, situated on the lowest rungs
of agrarian and caste hierarchies. Munraji became blind as a result of an
attack of chickenpox when she was barely seven years old. As she explains
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12 Rajput singer in Atara trying to remember grinding songs.
it, it was the year of the great ﬂood when ma¯ta¯ (the chickenpox deity)
took away her eyes (‘‘jis sa¯l bara¯ bu¯ra¯ a¯ya¯ raha¯ ’’). Perhaps to compensate
for her lack of this critical faculty, Munraji developed a sharp memory
and a keen sense of touch that enables her to live independently. She was
married very young and, despite the handicap, has raised four children,
all of them now adults. Two of her sons are married and live in separate
household units in the village.
Munraji clearly appreciates her neighbors’ helpful gestures, though
I have always marveled at her remarkable self-su≈ciency, cultivating
greens and arhar pulse in the land adjoining her backyard. She also has a
couple of goats that she grazes in the tall grasses along the river at the edge
of village Barsara. She cooks simple meals e≈ciently, and often I have
seen her borrow one of her neighbors’ ﬁres, once they have lighted their
hearths for the evening meal. It could be said that she is the memory-
keeper of this village. Munraji is much respected, both because of her age
but also because of her self-su≈ciency, her fair and clear thinking, and her
integrative approach in dealing with village and caste matters. As she
remembers hundreds of songs from a range of genres, she is the natural
lead singer at collective gatherings.
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13 Munraji, Barsara village’s memory-keeper, stands outside her hut
with Subhavati and her grandchildren.
Subhavati of the Kahar (water-carriers) caste, also of Barsara village
and Munraji’s friend, is in her forties and, unlike other women in her
community, has only one teenage daughter. She and her husband are
both vegetable vendors. Her skills lead to her recent unanimous nomina-
tion by the village women as leader of the newly formed group-lending
society. Subhavati starts her day by going to the wholesale market where
she purchases the basket of vegetables she will sell that day. She then sits
at a busy intersection at the edge of Khutahan town, close to Jaunpur.
She usually manages by the end of the day to sell everything, but if some
vegetables remain unsold, she walks through the village calling out her
wares. Subhavati is a successful vendor and although her husband sells his
vegetables by bicycle over a wider distance, Subhavati manages to make
more proﬁts. She explains her strategy as follows: ‘‘I have a number of
permanent clients who only buy vegetables from me because I am willing
to give loans and often advance them goods even if they may not have
the amount to make the purchases. My clients know that they can always
pay me later if they are short of cash. I also try to add (cungı¯ ) a small
token free gift for an accompanying child, such as a tomato or radish. It
makes mothers and children happy and then they always come back to
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me. I am good at calculation and remember to make a mental note of all
the loans.’’
Owing to her highly practical and enthusiastic approach, Subhavati is
recognized as a keen businesswoman. Her hard work is admired, and she
is a role model for many, partly because of her ability to hold her own in
the male world. She is keen to give her daughter a good education. Yet,
despite her obvious pragmatism and solid common sense, our exchange
revealed another side to her personality:
‘‘I intend to expand my business once I am free of the demons that visit me,’’ said
Subhavati.
‘‘What demons?’’ I asked.
‘‘You know, the ones that possess you and will not leave. My entire body is getting
very weak because of this. I think my bones are turning watery. That’s why I go
every Thursday to Ghaus Pir to exorcise them.’’
Ghaus Pir, located in Khutahan near Jaunpur, is the revered shrine of a
medieval Suﬁ saint and is visited by both Hindus and Muslims. Munraji
and Subhavati of Barsara often sing together and are familiar with each
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other’s repertoires, encouraging, prompting, and completing each other’s
songs. Bhagirathi Devi and Urmila Maurya of Chachakpur village form
another such pair, whose repertoires and tonal qualities complement each
other, making the recording of songs a scintillating experience. In their
explanations of the songs’ lyrics, women often compare these narratives
with their own lives, remarking, for instance, ‘‘see my husband left me
when I was so young,’’ or ‘‘I too had such a problem when I was married.’’
Munraji, when asked about the meaning of a particular song has often
playfully remarked, ‘‘You are a Professor and yet you do not know this
simple thing!’’ before launching into a detailed explanation of the song.
work songs
The recordings presented here allow us to discern patterns and themes in
women’s preoccupations. I recorded the following song during a session
with Bhagirathi Devi and Urmila Maurya. They belong to the Maurya
caste of vegetable growers and market gardeners in Chachak village on
the outskirts of Jaunpur. Chachakpur, one of the more prosperous vil-
lages in the region, is known for the commercial cultivation of ﬂowers,
and its relative prosperity is due in part to its proximity to Jaunpur city,
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which facilitates access to urban markets. When the recording was made
in 2003, Bhagirathi Devi, a small farmer, was well over seventy years old
and Urmila was in her ﬁfties. The song they sang provides a good intro-
duction to the jatsa¯r. Haricharan Maurya, with whose observations I
began this chapter, himself took up its refrain, citing it as the most repre-
sentative of the genre.
1
brother don’t tell them
Sa¯su birna¯ jo ailen pahunariya¯ ho na
Sasu kahu bana¯v jevanrava¯ ho na?
Kothila¯ mein ba¯ti bahuta sarl¯ı kodaiya¯ ho na
Bahuva¯ retva¯ mein chakva¯re ka sagva¯ ho na
Sa¯su ka¯hu banau jevanrava¯ ho na?
Sa¯su sathiya¯ puthiya¯ rinhbai bhatva¯ ho na
Sa¯su mungiya¯ dariya¯ rinhbai partı¯ ho na
Àva jevahin je baithe sa¯r bahnoiya¯ ho na
Are Rama bhaiya¯ ke dhurkin hain a¯suiya¯ ho na
Bahini re bipat tohre upra ba¯ti ho na
Bahini bari re bipat jevanrava¯ ho na
Hamri bipat bhaiya¯ ma¯ı¯ a¯ge jinni kahyo ho na
Ma¯ı¯ maciya¯ baithl¯ı carkha¯ katain ho na
Ma¯ı¯ carkha¯ pataki lagiyain rovain ho na
Hamri bipat bhaiya¯ bahinı¯ a¯ge jin kahiyo ho na
Bhaiya¯ bipati sunahi bahini sasure na jaihain ho na
Hamri bipat bhaiya¯ bhauj¯ı a¯ge jinni kahyo na
Bhauj¯ı bipati sunei lagihain rovai ho na
Mother-in-law, when my brother comes visiting, you know,
Mother-in-law, what shall I cook for the meal?
‘‘There’s plenty of spoilt kodon grain in the loft,
Daughter-in law, some salad leaves in the sandy ﬁeld.’’
Mother-in-law, what shall I cook for the meal?
Mother-in-law, coarse rice I’ll cook
And ground Moong da¯l.
When husband and brother-in-law sat together, you know,
O Rama, brother’s tears started to roll.
‘‘Sister dear, such hardship has befallen you.
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Sister, your life is so di≈cult.’’
‘‘My hardships, brother, to our mother don’t tell.
Mother seated on the cot spinning, you know,
Tossing aside the spinning wheel, will burst into tears, you know.
Brother, don’t tell of my hardships to sister.
Brother! hearing of my hardships, sister will refuse to go to her conjugal home.
Brother, don’t tell of my hardships to sister-in-law.
On hearing them, sister-in-law will start to weep.’’
The bleak reality young women face in their conjugal homes is the
poignant theme of this song. The relative indi√erence of the mother-in-
law to the respect that should be accorded a bride’s brother, along with her
suggestions for the items to be prepared, compounds the bride’s misery.
As we will see in chapter 3, the song hints at cultural sanctions against
visits by members of the bride’s natal family. The withdrawal of hospi-
tality appropriate to a visiting guest emerges as but one of the mecha-
nisms conjugal families deploy to discourage periodic visits from brides’
natal family members, thus isolating brides in their marital homes. The
song serves as a warning to the brothers of brides that even they can never
be sure of the treatment they will receive in the sasura¯l of their sisters. The
song provokes its listeners and singers to reﬂect on the bride’s state of
mind after her conjugal household snubs her brother, greeting his ritual
visit with calculated indi√erence.
The song appears to illustrate the rationale for anuloma, or hypergamy,
the preferred north Indian form of marriage, in which daughters ideally
move from lower to upper echelons of caste hierarchies. I explore the
implications of this principle in chapter 3. Some scholarly consensus does
exist about the preference for this norm, and indeed the rule appears to
have been devised to support women in adapting to their new homes and
to spare them the pangs of deprivation as seen here. The folklore, how-
ever, is replete with tales that violate this norm, despite its apparently
preferred status.
The following tale describes societal expectations that require married
women to furnish proofs of ﬁdelity and chastity and legitimate the rights
of members of the patrilineage to demand them. The narrative indicates
the stringent controls brides face within their conjugal homes. While this
particular song was sung by a large group of Dalit women, the values of
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chastity and morality, and indeed the motif of testing women’s chastity,
has long been associated with upper-caste women as in Sita’s trial by ﬁre.
2
shimmering necklace and simmering vat
Sa¯tahu Bhaiya¯ ke Satmal Bahiniya¯ ho na
Bahinı¯ tohen la¯ibe suruju¯ harauva¯ ho na
Barah barisva¯ laute pardesiya¯ ho na
Satmal tinhi letu suruju harauva¯ ho na
Paehari orhi gaili govanva¯ ho na
Unke sasuru¯ mangaitin pa¯ni datuan ho na
Paniya¯ dhulkat jhalkat suruju harauva¯ ho na
Kaha¯n paiayu suruju harauva¯ ho na
Nata bhaiya¯ ke Satmal bahiniya¯ ho na
Sasuru Bhaiya¯ dinhi suruju harauva¯ ho na
Paehri orhi gaili gavanva¯ ho na
Unke jethau mangaitin pa¯ni datuan ho na
Unke devar
Unke samiya¯ mangaitin datuan pa¯ni
Paniya¯ urail jhalkat suruju¯ harauva¯ ho na
Dhana¯ kaha¯n pa¯iu suruju harauva¯
Satahi bahiniya¯
Parabhu Bhaiya¯ dihin suruju harauva¯ ho na
Ham na¯hi manbai Dhana¯ tohari baciniya¯ ho na
Dhana ham lebe dharami karahiya¯ ho na
Morai pa¯nco barva¯ Bhaiya¯ mitva¯ ho na
Nauva baba a¯ge khabarva¯ jana¯vau ho na
Nai kahe hamre Baba¯ji ke agava¯ ho na
Rama¯ tohrı¯ betı¯ bhabe bahi karihava¯ ho na
A¯ri a¯ri baithahin ga¯nv ke logava¯ ho na
Rama bicava¯n me dharamı¯ karhaiya¯ ho na
A¯va rove bhaiya¯ Ba¯ba¯ ho na
Betı¯ a¯j jau sanaca tha¯rahu
Betı¯ tohein jake dalva¯ khanaibe ho na
Tuhi galat
Beti jiya the khan ke garaibe ho na
Bicva ho
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Rama carhı¯ gain dharamı¯ karahiya¯ ho na
Khaulat telva¯ mein Satmal kudein ho na
Dhadhakı¯ aginiya¯ bujhi gail¯ı ho na
Are mere satil¯ı raniya¯ chuti gail¯ı ho na
Seven brothers have a sister, Satmal, you know.
‘‘For you, sister, a shimmering necklace we’ll bring.’’
Twelve years later return the travellers, you know.
‘‘Sister, are you there, a shimmering necklace we brought, you know.’’
Mother says, ‘‘Brothers! It’s only her laughter that is left behind.
All dressed up, Satmal was sent o√ to her marital home.’’
Her father-in-law says, ‘‘Fetch the neem brush and water.’’
In the water he sees the necklace reﬂected.
‘‘Where did you get that necklace?’’ he asks, you know.
‘‘Sister of seven brothers, Satmal am I.
Father-in-law, my brothers gave me the shimmering necklace, you know.’’
All dressed up, Satmal for her marital home departed!
Elder brother-in-law asks for the neem brush and water.
Younger brother-in-law asks for the neem brush and water.
‘‘Whence came you by that necklace, wife?’’
‘‘Lord, my brothers bought me this shimmering necklace.’’
‘‘Wife, your words cannot be believed.
A test of truth from you I want with the simmering vat.’’
My seven brothers are friends.
Barber, you must inform my father.
‘‘Your daughter is to be tested with the heated oil vat.’’
On the sides are seated the village folk.
In the center the vat of truth is ready.
Brothers and father, come crying.
‘‘Daughter, we’ll bury you right here with our own hands.
If indeed you are found not to be true.’’
In the center the vat of truth is ready.
Into the ﬂames, Satmal leaps.
Into the piping hot oil, Satmal leaps.
The raging ﬂames are immediately extinguished.
‘‘O my true Rani, she left me, alas!’’
dalit singers, sauraiyan, jaunpur
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The homelessness of the woman is poignantly underlined in the unex-
pected last stanza, where her brothers and father, rather than conﬁrm that
the jewel was indeed a gift from them, proceed to endorse her need to
furnish the required proof. The statement that they will bury her should
she be proved untrue serves as a chilling reminder to all women of the
folly of relying on long-term support from their natal homes. Thus a
woman’s inherent lack of security in both her natal and conjugal homes
serves as a powerful weapon of control for ensuring her conformity with
established norms and behavioral expectations. Hence, even the abun-
dant ﬁlial a√ection women blessed with as many as seven brothers may
enjoy is likely to be quickly withdrawn. Since it is a family’s women that
represent the honor of its lineage, we see how male members of both the
natal and conjugal households are equally concerned about upholding
the woman’s chastity. The song alerts women to the reality that tests of
ﬁdelity, while certainly more stringent for newlyweds, are likely to remain
a continuous feature of their married lives.
family conflicts and their resolution
This section focuses on songs that attempt to resolve the tensions inher-
ent in the family unit and in the several dyads the family structure com-
prises. As we will see, the resolutions are violent, leaving almost no room
for ambiguity or compromise. The songs depict various scenarios that
capture the threatening nature of these relationships and of related prob-
lems such as incest, positing in the process extraordinary solutions. Em-
bedded in these solutions are forms of resistance and, very occasionally,
clues about how one might subvert existing relations of power.
3
pregnant solutions: disguise
Phu¯l lorhe gaı¯l re Rama, malin phu¯lvaria¯, nu re ki
Are phu¯lva lorhat re Nando, are rahela¯ garabhiya¯, nu re ki
Piya¯ pardes e Nando, are devaru¯ larakiva¯ nu re ki
Iho garabhiya¯ e Nando, kekre sire dharab nu re ki
Hajipur hatiya¯ re Bhaujo, Bhaiya¯ ham dekhnı¯ nu re ki
Malini ke sangava¯ e Bhaujo,dhu¯inyan le rama¯vale nu re ki
Kholi da chunariya¯ e Bhaujo, re panhel¯ı lugariya¯ nu re ki
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Hathva¯ ke lehalu e Bhaujo, ba¯ns ke chabeliya¯ nu re ki
Netuin bhes dharahı¯ e ai Bhaujo,Bhaiya¯ khoj¯ı ail nu re ki
Eik gal¯ı gaı¯l e Ram, ki duı¯ gal¯ı gaı¯l nu re ki
u¯ncı¯ re jharokhva¯ me carhı¯, nirkhlelan Bhaiya¯ nu re ki
Godna¯ ke godavle e Netuin, Ka¯ı¯ lebu¯ danva¯ nu re ki ?
Bahiyan bharı¯ godl¯ı e Ram, kehuniya¯ bhar godal¯ı nu re ki
Tı¯sar godan godl¯ı e Ram, tuhu¯n chı¯nhal nu re ki
Deh tore thakau e Raja ji, bahiya¯n la¯ge ghunva¯ nu re ki
Tohre ka¯ranva e Ram, Netu¯in bhes dhail¯ı nu re ki.
Scented blossoms, O Rama! in the gardener’s garden.
The heavy scent caused, O sister-in-law! conception in the womb.
My husband abroad, sister-in-law! and brother-in-law, barely a child.
This pregnancy, O sister-in-law! at whose head, to attribute?
At the Hajipur market, O brother’s wife! I spotted my brother.
With the gardener’s daughter, O sister-in-law! in a smokescreen enveloped.
‘‘Undo your fancy saree brother’s wife, put on the threadbare garment.
In your hands, pick up, O brother’s wife! a bamboo basket.
Disguised as a Netuin, O brother’s wife! Go seek out elder brother.’’
The ﬁrst street, went she, the second street, she went.
From a window, looking out, brother she spied.
‘‘To make the tattoo, hey Netuin! how much will you charge?’’
An armful she tattooed, O Ram! until the elbows, she did.
On the third tattoo she was recognized.
‘‘May your body rot and your arms disintegrate
Only because of you, O Ram! this Netuinπ disguise I adopted.’’
meena devi misraulia, chhapra
This jatsa¯r provides an ingenious solution to an illegitimate pregnancy,
and thus pushes against many societal norms. In this sense it echoes the
so-called bedtrick tales common to several cultures (Doniger 2000). First,
here it is none other than the brother’s own sister who ﬁnds the solution,
pointing to a shared and secret understanding between these kinswomen,
who are traditionally portrayed as antagonists. The plan and its successful
execution depend on the resourcefulness of the sister-in-law, and the fact
that the absent brother is himself spied in town in an alliance with the
gardener’s daughter somehow mitigates the enormity of the subterfuge.
Here, when the disguised pregnant woman is recognized by her husband,
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her trick backﬁres, and the option to prove the ‘‘legitimacy’’ of her preg-
nancy is now closed. Instead, her curses suggest that having discovered
her husband’s inﬁdelity, she can claim that it was the need to uncover his
dalliance that led her to adopt the disguise. The lower-caste Netuin’s
disguise and the art of tattooing clearly made for greater geographical
mobility and appear to have been available to women in distress.
The song is easily recognized as a jatsa¯r through its typical line endings
of ‘‘O Ram,’’ which along with ‘‘Nu re ki’’ and ‘‘Arai Rama’’ are common
in this genre. These line endings impart a rhythmic quality to the song
and coincide with the circular hand motions of the singers.
4
sister-in-law for a tattoo
Are a¯ni are a¯ni Sasuj¯ı, ghu¯mne tu¯i aniya¯ nu re ki
Are ka¯m kar le a¯yi Sasuj¯ı, godaitı¯ godhanva¯ Sasuj¯ı
Are godhna¯ ke godainı¯ Netuı¯, are ma¯nge la¯gin danva¯ nu re ki
Tohara¯ ke debai Netui, Da¯l bhar sonava¯ nu re ki
Da¯l bhar ru¯pava¯ nu re ki, godhana¯ ke godainı¯ Netuı¯
Ihe debau danva¯ nu re ki,a¯gi to laga¯ibe Sanvariya¯
Are Da¯l bhar sonava¯ nu re ki, are Da¯l bhar rupava¯ nu re ki
Are chotkı¯ nanadiya¯ Sanvariya¯, ihe dayei de danva¯ nu re ki
Chotki nanadiya¯ Sanvariya¯, are dei dail¯ı danva¯ nu re ki
Har phari a¯ile Saudagar, kudariya¯ pha¯ri a¯yele nu re ki
Are oriya¯ kar baithat Saudagar, nı¯cha¯ mu¯ri ga¯rile nu re ki
Sabh kehu lauke Dhaniya¯, angana¯ se du¯ara¯ nu re ki
Are chotki bahiniya¯ Dhaniya¯, kahan u dia¯yul¯ı nu re ki
Purba se a¯ndhi a¯ule, are pachima¯ se barkha¯ nu re ki
Are ahi me a¯ve Sva¯mij¯ı, are bahinı¯ udhı¯ a¯ili nu re ki
Pı¯su¯ pı¯su¯ a¯ve Dhaniya¯, are jiyava¯ se satuiya¯ nu re ki
Are hamahu¯ to jayene he Rama, are Bahinı¯ ka udesva¯ nu re ki
Ek kos gaile Bhaiya¯, are du¯ı¯ kos gailen nu re ki
Are netua¯ ke sirikiya¯ ho dha¯ı¯le, Didiya¯ bari khar nu re ki
Calu calu a¯he didiya¯, are a¯pan u¯ desva¯ nu re ki
Are purva¯ se a¯ndhı¯ ho a¯ı¯le, pachim se barkha¯ nu re ki
Are ohı¯ me a¯ye u Netua¯, are didiya¯ udhı¯ a¯val¯ı nu re ki
Kha¯ila¯ mai Netuva¯ ke bhatva¯, are godiya¯ paisi sutl¯ı nu re ki
Are Bhauj¯ı godail¯ı godanva¯, uhe dail¯ı danva¯ nu re ki
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‘‘Oh! look who comes, mother-in-law roaming around, who comes.
Work done, mother-in-law, allow me to get tattooed.’’
Oh! Netuin, the tattooer of tattoos, began to ask for her fee.
‘‘To you I’ll give Netuin a basketful of gold, a basketful of silver.
To the tattooer of tattoos, the Netuin, this is what I’ll give as fee.’’
‘‘To hell with your fee, young one, the basketful of gold and basketful of silver.
Your husband’s younger sister, O young one. It’s her I demand as my fee.’’
So the sister was given away as fee.
After ploughing the husband returned, having wielded the sickle, he returned.
On the porch he sat, the husband, head hanging down, he sat.
‘‘Everyone I can see, wife, from the courtyard to the door.
Younger sister, O wife, oh where did you send her away?’’
‘‘In the east rose a storm, in the west, lashed the rain.
In that disappeared the sister-in-law.’’
‘‘Grind and pack for me, wife, some nourishing sattu food.
Oh, I must go on a journey for the purpose of ﬁnding my sister.’’
Two miles went the brother, four miles went the brother.
Holding a stick at Netua’s place, the sister stands.
‘‘Come on sister, let’s go, let’s return to our land.’’
In the east rose a storm, in the west lashed the rain.
In that O Netua, my sister disappeared.
Oh, but the sister, she refused to return.
‘‘I have shared the Netua’s rice and slept in his lap.
Your wife, O brother, got herself tattooed and for that, she gave me away.’’
meena devi, misraulia, chhapra
While the opposition between a husband’s wife and his sister remains
the subtext in this song, this opposition is expressed in an unusual way as
the wife gives away her sister-in-law to the tattooer, thus permanently
eliminating her presence from the household without actually killing her.
The tension inherent in this relationship and its perceived worthlessness
to the wife appears as the fulﬁllment of the unexpressed wish of wives in
general. Commensal and conjugal relations, once entered into, are ir-
reversible, and the narrative powerfully underlines this fact. That the
Netuin household of itinerant tattooers, where the sister has taken resi-
dence, numbers among the lowest of the lower castes, with its polluting
overtones, doubly underscores the permanency of the sister’s fall in status.
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An acceptance of her fate, as ordained by the brother’s wife, resolves the
tension, but the last stanza also provides an interesting twist, for as the
mean wife prepares the worst fate possible for her sister-in-law, the sister
accepts it with unexpected aplomb. In refusing to return to her former
world she subverts the system in an unexpected way so that the shoe is
now on the other foot. By shaming her brother’s wife in willingly ac-
quiescing to her fate in the Netuin’s home, the sister also registers her
resistance to established caste norms.
If, on the other hand, the wife had connived to give away her sister-in-
law at the sister’s own behest, the above scenario would be cast in an
entirely di√erent light. In this case, the wife would appear as her sister-in-
law’s abettor and would be complicit in her elopement, given that no
other alternatives to her union were available. Indeed, an individual’s
ingenious resolution of such problems, with minimal disturbance to the
established social order and patriarchal controls, remains the motivating
force behind these narratives.∫
5
mother-in-law’s poison
Ghar l¯ıpe goil¯ı Rama, sa¯su¯ ki irikhı¯a¯ nu re Ram,
Gorva¯ tari parle e Sa¯suj¯ı gahuvan sarapva¯ nu re Ram.
Mora¯ kha¯tir a¯ho Bahua¯ saura¯ macharia¯ nu re Ram.
Mu¯riya¯ se pu¯ncchva¯ e Sa¯su duara¯ bigı¯ a¯ilu nu e Ram,
Bı¯ce ke guriava¯ e Sa¯suj¯ı hardı¯ laga¯il¯ı re Ram.
Sabh din dihalu e Sa¯su hudiya¯ ke bha¯tava nu e Ram,
Tutahi bhariava¯ nu e Ram, a¯ju ka¯he dihalu e Sa¯su,j¯ı
Phulaha¯ tha¯riava¯ nu e Ram, dha¯nava ke bha¯tva nu e Ram?
Sabh din dihalu e Sa¯su, mu¯riya¯ se pu¯nchva¯ nu e Ram,
Àju ka¯he dihalu e Sa¯suj¯ı, bı¯c ke guriava¯ nu e Ram?
Kha¯t pı¯at e Sa¯suj¯ı, bari nik la¯gale nu e Ram.
Âncve ke beria¯ e Sa¯suj¯ı, ghu¯rme la kaparva¯ nu e Ram.
Su¯ti rah a¯le he bahua¯, sasur ke sejiyava¯ nu e Ram.
Har pha¯ri a¯ile sauda¯gar, kudaria¯ pha¯ri a¯ile nu e Ram.
Oria¯ tar baithat saudagar nı¯cha mu¯ri ga¯rle nu e Ram.
Sabh kehu¯ lauke e a¯ma¯, a¯ngna¯ se du¯ara¯ nu e Ram.
Patarı¯ tiriava¯ e a¯ma¯, kaha¯n ru¯si gail¯ı nu e Ram?
Patarı¯ tiriava¯ e Babua¯, jariye ke bigaral e Ram,
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Sutal¯ı ba¯ri a¯ho e Babua¯, sasur ke sejiyava¯ nu e Ram.
Ek sont marle saudagar, duı¯ sont marle nu e Ram.
Ânkh se na takl¯ı sanvariya¯, mukh se na bolali nu e Ram.
Javne mahuria¯ e a¯ma¯, dhaniya¯ ke dihanı¯ nu e Ram,
Àhe re mahuria¯ e a¯ma¯, ham ke khilaitu nu e Ram.
Dhaniko mualake e a¯ma¯, Ganga dahva¯ib nu e Ram,
Candan ga¯ch katvaib nu e Ram.
Tohare mualke e a¯ma¯, ga¯dh me dabaibu¯ nu e Ram.
Dhanike mualke e a¯ma¯, ba¯bhna¯ nevat bu nu e Ram
Tohre mualke e a¯ma¯, kagava¯ nevat bu ne Ram
Went to mop the ﬂoor and faced mother-in-law’s bitterness.
Under the feet, O mother-in-law, I see the poisonous cobra.
For you, O daughter-in-law, the cobra, for me the Saur pond ﬁsh.Ω
The head and tail, O mother-in-law, I went and threw out.
The middle portion, O mother-in-law, I wrapped in turmeric.
Everyday you gave me, mother-in-law, the kodon gruel,
Served in a broken platter, then why today, mother-in-law,
The precious metal dinner plate and the rare rice meal?
Everyday you gave me, mother-in-law, the ﬁsh head or tail,
then why today, mother-in-law, the tender middle portion?
The meal, mother-in-law, tasted so good.
When washing up after the meal, mother-in-law, the head began to spin.
‘‘Go sleep, daughter-in-law, on the bed of father-in-law.’’
Having ploughed, returned the son, wielding the sickle he returned.
On the porch he seated himself, head sunk low.
‘‘Everyone, O mother, I see, from the courtyard to the door.
My slim wife, O mother, where is she hiding, in pique?’’
‘‘Your slim wife, my son, a born slut!
There she sleeps, O son, on the bed of her father-in-law.’’
One blow he dealt her, then the second blow.
Not an eye did she raise, the beauty, nor a word did she speak.
‘‘The very poison, O mother, you gave to my wife,
The same poison, O mother, feed it to me.
My wife’s remains, O mother, into the Ganga I’ll consign, sandalwood trees I’ll
get cut.
Your remains, O mother, under the earth will be buried.
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At my wife’s funeral, O mother, Brahmins I’ll invite to feast.
On your funeral, O mother, black crows I’ll invite.’’
meena devi, misraulia, chhapra
In this macabre tale, the simmering antagonism between mothers-in-
law and daughters-in-law, an integral part of north Indian folklore,
reaches extreme proportions, with the senior woman plotting and suc-
cessfully poisoning her daughter-in-law while also attempting to prove
her guilty of incest with her father-in-law. In a patriarchal context that
reveres the mothers of sons, the ending of this song comes as something of
a surprise, for here the son actually acknowledges his mother’s brutality.
The son’s resolve not to carry out his mother’s last rites in accordance with
scriptural norms, namely, with fragrant sandalwood for the funeral pyre
and the feeding of Brahmins, is especially interesting. The last lines allude
to the son preference in Indian society, which is largely predicated on the
ritual responsibility of sons to ensure the parental soul’s proper transition
to the next world.
The song also follows the recognizable formula characteristic of jatsa¯rs.
For instance, to build the tension, the singer underlines again and again
how this particular day is di√erent from other days. Again, when the
husbands of these songs return, invariably after ploughing, they omi-
nously wield a sickle or an axe. They see ‘‘everyone from the courtyard to
the door,’’ except their ‘‘slim’’ wives. This is the cue for the big troubles in
store for the patari tiriyava¯ (slim wife)! The husbands of these tales are
quick to inﬂict violence on their wives at the instigation of their mothers
and only repent when it is too late.
6
the traveler’s bengalin
Tuhu¯n to jaiba¯ ra¯ur Muniya, se hamra¯ ke ka¯ le aiya re Muniya?
Tohara¯ ke laiba Muniya, kasmas re choliya¯, se apana ke purbı¯ Benga¯lin ra¯ur
Muniya
Jab hun Benga¯lin goyra¯ bı¯c a¯ile, se u¯nce re mandiliya¯ nı¯c bhail ho re
Jab ho Benga¯lin du¯arva bı¯c a¯il¯ı, ki sasur ke pagariya¯ nı¯c bhail ho
Jab ho Benga¯lin du¯arva bı¯c gail¯ı, ho sa¯su ki akiliya¯ na¯hin cale re
Maciya¯ baithal raura¯ sa¯su barhaita, se eik hi akilya¯ batlaitı¯.
Pisiya¯ me gehua¯n pakieha¯ me pu¯riya, se parı¯c parı¯c ma¯hurı¯ dariya¯.
Pahile je pu¯riya Benga¯lini ke diha¯, se tab khaihen kul pariva¯r ra¯ur Muniya
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Kha¯t pı¯at Muniya barni nibhan la¯gele, a¯ncve ke beriya¯ ba¯the kapa¯r ra¯ur Muniya
Se su¯ti raha¯ sasur ke sejiya¯ ra¯ur Muniya,
Se sab din dihalu sa¯su tutı¯ khatiava¯, se a¯j ka¯he sasur ke sejiya¯?
Har pha¯ri aile Sa¯mi kudariya¯ pha¯ri aile, se oriya¯ to nı¯cha muh garli
Sab kahu lauke angna¯ se duara¯, se pu¯rbi Benga¯lin kaha¯n gail¯ı ra¯ur Muniya
Pu¯rbi Benga¯lin Babua ja¯ri eik bigral, Se sutal ba¯ri sasur ke sejihva¯
Ka¯nc ke katlin Sa¯mi cirkı¯ banaulin, se ma¯re lagre sobaran satakva¯
Ânkh se na takl¯ı Muniya, Muh se na bolal¯ı
Se kaun mahuria¯ a¯ dihil ra¯ur Muniya?
‘‘When you go on your journey, pray, what will you bring for me?’’
‘‘For you I’ll get a form-ﬁtting blouse, for myself, an eastern Bengalin.’’∞≠
When the Bengalin arrived in our midst, the imposing temple just diminished
in size.
When the Bengalin came to the door, Father-in-law’s turban was lowered.
When that Bengalin went through the door, Mother-in-law’s senses stopped
functioning.
From her perch on the cot, mother-in-law, just one piece of advice, she gave.
‘‘In the ﬂour you grind to bake the bread, in that ﬂour, add poison.
The ﬁrst bread, serve to the Bengalin, then serve the other family members.’’
She ate and drank and then the headache came, ‘‘Go sleep on father-in-law’s
bed.’’
‘‘Everyday you gave me mother-in-law, a broken cot, why today, father-in-law’s
bed?’’
Returning from the ﬁeld kudar in hand, husband sat on the porch with bowed
head.
‘‘Everyone is visible from the courtyard to the door, Bengalin, where did she
disappear?’’
‘‘That eastern Bengalin from birth, a slut, sleeps on father-in-law’s bed.’’
Of the kachnar tree, husband fashioned a stick, then rained down blows on
her, he did.
With her eyes she did not see, she uttered nothing.
What kind of poison was given to her?
meena devi, misraulia, chhapra
The anxieties of the wife who must stay behind while her husband
migrates to far-o√ lands is the subject of this narrative. Calcutta, home to
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the Bengalin of this tale, has long been the favored destination of migrant
workers from the Bhojpuri-speaking belt. Since the days of the East India
Company, and throughout the history of industrialization, the region
drew its workforce from eastern Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. The songs
richly document the absence of male family members, who went away for
years during which time they invariably entered into second marriages
and alliances with local women. Folksongs recount how men succumbed
to the charms of the women of Bengal and in the process lost the urge to
return. Back home the trauma of separation and the break up of family
life was devastating, and its impact has yet to be adequately understood.
In this song, the absent son’s return with his new wife from Bengal
causes so much alarm, sadness, and loss of face within the village commu-
nity that the only solution appears to be to murder her. In these songs,
aggrieved women redress the wrongs they perceive their migrant hus-
bands have done them. Again, we encounter the plotting and devious
mother-in-law, who o√ers the fatal suggestion about sleeping on the
father-in-law’s bed, calculated to trigger her son’s murderous response.
7
sati for a brother-in-law
Apana¯ osarva¯ e Tikuli are jha¯re la¯gi kesiya¯ nu re ki
Are parai to gaile Rama, are bhasur ke najariya¯ nu re ki
Gharı¯ ra¯t bitale ho Rama, paharı¯ ra¯t bitale nu re ki
Are a¯dhi ra¯t a¯ve Rama, are bhasur ta¯ti pha¯re la¯ge nu re ki
Are piyava¯ pardesiya¯ nu re ki, hamra¯ biyehua¯ oh Rama
Are larrika¯ nadanava¯ nu re ki, are eihon to hoihe Rama
Are bhasurj¯ı hamare nu re ki, tohra¯ biyehua¯ ke Tikuli
Are bela¯ ta¯l ma¯rla¯ nu re ki, are chandana¯ lakariya¯ ai Tikuli
Are cirwha¯ sajaul¯ı nu re ki, Gor to la¯gi bhasurj¯ı
Are kari le minattiya¯ nu re ki, Are tani aisa¯ a¯ve bhasurj¯ı
Are sa¯mı¯ dekh leutı¯ nu re ki, la¯li la¯li doliya¯ ai Rama
Are sabuj¯ı oharava¯ nu re ki, are laggi uh te gaile ho Rama
Are batison kaharava¯ nu re ki
Eki kos gail¯ı ho Tikuli, are duı¯ kos gail¯ı nu re ki
tı¯sar kos a¯iele ho Rama, are chilhiya¯ nu re ki
Gor tore la¯gi bhasurj¯ı, are karila¯ minatiya¯ nu re ki
tani aisa kariha¯ bhasurj¯ı, are agiya¯ ani dihatı¯ nu re ki
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Are sa¯mı¯ mukh ta¯rtı¯ nu re ki, jab le ke a¯ve bhasurj¯ı
Are agiya¯ a¯ni gaiyla¯ nu re ki are tab le ke a¯ve Tikuli
Are kari minitiya¯ nu re ki sat ke tu¯ hoibai sa¯mı¯
Are hamrı¯ biyehuva¯ nu re ki, are aggiya¯ u¯thi jaita¯ nu re ki
Sat ke to haile sa¯mi are ghar ke biyehuva nu re ki
A¯ncre se agiya¯ he u¯thle Sa¯mı¯ mukh tarle nu re ki
Jo ham janatı¯ e Tikuli aisan chal karatiu nu re ki aisan dhokha¯ karitı¯ nu re ki
On her porch, Tikuli started brushing her tresses.
Oh was cast on her, the glance of elder brother-in-law.
The night hour drew near and its ﬁrst phase passed.
When midnight came, elder brother-in-law began banging the door.
‘‘My husband, O Ram! but an adolescent
and this, O Ram, my respected elder brother-in-law’’
‘‘Your husband Tikuli, lies dead under the Bel tree.
With sandalwood, Tikuli, I have prepared the pyre.’’
‘‘I fall at your feet, brother-in-law, entreat you, brother-in-law
if just for a moment, brother-in-law I could see him.’’
Red palanquins readied, with green canopies.
Already in attendance are thirty-two palanquin carriers.
One kos∞∞ she went, Tikuli, and the next she went.
On the third kos came the funeral pyre.
‘‘Fall at your feet, elder brother-in-law, entreat you, brother-in-law,
Please fetch the light for the pyre.’’
‘‘If indeed I’m a chaste and faithful wife,
Then let the ﬁre rise from my bosom.’’
‘‘If indeed I am a chaste and wedded wife
Then from my bosom cloth should rise
The ﬁre o√ered to the husband’s pyre.’’
And the ﬁre leapt from her bosom.
‘‘Alas, had I known, Tikuli, this deception you would play on me!’’
meena devi, misraulia, chhapra
This song elaborates one of the many sati narratives∞≤ that celebrate the
chastity of married women and their attempts to protect their honor in
the face of threats from even their closest of kin, including their husbands’
brothers. In this song, which takes place in a region where reverence and
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respect for an elder brother-in-law is expressed by maintaining one’s
distance and by avoiding close encounters as one would with one’s father-
in-law, the practice of sati is endorsed by the wife’s preference for death
over an incestuous relationship with her brother-in-law. In north Indian
folklore, it is through sati that chaste women establish their honor and
successfully restore and even elevate their own status, along with that of
their conjugal families.
Ironically, while the o√ending brother-in-law appears to remain blame-
less for succumbing to the attraction, the woman of his attentions must
die for the social order to be restored. Through the act of death staged in
the trial by ﬁre, women not only avert the misfortune of a threatening or
illicit relationship but also secure for themselves an elevated status that is
denied to them in their quotidian lives. This recurrent theme conﬁrms
the presence of social tensions, particularly where the threat is so close to
home, with veiling and the minimizing of contact between women and
their elder brothers-in-law being two ways the social order has sought to
manage and contain such tensions. The horror that attends suspected
incest with one’s father-in-law, for which the women in the above songs
pay with their lives, here extends to elder brothers-in-law.
transgression
These songs conﬁrm that potential contradictions exist in the discourse
about gender. It is clear, for example, that following a woman’s abduction
(and rape), the only way for her to redeem the honor of her clan and caste
is by taking her own life. How does this gender-speciﬁc code (of honor)
accord with the predation of high-caste males against low-caste females?
If a high-caste woman is dishonored in this manner, and if the code
applies to women generally, what happens when women in poor peasant
households are harassed or raped by males from rich peasant or landlord
families? Are they subject to the same code, or does it not apply to them?
If not, then this would suggest that the code of female honor applies only
where the honor of upper-caste women from landowning families is in
question. A related question is the degree to which the patriarchal ideol-
ogy reproduced in the jatsa¯r songs also licenses control over women-as-
workers.
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8
eloping with a dusadh
Pa¯nı¯ ke piyasal saudagar, ghora¯ daura¯vale re ki
Paniya¯ hi piyat saudagar, dantava¯ jhalkale nu re ki
Aisan man kare saudagar, tohara¯ sanghe chalti nu re ki.
Hamra¯ sanghe calbu¯ Sa¯nwariyo, Urahari kahaibu nu re ki
Baba¯ ghare rahbu¯ e hario, Babunı¯ kahaibu nu re ki
Pa¯ni ke piyasal saudagar, ghora¯ baitha¯wal nu re ki
U¯nci atariya¯ ho carhı¯, Dhaniya¯ nirekhali nu re ki
Ghora daura¯val e Parbhu, Urahar le a¯ve re ki
Uraharı¯ le aib e Parbhu, kauna¯ ghare rakhab nu re ki
Chunari tu khol e Sanwaro, lugarı¯ pahir nu re ki
Hathava¯ le chharia¯ e Sanwaro, suarı¯ chara¯v nu re ki
Ja¯hu ham janatin e Ram, are ja¯t ke tu¯ Dusa¯dh nu re ki
Baba¯ ghare rahatin e Ram, Babunı¯ kahaitin nu re ki.
Thirsty for a drink, the traveler, riding a horse came by.
Just as his thirst he quenched, his teeth ﬂashed.
In my heart arose the desire, O traveler, to take o√ with you.
If you go with me, fair one, Urahari, the Eloper, you’ll be called.
In your father’s house, if you stay, Babuni, ‘‘beloved daughter,’’ you’ll be.
Then the thirsty traveler, seating her on his horse, left.
From her high perch, his wife, in the distance she saw.
‘‘Riding a horse, O god! Urahari, the eloper, he’s brought!
Urahari, he’s brought, O god!’’ Where to keep her, which room?
‘‘Undo your fancy sari, fair one, put on the torn one.
Take this stick in your hand, fair one, go graze the swine.’’
‘‘Had I known, O Ram, that by caste you’re Dusadh,
I would not have left father’s home, would have stayed Babuni forever.’’
meena devi, misraulia, chhapra
This tale about the repercussions of transgression, the price one pays
for acting on impulse without thought to the consequences, and the
trauma that results from unseemly alliances, mostly with lower caste men
however compelling their attractions, states its moral clearly and un-
equivocally. An interesting dichotomy is set up between the woman who
elopes and the ideal daughter worthy of a father’s a√ections, since it is
with the transgression of this moral code that daughters forever forfeit
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their fathers’ love as well as their natal homes. There is no fate worse than
grazing, raising, and trading in pigs, the occupation of the Dusadh, the
lowliest of castes. That the errant woman is lured away without ﬁrst
ascertaining the caste of her seducer reinforces the importance of estab-
lishing such social relationships before engaging in romance. The narra-
tive packs fear of the lowborn and of pollution through association with
lower castes, and projects the latent threat to the established caste order
that the actions of low-caste men represent.
The perspective this song reﬂects must be viewed in light of the Du-
sadh caste’s political activism in recent years. Within the Dalit movement,
Dusadhs have been systematically claiming and forging a separate cultural
identity linked to a self-contained counter-public sphere (Beth 2005,
397–410). They have also sought recognition within mainstream national
consciousness. The Dusadh folk hero Chuharmal, who has a festival
named after him and is celebrated locally in areas of Bihar, is a case in
point (Narayan 2001). This Dalit caste, next only to the Chamars in
number, has raised its proﬁle in the village Mor, in Bihar, by organizing
large-scale cultural festivals, which in 1976 were attended by between
8,000 and 9,000 members. By 1981, the Chuharmal mela¯ had increased in
popularity with 100,000 participants, by 1998, with 300,000. How the
caste, in its e√orts to redeﬁne a powerful identity, view songs like the
above is a question worth investigating. That the caste seeks visibility, a
sign of power, through festivals and melas adds an interesting contempo-
rary twist on the discussion in chapter 5 of this volume on women’s ex-
clusion from festivals and public spaces. The women who sing these songs
appear to punish themselves most harshly for adultery and elopement.
To suggest travel over a great distance, jatsa¯rs invariably adopt the
formula of crossing one forest, then another and another, or a couple of
miles (kos ), then another kos and another kos as the case may be. Further,
after their long journeys, the eloping heroines of jatsa¯rs invariably end up
devastated by the new conditions they encounter. They must confront
loss of face and status, which, of course, ﬁlls them with remorse.
9
at the bangleman’s abode
Eik ban gail¯ı Raniya¯, duı¯ ban gail¯ı ho na
Are Rama tı¯sre me churiya¯ maraiya¯ ho na
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Bhı¯trai ba¯tiu ki ba¯hire maraiya¯ ho na
Ma¯i patari patohiya¯ pariccha¯ ho na
Sa¯su leı¯ aile rere kai musarva¯ ho na
Sa¯su leı¯ ail¯ın ba¯ns ke supaliya¯ ho na
Sa¯su le ail¯ın paları¯ me bhatva¯ ho na
Bahuva¯ latva¯ se marlinı¯ bhatva¯ ho na
Bahuva¯ latva¯ se budhiya¯ dhakelin ho na
Bahuva¯ ulti-palti ta¯kin maraiya¯ ho na
Cunarı¯ uta¯rı¯ Rani lugari pahina¯ ho na
Hamre ma¯i sanga suarı¯ cara¯va ho na
Raniya¯ bahut rovai le curila¯ ke gohanava¯ ho na
Curila¯ na¯hin janli ja¯ti ke Khatikva¯ ho na
Curli chhor dihalu a¯pan ra¯jdhaniya¯ ho na
Chorrhi dihalun godı¯ ke balakva¯ ho na
She went into one forest, Rani, then into the next.
O Rama, in the third was the hut of the bangle-seller.
Are you within mother? Come out.
Welcome the slim daughter-in-law.
Mother-in-law brought the pestle for the ritual welcome.
Mother-in-law brought the bamboo grain-tosser.
She brought cooked rice, in a bowl.
Daughter-in-law kicked aside the rice dish.
She pushed the old woman with her foot.
Daughter-in-law stared at the hut in anger.
‘‘Undo your ﬁne sari, Rani, put on the torn one.
With my mother, go graze the pigs.’’
Rani cried and cried and cursed the bangle-seller.
‘‘Bangle-seller, I did not know your caste is Khatik.
Oh, why did I leave my palace of comfort?
My infant son, I left for the bangle-seller!’’
urmila maurya and friends, chachakpur
Su√used with regret and traumatized at discovering that her impulsive
act has brought her to the humble bangle-seller’s abode, where she must
graze pigs, the highborn eloper of this tale is disconsolate to the point of
lashing out at her mother-in-law, who stands ready to give her a ritual
welcome with the grain tosser and rice. This scene, possibly an excerpt
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from a longer tale, focuses on the horrifying consequences of the eloper’s
actions and the self-pity that results. This song tells the tale from the
perspective of the eloping woman rather than the judgmental eyes of
society (as in earlier tales and songs). The punishing remorse the act
evokes in the eloping woman makes the tale’s cautionary message even
more e√ective.
10
abduction and suicide
Ghorva¯ carhı¯ a¯ile sipahiya¯ re, u jo Laichi par najariya¯ parri gaı¯l re
Tohara¯ ke debai Kuttni ka¯n du thai sona¯, hamra¯ Laichi se milanava¯ ho karrai
diha na
Hathva ke le lihu Kuttni, cheapri goyeitha¯ to agiya¯ a¯ni na
Gaı¯ Laichi a¯nganva to agiya¯ a¯ni na.
In mahinava¯ ke la¯gal ba tı¯rathava¯ ho
So calahu¯ Laichi na Gangasagar asnanva¯ to calahu¯ Laichi na
Ek ori a¯yo Aditsingh, ho karai da¯tunva¯ ho ek oriya¯ na
Laichi karai asnanva¯ ho se ek oriya¯ na
Bı¯r karo dhı¯re karu dhı¯re karu asnanva¯, ho ki parı¯ re jaihai na
Mora dehiya¯ par chittakava¯, ho se pari jaihai na
Tora niya Laicchi ho dehiya¯ par chittakava¯ ho se mora lekha¯ na
Jaise chandan abharanava¯ ho se mora lekha¯ na
Aisa¯ na boli ka¯hai, bolela sipahiya¯ ho ki tohara¯ aisa na
Hamra¯ baba ke nokarava¯ ho ki tohara¯ aisa na, aisa na boli ka¯he
Bolelu tu Laichi ho ki tohra¯ aisa¯ na, rakhni, randı¯ kasminiya¯ ho ki tohra¯ aisa¯ na
Ek kos gail¯ı Laichi, duı¯ kos gail¯ı ho se lagri gail¯ı na
Ho se madhurı¯ piyasiya¯, ho se lagri gail¯ı na
Jab le ke Adit Singh, tab le ke na, Laichi khila l¯ı patalva¯
Ho se tab le ke na, ha¯th le jali mukhe khal¯ı panava¯
Ho se tı¯n kulava¯ na, rakhl¯ı Laichi bahiniya¯ ho se tı¯n kulava¯ na.
On horseback arrived the soldier, his glance fell on the maiden, Laichi.
To you Kutni, I’ll give gold earrings, if you introduce me to beautiful Laichi.
For your hands, bracelets, Kutni.
Kutni went to Laichi’s courtyard to borrow the hearthﬁre.
‘‘This month starts the holy fair. Come with me Laichi, to the fair let’s go.
To the Gangasagar holy dip, come let’s go.’’
On one side came the soldier, Aditsingh, rinsing with the neem brush,
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on the other bathed, Laichi.
‘‘Please bathe carefully,
for drops may fall on my body, careful, not to spray this way.’’
‘‘On your body, Laichi the spray from me is like sandalwood, according to me.’’
‘‘Why do you speak thus?’’ ‘‘Because like you soldier,
are servants in my father’s employ, just like you’’ ‘‘Why do you speak thus?’’
‘‘And, Laichi, like you, are whores and fallen women, just like you.’’
And he made o√ with her.
She went one kos, Laichi, and another kos she went.
Then she felt arise a great wonderful thirst.
And while Aditsingh went to fetch a drink,
Within that time, Laichi was already in the netherworld.
And that’s how she saved the honor of three generations.
Laichi sister, preserved the honor of three generations.
meena devi, misraulia, chhapra
In the verbal sparring that occurs before Laichi is abducted, Laichi ‘s
higher caste and class status is clearly established. Her suicide, whereby
she resolves the threat the abduction poses to the honor of the clan, is pre-
sented as the most praiseworthy outcome, the most acceptable exercise of
female questioning. In the narrative, the abduction of the woman threat-
ens the honor of the entire clan, caste, and village community, and this
honor must be restored at all costs. The last two lines of the narrative
deliver an approving judgment, thus presenting the episode as a pedagog-
ical tool for showing how any threat to women’s chastity is a threat to the
honor of her caste and clan, and it is this honor rather than the woman’s
per se that must be appropriately restored.
The concerns the narrative takes up reﬂect the prevailing upper-caste
anxieties that upwardly mobile groups adopt when seeking to alter the
public’s perception of their status. Thus the narrative operates as dis-
course deﬁning gender behavior for the upwardly mobile groups as well.
Perhaps no other narrative matches the content and serves so well the
function of a morality tale. While, for the purposes of the story, the means
of Laichi’s death remain obscure, the tale points to suicide in general as
the only option available to good girls caught in bad circumstances.
With reference to songs in this section, Prem Chowdhury argues that
in Haryana the implicit duality of women’s voices is apparent in the
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ﬁguration of lower-caste men as the lovers of upper-caste women. In these
songs, women covet the marginalized and outcaste lovers, generally spe-
cialists in their crafts—ascetics, tailors, and artisans—that upper-caste
women are likely to meet (Chowdhury 2001, 35–46). North Indian folk-
ore is replete with appeal of the ascetic orders, particularly given that holy
men were known to cure women’s barrenness. Indeed, as Chowdhury
argues, ‘‘this in a way acknowledges the impotence of the husband or his
class/caste men and underlines the virility and potency of men occupying
the margins’’ (36).
11
dom lover
Jan tuhu¯n Domva¯ hamke lobha¯niyu ho Ram, Domva¯ Baba joge hathiya¯ besa¯rau
ho Ram
Has¯ı has¯ı Domva hathiya¯ besa¯rai ho Ram,are Rama royı¯ royı¯ carhe le Baba ho Ram
Bhaiya¯ uthu¯ ke kara¯ datuaniya¯ ho Ram, bahini kaisan karı¯ datuaniya¯ ho Ram
Bahini Domva mohara¯ chenkaike baithal ho Ram
Jo tuhu¯n Domva hamke lobha¯nieu ho Ram, Domva Bhaiya¯ joge ghorva¯ besa¯rau
ho Ram
Has¯ı has¯ı Domva ghorva¯ besa¯rae ho Ram, Rama royı¯ royı¯ bı¯ran bhaiya¯ ca¯rhai
ho Ram
Hame joge dariya¯ phana¯vau ho Ram, are Rama carhein gayin Kusuma betı¯ ho Ram
Bhaiya¯ nahin dehin piyarı¯ moharava¯ ho Ram
Eik ban gailin, du¯sar ban gailen, tı¯sar ban Bhaiya¯ ke sagarva¯ ho Ram
Kahara¯ dekhleitin Bhaiya¯ ke sagarva¯ ho Ram
Cup raha¯n biyahiti dhaniya¯ ho Ram, Dhana¯ ¯angane me sagarva¯ khodiahen ho Ram
Domva bhaiya¯ ke sagarva¯ barı¯ du¯rva¯ ho Ram
Kusuma¯ nikali parı¯ bı¯ce sagarva¯ ho Ram
Eik bu¯ri bu¯rain, du¯sar bu¯ri.
Are Rama tı¯sare me bu¯ri gail¯ı patahuvan ho Ram
Royı¯ royı¯ Domva
If you’ve fallen in love with me, then for my father please get an elephant, Dom.
Dom happily gets the elephant for father; weeping, father mounts the elephant.
‘‘Brother, rise, perform morning ablutions.’’ ‘‘Sister, how can I? Dom blocks the
entrance.’’
If you’ve fallen in love with me, Dom, then for brother, do get a horse.
Dom happily gets the horse for brother; weeping, brother mounts the horse.
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Now the carriage is ready and Kusuma daughter mounts it.
Brother did not give her the auspicious saree at the entrance.
She went to the ﬁrst, the second, and the third forest.
‘‘Kahar carriers stop! Do let me see my brother’s lake.’’
‘‘Hush! Wife, I shall get a lake built in our own courtyard.’’
‘‘Dom, but brother’s lake stretches out far.’’
Kusuma stepped out in the middle of the lake.
The ﬁrst dip, the second, and on the third, the bride drowned.
The Dom wept bitterly.
munraji, barsara village
This excerpt comes from an inordinately long ballad about a lower-
caste Dom lover, who cheerfully supplies horses and elephants for the
woman’s male kin and articles of clothing for her female relatives. The
marriage is solemnized and the bride mounts the carriage and sets o√ for
her marital home. On the way they pass through her brother’s lake. The
bride requests that the palanquin bearers stop, and she drowns herself in
the lake. Note the extended negotiations that the heroine enters into with
the lower-caste man to appease her family members, as if purchasing their
consent for the union. It is interesting that the Dom blocks the doorway
of each of the relatives, until he is able to elicit their reluctant and weeping
consent, albeit after presenting his bribe. Even more surprising is that the
rich Dom complies with and fulﬁlls every demand.
In my conversations with the singers after making these recordings, it
always appeared to me that they were in agreement with the song’s under-
lying messages. For instance, Munraji informed me that by committing
suicide ‘‘the woman had saved the honor of her family.’’ Munraji pointed
out that by drowning herself in her brother’s lake, ‘‘the heroine chooses to
return to her brother’’ and thus to ‘‘keep his honor.’’ Munraji pointed to
the signiﬁcance of the line in the song wherein, as an expression of his
displeasure, the bride’s brother refuses to give her the ritual gift of the
yellow sari (piyarı¯ ). The women present during the recording suggested
that the brother, through this action, made clear his intention to sever
relations with the bride. These lower-caste singers, intently listening to
the song and joining in the chorus, endorsed the upper-caste heroine’s
refusal to transgress her caste norms. Surprisingly, they commended her
choice to drown herself rather than live out her life with the Dom.∞≥
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The song reinforces Chowdhury’s argument that ‘‘articulations in
women’s songs indirectly attack the self-image of the upper-caste male as
strong, virile, and sexually potent, shattered not by his kinsmen or caste-
men but by an inferior, who is denigrated and ridiculed by them’’ (39).
Through such songs women indeed appear to provoke and challenge male
authority within their own castes. These songs also appear to challenge
‘‘the reality of sexual exploitation and liaisons with lower-caste women by
men from dominant groups’’ (43). Thus men may see these songs as
representations of the sexuality of women they seek to control: ‘‘Women
do not see themselves as transgressors nor condemn their sexual activity/
desires/lustfulness. Men are brought in as sexual players in a total reversal
of sexual roles and in a clear subversion of the dominant ﬁxation and idol-
ization of female chastity, and the very concept of the ideal woman’’ (45).
women’s communities
The texts of these grinding songs provide unique perspectives from which
to understand the restrictions nineteenth-century caste reformers placed
on women of intermediate occupational caste groups such as Yadavas
(dairy and cattle keepers), Koeris (market gardeners), Kurmis (cultiva-
tors), and Kalvars (distillers). These restrictions ranged from prohibitions
against women’s public singing and their attendance at marriage proces-
sions (bara¯ts ) and fairs and festivals to controls on women’s interactions
with bangle sellers and other itinerant peddlers. In the early decades of
the twentieth century, the even stricter controls against women of up-
wardly mobile groups such as Yadavas, Ahirs, and Kurmis, going as far as
banning women from visiting fairs where interactions with such caste
specialists would have been inevitable leveled, articulated this anxiety.
Many pamphlets advocating the upward mobility of castes actually rec-
ommended that women’s contact with tattooers and bangle-sellers be
monitored. As these pamphlets’ concerns echo those of the grinding
songs, we can assume that they likely based their arguments on the folk
understandings embedded within these traditional narratives by and
about women.
While it is not possible to date these women’s ballads, it is possible
that social reformers received their cues about the purported dangers for
women in public spaces from women’s own narrative traditions, which,
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in the reformer’s hands, were ironically turned against them. More to the
point, the songs’ purported obscenity, as indicated by the reformers, did
not stem merely from hints at sexual transgression, but, as we have seen,
from ‘‘the transgression of caste/gender boundaries. Also, such trans-
gressions crucially attacked upper-caste masculinity. Since notions of
masculinity were themselves undergoing considerable change, with the
growth of a so-called martial Hindu identity, masculinity acquired more
aggressive and physical overtones’’ (Gupta 1998, 727–36). It was these
changes that appear to have encouraged the dominant castes to mount
protests against women’s songs in which ‘‘their’’ masculinity could have
been ridiculed (ibid). As a corollary to the evolving masculine aggres-
sivity, emphasis was now placed on feminine chastity and purity. The
popular literature, including women’s manuals and tracts of the period,
emphasized the patı¯vrata¯ models of women’s behavior.
In addition to the unease in the nineteenth century generated by the
explosive content of many women’s song genres, another concern related
to the customs of women’s singing lay at the heart of the severe strictures
against the practice. Women’s power as enacted in community singing
was threatening to the patriarchal order. As has been noted in other
contexts, women’s collectivities invariably arouse patriarchal anxieties.
For instance, Abu-Lughod cites similar evidence from the Middle East,
where women were called upon to be good wives and companions to the
‘‘new men.’’ She contends the process was ‘‘linked to a denunciation of
women’s homosocial networks that encouraged certain kinds of subver-
sions of men’s authority’’ (1998, 12). It seems clear that the restrictions
imposed on women’s singing indeed ensured the dispersal and fragmenta-
tion of women’s communities, especially where these communities were
also inclusive, cutting across caste and class divides. In the interest of
forging strong caste identities, the breakup of the more inclusive women’s
collectivities could well have been a signiﬁcant strategic move on the part
of caste patriarchies.
We have no way of assessing the long-term impact of such fragmenta-
tion, nor is there documentary evidence to suggest how successful these
measures were or how they were implemented. Yet, we may conclude that
the proposed reform sought to drive a wedge within even the most infor-
mal and spontaneous of singing communities. Signifying social protest as
well as social control, a variety of women’s songs, including jatsa¯rs, while
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anathema to social reformers, articulated the dominant patriarchal values
even as they critiqued them.
Several related themes emerging from these narratives would beneﬁt from
some discussion in terms of the pedagogical functions the genre served.
One might argue that the narratives succeed in preparing women to
confront misfortune and face adversity. With so much going against
them, women can ﬁnd in these narratives encouragement to cultivate
their reserves of inner strength. From brothers who may never o√er the
necessary assistance, to husbands who may one day bring home a Benga-
lin, to mothers-in-law who, happy to poison their daughters-in-law, are
tantamount to one’s worst enemy, the songs hint at the need to cultivate
nerves of steel, like Sita’s. In fact, Sita’s trial by ﬁre is never far from the
reality the women of these tales face. Knowing the nature of the adversity
that could strike from many quarters is one step toward being prepared
for it, even armed against it.
It would be useful, for instance, to know how to deal with an un-
wanted pregnancy, how to handle an elder brother-in-law’s advances, and
even how to handle the consequences of elopement. The narratives imag-
ine in detail the many solutions these ﬁctional women adopt to solve their
problems, the nature of the risks they take, and where they end up. Thus,
the songs are not only about what happens to women and the many
possible ways in which the system oppresses them but also the miseries
women might inadvertently end up wreaking on themselves. In this
sense, jatsa¯rs weave together cautionary tales and dark, disturbing stories.
Songs that take up the theme of elopement, for instance, suggest that
even when women decide to elope, they must still confront the problems
inherent in working within caste-based occupational structures, this time
within structures unfamiliar to them. And since the heroines of these tales
never elope with a noble, for instance, they must also contend with a drop
in status. Just as the uraharı¯ was, upon her arrival, handed torn clothes or
the swineherd’s hook for grazing pigs, the narratives force both listeners
and singers to reﬂect on what will befall the elopers next, for women,
lacking a caste themselves, adopt the caste of their men. Despite such
dire warnings, the songs nevertheless highlight the considerable attrac-
tions, indeed the very irresistibility, of lower-caste men, including bangle-
sellers, tattooers, soldiers, and even the low-caste Dom. These songs
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therefore are not simply about sexual transgression per se, but the trans-
gression of caste and gender boundaries in ways that target upper-caste
masculinity. While the stories’ warnings and morals are quite clear, their
genius lies in their capacity to open the imagination to alternative sce-
narios in which women’s sexuality does, sometimes, transcend the con-
ﬁnes of class and caste.
These refreshingly candid and nonjudgmental songs in fact celebrate
women’s ingenuity at many levels, including seeking solutions for un-
wanted pregnancies. In a culture where the clash of interests between
women within the conjugal household is a given, reinventions of the
sister-in-law ﬁgure provide alternative scenarios and create ambivalence,
belying norms and stereotypes.
Finally, looming large in these narratives is the threat of incest, a reality
that aids our comprehension of cultural codes regarding women’s avoid-
ance of their elder brothers-in-law and fathers-in-law. The songs play out
the possible repercussions of a woman’s refusal to observe veiling in the
company of these relatives. That the logic of these avoidance relation-
ships is worked out so e√ectively in sung tales serves as another signiﬁcant
illustration of the genre’s pedagogic function.
I have suggested throughout this chapter that songs sung in the village
courtyard about tensions within kin relationships are not just a method of
enforcing gender and caste norms on women, but have implications for the
agrarian labor these women perform. It is important to recognize, therefore,
that a discourse delivered by women to women about intrakin relations
(i.e., ﬁdelity, caste endogamy) may also contain as an ideological subtext a
discourse licensing female subordination to patriarchal authority in other
nondomestic situations. In short, the discourse about the desirability of
female obedience in the domestic domain can also be translated into the
desirability of women-worker obedience in the sphere of agricultural
production, whether this sphere involves female laborers working on land
owned or operated by the male head of their household or working on his
behalf on holdings owned or operated by nonkin. This economic dimen-
sion, which disempowers women not just within the domestic sphere but
also beyond its conﬁnes, is frequently overlooked. Collective acts of sing-
ing remain ubiquitous, particularly in the sphere of agricultural produc-
tion. The next chapter examines some implications of a genre sung while
women work in the ﬁelds, the lighthearted, and pithier, kajl¯ı.
chapter two
b Singing Bargains
Shakti’s violence to Brahma and Vishnu persuades Shiva to try bar-
gaining instead of refusal, and Shakti is quite willing to bargain. The
assaulting decapitating goddess quite readily relinquishes some power
(her masculine power, her third eye) in order to achieve her goal of
creation. Cooperation, not murder is the way to get things done, but it
is negotiated only after a violent display.
ann grodzins gold, ‘‘gender, violence and power,’’ 26
All over north India, agricultural operations carriedout by women are accompanied by rich and varied
song genres, so much so that these songs are inseparable
from women’s work cultures. Since songs lighten repeti-
tive tasks, agricultural production and cultural creativity
proceed hand in hand. With the exception of ploughing,
women participate in varying measure in every agricul-
tural task, including tilling, sowing, spreading manure,
irrigating, weeding, cutting and reaping, carrying and
transporting the harvest, threshing, winnowing, and the
processing and storing of food ( Jassal 2001, 70; Bhargava
1996). Nevertheless, until as late as the 1980s, women’s
work in agriculture remained invisible and their enor-
mous contributions were largely subsumed under the la-
bor of the male peasant. That women’s songs accompany
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agricultural tasks provides at least one, albeit unexpected, source of proof
that women labor as agricultural producers and further established the
need to link cultural and economic analysis. This chapter investigates the
usefulness of work songs as source material for unearthing the labor
conditions of women on lower rungs of caste and agrarian hierarchies.
The song genre explored here is the kajl¯ı, a generic term in the north
Indian countryside for songs performed largely by female agricultural
laborers on the lowest rungs of caste hierarchies and, occasionally, by
women of intermediate castes. Arjun Das Kesari, the folklorist and re-
nowned compiler of the kajl¯ı genre who based his collections on those of
the villages of Mirzapur and Sonebhadra, argues that the genre originated
as a musical o√ering to the goddess of the region, Kajjala Devi (1996).
What might we learn from these songs about the conditions of these
women’s labor? Alternatively, what might we learn about the relations of
production from the songs sung during this production?
In 1975, the Report on the Committee on the Status of Women (cswi)
exposed the degree to which o≈cial statistics highlighting unpaid family
labor underestimated women’s contributions. In 1988, a Commission of
Enquiry on Self-employed Women and Women in the Informal Sector
submitted its report on the nonrecognition of women’s work (Shram-
shakti 1988). Yet women’s contributions, so crucial to the livelihood and
security of agrarian households, remained peripheral to the way ‘‘work’’
was deﬁned, and numerous inadequacies in its documentation persisted.
During the 1980s, the concept of work and the invisibility of women’s
work—two major areas of scholarly research—emerged from feminist
concerns and the recognition of gender as an analytic category (Kalpa-
gam 1986; Deitrich 1983). This focus on women’s roles in agriculture, in
turn, yielded the new understanding of the peasantry as a vastly di√eren-
tiated, rather than homogenous, group. The taken for granted character
of women’s agricultural activity, which was subsumed within the labor
performed by peasant households, and its hidden and uncompensated
nature has attracted the attention of feminist scholarship over the past
decades (Boserup 1970; Tinker 1990; Agarwal 1995; Jassal 2003).
Just as the labor of women in the countryside was obscured by the
assumption that women’s work in the ﬁelds was an extension of their
household duties, a predisposition not to hear women who labor has
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likewise muΔed their voices so that, even today, little is known about
their lives. This predisposition does not mean that women have been
silent, but rather that women on the lowest rungs of caste and class
hierarchies have not been heard, especially within the privileged enclaves
of the academy.∞ Paradoxically, songs about women’s intimate worlds are
best heard in the relative anonymity of open spaces. Such anonymity is
also relevant to discussions of the ﬂuidity of folksongs and, as Wendy
Doniger has argued in relation to folk traditions in general, ‘‘the ano-
nymity of the text makes it appear to be part of communal experience,
like a ritual, like the whole sky; the author is as ﬂuid as the text’’ (Doniger
1995, 31).
Paul Stoller’s suggestion that we ‘‘learn how to hear’’ is pertinent to this
inquiry, as is his plea that we ‘‘consider in a new light the dynamic nature
of sound, an open door to the comprehension of cultural sentiment’’
(Stoller 1984, 561). Quite apart from the information song texts impart as
‘‘maps of shared experience,’’ therefore, the chapter focuses on the me-
lodic structure of work songs, and treats the transformative aspects inher-
ent in music and those qualities that promote women’s sense of commu-
nity as equally worthy of attention (Feld 1987, 200). Indeed, the sensation
that the sounds and feelings of the songs engender lingers powerfully,
long after the songs’ performance.
Against the backdrop of women’s invaluable, though uncompensated,
contributions, the work songs examined in this chapter suggest how
women might try to make their work conditions less onerous. Yet,
the strategies that women adopt to advance their own interests, their
‘‘bargains with patriarchy,’’ often end up reproducing prevailing gender
ideologies and structures (Kandiyoti 1988). As gender orders involve mu-
tually binding constraints, Deniz Kandiyoti argues that women must
strategize within a set of concrete constraints. Since the inner workings of
gender arrangements vary across societal contexts, contestation is ‘‘always
circumscribed by the limits of the culturally conceivable’’ (147). More-
over, as the household is the locus of competing interests, rights, obliga-
tions, and resources, where members are often involved in negotiation
and conﬂict (Moore 1994, 87), patriarchal bargains inﬂuence how wom-
en’s gendered subjectivities are shaped. This chapter investigates how
songs might o√er clues about how this gender asymmetry is created and
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reproduced and, sometimes, contested. In addition, this chapter moves
beyond the household to explore the economic, social, and political mi-
lieu in which households are embedded.
A signiﬁcant question this chapter takes up is how the ‘‘voice’’ of song
might be di√erent from that of speech. Beginning in the 1990s, ethnogra-
phers, particularly Ann Grodzins Gold and Gloria Goodwin Raheja,
who, in their pathbreaking study of Rajasthan, sought to overturn pre-
vailing assumptions about the purported subordination and passivity of
rural women, have provided us with important new understandings of
women’s voice. Through women’s expressive traditions and through the
‘‘hidden transcripts’’ within speech and song, we learn about women’s
own self-imaginings, quite often contrary to the construction of women
in much of the prescriptive literature on gender, sexuality, and kinship.
Capturing the fun, ribaldry, and irony of the songs, Raheja and Gold
argue that Rajasthani women’s genres were highly e√ective at momen-
tarily subverting patriarchal ideology, even if what constituted this sub-
version or resistance remained undertheorized. This chapter goes beyond
Raheja and Gold’s theorization of the management of women’s kinship
bonds and the negotiations between conjugal and kinship networks to
index, instead, the diversity and multivocality of women’s voices and to
highlight the multiple viewpoints and layers of interpretations possible
in each musical rendering, which in turn prompt us to reﬁne and com-
plicate the so-called limitedness, in these contexts, of notions such as
resistance. Moreover, as work songs are intrinsic to women’s agrarian
production, I seek, as I indicated above, to illuminate the processes of
production within which these songs emerged.
The chapter also examines the extent to which work songs allow us to
move beyond the conceptualization of women’s agency, per the contribu-
tions of Laura Ahearn (2000; 2001) and Saba Mahmood (2005), as the
sociocultural capacity to act within the existing power relations that in
turn impact structures of subordination. I depart from the purported
antinomy between subversion, on the one hand, and the reproduction of
power structures, on the other, and in so doing follow Kirin Narayan’s
recommendation to stop seeing songs merely as texts to mine for so-called
folk points of view and to focus instead on contexts within which each
performer might creatively assign new meanings to the songs (Narayan
1995).
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A characteristic feature of the songs in this chapter is their spirit of
abandon; carefree in mood, they also express an unrestrained sexuality,
especially when at a safe distance from the controlling patriarchal gaze.
Prem Chowdhry’s following observation about women’s songs in Har-
yana is relevant to the kajl¯ı genre: ‘‘Occupying an almost autonomous
space outside the male presence, most of them are not to be heard or
viewed by men. Yet often they are sung addressing the men and in close
proximity to them. The lurking presence of men in the periphery is not
obvious or acknowledged by either of them. This ambiguity in relation-
ship to the male presence, or rather private-public space allows a full and
frank expression of women’s desires and I would venture to suggest per-
haps a√ords them greater pleasure’’ (Chowdhry 2005, 113).
Despite its association with agricultural tasks, kajl¯ı possesses as its
outstanding feature a light-hearted quality that likens the genre to play. It
is perhaps an overarching contempt for manual labor that causes the
genre’s connections with the labor processes representing the collective
voice of laboring women today to be e√aced and lead to its sanitized
understanding as a genre of songs representative merely of the spirit of a
particular season. Do laughter, play, jokes, and humor—themes associ-
ated with the kajl¯ı genre in particular—help us to arrive at a more nu-
anced understanding of women’s agency? Again, as Raheja and Gold have
pointed out, jokes and laughter disrupt the stereotypes of female subjec-
tivity based in an unrelieved victimhood. On the other hand, if women
must negotiate cultural restrictions to gain the opportunity to play, a state
presumably free of such restrictions, how is play to be theorized? Here, it
is worth revisiting J. Huizinga’s characterization of play as an activity
outside of ordinary life that is not serious despite the player’s intense
involvement, that takes place in a delimited area or space where non-
players are kept at a distance, that has its own time and duration, and that
serves as a mechanism for forging social groupings (Huizinga 1955, 13).
This conceptualization of play emphasizes the temporary suspension of
ordinary life, which is also a feature of the women’s songs examined in the
last chapter.
I heard most of the songs in this chapter while conducting ﬁeldwork
on women’s labor conditions in agriculture in the villages of Atara, Bar-
sara, Pilkicha, and Sauraiyan in the heart of Jaunpur district. As I pointed
out in the introduction, Atara and Barsara are large multicaste villages,
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while in Sauraiyan more than half of the population is Dalit and the rest
is multicaste. The nongovernmental organization (ngo) Bharatiya Jan
Sewa Ashram has been active in Sauraiyan, and as a result the Dalit
population has been steadily educated about its rights. Much of the re-
search on laboring women in Jaunpur that I reference in this chapter was
facilitated through my contact with this ngo and through my participa-
tion in the activities of the Abhiya¯n Samit¯ı for Land Reforms and Labor
Rights in the late 90s. I recorded the songs in Sadiapur, on the other
hand, in 2003, as part of a separate inquiry on marginalization processes
along the Ganga. Here the focus of my ﬁeldwork was entirely on the
challenges faced by communities that derive their livelihoods from the
Ganges, particularly the river-faring caste of Mallah.
This chapter is divided into ﬁve sections. The ﬁrst section addresses
songs that reveal the nature of the peasant household, the site of women’s
productivity. The second shifts its focus to the context within which I
made my recordings and to the kinds of issues that surfaced. The third
section takes up women’s involvement in agricultural production and
examines problems such as unequal wages. In section four, I examine the
importance in this region of songs of migration. Finally, in the ﬁfth
section I discuss songs in which negotiation and bargaining predominate,
including the implications of women’s negotiation to play.
the peasant household
The task of safeguarding food, averting danger, and, in a broad sense, attending to the
grammatical rules which govern the relational idiom of food, falls upon women.
dube, anthropological explorations in gender, 159
In this section, I focus on the functioning of the household as an eco-
nomic unit, exposing, where that unit is the extended household, many
kinds of tensions, both social and cultural. As women of upper-caste
households are not involved in laboring in the ﬁelds, the household
remains their center of existence, so it seems entirely appropriate to begin
here. While it is often impossible to separate songs by caste and class, as
most of them constitute the common heritage of the people, I neverthe-
less found it something of a surprise that the women of the relatively
prosperous households of upper castes in Atara village sang so many songs
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about scarcity and the management of scarce resources. These recordings,
then, force us to reﬂect on the issue of persistent gender inequalities
in nutritional allocations and on the overall unequal distribution of re-
sources even in relatively prosperous households. Such discrepancies
must include basic necessities such as health care, education, access to
property, resources, earnings, and so on across caste and class divides.
Development studies over the past decades have dealt with the im-
plications of these assumptions for women at length, especially where
the household was seen as an undi√erentiated unit (Agarwal 1995; Jassal
2001). The songs then serve to ﬂesh out in concrete terms what the
sharing of scare resources might entail. Such songs are indicative of the
rich qualitative data that could be collected to supplement dry statistics
on agrarian class structure.
1
Pahile pahile gavanva¯ a¯inı¯, apane sasurva¯ a¯inı¯ ho
Saiya¯n samjha¯vain la¯ge, Dhan ma¯i ke jinke au
Ki ma¯i mor garva¯ se jor ba¯ti ho,
Eik cammac bhar ca¯var dihin, cammac bhar ke da¯l dihin,
Cammac bhar ke a¯ta¯ dihin, sutuhı¯ bhar ke namak dihin, eik the gohariya¯
dihleen ho
Bahuva¯ itanai rasanva¯ hamre ba¯tai, bana¯i ke khiya¯i dihu ho
Sorah the manseru ba¯te, satrah the mehra¯ru ba¯ten
Bı¯s the larikva¯ ba¯ten, Kukur, bilariya¯ ba¯ten
Gaunva¯ caravaha¯ ba¯ten ho, Bahuva¯, itna¯ pariniya¯ hamre ba¯ten
Bana¯i ke khava¯i dihu ho
When I just came to my marital home, to my marital home,
My love began advising me that Mother is very powerful and proud.
She measured out just a spoonful of rice, just a spoonful of lentils she measured
out.
A spoonful of ﬂour, just a pinch of salt, she handed me and one shout she gave,
‘‘Daughter-in-law, this is the ration we have, prepare and feed them all.’’
Sixteen men, there are here, seventeen women
Twenty children there are, and dogs and cats,
There are the village ploughmen. ‘‘Daughter-in-law, so many people are there.
Prepare, and feed them all!’’
shanti tewari and friends, atara jaunpur
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Shanti, a Brahmin woman from Atara village and one of the singers,
drew my attention to the contrast between the powerless inmarrying
bride and her controlling, though stingy, mother-in-law. She marveled at
women’s skills in food preparation and distribution, given the scarce
resources available. Shanti explained that while upper-caste households
in this area are generally well o√, the distribution of household resources
is a concern for all households in the countryside. Inmarrying wives,
therefore, must be socialized into preserving and maintaining the family’s
food traditions, especially those regarding prescriptions and proscrip-
tions about various foods. The song presents a scenario in which both the
senior and junior woman of the household are involved in an exchange
with each other, allowing us to imagine the gradual progression from the
extreme disempowerment of the youngest brides to their increasing re-
sponsibilities, which over time lead to their transformation into powerful
matriarchs who have signiﬁcant clout in household decisions. The next
song continues the motif of scarcity, but introduces other elements relat-
ing to the distribution of both resources and power within the household.
2
Ser bhar gehua¯n e Ram sa¯su jove dihil¯ı nu re ki
Kuch pisanva¯ e Ram kuch hera¯il nu re ki
Pı¯s¯ı a pı¯s¯ı e Ram rotia¯ pakval nu re ki
Sa¯su ma¯nge rotia¯ e Ram nanadiya¯ garaivali nu re ki
Urakh purukhva¯iye e Ram, din khoje ba¯s¯ı nu re ki
Sa¯su dukh sahab e Ram nanadiya¯ ga¯ri sahab nu re ki
Sa¯mı¯ ke irkhve e Ram, jamunava¯ dhansi ja¯ib nu re ki
Just a handful of wheat, mother-in-law gave to grind.
Some was ground into ﬂour, the rest was lost.
First I ground and then I baked the bread.
Mother-in-law demanded bread and sister-in-law just abused.
All day long I search for some leftover crumbs.
I’ll bear mother-in-law’s oppression and sister-in-law’s abuse.
But for husband’s wrath, into the Yamuna I’ll throw myself.
Where female members of the groom’s family, such as unmarried sis-
ters, mothers-in-law, and other inmarrying brides, are also present in the
household, new brides are kept under constant surveillance, their actions
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carefully scrutinized and reported. Inadequate nutrition, abuse by their
female relatives, and, worse, a husband’s indi√erence combine to produce
the explosive mix described here, themes I explore more fully in the next
chapter. The depiction of scarce food resources also highlights how the
interests of the female relatives are in conﬂict with those of the new bride,
leaving her chances of integration to hinge on her careful cultivation of a
persona above reproach. In spite of this, such integration is never easy and
meets with much resistance, and it could take several years and many
children before a woman is integrated into the environment that is her
marital home.
The process of integration may be described in terms of working one’s
way up the social ladder. The song makes sense against a cultural back-
drop wherein repetitive tasks are assigned to the in-coming bride, until
either a su≈cient number of years have elapsed or there is another new
entrant in the form of a young bride of a husband’s younger brother. In
other words, the recognition of seniority by age confers beneﬁts and
rewards upon senior inmarrying brides, including the easing of their
work burdens or their gradual movement into positions of greater respon-
sibility within the household. One such gain might be the taking over of
the task of food distribution rather than its preparation, since this task
o√ers greater control over household resources and decisions about who
gets to eat what. Time-consuming tasks such as grinding, cutting—the
preparation of ingredients—might be relegated to the lower-status junior
bride, while the actual cooking, a more prestigious task, is performed by
the senior one. The following song elaborates on these concerns to reﬂect
on how a new bride is likely to adjust to her marital home.
3
Apane ghar me kaisan, kaisan bahinı¯ didı¯
Tu rahiu bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Apane ghar me aisan ham rahe bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯, ham rahe bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Sasuru mora¯ aisan ki taisan bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Nau hasiya¯ khet me ka¯ti bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Tabahun kahen ham ghar me baithı¯ bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Ham baithı¯ bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Jeth mora¯ aisan kı¯ taisan bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Sorha ha¯th ke lehanga¯ la¯ye, nau ha¯th ke ghunghat ka¯rhe
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Tabahun kahen ham bahu dekhin, dekhin bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Devar mora¯ aisan ki taisan bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Solah roti gin ke kha¯yen tabahun kahen eik phulki, eik phulki bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
Apane ghar mein aisan ki taisan bahinı¯ dı¯dı¯
In your home how do you fare, how do you, sister?
How do you fare, sister?
In my home I fare this way and that, sister, just fare, sister.
My father-in-law is like this, so like that, sister.
Nine sheaves I cut in the ﬁelds, sister.
Still says I sat at home, sister.
Just sat, sister.
Elder brother-in-law is like this, so like that, sister.
Wore a sixteen width skirt, nine lengths of face covering.
Yet, he says saw me, saw the bride, sister.
Younger brother-in-law is like this, so like that, sister.
Eats sixteen loaves to the count, still says a single loaf, just a loaf, sister.
In my home, I fare just this way and that, sister.
shanti’s courtyard, atara, jaunpur
This ironic song supports Shanti’s observation that it was ‘‘common-
place for the new bride to be subject to intense scrutiny and criticism’’ by
her in-laws. The song evokes the mood of gal¯ıs, abusive wedding songs,
which I take up in chapter 3, in which the new relatives in the conjugal
home are paid back for their critical appraisal of the bride. The song spells
out just how hurtful and di≈cult this scrutiny can be. The complaints
voiced in the song suggest the practice of heavy veiling before elder male
in-laws, a largely upper-caste norm, as well as the labor of reaping in the
ﬁelds, a lower-caste one. While this suggests that upper-caste practices are
adopted by all castes, especially the upwardly mobile, its universal mes-
sage of complaint enhances its appeal for all castes. In a surprisingly
reﬂective and self-critical way, Shanti added, ‘‘the criticism of the new
relatives often serves to break the bride’s morale so that she ends up being
even more submissive and subservient.’’
For the purposes of this chapter it is useful to remember that the
equitable sharing of resources among genders within households, a
key assumption of the development paradigms dating to the 1950s, was
overturned by later research. Studies conducted in the 1970s and 80s
16 Wives of prosperous Brahmin (center) and Rajput (left) landlords in Barsara, Jaunpur.
17 Near the granary of Brahmin landlords in Atara, home of Shanti Tewari.
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demonstrated that far from the egalitarian sharing of resources within
households, the division of resources, especially of scarce food resources,
was di√erentiated by gender, with women being the most deprived.
Women in the ﬁeld a≈rmed that males receive the best and most whole-
some diets. Many conceded that this was often to the detriment of women
and girls, though they noted that this inequality was changing rapidly.
Sarah Lamb’s observations from Bengal hold true for other parts of north
India: ‘‘Women are expected ﬁrst to serve others in the households as
young wives and daughters-in-law and then to be served as older mothers
and mothers-in-law’’ (2000, 74).
In these villages, in contrast to the house-bound upper-caste women
whose songs are cited above, women of the intermediate peasant castes,
such as Yadavas (dairy producers), Telis (oil-pressers), Kumhars (potters),
and Kahars (water-carriers), were usually circumscribed by duties that
included work both in the ﬁelds and in the home. In peak agricultural
seasons such as harvest time, the responsibilities of women of these castes
included such a range of tasks that younger women rarely had time to
rest. During the ﬁeldwork I conducted in the villages of Jaunpur district,
I found that women of peasant households rise two hours before the men
and go to bed at least one or even two hours after the men have retired.
Tasks such as washing up, watering the cattle, and putting the children to
bed continued well after the men had called it a day. Peasant culture in the
region appeared to endorse these discrepancies, with the care of cattle and
children, the fetching of ﬁrewood, and the collection, cooking, and pro-
cessing of food—rendered even more exhausting where women must
walk miles to procure food, water, or fodder—all falling to women.
In Barsara village, I found that newly married brides were the earliest
to rise. Amraoti of the Teli (oil-pressers) caste, my young-bride infor-
mant, explained: ‘‘To be caught asleep after daybreak as a new bride
invites hostility, social sanction and gossip from extended kin and even
neighbors. This can be very hard to combat. I couldn’t bear the loss of
face, especially since the values and training received from the natal home
are called into question. Mothers of brides are always careful to impart
this training.’’
Amraoti’s explanation supports the well-known fact that a bride’s work
culture, productivity, sense of responsibility, duty, and industrious nature
would be judged through her work as well as her sleeping and waking
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practices. The song below provides insight into the hierarchies within the
household, once again subverting received wisdom about the household
as a site of equitable sharing.
4
Nimiya¯ lehar lehar kare pa¯ti, ma¯re bhavacha¯ri ho nanadı¯
Rangmahal bı¯c sasuru¯ sovain, ma¯re bhavacha¯ri ho nanadı¯
Jevana¯ utha¯ chala¯ ho jewain sasuru¯, ma¯re bhavacha¯ri re . . .
Rangmahal bı¯c jethva¯ sovain, ma¯re. . . .
Rangmahal bı¯c devaru¯ sovain. . . . .
Rangmahal bı¯c sajana¯ sovain, ma¯re . . .
Jevana¯ utha¯ chala¯ ho jevain saiya¯n
The neem branches sway, sprays of rain drench me, sister-in-law.
In the center of the palace, father-in-law sleeps, rain lashes, sister-in-law.
Rise, father-in-law, the meal is ready, lashes of drenching rain.
In the center of the palace, elder brother-in-law sleeps, rain lashes, sister-in-law.
Rise, brother-in-law, the meal is served, lashes of rain.
In the center of the palace, husband sleeps.
Rise, dear husband, for the meal is served, lashes the rain.
munraji, barsara, jaunpur
When Munraji, a woman of the Mallah (river-faring and ﬁshing) caste
sang the above song, she described it as ‘‘prescriptive,’’ showing women of
all castes how they need to live in their marital homes, serving the elder
males ﬁrst in order of seniority: ‘‘See, how she (the song’s protagonist)
cooked the meal and then one by one, woke up everyone and served them
all, keeping in mind, proper respect for age and seniority. Going back and
forth she is surely drenched in the rain. Then at last, she ﬁnally serves her
husband too’’ (Munraji, Barsara, Jaunpur).
A number of women’s songs spell out the order of male relatives by age
within the extended patriarchal household, thus reinforcing hierarchies
and the appropriate deference owed to each member. The song is ad-
dressed to the sister-in-law, here the husband’s sister, and therefore the
relative who could be both an ally, as seen in the grinding songs, as well as
a potential enemy, owing to her prior claims on the a√ections of the
husband. In this case, the song suggests camaraderie between these two
women. Just as it was surprising to learn from the songs cited earlier in
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18 View from Munraji’s hut in Barsara village, Jaunpur.
this section that upper-caste women face food shortages, the lower-caste
Munraji’s reference to palatial living conditions appear equally to chal-
lenge the stereotypes and expectations we have about the subject matter
of lower-caste women’s songs. However, it must be stressed that the song
is entirely in keeping with folk conventions of remarkable exaggeration,
wherein humble peasant dwellings are invariably referred to as palaces
endowed with the world’s riches, including horses and elephants, gold
and silver, and other trappings of wealth. The next section highlights the
signiﬁcance of the context in which the songs are performed.
the performance context
While many of the songs I heard in the ﬁeld appeared to serve the purpose
of keeping time during the execution of labor, other songs illuminated
speciﬁc issues or opened the way for wide-ranging discussions. This sec-
tion is based on my ﬁeldwork in Sadiapur village on the outskirts of
Allahabad, a district adjoining Jaunpur. It describes my participation in
an evening session, when laboring women and Mallah caste women as-
semble after a day of hard work. The following recording illustrates force-
fully the signiﬁcance of the performance context. Some of the women
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had returned after working as day laborers in neighboring ﬁelds, while
others had spent the day hawking ﬁsh. A fairly routine exchange about
the day’s events, earnings, and familial preoccupations gave way to re-
laxed banter and jokes. The song below was a spontaneous and up-
roarious conclusion to the mutual recounting of everyday woes. While
exchanging stories about their men’s inﬁdelities, the women collapsed
with mirth as they sang out this song about a two-timing husband in
which the wronged wife gets to enact her revenge on the other woman.
5
‘Kha¯vo na more sa¯mı¯ da¯l bha¯t rotiya¯, kajarı¯ khelan ham ja¯bai re duira¯ngi’
Kajarı¯ khelat hoi gayi a¯dhi ratiya¯, are a¯dhı¯ ratiya¯
Payi kaune baha¯ne ghar ja¯u¯n re du¯ira¯ngi
Hathava¯ me leu dhanı¯ sa¯ndi goithiya¯ aur ka¯ndi goithiya¯
Payi adhiya¯ baha¯ne ghar ja¯va re du¯ira¯ngi
‘Kholau na more sa¯mı¯ chanana¯ kevariya¯ aur bajra¯ kevariya¯
Payi hamai dha¯na¯ tha¯ri akela¯ re du¯ira¯ngi’
‘Kaise ke khola¯ dha¯na¯ canana¯ kevariya¯, bajra¯ kevariya¯
Payi more godı¯ savatı¯ tahara¯ re du¯ira¯ngi’
‘Kholau na more sa¯mı¯ canana¯ kevariya¯, bajra¯ kevariya¯
Payi dekhatiun savatiya¯ ke ru¯pa¯ re du¯ira¯ngi’
‘Tumhare ke dekhai dha¯ni savatı¯ ke rupva¯ aur savatı¯ ke rupva¯
Payi canda¯ su¯rujva¯ ke jota¯ re du¯ira¯ngi’
‘Tore lekai havai sa¯mı¯ canda¯ su¯rujva¯
More lekai ma¯tiya¯ ke dhu¯la re du¯ira¯ngi’
‘Tore lekai dhaniya¯ tarava¯ ke dhurva¯ aur paiya¯ ke dhulva¯
Payi more lekai mahakai kapu¯r re du¯ira¯ngi’
‘Tore lekai sa¯mi mehakai kapu¯rva, mehakai kapu¯rva
Payi more lekai naliya¯ ke kı¯ca re du¯ira¯ngi
Are dharaun silava¯, u¯paru¯ dharaun lorhava¯
Payi ku¯ncatiun savatiya¯ ke ga¯l re du¯ira¯ngi.’
Eat, husband, the meal of lentils, rice and loaves, I’m o√ to play in the rains.
The games went on until past midnight.
With what excuse shall I go home, dear one?
Take some fuel and ﬁrewood in your hand.
Return home with the excuse of fetching fuel.
‘‘Open, husband, the sandalwood door, the strong door.
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Your wife stands alone outside.’’
‘‘But how can I open the sandalwood door, the strong door.
In my lap sits another woman, your other.’’
‘‘Do open the sandalwood door, the strong door.
Let me see how she looks, the other woman.’’
‘‘How can I show you, wife, her looks, how she looks.
She is the very light of the sun and moon.’’
‘‘Maybe for you, husband, she’s the moon and sun,
But for me she is just the dust of the earth.’’
‘‘Maybe for you, wife, she’s the dust of the feet.
For me she is as fragrant as camphor.’’
‘‘For you she may be camphor,
But for me, she’s the waste of drains.
On the grinding mortar, with the pestle above,
Her cheeks between, I’ll bash them in, you two-timer.’’
sitara mallah and others, sadiapur, allahabad
Here, the opening lines about playing in the rains capture the spirit of
the season in which it is sung. The loosening of restrictions and controls
on women reveals the signiﬁcance of the rainy season within the annual
agricultural cycle. The song’s poetic imagination o√ers insights into the
rainy season’s life-giving potential, providing release and relief from the
scorching heat. Even the most secluded of women appear to have been
encouraged to drench and frolic in the season’s ﬁrst showers. The inner
courtyards of upper-caste homes facilitate the conduction of women’s
revelries uninterrupted and unseen by outsiders, but drenching in the
rain is openly encouraged across caste and class divides. The medicinal
properties of the ﬁrst showers are widely perceived as an antidote for a
host of heat-related skin disorders such as boils and prickly heat, to which
even the most sheltered are subject. This remedial nature of the ﬁrst rains
accounts for women’s encouragement to play in the showers. However,
like the warnings issued in grinding songs, a note of caution is sounded:
too much sport and play may lead one to neglect husband and home.
One may end up being locked outside and, what’s worse, having to deal
with the other woman ensconced within! The repeated refrain of duira¯ngi
(colorful one, also two-timer) adds to its ironic appeal.
The song generated considerable merriment, but the collective singing
19a Sitara Devi (center) with her singing companions in Sadiapur, Allahabad.
19b Mala Devi in Sadiapur.
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also brought up issues related to women’s ﬁnancial anxieties, their every-
day struggles, and their lack of support from their husbands. The women
spontaneously recounted their personal stories. When Mala Devi said
that her husband had died young, Sehdei ruefully interjected, ‘‘I, on the
other hand, have a husband, but he has deserted me.’’ Sitara spoke about
not expecting ﬁnancial support from men since opportunities for em-
ployment had been steadily decreasing for several years and men often
traveled outside the village in search of work. Lower-caste women have
always worked alongside their men, so it was clear that the women who
sang the song above were by no means passive victims. The Sadiapur
women expressed both sympathy and admiration for each other, and the
session was marked by abundant goodwill and bonhomie. Between ﬁts of
explosive laughter, Sitara remarked, ‘‘In search of livelihoods we are for-
getting to sing.’’ Old Dhaniya replied, to shrieks of laughter, ‘‘Come, let’s
sing such a song so that if someone’s youthfulness is on the wane, it can be
revived,’’ adding mischievously, ‘‘You wouldn’t believe the excesses of my
youth! It was simply explosive, like lighting a match.’’
In keeping with the buoyant mood, and as if in response to Dhaniya’s
challenge to revive their youth, the women zestfully concluded the ses-
sion with the following song.
6
Hamra¯ ba¯lam eik diliya¯ ke naukar, diliya¯ ke ca¯kar
Diliya¯ se a¯kar cale ja¯ye re sakhı¯ re, A¯ye, cale ja¯ye re sakhı¯ re
Jab cala¯ a¯ve, pahariya¯ mai daka¯lun
Da¯ntava se ka¯talun janj¯ır mor sakhı¯ re
Ab bal hatt kar dagariya¯ na¯hin du¯be, Dagariya¯ na¯hin du¯be
Thar thar ka¯pat hai sarı¯r mor sakhı¯ re
Mai bahiniya¯ ke cithiya¯ jab bhejat, caupatiya¯ jab bhejat
Raniya¯ ke bhejat-a birog mor sakhı¯ re
Dhaniya¯ ke bhejat a birog mor sakhı¯ re
Ma¯i bahiniya¯ ke cunarı¯ jab bhejat
Raniya¯ ke bhejat hai darpaniya¯ mor sakhı¯ re,
Dhaniya¯ ke bhejat hai darpaniya¯ mor sakhı¯ re
Ma¯i bahiniya¯ ke pı¯yarı¯ jab bhejat
Dhaniya¯ ke bhejat du¯i ruma¯l mor sakhı¯ re
Du¯i ruma¯l mor sakhı¯ re
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Are, rovela¯ ponchaike dui ruma¯l mor sakhı¯ re
Ma¯i bahiniya¯ ke cunarı¯ jab bhejat
Raniya¯ ke bhejat hai virog, mor sakhı¯ re
My lover is the servant of his will, heart’s slave, he comes, then goes back,
my friend.
Comes and goes but when he does come,
I could jump across the highest mountains.
With my teeth, bite o√ the chains, my friend.
Now, hope his return path will not be blocked, his path does not disintegrate.
Oh! my body trembles and quivers, my friend.
To his mother-sister when he sends letters and missives,
For his queen just separation, my friend.
For his wife he wishes separation and sorrow, my friend.
To his mother and sister, when he sends festive sarees,
To his queen he sends words of separation, my friend.
To his mother and sister when he sends auspicious sarees,
To his wife two little handkerchiefs, my friend.
Oh, just to wipe away all those tears, my friend.
sitara nishad and mallah women, sadiapur, allahabad
The masculinity described in this song fully conforms with patriarchal
norms, which prioritize mothers and sisters over wives. The husband of
the song readily accepts the condition of separation and is equally non-
chalant about the strains these periods of prolonged absence induce in the
conjugal bond. This song also hints at work cultures wherein men are
likely to be away for long spells and women, perforce, must be strong and
assertive. When I asked the singers to explain the meaning the song held
for them, Mala Devi underlined the plight of women who receive words
of anger from their absent husbands instead of precious gifts, which men
reserve for their sisters and mothers. These words appeared to describe
Mala Devi’s own reality, and, without a hint of self-pity, she added:
‘‘See, our men don’t provide anything for us.’’
‘‘We have no support from men,’’ underlined another woman in the group,
matter-of-factly.
‘‘Why two handkerchiefs?’’ I persisted.
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Sitara laughed. ‘‘So that when the ﬁrst one gets completely drenched with tears,
the other one can be used.’’
At this, everyone was in splits again.
‘‘Just keep crying and wiping away the tears, crying and wiping,’’ added Sehdei.
Collapsing with mirth, Mala Devi added, ‘‘Now you see, how necessary the
second one is?’’
This sparkling sense of women’s community appeared to be strength-
ened and reinforced by the singing session. Perhaps as noteworthy as the
song texts themselves were the nature and quality of the women’s inter-
action. Such fragments of women’s everyday conversation are valuable for
the insights they o√er into group interactions and, thereby, the con-
struction of gender. Through the predominant note of playfulness and
making light of some of their harsher experiences, the women also e√ec-
tively underlined their strength as a collective. Further, by reacting, re-
sponding to, engaging with, and creatively building upon the texts of the
songs, they demonstrated how they carry forward and further develop the
discourses these songs present. In this sense, resistance and subversion
scarcely capture the range of possibilities inherent in the songs, in wom-
en’s singing practices, and in the ensuing interactions. Nevertheless, one
could argue that it was the amusing personas and playful and rather
irreverent stance that the Sadiapur women adopted that allowed them to
critique the male world represented by their husbands and employers or
landlords. Since playfulness and spontaneity are two components of the
creative process with the potential to transform and redeﬁne work or to
imbue it with positive energy, women, by making time for song and
discussion, were at once fulﬁlling their emotional, aesthetic, and psychic
needs. As we will see in the third section, the spirit of this session is in
stark contrast to the grimness of the everyday reality within which these
women labor. In what ways, then, are women’s songs and singing prac-
tices shaped by this grim reality?
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women’s ‘‘unfreedom’’
The songs above, as well as my exchanges with Sitara and her friends in
Sadiapur that I have recounted, contextualize the mood I encountered
in the countryside, namely, a stoic acceptance of the fact that laboring
women must continue to labor because their families and households are
dependent on them for the security of their livelihood. This work ethic is
typiﬁed in a song from another Jaunpur village that serves as a classic
example of the genre’s bittersweet, though largely upbeat, mood.
8
Rimi jhimi barase la paniya¯, a¯va¯ cali dha¯n ropai dhaniya¯
Sonava¯ ki thaliya¯ me jevana¯ banaul¯ı, a¯va¯ cali dha¯n ropai dhaniya¯
Jevana¯ na jevai mor balamua¯, a¯va¯ cali dha¯n ropai dhaniya¯
Gage geruva¯ me ganga¯jal paniya¯, a¯va¯ cali dha¯n ropai dhaniya¯
Geruva¯ na ghotai mor balamua¯, a¯va¯ cali dha¯n ropai dhaniya¯
Lavang-ilaicı¯ ke birva¯ sajaul¯ı, a¯va cali dha¯n ropai dhaniya¯
Birva¯ na kunce mor balamua¯, a¯va¯ cali
Phulva¯ mai cuni cuni sejiya¯ banaul¯ı, sejiya¯ na sovai mor balamua¯
It’s raining, let’s go transplant paddy.
In a golden plate I served the meal, he refuses to eat, my beloved.
In a glowing pot, I o√ered the purest water but he refused a sip.
Arranged a ﬁne betel leaf with cardamom and cloves but he refused a bite.
With handpicked ﬂowers, arranged the bed but he refused to lie on it.
Let’s go transplant paddy.
bhagirathi devi and urmila maurya, chachakpur, jaunpur
It was very common to come across songs like this one in the villages in
which I conducted my ﬁeldwork. Strikingly, the song’s deceptively sim-
ple, gritty message provides no indication of women’s ongoing struggles.
While such songs might lead one to speculate about women’s disappoint-
ments in love, the struggles they faced were often of an altogether dif-
ferent kind. Issues related to wages and the gender division of labor in the
countryside came up for discussion several times during my ﬁeldwork in
the Jaunpur villages. People from Barsara explained, for instance, that
women and children form a relatively high proportion of the labor force,
because their labor is economical for the employer and also because men
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from these areas seek employment outside of agriculture. They com-
plained that now that the harvester is fast replacing the agricultural la-
borer in areas of mechanized cultivation, it is the women laborers who are
being left with almost no alternative sources of income. They lamented
the low wages paid to agricultural laborers and bemoaned the fact that, on
average, no more than forty days of continuous wage work per season is
available within agriculture. They spoke of migrant labor from Bihar that
served to keep their wages low.
Through women’s song and discussion sessions, I learned that while
men seek employment in industry and the service sector, women remain
dependent on agriculture for their livelihood. In the villages where I
conducted ﬁeldwork, the shrinking agrarian labor market had closed a
signiﬁcant avenue of wage earnings for both men and women in the
village economy, but its impact was particularly devastating for women of
landless families who were unable to travel outside the village to seek
wages as laborers in brick kilns and so on. The decreasing bargaining
power of labor and the related decline in job security made it impossible
for many men to earn a family wage. On the other hand, deep-rooted
cultural beliefs continue to associate masculinity with the role of provider
and femininity with reproduction and nurturing.
The women of Barsara observed that their wages were at least 20
percent below those of men. On average, where men receive Rs.50 for a
day’s work, women get little more than Rs.30 for the same work. The
women explained that in many villages the custom of lehana¯, whereby the
laborer is allowed to take home the amount of harvested grain they are
able to carry with both hands, was still in operation. This custom was
often simply a verbal agreement made between landlords and their agri-
cultural labor. Thus, an able-bodied wage laborer could carry home 10–
20 kilograms or one headload of grain at the end of the day. Naturally,
women felt shortchanged when they were unable to pick up as much
grain from the threshing ﬂoor as the men.
During my years of ﬁeldwork in Jaunpur, landless laborers resisted low
wages for ploughing and irrigation tasks, as well as the ‘‘beck and call’’
arrangements that had traditionally existed between upper-caste land-
lords and their lower-caste, landless laborers (see also Lerche 1997, 14). In
the Jaunpur villages, despite occasional threats from village landlords,
women found themselves unable to give up working for them altogether.
20 Women labor
in Barsara village,
Jaunpur.
21 Intermediate-caste
women in Atara
village, Jaunpur.
22 Intermediate-caste
women in Atara
who have leased land
from landlords for
cultivation.
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It was clear that the brunt of laborers’ resistance was invariably borne by
the women of the laboring households who chose to stay behind in the
village rather than accompany their husbands in their search for work.
The songs make more sense when heard in the context of the gendered
division of labor within the laboring household. The weeding of land-
lords’ ﬁelds and the carrying out of other tasks for landlords during the
slack seasons, sometimes without any direct payment, fell to the women
while allowing men to migrate in search of more remunerative employ-
ment. Thus, women’s maintenance of goodwill relations with their land-
lords ensured employment in the peak seasons for both men and women
of the laboring household, besides access to fodder for cattle, grass, and
credit, in times of need. Clearly, women ended up paying the price for
their men’s freedom to seek better work opportunities (Lerche 1997, 19).
In Barsara, Mallah women also relied on cordial relations with landlords
to obtain at cheap rates on the sarpat grass used for rope making, an
important source of alternate livelihood security for this caste. The lands
bordering the Gomti River, though rich in sarpat grass, are owned by
Brahmin landlords, and Mallah women could therefore not a√ord to
incur the displeasure of their landlords, even when their wages were
abysmally low ( Jassal 2005, 269).
During my ﬁeldwork in Barsara, I witnessed on many occasions the
clout the Brahmin village landlords had. One of the wealthiest landlords,
members of whose extended family own several acres of land in the
village, observed a practice that provides a telling commentary on the
nature of landlord-labor relations. From early morning until sunset, this
landlord would sit on a chair at the far edge of the ﬁeld under a makeshift
umbrella to keep an eye on his hired labor. At the end of the day, by means
of the jarı¯b, a long wooden measuring scale, he and his sta√ would
measure the distance each of the hired laborers had covered for weed-
ing, planting, or other speciﬁc tasks. Men and women hired for the day
worked in teams in separate parts of the ﬁelds. While the women occa-
sionally sang or conversed among themselves as they worked in their
respective rows, any interruption in the work itself would have adversely
a√ected their daily wages. Hence, the prudence of our collective decision
to record their work songs only after the day’s work was done.
Despite the fact that the structure of landholding in this district has
changed substantially since Independence and that large landholdings
23 Jarib in Barsara.
24 Powerful Brahmin landlord in Barsara. A Mallah leader stands behind
him with B. D. Upadhyaya, a ﬁeldwork assistant, seated.
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have given way to smaller ones, most comprising no more than ﬁve
bighas, where a bigha is approximately one third of an acre, pockets
of traditional privilege nevertheless remain. In such pockets laboring
women still experience a range of vulnerabilities. As late as 1998, an
incident from the neighboring village Dehiyan served to revive a collec-
tive memory about the feudal past and to create a furor in surrounding
villages as well as within the Jaunpur administration. An upper-caste
landholder’s attempt to sexually violate a Dalit woman laborer was met
with severe outrage and concerted resistance with the support of the local
ngo, the Bharatiya Jan Sewa Ashram at Badlapur. The village Dalits
moved the courts, the o√ending member of the former Brahmin village
elite remained in police custody for several days, and the entire neighbor-
hood of Dalits boycotted work on the Brahmins’ ﬁelds, forcing the Brah-
mins to hire laborers from neighboring villages at higher wages. Thus, a
struggle that had begun as an e√ort to restore the Dalits’ izzat (dignity)
ended as a powerful movement for Dalit and laboring class solidarity.
Protest against this incident of sexual violence in fact served to increase
wages in the region, and, since it was the women who had organized in
opposition to landlords, it also served to collapse wage di√erentials be-
tween men and women for the same kinds of work (ﬁeldnotes, Sauraiyan
village, 1998). Once a minimum wage had been enforced and gender
discrimination in wages had ended, women initiated another protest
against the persistent issue of forced labor.
In my years of ﬁeldwork, I heard many versions of this episode from
villagers in Dehiyan and Sauraiyan. For them, it appeared to constitute a
watershed in the changing agrarian scene. In recent years, under the
Mayawati-led Bharatiya Samajwadi Party (bsp) government, many vil-
lages have been declared by the state as ‘‘Ambedkar’’ villages, making
them eligible to state-sponsored development schemes targeted speciﬁ-
cally at improving the conditions of Dalits. Since male migration was a
major preoccupation of the women of rural Jaunpur and since it remains
a recurring motif in their oral traditions, I turn next to the migration
motif in women’s work songs.
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protesting male migration
The scale and histories of migrations from the subcontinent since the mid-nineteenth
century leave no doubt about the profound impact upon the ‘‘more intimate relationships
within households’’ and ways in which gender relations are destabilized through migra-
tion, a theme that has received only marginal attention in the social sciences. f. osella
and k. gardner, migration, modernity, and social transformation in
south asia, xvi
The singers I introduced in the previous section that hinted at migration
from this region to neighboring towns, as well as to the service and
transport sectors in Delhi, the industrial centers in Mumbai, and the
rural belt in the Punjab, make the phenomenon an immediate reality
rather than one consigned to a distant past when men migrated largely to
the port city of Calcutta and, thence, to the sugar colonies of the Carib-
bean. Since the region has experienced male migration since the nine-
teenth century, it comes as no surprise that the migration motif su√uses
its song culture. Kajl¯ı is an important source for reconstructing that
history, though other genres, such as the songs I explore in chapter 6, also
feature the theme of migration. The repertoires of both men and women≤
feature the migration theme, the history of which is kept alive in the
collective consciousness through this song culture. The continuing phe-
nomenon of migration in contemporary times makes the theme even
more relevant. Women’s experiences during industrialization in colonial
India show that the industrial working class was reproduced through the
intensiﬁcation of women’s and children’s labor in the rural economy, as
urban employers depended on a steady supply of male workers from the
countryside (Sen 1999, 3). Samita Sen’s research points to the importance
of examining the continued linkages between the shifting gender equa-
tions in the countryside and the emergence of the urban working class.
The laborers in the jute mills of Bengal, for instance—almost exclusively
single, male, and temporary—were migrants hailing ﬁrst from Orissa and
Bihar and later from the United Provinces and Andhra Pradesh, which
not only changed the contours of Calcutta’s labor market but also revived
the casual nature of the labor force (26, 48).
It was the earnings and labor of women in the rural economy that
enabled male workers to return home periodically, largely in accordance
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with the mill’s requirements. Thus, mills passed on the entire cost of
migration, as well as the costs of maintaining and reproducing the rural
household, to the workers, whose wages were already insu≈cient and
sometimes even subsidized by the rural household (Sen 1999, 51). For
small and marginal peasant households, however, it was remittances from
the city that provided the essential source of cash for servicing their debts
(69). The redeﬁnition of gender roles arising from the new expectations
of the women left behind, and the intensiﬁcation of women’s direct in-
volvement in agrarian production, were necessary outcomes of male mi-
gration. However, women’s involvement in agricultural production re-
mains largely undocumented and unacknowledged as it is presumed to be
either marginal or merely supplemental to the male income (76).
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Are haraiya¯ ban jariga
Hamre ba¯lam pardesva¯ nikariga
Are hamke naiharva¯ mein tajga
Are sejiya¯ na sove haraiya¯ ban jariga
Are pa¯nc rupaiya¯ sa¯mi tohrı¯ naukariya¯
Das hamhin gharhi me debai na
Rakhbain ankhiya¯ ke sa¯manva¯
Piya¯ ke ja¯ye debe na
Cithiya¯ na bhejai caupatiya¯ na bhejai
Apane jiyara¯ ka bavalva¯ sa¯mı¯ likhi bhejai na
Cithiya¯ pe cithiya¯ likhai mehraniya¯
Apani chori ke naukariya¯ ghar cala¯ na auta¯ na
Cithiya¯ pe cithiya¯ likhai mahrajva¯
Ghar kabahu na auba¯ na, apani chori ke naukariya¯
Ghar kabahun na auba¯ na
Oh the green woods are scorched.
My love left for foreign lands.
Oh, abandoned me in my natal home.
The bed holds no charm, the green woods, burnt up.
O beloved, your service worth just ﬁve rupees.
Ten, I could give you in my own home.
And keep you before my eyes
Not let you go, beloved.
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No letters, not a four-liner did he send,
About the state of his heart, he didn’t write.
Letter upon letter sends the Meherin,≥
‘‘Return home!
Leave service and return home.’’
Letter upon letter sends the Maharaj,
‘‘I shall not return home,
Giving up my job,
I shall never return home.’’
tengra kaharin, atara, jaunpur
In this song a woman proclaims that she will raise the paltry sum
her husband earns abroad, provided that he remains at home. The song
e√ectively captures the angst of abandoned women, who sometimes
spent their entire lives waiting for news from their migrant husbands.
The Maharaj, or lord and master of the song, categorically refuses to give
up his job and return home. While the reasons for male migration may
have changed over time, the conditions of existence for the women left
behind continue much the same. Thus while the songs shed light on the
economic factors that prompted the migration, they are also good sources
for understanding the current economic imperatives that burden peasant
households today (Kumar 2001; Sen 1999).
The mood of protest and deﬁance in these songs is such that the
threats could be taken as ironic, funny, or serious. In one powerful song of
protest against gender inequalities, a wife threatens to get rid of the signs
of her matrimony. She announces that she will wash the vermilion from
her hair part in the river, smash her glass bangles, and rip o√ her velvet
sar¯ı (lorhva¯ uthaike curiya¯ phor naibe ho; gorva¯ uthaike sariya¯ pha¯r naibe ho,
piya¯ jaibe bidesva¯ ) if her husband migrates in search of work. What stands
out in these songs is the desperation of the women, since male migration
usually consigned women to lives ﬁlled with loneliness and long periods
of separation from their husbands. The song below plays on the myriad
anxieties of women abandoned by migrating men.
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Sakhiya¯ so Rama Madhuban, ke kaise ham jiyabe ho Ram
Are are ka¯li badariya¯ tı¯, hai mori bahinı¯ ho,
Bahinı¯ rimik jhimkı¯, Deva barisau rainı¯,
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Rama barse ho Ram, Rama jab carhlen naiya¯ par
Âdhe Ganga¯ gailen ho Ram, are ohi pa¯r se kewata¯ puka¯re
Navariya¯ tohrı¯ du¯bal ho Ram
Sanjhavahi badrı¯ ghama¯sal, masi ra¯ti barsahı¯ ho
Rama chhatva¯ lagai ke harı¯ gailen rainı¯, na¯hi ba¯sain ho
Ohi pa¯r se kewat puka¯re, sunahun Raja Dasrath ho
Apane biyahı¯ k dhara mana¯vahu, navariya¯ tohri du¯bai ho Ram
Ka¯u ham dhara mana¯vahu, sunhu bhaiya¯ Kevat ho
Apane biyahı¯ k kiyahu apma¯n, navariya¯ hamarı¯ du¯bai ho
Friend, my love goes to Madhuban but how am I to live, O Ram!
O dark cloud, my sister, just rain, sister.
It rained and rained, Rama, it rained, Rama when he stepped onto the boat
Half way across the Ganga, that’s when the boatman called out,
‘‘The boat sinks, O Ram.’’
Since the evening clouds gathered, into the night it rained and rained.
But holding an umbrella he had left, and did not stay back.
That’s when the boatman called, ‘‘Hey Raja Dashrath!
Call upon your wife’s good fortune to save you, your boat sinks!’’
‘‘How shall I invoke her fortune to save me? Listen, boatman.
I heeded her not, but insulted her, alas, now my boat sinks!’’
shanti’s courtyard atara, jaunpur
When Shanti and her friends sang this song, I thought of the so-called
karmic connection it draws between the husband’s misfortune and his
arousal of his wife’s displeasure. About the motif in this song Shanti says,
‘‘Women are auspicious and bringers of good fortune, so the spurned
woman of the song reminds listeners about the importance of women’s
roles for the continued good fortune in the life of a married couple.’’
The song is a powerful articulation of the way in which women might
perceive their contribution to the harmony of the universe. It also evokes
the qualities of female power (sat ) described in the previous chapter,
whereby chaste wives are able to accumulate and exercise spiritual power
for the beneﬁt of their families. Like the grinding songs, this song evokes
the potency of the superhuman feminine strength to be derived from
women’s purity, a strength that usually remains latent but continues to
bestow good fortune. However, if tampered with, this latent strength also
has the potential to wreak havoc.
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While the song might be interpreted as providing a glimpse of men’s
fear of feminine power and the need to appease their women for their
own wellbeing, ordinary women, making no claims to any of the inﬂated
ideals of chastity, use the song to assert and underline the need for men to
recognize the importance of their perspectives. The song makes a power-
ful argument that men ignore women’s needs and desires at their own
peril. Here, when a husband, in deﬁance of his wife’s entreaties, sets o√ in
the rain armed only with his umbrella, leaving his wife disconsolate,
misfortune strikes and his boat capsizes. At this point, the boatman’s
words suggest that it is only a wife’s accumulated merit, righteous power
and good fortune that can save her husband and prevent her from becom-
ing a widow. It is in this line that we learn that the errant husband is none
other than the mythical and just King Dashrath of Ayodhya, a man of his
word and the father of Rama (see chapter 4).
The striking parallels between this song and one that Narayan cites
from the Sumba genre, especially their motifs of a punishing rainfall that
brings an arrogant husband to his senses, suggest the extraordinary the-
matic commonalities that exist across regions (Narayan 1995, 248). Nara-
yan’s suggestions for using dialogue to elicit oral literary criticism about
particular texts provided additional parallels between women’s interpre-
tations and their acknowledgment that such songs provide commentary
on contemporary social relations (251). The songs below reinforce the
notion that while agrarian production depends on the men and women
of peasant households working as a team, the men remain the decision-
makers and heads of these households.
negotiations for play
Where the men and women of a household work together as a team, their
labor and industry is evident in a mere glance at the ﬁelds. All over the
Jaunpur countryside, it is easy to identify the ﬁelds that belong to the
hereditary cultivating or peasant castes of Kurmis, Koeris, Yadavas, and
Kahars; their ﬁelds are neat, manicured, weeded, and watered, largely
because these castes enlist the labor of the women of their households.
Where, on the other hand, the households are prosperous or upwardly
mobile, as is the case with a large percentage of the Yadavas in the region,
women are withdrawn from laboring in the ﬁelds in the interest of raising
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their household’s status, although senior women may still contribute in a
supervisory capacity.∂ The advantages peasant women’s uncompensated
labor o√ers peasant households, and the perceptions these women have
about their own contributions as extensions of their duties as members of
peasant households, are reﬂected in the bargaining tone of songs wherein
women negotiate time o√ for leave, play, or recreation.
The fact that women negotiate to visit their natal homes precisely in
the slack season hints at the importance of their labor and suggests the ap-
propriateness of expressing this need at the juncture in the agricultural
cycle when there are fewer demands on women’s labor. While the need to
negotiate and seek permission to visit one’s natal home is romanticized
and appealingly celebrated in this genre of song, the reality it disguises
is troubling and one that I encountered repeatedly during my ﬁeldwork.
The songs endorse the ﬁndings of research conducted in the 1970s,
namely, that women regarded much of their agricultural labor as an ex-
tension of their household duties and that this labor therefore remained
unrecorded. It is the bargaining tone of these songs that allows us to see
the extent to which women have internalized the ideology of women’s
agricultural tasks as an extension of their duties as wives. Against the
understandings of patriarchal bargains, the songs below o√er rich evi-
dence of both accommodation and negotiation. The songs further rein-
force the notion of women’s work as essential, albeit subservient, to male
productive activity.
In the agricultural cycle, the rainy season is when agricultural activity
is at its slowest, making it the ideal time for wives to spend a couple of
months with their natal families. Women’s lack of autonomy emerges as
key since this leave, more likely to be understood as ‘‘time for play,’’ must
be e√ectively and strategically negotiated, as demonstrated by the mood
of coaxing and cajoling in these songs. In this section, I highlight two
melodious and lively songs, both of which I heard while conducting
ﬁeldwork at the onset of the monsoon season, that capture the mood of
such bargaining. As the women sung these songs while laboring, the
question that came to my mind was how women are socialized into their
roles as compliant laborers. The songs are light-hearted and deceptively
simple but provide an unexpected window on the contexts within which
women must negotiate their time away from work. They reveal hitherto
lesser-known aspects of women’s work cultures. Paradoxically, then, it is
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in songs about women’s negotiations for leisure time that we encounter
rich perspectives on women’s work cultures.
11
Àı¯ re jijiya¯ kajariya¯ more sa¯mı¯, kajariya¯ more sa¯mı¯
Kajariya¯ khelei ja¯vai re naı¯harava¯, kajariya¯ khelei ja¯vai re
Jab tum raniya¯ kajariya¯ khelei ja¯yau, tikuliya¯ dhare jaye re sejariya¯
Nathuniya¯ dhare jaye re
Nathunı¯ ke raiya chama¯kai a¯dhi ratiya¯, gamakai a¯dhi ratiya¯
janavale dhana¯ sova¯i re sejariya¯, janavle dhana¯ sova¯i re
Aı¯ re beriya¯ kajariya¯ more sa¯mı¯, kajariya¯ khelei ja¯vai re naiharava¯
Jab tum raniya¯ kajariya¯ khelei ja¯yau, kajariya¯ khelei ja¯yau
Pa¯yaliya¯ dhare ja¯yo re sejariya¯, bı¯chuiya¯ dhare ja¯yau re sejariya¯
Pa¯yal ke ghunghru¯ ba¯jai re a¯dhi ratiya¯, janavle dhana¯ sova¯i re more lagava¯
Kajaria¯ khelai ja¯va re naiharava¯
Jab tum raniya¯ kajariya¯ khelei ja¯yau, kardhaniya¯ dhare ja¯wau re sejariya¯
Kardhaniya¯ dhare ja¯yo re sejariya¯.
‘‘It’s the rainy season, love, the season of kajl¯ı
To frolic in the rains I go to my natal home, to play kajrı¯ I go.’’
‘‘When you go, my queen to play kajrı¯, be sure to leave your forehead
ornament on the bed,
Your nose ring on the bed.
When the nose ring glistens at midnight, it will seem as if wife sleeps on the
bed.’’
‘‘The season of rain is here, to frolic in the rain I go to my natal home.’’
‘‘My queen, when you go, be sure to leave your anklets on the bed, toe-rings on
the bed.
When the anklets tinkle at midnight, it will seem as if my wife sleeps
alongside.’’
‘‘I go to play kajrı¯ at my natal home.’’
‘‘When you go to play, leave your waist-belt on the bed.’’
sitara nishad and others, sadiapur, allahabad
Note how the song draws attention to items of jewelry, the signiﬁcant
markers of matrimony, as well as to items that represent women’s submis-
sion to their husbands. As Gold has rightly pointed out, female coyness is
often a pose, masking a superior power: ‘‘Female adornment is an ex-
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plicitly acknowledged form of restriction, signifying women’s submission
to men (although women also celebrate their beauty as a form of power)’’
(Gold 1994, 36).
In listening to the many layers in the song, one might argue that apart
from reminding wives of their marital duties, the casting o√ of women’s
jewelry may also express a brief liberation from women’s primary roles,
which are characterized by subservience and duty. Or, as, Mala Devi
suggested, ‘‘the husband of the song is simply expressing his protest and
displeasure since she will not be with him in the days to come.’’ Sitara
pointed to the song’s feel-good element, suggesting that the husband’s
requests ‘‘make women realize that their absence will be strongly felt.’’
In addition to the women’s explanations, this ambivalently coded text
could be interpreted as a classic of patriarchal bargaining. There are many
possible ways to interpret the song, wherein the woman’s jewelry is so
intimately linked with her body that the former becomes metonymic of
the latter. On ﬁrst hearing, one might observe how the husband’s author-
ity is romanticized, and since the women sang the song with a touch of
irony as well as with aplomb, the likeliness that the woman will consent to
the husband’s demands in the song becomes immediately apparent. One
might even conclude that the husband, in his requests for his wife to
remove her ornamentation before her departure, is demanding that the
wife be desexualized when she travels beyond the physical conﬁnes of the
home. Where women’s entry into public spaces requires monitoring,
especially over long journeys, it is possible that this may be achieved in as
nonthreatening a way as possible through the erasure of women’s sexual-
ity. The construction of the ‘‘queen,’’ even ‘‘goddess,’’ within the house-
hold seems to erase woman’s sexuality outside it. That no concessions are
made, even if the movement is for the purpose of visiting the natal home,
further underscores the stringency of the conditions. The coupling of the
song’s loaded upper-caste symbolism, with its references to strict controls
and its use of jewelry as a marker of social status, with the fact that it is
sung by poor laboring women adds to its irony. In spite of these possible
readings, Sitara’s interpretation struck me as the most convincing and
appealing, especially given the harsh separations many married couples
endure when husbands are compelled to migrate in search of work. Since
women in the region dwell so intensely on the pain of separation, their
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desire to be desperately missed by their lovers and husbands is poignantly
captured here. In the next song, the ironic elements are further enhanced.
12
Kajarı¯ ba¯d aube soc mat man kar sa¯van me bhajan kar na
Sab sasure se sakhiya¯n aihen e jirva jha¯lariya¯
Ho tani bhent akva¯r hoi jaihen he jirva jha¯lariya¯
Eik sarı¯ liya¯ya, jhamphar barhiya¯ khu¯b s¯ıya¯ya
Mor cijiyau ko chora¯vai ka jatan kar sa¯van me bhajan kar na
Kajari ba¯d aube soc mat
Sab sakhiya¯ t karihen singarava¯ ho jirva¯ jha¯lariya¯
Jaihen ba¯ba¯ mor ho, jaihne ba¯ba¯ mor hamare sagarva¯
He jirva¯ jha¯lariya¯
Jhulbe jhulva¯ ka da¯r gaihen kajrı¯ malha¯r
Ca¯r din saiya¯n culha¯ bartan kar sa¯van me bhajan kar na
Apane bahineu ke ho, apane bahineu ke le tu¯ bulwa¯i
Unahu¯n sasure me hoihen u¯biya¯i, he jirva¯ jha¯lariya¯
Dekhihen ghare ka sab ka¯m tohen ho ja¯ye a¯ra¯m, hamai ja¯yai de
Jina khan gan kar sa¯van me bhajan kar na
Eike samahje na tu¯ maskhariya¯, je jirva¯ jha¯lariya¯
Bhaiya¯ a¯nai a¯vat ba a¯tvariya¯
Pandit tu¯ catur haya¯ ka¯he soch me bhaya¯
Tani subah sha¯m pu¯ja kı¯rtan kar na, he bhajan kar na
Kajari ba¯d aube soch mat man kar sa¯van me bhajan kar na
When the rains end, I’ll return, in the rains do not think, just sing songs of
devotion.
The girlfriends will come from their marital homes, dear one.
Reunions and warm embraces there are going to be, for sure, dear.
Just get a sari and a top stitched for me to wear.
Get detached from my things, just try to sing devotional songs.
When the rains end I’ll return, don’t think in the rains, instead, sing songs of
devotion.
My girlfriends will dress up of course, dear.
To visit their fathers, our own worlds, dear one.
Swinging on the swings how we’ll sing, melodies of the rains to sing.
Just for four days, dear, take care of those kitchen chores for me.
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Send for your sister, call her over here.
By now she too must be bored at her in-laws, for sure.
The housework she’ll manage, then it’s easy for you and I may leave.
Just don’t go grumbling, sing those devotional songs.
This isn’t a joke, don’t sco√, dear, please.
My brother will arrive to fetch me this very Sunday.
Like a pandit, you’re clever, but why silent like this?
Morn and night say some prayers, sing some devotional songs.
When the rains end, I’ll return, remember not to think.
It’s the devotional songs you must sing, you must sing.
While, as Sitara illustrated, the ﬁrst song in this section describes the
ways in which permission is elicited, the second establishes and articu-
lates the conditions under which it is grudgingly granted. Note the ar-
rangements that must be made before the wife’s departure. In such songs
the request for permission to take leave is made on the ﬂimsiest of pre-
texts. In a kajl¯ı that I heard during a brief interlude of ﬁeldwork in the
neighboring district of Mirzapur, which, according to sources, is the
birthplace of the kajl¯ı genre, a woman asks that she be allowed to visit her
natal home because a parrot ﬂew o√ with her handkerchief and she needs
to fetch a new one:
Rajka¯ ruma¯l ho suganva¯ leke urı¯ gaina¯
Ihe hamare ba¯ba¯ ka bhariba duka¯n ho
Kaha¯ t ba¯lam cal¯ı ja¯ı¯n.
Such a little hand towel and the parrot ﬂew o√ with it.
But my father has a well-stocked shop.
If you say, beloved, I could visit, if you say I could go.
These themes, all staples of kajl¯ı, illustrate how women negotiate the
fulﬁllment of their desires and seek permission from their real masters,
their husbands. The songs endorse Sarkar’s observation that ‘‘visits to the
parental home were a rare pleasure, dependent upon the whim of the new
authorities and mostly withheld, since the bride soon became the source
of the hardest domestic labor within the household’’ (1997, 59).
Since natal visits involved the marital household’s loss of the inmarry-
ing women’s labor, male resistance to such visits would appear to have
structural roots. Hence, as Sarkar found in Bengal, ‘‘control over labor is a
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concept that needs to be masked and mystiﬁed, whether in political or
domestic economy. Control over the wife’s sexuality, the other argument
against long absences from the new home, on the other hand, was a more
familiar one, securely grounded in sacred prescription, and therefore,
possible to articulate more openly’’ (59).
In the context of the production of a labor force, the songs suggest that
husbands are entitled to unconditional rights over the labor of their
wives. Elsewhere, I have shown that in colonial times it was understood
among the cultivating castes that the labor of the women of peasant
households would be readily available in the ﬁelds ( Jassal 2001, 65–86).
During my ﬁeldwork on the subject of concealed tenancy in the late
1990s, villagers who leased out their lands for cultivation revealed to me
that occasionally what proved decisive in granting a tenant an oral lease
was the knowledge that both the husband and the wife would be cultivat-
ing the land (ﬁeldnotes, 1999–2000).
On the other hand, not all women were interested in securing time
away to visit their natal homes. Nevertheless, these women would still
need to negotiate so-called playtime, and on this level they too relate to
the words and spirit of the songs, which articulate deeply felt structural
tensions that require both assertion and resolution. These songs reveal a
space open to women’s negotiations and the context in which their re-
quests might be legitimated and endorsed. It is the gendered nature of
the distribution of power within households that emerges here. Women
sweet-talk their need for a break from family and household respon-
sibilities, without disturbing existing arrangements. These sung narra-
tives appear to establish the parameters within which women’s negotia-
tions would not only be acceptable but also serve to impart the sense that
the women have negotiated a deal for themselves. One could argue that
by allowing women to take credit for such short-term negotiations, their
husband’s secure their wives conformity in the long run and keep real
autonomy out of reach.
The songs in this section evoke Gopal Guru’s important observation
that Dalits had been systematically deprived of the right to their own
space and time (Guru 2000). In the late 1990s, it was clear that the mar-
ginalized women who attended the Abhiya¯n Samit¯ı meetings, held by a
loose coalition of ngos working on labor and land rights, had received
permission to attend from their husbands or mothers-in-law, who were
25 Mallah women cultivators mind their crops near the Ganges, Allahabad.
26 Young Mallah sisters take a break from cultivation on their plot near Allahabad.
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27 Islands of fertile cultivable land on the Ganges near Allahabad.
convinced that the interests of the family or society at large would be
served. Had the sole purpose of the meetings been for play or entertain-
ment, the women would likely have found it much harder to get away. On
the whole, younger wives, who were still in the process of establish-
ing themselves in their marital homes, were rarely present at meetings
and workshops unless accompanied by a senior woman of the family, usu-
ally the mother-in-law, who was also participating. In these matters, the
spadework the ngos carried out was important in breaking down the
resistance of the village patriarchal communities to the new ideas and
initiatives the ngos o√ered.
While the reputation of a particular organization for sustained and sys-
tematic grass-roots work counted toward whether a husband or mother-
in-law would grant a woman permission to attend the ngo’s meetings, the
fact that women had to secure this permission before they could attend
meant that women’s bargaining skills were always being tested. For this
reason, I usually preferred to meet individual women in their homes in the
late afternoon. When, on the other hand, I initiated focus-group meet-
ings, I invariably had to base our initial discussions around how the
women would elicit permission to attend or how they would arrange for
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dinner preparations or the e≈cient conclusion of a range of household
tasks ahead of time in order to elicit this permission.
For instance, on one occasion during my ﬁeldwork in Sauraiyan vil-
lage, Meena Devi, a Dalit agricultural laborer, arrived panting and pu√-
ing well after the meeting had begun. Impeccably turned out in her best
sari, she summed up her late arrival thus: ‘‘My mother-in-law was initially
reluctant for me to go and until this morning she was adamant that I
should not join the meeting. But I completed all the cooking and washing
up before dawn and served everyone at home. Then, seeing that all the
work had been done, my mother-in-law relented. She said, ‘why not go
and see what that lady from Delhi has to say. After all, she’s also come all
the way from Delhi.’ ’’
Another woman, Susheela, proudly recounted her own boldly deﬁant
stance: ‘‘When I was coming, my father-in-law said, ‘where are you go-
ing? There is no need to attend those meetings-pheetings. Go and work.’
But I said, ‘work goes on, today I shall not work, tomorrow I’ll do it.’
Earlier, it was my mother-in-law I used to have conﬂicts with.’’ Like
Meena Devi and Susheela, women were constantly negotiating and mak-
ing small adjustments in order to earn certain small freedoms for them-
selves. The opportunity to attend meetings and workshops proved to be
one such gain. However, during my ﬁeldwork I encountered numerous
instances of women looking over their shoulders for fear of disapproval
from their family members. Many such instances also underlined wom-
en’s lack of autonomy in decision-making and the strong patriarchal
controls under which they operated.
Elsewhere, I have described my experience of conducting ﬁeldwork
among Mallah women in Madhubani district, who had formed a wom-
en’s collective to manage ﬁshponds to raise and harvest ﬁsh for sale ( Jassal
2003). Resistance to the formation of women’s cooperatives came ﬁrst
from the men of the Mallah community, as ﬁshing is seen as typically
male work. The women remember being subjected to varying degrees of
hostility, suspicion, and jeers in those early days in the mid-1980s when
the cooperatives were being formed. Women’s attendance at meetings was
a new phenomenon, and during my ﬁeldwork, the women of village
Usrar in Andhrathari recalled that so threatening was the prospect of a
women’s ﬁshing cooperative that male relatives sneered at them, remark-
ing that the women were ‘‘o√ to drink cups of tea and lounge around on
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28 Members of a ﬁshing cooperative in Madhubani, Bihar.
chairs.’’ While the remarks were often harmless, that they were remem-
bered ﬁfteen years later seems particularly poignant.
Some women conceded that initial hostility of male family and village
members did eventually give way to support, and then to grudging admi-
ration when, at last, the ponds were secured in the names of the women’s
cooperatives and over time proved to be the pillar of economic prosperity
that the women had promised they would be. The intervening stages of
this unique experiment, however, were replete with hurdles and conﬂicts
at every step: concerted struggles involving litigation, protests, and col-
lective action; visits to the government o≈ces for discussions with func-
tionaries; hard labor to clean out and make the ponds functional; mastery
of new technologies of ﬁsh production; the purchase of ﬁsh eggs and then
round-the-clock vigils to guard the ﬁsh crop against theft and poisoning
by disgruntled elements; the keeping of accounts and disbursal of proﬁts;
and so on ( Jassal 2003).
In Pilkicha village of Jaunpur, Malti, a Mallah woman, who was other-
wise very articulate and opinionated, once made it very clear to me that
she would have to conclude our conversation because her husband had
seen her conversing with me at length and was making angry eyes at her
(a¯nkh tarerat hain ). Just before, she had forcefully expressed her opinion
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about the functioning of the Dalit pradha¯n (headman) with these words:
‘‘What does the headman do? Nothing. He struts about like a nava¯b. If he
were to grant us a small patch of land from the uncultivated area in the
village, we could also grow some greens, herbs, and garlic for sale in the
market to improve our livelihood security.’’
While Malti’s statement struck me as poignant for the very meagerness
of her request for a small cultivable patch to keep herself ﬁnancially aﬂoat,
even more surprising was the fact that her husband was keeping an eye on
her from a distance. Compounding this irony was the fact that Malti was
not only an extremely outspoken woman who vended ﬁsh but also a
woman who was also otherwise economically independent and exuded
conﬁdence in her dealings with the outside world. However, her visibly
increasing discomfort under the vigilant and disapproving gaze of her
husband so close to her homestead spoke volumes about the nature of the
restrictions under which she lived and the gender inequality within her
household. Her husband’s reaction, on the other hand, was typical of the
men who perceived the e√orts of local ngos striving to achieve greater
gender parity in the countryside as a threat to male authority in the
household as well.
This chapter examined how a culture may be heard and how we may
listen to women who are rarely heard. It argued that laboring women’s
musical practices and songs are an important source of information about
women’s conditions of labor and about agrarian production as a whole.
While women’s own perspectives on their songs were signiﬁcant, the
chapter also focused on the work songs’ value as sources for unearthing
women’s labor conditions. For instance, songs about women’s negotia-
tions to obtain leave from work o√er insights into the nature of their
involvement in labor processes, both as wives and as producers. In this
sense, the chapter also rethinks the relationship between music and pro-
duction, poetry and power.
The chapter emphasized the texts of the songs, women’s ideas about
what they sing, and how and when they articulated these ideas. Par-
ticularly illuminating are the meanings women attach to these articula-
tions and the ways in which they can be claimed and applied to speciﬁc
situations. The songs show how women respond to structural constraints
by creating systems of meaning that reconstitute the social structure (Hol-
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land and Eisenhart 1990). My ﬁeldwork suggested that what is important
to bringing to light the nature of emotions in women’s collectivities is not
only the texts of songs but also their rhythms. Women’s experience of
working together under common conditions appeared to spill over into
their discussions, allowing me a glimpse of the sparkling sense of commu-
nity. My experience is in fact consonant with the Indian experience of
music, wherein melodic structures are quite explicitly linked by conven-
tion to particular emotional contexts. The convergence of bodies in music
and rhythms in shared work, creating the sense of shared space outlined
by scholars of embodiment and music (Feld 1987; Stoller 1984), spilled
over into women’s camaraderie during their hours of relaxation. Facili-
tated precisely through such shared space, my ﬁeldwork unearthed a
range of viewpoints that might not otherwise receive an airing. Thus,
women’s solidarities arising from shared work experiences appeared to
forge the emotional and public spaces within which women could con-
stitute, express and a≈rm their sense of belonging.
Thus, it was possible to see in section two that as women came to terms
with the strains and disappointments of their daily existence, they tended
to use the songs as points of reference for further elaboration on their
own conditions. The camaraderie they shared through work appeared
to induce a relaxed and upbeat mood, rendering immediate di≈culties
somewhat bearable. This section drew attention to the commonalities
of women’s experiences, the fact that such experiences are rarely isolated
but rather are shared by others, and, furthermore, that it is possible for
women to delve into their oral traditions to ﬁnd endorsement and a≈r-
mation for ongoing struggles.
The leads the songs provided opened a range of questions about wom-
en’s changing roles within the agrarian economy. While some songs, espe-
cially those about the peasant household and migration, provided direct
clues as to the conditions of labor, others, often ambivalently coded, were
not quite as direct. Thus, many of the songs appeared to simultaneously
uphold and challenge patriarchal ideologies. However, taken together,
laboring women’s songs provided a fruitful and unusual point of entry
into learning about the processes of production. For instance, the chang-
ing division of labor, especially the fact that men’s victories in labor
organization are leaving women even more tied to their unattractive work
conditions, was an important insight prompted, in part, by the song
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material. Equally striking was my ﬁnding that in work settings involving
one form of patriarchal arrangement under employer-landlords, women
chose to sing about another kind of the patriarchal control—that wielded
by their husbands.
As speciﬁc forms of women’s bargaining, the song texts have wider im-
plications for women’s consciousness, struggles, and politicization, even
as they caution against seeing all women’s folklore as resistance (Narayan
1993, 181; Gold and Raheja 1994; Abu-Lughod 1990, 41–55). In this sense,
the songs in this chapter also challenge us to rethink conventional under-
standings of the relationship between patriarchy and complicity. The
songs and women’s responses suggest that we must introduce greater
diversity, even ambiguity, into our conceptualizations of agency, espe-
cially since, as we have seen, not only are women deeply involved in
negotiations for both minor and major gains, but multilayered and com-
peting interpretations about agency also appear to be equally valid and
plausible. In their interpretations of the songs they sang and in the vari-
ous contexts I have described, women a≈rmed their ability to transcend
the limits of their particular conditions and hence demonstrated agency.
The direct association of the kajl¯ı genre, the subject of this chapter,
with women’s monsoon frolic and the immense opportunities it provides
women to laugh, joke, and engage in humorous banter point to contexts
where one might search for multilayered and complex evidence of agency.
Those who have worked with rural laboring women in India will be
familiar with the infectious nature of their jokes and laughter. In this
chapter’s concluding section, we saw how even the most pedagogical of
ngo-sponsored projects and workshops o√ered women opportunities to
have some fun, or, at the very least, to momentarily escape the tedium of
their daily work schedules. The empirical evidence therefore points to the
rich potential of theorizing the role of fun and laughter in constructions
of rural women’s subjectivities, a subject I could only peripherally address
here. In the next chapter, I turn to the celebration of marriage and the
genre of songs associated with this critical rite of passage in the lives
of women.
chapter three
b Biyah/Biraha
emotions in a rite of passage
Feelings are not substances to be discovered in our blood but social
practices organized by stories that we both enact and tell.
michelle rosaldo, ‘‘toward an anthropology
of self and feeling,’’ 143
Anthropological evidence from many parts of theIndian subcontinent points to structural reasons
such as village exogamy as the chief causative factors in
women’s feelings of vulnerability and dependence in their
marital homes. However, the emotions associated with
marriage and generated at this rite of passage deserve
greater attention than the anthropological literature has
hitherto accorded them (Macwan et al. 2000; Trawick
1990, 1991; Raheja 1994; 2003; Narayan 1986; Gold 1992;
Ramanujan 1986). The principle of village exogamy en-
sures that while daughters are permanently transferred to
other households at marriage, sons remain in their natal
homes to carry on the patriline. This arrangement gives
rise to a logical question: does the relative residential ad-
vantage sons enjoy induce a corresponding emotion in
daughters? As the ideology of son preference permeates
all castes and classes in north India, the question is a
signiﬁcant one for learning about the emotions of those
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implicated in these structural arrangements; nevertheless, the tendency
to impute emotions to others is common in ethnographic writing, and
researchers may sometimes project their unstated assumptions onto the
ﬁeldwork situation (Leavitt 1996, 514–17). Since the disciplinary em-
phasis on structure has, at least until recently, kept the realm of emotions
hidden, this chapter explores folksongs as potential forms of cultural
production that will allow us to unearth these emotions. The chapter
investigates what songs associated with marriage celebrations in particu-
lar might teach us about emotions.
Lila Abu-Lughod and Catherine Lutz have emphasized the discursive,
performative, and social character of emotions. Since people deploy emo-
tional talk for various purposes, the analysis of discourse reveals much
about social life in di√erent societal contexts. Hence, Abu-Lughod and Lutz
emphasize the need to ‘‘examine discourses on emotions and emotional
discourses as social practices within diverse ethnographic contexts’’ (1990,
14). Highlighting how emotions are manipulated in power hierarchies,
the authors show that emotional discourses establish, assert, challenge, or
reinforce power or di√erences in status (14). This chapter treats songs as
discourses of emotion in hopes of gaining insights into the purposes they
serve. By adopting this approach in her analysis of Bedouin love poetry,
for instance, Abu-Lughod and Lutz ﬁnd that this poetry serves as a dis-
course of deﬁance. Thus, since ‘‘emotion can be said to be created in,
rather than shaped by, speech’’ (12), this approach also supports the exami-
nation of how appropriate emotions are generated through singing that is
speciﬁc to certain ritual or seasonal contexts. As emotions are socially and
culturally produced, it is possible to translate meaning through feeling
and thereby to suggest alternative ways of feeling. I therefore proceed by
searching folksongs for a√ective associations in order to track the shades
of feeling and emotional nuances these songs produce (Leavitt 1996, 529).
Since several genres of song relate to marriage, this subject allows for
the widest possible range of emotions, both at the level of the collective
and of the individual. In Van Gennep’s theory of life-cycle rituals, sam-
ska¯ra¯s serve to mark the passage from one stage or status to another, that
is, the culturally deﬁned transitions that ﬁrst separate the individual from
their previous status, next put them through a symbolic transition or
passage, and ﬁnally, incorporate them into their new status (Van Gennep
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1960, 3–11). However, as samska¯ra¯s a√ect every aspect, and not just the
spiritual life, of the individual undergoing the transition, they have an
impact on the individual’s physical as well as mental states, altering and
a√ecting the outer and the inner, the visible and the invisible (Inden and
Nicholas 1977, 35). Within the sequence of samska¯ra¯s, this chapter is
concerned with biya¯h-viva¯ha (marriage),∞ and the impending rupture vil-
lage exogamy causes—a parent’s separation anxiety at losing a daughter to
strangers.
daughters depart
When, during my ﬁeld visits, I attended weddings or participated in
wedding preparations, I observed that a range of moods characterized the
emotional disposition of the bride-givers. Fathers usually looked care-
worn and weighed down with worry, and not only because of the expense
of the wedding. In upper-caste households and among the upwardly
mobile who have adopted the practice of kanyada¯n,≤ fathers are also
physically weak by the time their daughter’s weddings are performed as
this ceremony must be carried out in the ritually pure state achieved by
fasting. In this context of these heightened apprehensions, the wedding as
‘‘eclipse’’ o√ers an unexpected, though culturally apt, metaphor through
which to frame a daughter’s marriage ceremony, as seen in the song below.
It underlines the extremely destabilizing e√ect of the marriage both on
the daughter and on her immediate kin.
1
Dhiyava¯ garhanva¯ ba¯ba¯ mandvani la¯gela¯
Kabbdoni ugrah hoı¯ e?
Hamra¯ he ba¯ba¯ ka sone tha¯riyava¯ ho
Chu¯vat jhanjhanı¯ hoı¯ e
U¯he thariya¯ ba¯ba¯ dama¯de ke dı¯hito ho
Tab rauva¯ ugrah hoı¯ e
The daughter’s eclipse begins in the wedding space.
When does that eclipse pass?
My own father had a golden plate
That resounded at just a touch.
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That very plate father gifted to his son-in-law.
That’s when the eclipse passed.
upadhyaya 1990b, 43
In this song, the metaphor of an eclipse, which is a threat to the cosmic
order that requires the giving of alms in exchange for the return of peace
in the heavens and purity on earth, serves to naturalize and make accept-
able the fact that the rite of a daughter’s marriage involves gift giving
(Guha 1985, 16). Those who must be appeased are the bride-takers, who
depart not only with the daughter, the most precious and purest of gifts,
but also with large dowries and any additional material goods they may
demand. In one eclipse myth, when the malevolent planet Rahu blocks
out the sun, only by giving alms to outcastes is the cosmic order restored.
Here, the lower castes serve as the mediators who have the power to
induce the demons to release the moon (16), allowing them to ask for
their due, while the upper castes are equally obliged to share their re-
sources and match the lowest castes’ requests for alms with generous
gifts.≥ Hence, gift giving on the part of the bride-givers is likened to the
giving of alms at the time of an eclipse.
The eclipse metaphor is e√ective at other levels, too. For the parents of
a daughter, while the wedding is a cause for celebration, it is also fraught
with complex and contradictory emotions, since it signiﬁes the perma-
nent departure of their daughter from the home of her birth. Bittersweet
and paradoxical, the joyous celebrations are accompanied by sadness
since the daughter is departing on an unknown journey and will hence-
forth return to the natal home only as a guest. The combination of village
exogamy with virilocality (i.e., the relocation of a bride at marriage to
reside with her husband and his family in patrilineal societies) mandates
that the daughter be ritually severed from her natal home, and, in most
cases, subject to greater restrictions and controls in her new one. Even on
the lowest rungs of the hierarchies of caste and class, where spatial dis-
tance between natal and marital households may not be vast, an internal-
ization of loss of the natal home dominates, for ‘‘a woman belongs to the
caste of her father at birth and then that of her husband’’ (Oldenburg
2002, 37). The notion of biya¯h-viva¯ha, or separation from the natal home
and its nurturing environment, underscores this rite of passage in north
India, making it not only irreversible but also the universal experience of
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women across social divides. Typical of the ﬁnancial anxieties associated
with the daughter’s wedding is the following song.
2
Bhaile bı¯ya¯h parela¯ sir senu¯r
Nau lakh ma¯nge re dahej re
Ghar me ke ba bha¯ra¯ a¯ngan dei patkel¯ı
Saturu¯ ke dhiya¯ janı¯ hoı¯ re
The wedding over, sindur (vermilion) ceremony completed,
They asked for a 9 lakh dowry.
In despair Mother threw out the cooking pots into the courtyard.
One should not wish the birth of daughters even to enemies.
srivastav 1991, 112
As the song articulates, a critical source of this anxiety is the gifts the
bride-givers must make to their daughter and her in-laws, and here its
articulation appears to prepare mothers for another related, though trau-
matic, eventuality. The song evokes last minute demands for dowry and
the embarrassment a daughter’s parents could face were the groom’s wed-
ding party to stage a walkout, either without solemnizing the marriage or
just after the nuptials and before the formal send-o√. The song suggests
anxieties a family may have about their daughter being thus left stranded
and eventually abandoned by the bride-takers.
Despite the unsettling imagery of the eclipse song, both historical and
contemporary evidence from rural settings suggest that e√orts are made
to promote the participation of the bride-givers’ entire village in the
wedding. The notion of shared responsibility can still be observed in
villages in eastern Uttar Pradesh where each household, particularly those
within the same caste and often, class, o√ers a quantity of grain or rice to
the celebrating household to build up adequate food resources for the
forthcoming ritual banquets. While this practice ensures that debt in-
curred by the already overburdened bridal household remains within
manageable limits, in Jaunpur I found that women from the village also
volunteer their time in the grinding of grain and spices. Their contribu-
tion toward the processing and preparation of food required to feed the
bara¯t (the groom’s party) are a necessary component of the festivities.
Such institutionalized arrangements appear to have evolved over time,
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precisely to ease the kinds of uncertainties associated with the daughter’s
departure that the song about the eclipse alludes to.
Dube cites an example from central India where mothers of depart-
ing daughters wail that had their daughters been sons, they could have
ploughed the ﬁelds, instead of being sent o√ like a corpse (Dube 2001).∂
Similarly, among Yadavas in Bihar, a mother’s ritual lament includes the
placement of a stone on her heart as her daughter departs (A. Kumar,
personal communication). Indeed wedding rituals appear to enact the
logic of the separation, while also making the separation both bearable
and unbearable for the departing daughter.
3
Ba¯sava¯ ke jariya¯ sunrı¯ eik re jaml¯ı, sagare Ayodhya¯ ke anjor re
Sunrı¯ dhiyava¯ caukva¯ carhı¯ re baithe, Ama kamarava¯ dhaile tha¯r re
Chati cu¯huva¯ile betı¯ nayan dher lorava¯, ab sunrı¯ bhailu¯ para¯i re
Ja¯hu ham janatı¯ dhiyava¯ kokho re janamihen, pihintı¯ mai miricı¯ jhara¯i
Miricı¯ ke jha¯ke jhuke dhiyava¯ mari re jaihen, chu¯ti jaiti garuva¯ santa¯p re
Da¯sl¯ı sej¯ıya¯ urasi ba¯lu re dihitı¯, sa¯mı¯ji ke rahrı¯ chapa¯i re
Ba¯ral diyara¯ bujha¯i ba¯lu re dihitı¯, harı¯j¯ı se rahitı¯ chapa¯i re.
Bu¯kali sonthiya¯ dhu¯ra¯ ho pha¯nki lihatin, sa¯mı¯ j¯ı se rahitı¯ chapa¯i re
Near the bamboo, a beauty took birth, the light of all Ayodhya.
The beauty mounts the wedding space as her mother looks on.
Breasts overﬂowing, eyes tearful, now my beauty belongs to another.
Were a daughter’s birth foretold, a concoction of chilies I’d have consumed.
Or smoked chilies to abort and escape the unbearable sadness.
Given up the decorated bedchamber, hidden from the husband in the arhar ﬁeld.
I could have extinguished the ﬂame, concealed from my husband.
Dried ginger powder I could have gulped, behind his back.
upadhyaya 1990b, 130
The above song, like the metaphor of the eclipse, introduces dark and
disconcerting notes. It lists some of the strategies women adopt to both
avoid and abort pregnancies, such as the consumption of dried ginger and
chilies. In this case, however, it is the daughter’s departure that induces
the mother’s agonized cry, which contradicts the popular contemporary
understanding of daughters as economic burdens; rather, the song seems
to suggest that it is the daughter’s transfer to her marital home that evokes
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the deepest despair. In folk consciousness the dense and long branches of
the arhar lentil crops are understood to provide the ideal hideout for
lovers and the perfect cover for extramarital sex (see Kumar 2001; ﬁeld
interviews 2000). In a surprising reversal, the very arhar ﬁeld that should
have served as the ideal hideout for a love tryst here ﬁgures as the perfect
place to hide from a husband.
I heard a version of this song on the occasion of the ritual of cuma¯van,
a performance context that served to highlight the altogether paradoxi-
cal and contradictory nature of the daughter’s wedding. One of sev-
eral meaningful ceremonies associated with minimizing the pain of the
daughter’s transition, the cuma¯van (o√ering of kisses) is by far the most
moving. In an intermediate-caste household in Atara village in 2002, I
witnessed the performance of the ceremony, which involved the bride’s
ritual massage with a concoction of turmeric and oils by her mother and
female kin, the day before the wedding. Ronald Inden and Ralph Nicho-
las’s account of this samska¯ra¯ in exceptionally dry, mechanical terms
captures none of the rite’s emotional charge (Inden and Nicholas 1977,
41). From the songs, and from my own experience of the ceremony in
Atara, I would suggest that something more than a massage transpires,
something at the emotive level. Here, I transcribe from ﬁeldnotes re-
corded in 2002 my response to what I observed.
One by one, pairs of married women from the bride’s extended family anointed
the bride’s joints and limbs with sprigs of du¯b grass, sprouted just for this pur-
pose. Crossing their hands and dipping the grass into the turmeric and milk, they
brought it ﬁrst to the feet, knees and shoulders and forehead of the bride and
then to their own lips, while the surrounding women sang out their blessings.
One married woman after another thus bestowed blessings on the bride. At the
completion of the blessings, close female kin continued with the bride’s herbal oil
massage, foregrounding the abundantly tactile nature of the ceremony and its
nurturing aspects. The ritual appears to underline the care and adoration show-
ered on the bride in her natal household and, perhaps, to contain the grief of her
departure. (ﬁeldnotes, Atara, May 2002)
4
Apane man k dhı¯r dhara¯vai ke cal¯ı
Jaha¯n ma¯i ba¯p sag bhaiya¯ nahı¯
Huva¯n naihar ke tej dikha¯vai ke cal¯ı
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Apne man k na dhı¯r dhara¯vai ke cal¯ı
Jaha¯n ha¯t baja¯r duka¯n nahı¯
Huva¯n niti bhojan bana¯vai ke ca¯hı¯
âpan man ke na dhı¯r dhara¯vai ke cal¯ı
Jaha¯n Ganga Jamun Tirbeni bahı¯
Huva¯n niti tirth kara¯i ke cahı¯.
With a stoic heart she goes
Where there’s no father no mother, no real brother.
There, to show the glory of the natal home she goes.
With a stoic heart she goes.
Where there isn’t a shop, a market or bazaar,
There too, the daily meal must be prepared.
With a stoic heart she goes,
Where Ganga, Jamuna, and the Triveni ﬂow.
There, everyday is a pilgrimage to be made.
shanti tewari, atara, jaunpur
In carefully listening to the song, we hear that its predominant notes
are ones of trepidation, rendered even more so because at stake is the good
name of the bride’s natal home, which will be judged by her behavior,
under even the most trying of circumstances. Subjected to intense scru-
tiny and yet deprived of emotional support, a bride ﬁnds her fears of
criticism heightened. The song e√ectively captures the uncertainty of the
next stage the young bride is entering. From the bride’s point of view,
then, the predominant emotion associated with this rite of passage is fear
of the unknown. The songs in the following section, which address wom-
en’s shares in their natal property, are more reﬂective in mood, as women
contemplate all that they are leaving behind. These songs also suggest a
highly evolved interrogative consciousness on the part of the bride.
daughters voice their loss
As women give voice to their vision of gifts and of their ties to brothers and to husbands,
their words undermine the north Indian ideology of the pativrata¯, the ideal wife who
moves silently and submissively from natal to conjugal kin and makes no claims of
her own. gloria goodwin raheja, ‘‘ ‘crying when she’s born, and crying
when she goes away,’ ’’ 38
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Since the 1970s, rising dowry-related violence has given rise to an anti-
dowry discourse that has e√ectively sidelined the primary functions of a
dowry as a bride’s safety-net and personal insurance voluntarily put to-
gether by her natal family in accordance with the means at its disposal and
as an index of a bride’s emotional bonds with her natal village. Olden-
burg’s analysis of historical data from Punjab links the emphasis on dowry
with the growth of private property in land under colonialism.∑ The
songs below serve as the proverbial ‘‘nail in the co≈n’’ as they articulate
the anxiety of the daughter, the very individual whose life is to be trans-
formed. In the ﬁnal analysis, the wedding is about a fundamental change
in the status of the daughter, and it is her anxiety that is likely to be most
pronounced and that rituals occasionally strive to resolve. The songs
focus on what precisely women might lose through the virilocal residen-
tial arrangements. While many marriage songs grapple primarily with the
emotive issue of women’s sense of displacement at being severed from
their natal homes, they also regularly include, if only peripherally, brides’
concomitant anxieties about being deprived of a gamut of rights. While
the songs reference a bride’s demand for her share of the natal home, in
practice brides ‘‘have little control over the way in which dowry is given
and received’’ (Sharma 1993, 342).
The following song articulates a bride’s demand for a share in her
father’s property, if not in his ancestral property, then at least in all that he
has acquired and earned during his lifetime. Through these songs it is
possible to ﬁnd links between the demands of contemporary feminists
and the women’s movement, on the one hand, and what peasant women
have been demanding in their songs through the ages, on the other.
5
Uttarı¯ caitva¯ ho ba¯ba¯, carhı¯ baisa¯kh
Des pais¯ı khojahaun ba¯ba¯, nanua¯ dama¯d
Ban pais¯ı kañihun ho ba¯ba¯, khamhava¯ paca¯s
Ca¯r khamava¯ garihaun ho ba¯ba¯, ca¯ru je kon
Ma¯nik khamava¯ ga¯rhihu¯ ho ba¯ba¯ bediya¯ ke bı¯c
Dhu¯rat dhu¯rat ho betı¯ baithe ba¯ba¯ ja¯ngh
Je kuch arajihau ho ba¯ba¯, se kuch adhia¯ hama¯r
Adhiya¯ ka¯rn ho betı¯, sarabe toha¯r
Citukı¯ ke senurva¯ ho betı¯, bhailu¯ para¯i.
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The month of caı¯t over, Father, then spring comes along.
All over the land, Father’s search for a little groom is on.
In the forest father cut ﬁfty logs of wood.
Four poles for the home, Father, for the corners four.
In the canopy’s center, Father erects the jeweled ritual pole.
Tumbling along comes daughter, sits on father’s knee.
‘‘Of whatever you earned, Father, half belongs to me.’’
‘‘Why just ask for half daughter, all of it is yours.
A pinch of vermilion, daughter, to another you belong.’’
tewari and sharma 2000, 308
Here, a daughter’s request for her share in her father’s property triggers
an ambivalent response. One hears in the father’s response a note of relief
that his daughter will be gone before he actually has to give her her share.
Hence, it is possible for the father of the song to make the grand gesture of
o√ering her his entire property. Here is the articulation of a structural
conundrum whereby the social order can ﬂourish only by denying daugh-
ters their share in the landed property. That a marriage song posed the
puzzle so e√ectively was startling, given that in north India the denial of
land rights to women is axiomatic. Where this denial is so taken for
granted, even daring to raise the question could be perceived as poten-
tially threatening. Hence, the request must come from the mouth of a
mere child, presumably innocent and utterly unaware of the implications
of posing it. While such songs hint at the systemic logic at the heart of the
denial of land rights to women, they also reﬂect on the question of the
balance of power. As I have shown elsewhere, rural women’s access to and
control over land is arguably the single most empowering strategy they
have at their disposal in their ﬁght to achieve gender parity and redress
existing power imbalances ( Jassal 2001).
The song below continues our exploration of the relief fathers experi-
ence when their daughters are to wed. The song seems to suggest that the
marriage rite also marks a girl’s passage into womanhood, with its accom-
panying responsibilities.
6
Ba¯ba¯ ham pahirab l¯ıle rang cunariya¯
Lı¯le rang cunariya¯ re betı¯ gorı¯ tor badaniya¯
Larhi jaihen na, betı¯ chailan se najariya¯
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Chailan se najariya¯ du¯i ca¯ri dinava¯
Larhi jaihen na
Cali jaibe betı¯ apane sasurva¯n
Chailan se najariya¯ du¯i ca¯ri dinava¯
Cal¯ı jaihen na
‘‘Father, I would like a blue stole to wear.’’
‘‘Blue stole, daughter, your body so fair
Will attract the gaze of the lads out there.
The gaze of lads, for just two to four days,
The meeting of glances and stares.
Then o√ you go, daughter, to your marital home.
Glances exchanged for just two to four days.
Then you’ll be o√ and away.’’
field recording, robertsganj, mirzapur
Here, a daughter’s request for appealing clothes raises anxieties in the
father about the unwanted male attention the clothing would trigger. Yet
the song also expresses the father’s relief that such a period would be brief
and would end with the daughter’s ﬁnal departure to her conjugal home.
Here, while the father’s relief arises from not having to manage the sex-
uality of a growing daughter, the mood is very similar to that of the
previous song where the father is relieved at not having to actually parti-
tion the property. In both songs, therefore, we encounter fathers relieved
at being absolved of their responsibilities toward their daughters—and
the earlier the better!
Songs that, like the one above, present the bride’s point of view
were relatively rare, yet the few that do so ﬂesh out a critical dimension,
namely, that of the bride’s state of mind. The song below is a classic
within the genre. It questions the culture of gifting material goods to
daughters, goods that in any case can never make up for the loss of the
daughters’ real rights or power.
7
Har har basava¯ kata¯yo more Ba¯ba¯, a¯ngan tamua¯ tana¯yo re
Aaj ki ra¯yin rakh le re Ba¯bul mai to pahunı¯ terı¯ re
Sonva¯ tu¯ diha Ba¯ba¯, ru¯pava¯ tu¯ dı¯ha
Aur diha ratna¯ jara¯yo re
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Ghorva¯ tu¯ diha Ba¯ba¯, hathiya¯ tu¯ dı¯ha
Eik na¯hin diha Ba¯ba¯ sar kı¯ kangahiya¯
Sa¯s nanad bol¯ı bolein re.
‘‘The young bamboo∏ felled Father, you got the canopy erected in the
courtyard.
For this night let me stay, Father, I am at your beck and call.
You gave me gold, Father, you gave me silver.
You gave me precious stones crafted and set.
You gave me horses, elephants you gave.
One thing you didn’t give, Father, is the head ornament.π
Mother-in-law and sister-in-law jeer and mock.’’
khatun, jaunpur city
Hovering over the excitement and preparations for the daughter’s wed-
ding and the father’s proud installation of the wedding canopy are a
daughter’s disconcerting and unanswered questions. Foretold are the
bride’s loss of status and eroding self-conﬁdence that no amount of gifts
can restore. Here women rightly perceive that the gifts they receive are
more ‘‘display of status rather than a parallel fund of wealth’’ (Basu 1999,
225) and while a bride’s dowry may bring her self-respect and prestige
in the household (and indeed in the community) if her parents have
been particularly generous, it will not of itself bring her economic power
(Sharma 1993, 347).
The head ornament may be read as a euphemism for the ability to hold
one’s head high, an ability the departing daughter, so much at the mercy
of others, experiences as singularly missing. The daughter naturally wor-
ries that despite the transfer of moveable wealth, without any real rights,
she may nevertheless be the subject of ridicule, even contempt, in her
conjugal home.
Indeed such songs also appear to protest the fact that while gifts to the
bride, such as cash, jewelry, and even horses and elephants, constitute
strı¯dhan (woman’s property), they also reﬂect women’s ‘‘concomitant ex-
clusion from a formal share in the patrimony, especially land’’ (Tambiah
and Goody 1973, 93). The songs also appear to endorse the argument that
‘‘contrary to the dominant ideology and the terminology of traditional
Hindu law, dowry property is not women’s wealth, but wealth that goes
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with women. Women are the vehicles by which it is transmitted rather
than its owners’’ (Sharma 1993, 352; italics mine).
Finally, while the daughters in each of the three songs of this sec-
tion address their fathers directly, the strategies they deploy vary, from
the pointed and confrontational to the more common pliant and cajol-
ing. These daughters are not interested in seriously challenging or un-
settling the patriarchal order as much as asserting their awareness of its
inherent injustices. Through the songs, then, departing daughters come
to terms with their exclusion. In the following section, we see how daugh-
ters perceive the advantages their brothers enjoy relative to their own
exclusion.
questioning the privileges of brothers
Wedding songs serve both to explain the action taking place during the
ceremony and, more signiﬁcantly, to induce the appropriate emotional
responses to this action. As ‘‘harmonized multivocality’’ in situations
charged with tension, the songs o√er ‘‘verbalized expressions of mis-
understandings and debates, conﬂicts and confusions’’ since, by and
large, these sung conversations would be unlikely to take place in real life
(Gold and Raheja 1994, 42). Thus, ‘‘songs imagine rather than replicate
human interactions, making speakers forthright in unlikely contexts, and
at times, making women articulate and assertive where they would proba-
bly be tongue-tied and acquiescing’’ (42).
The songs highlight the temporary nature of the daughter’s position
relative to the son’s and reveal the remarkably explicit privileges brothers
enjoy vis-a¯-vis their sisters. Leela Dube and Prem Chowdhry (1994) have
argued that the ‘‘contrasting fortunes of daughters and sons is a common
theme in the wailings at the send o√ of a bride from her natal home and
also in subsequent visits and departures of a married daughter’’ (Dube
2001, 93). A bride’s ritual act of throwing grains of rice over the threshold
as she departs her natal home can signify di√erently; while for brides in
Punjab, the act signiﬁes their wish that their natal homes prosper, in
Orissa the same act signiﬁes the return of all the rice the bride has con-
sumed to absolve herself of her debt to her natal home. Such logic might
also explain why the wedding ritual in our region, Uttar Pradesh, is
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termed la¯va¯ parachhna¯ (the scattering of parched rice) or, simply, la¯va¯
(parched rice). Gloria Goodwin Raheja’s graphic account of a postwed-
ding ceremony among the landed Gujars of Saharanpur, in which the
groom, before his ritual departure with the bride, plants rice seedlings on
his wife’s natal homestead, enacts the same logic (Raheja 1988). Yet, de-
spite the songs’ seeming acceptance of these structural inequalities, the
songs also provide a legitimate space to question them, and in this capac-
ity they deserve a closer look.
8
Gamkai ba¯ja¯ ba¯jai naihar ke nagariya¯, ho gujaria¯
Sa¯surariya¯ ko cal¯ı
Are bhaiya¯ pa¯pı¯ bhaiya¯ pa¯pı¯, chorain sunva¯
Kai ohariya¯ ho gujariya¯
Sasurariya kai cal¯ı
Are bhauj¯ı pa¯pinı¯ hamke dehl¯ın ankvaria¯, ho gujaria¯
The music of sorrow plays in the streets of the natal home, beloved.
She leaves for her conjugal home.
O Brother sinner, she leaves, listen.
To the other side, O beloved.
For the conjugal home.
O brother’s wife, the sinner, gave a warm embrace, beloved.
bhagirathi devi, chachakpur, jaunpur
Here, the bride’s departure for her marital home is likened to the soul’s
ﬁnal journey to meet with the divine. Bhagirathi Devi explained that the
song also evokes the ‘‘urs’’ (wedding) of the souls of Muslim saints with
god. In the Jaunpur region, where Suﬁ shrines dot the landscape, the
Islamic inﬂuence is pervasive enough for the physical death of saints to be
understood as a moment of joyous union with the Beloved (Ernst and
Lawrence 2002, 91). The song is a stunning example of the spiritual and
mystical dimensions of subaltern consciousness that I encountered re-
peatedly throughout my ﬁeldwork. A deep understanding of the inherent
divinity of humanity emerges through such songs (see Urban 2001; Dube
1998; Hardiman 1995).
When I asked Bhagirathi Devi why the brother is referred to as ‘‘sin-
ner’’ in this song, she o√ered this simple explanation: ‘‘Bhaiya¯ pa¯pi hain
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jo ¯apan bahin k pare ha¯nth saunpat hain’’ (We often refer to a brother as a
sinner because he is someone who willingly gives away his own sis-
ter) (Bhagirathi Devi, Chachakpur, Jaunpur). Prof. Rakesh Pandey,who
guided me to some important sources in Benaras adds: ‘‘Bhaiya¯ (brother)
is often referred to as a pa¯pı¯, ‘sinner,’ because he parts with a sister and for
the same reason, the brother’s wife (bhauj¯ı ) is also a sinner since she ousts
the daughter from her own home and even replaces the sister in the
brother’s a√ections’’ (Rakesh Pandey, Benaras, October 2008).
Bhagirathi Devi’s and Pandey’s reasoning endorses similar approaches
in north India, where the terms sar, sa¯la¯, sarau for a wife’s brother are
known terms of abuse. In Punjab, a brother, by giving his sister in mar-
riage to another man, ‘‘not only makes a gift of that which he most
jealously guarded but also exposes himself to the possibility of personal
dishonor.’’ Here, too, sa¯la¯ is a taunting abuse, carrying the emotive power
of one who gives his sister to another to violate (Hershman 1981, 191).∫ Yet
another song about daughters’ disadvantages further emphasizes the rela-
tive privileges their brothers enjoy.
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Hamahi bhaiya¯ ho eko kokı¯ janmı¯len
Dudhva¯ piya¯la¯ daphdor
Bhaiya¯ ke likhal ba¯ba¯ caupariya¯ ho
Hamke likhal dur deus
Brother and I born from the same womb,
Raised on the same mother’s milk.
Brother’s destiny is father’s inheritance,
While mine, exile far away.
atara, jaunpur: srivastav 1991, 30
The song expresses women’s envy at the fate of their brothers in pat-
riliny, contradicting Kakar’s assertion that in spite of the preference for
sons, there is little evidence in the psychology of Indian women of male
envy (Kakar 1988, 48). In these songs, however, women voice and con-
front deep-seated feelings of envy, which underlines the enormous value
of such songs. They emphasize the poignancy of women’s lack of rights in
their natal homes, accepting the system even as they harbor strong under-
currents of protest. These articulations and the ritual injunctions about
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singing them only at appropriate moments during the wedding ritual are
signiﬁcant. Indeed, if these rituals were not in place, such songs would
have long been expunged from marriage repertoires.
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Kekar hain ba¯ri phulvariya¯
Kekar hans cunai phulvari Rama
Ba¯ba¯ ke hai ba¯ri phulvariya¯ ho
Bhaiya¯ ke hans cune phulva¯ri Rama
Phu¯l gaye phu¯l, kachna¯r bhain pa¯ti
Birna¯ ke hans cunai ho phulvarı¯
Phalan gaye phulva¯, jhura¯i gayin pa¯ti
Biran ke hans cale ho sasura¯rı¯ Rama.
Whose is the lovely garden?
Whose swans play in the garden?
Father’s is the lovely garden.
Brother’s swans play in the garden.
Flowers bloom, the kacna¯r tree is green.
Brother’s swans in the garden.
The ﬂowers droop, leaves shrivel up.
Brother’s swans leave for their marital home.
shanti tewari and friends, atara, jaunpur
The numerous approaches to this theme these songs adopt signal a
bride’s need to understand the paradoxes she must nevertheless accept.
Shanti, one of the singers of the above song, explained that the swans
in the brother’s garden signify the sister who must eventually leave
the garden, here, the natal home, causing the leaves and ﬂowers to shrivel
and droop. The imagery of loss contrasts with the bounty and prosperity
of the natal home. The pathos of the sister’s departure seemingly impacts
the entire universe, which mourns in sympathy for the brother’s gar-
den bereft of its swans. In this song, brides are made to realize that
indeed they will be missed in their natal homes. The songs serve to
contain the emotions associated with women’s structural exclusion
from their natal homes, a fact perceived so starkly at marriages when
women begin to imagine what it will be like to return merely as guests,
as well as provide relief and psychological succor. However, women
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have strong reasons besides emotional ones for maintaining contact with
their brothers.
As Shanti explained, while brides do experience sorrow at leaving
their natal homes, which will henceforth belong only to their brothers,
other songs emphasize the comings and goings and periodic gift giv-
ing that make the bride’s exclusion bearable, at least in the early years.
To illustrate, Shanti sang out her version of the ﬁrst grinding song of
chapter 1, ‘‘Brother Don’t Tell Them,’’ which narrates the ritual visit of
a brother to his married sister, who hopes to count on her brother’s
support in the natal home when conditions in the conjugal one are
hostile. Citing the song, Shanti drew my attention to another important
dimension—that of the keluwa, the symbolic ritual gift that brothers
bring to sisters.
Jevan baithen hain sa¯r bahnoiya¯
Sarva¯ ke cuvein hain a¯nsuiya¯ ho Ram
Kiya¯ mor bhaiya¯ tiriya¯ sudhiya a¯in
Kiya¯ samjhaya¯ maiya¯ ke kaleuva¯ ho Ram?
Seated for a meal, a brother and brother-in-law.
The wife’s brother dripping tears O Ram!
What bothers you brother, is it your wife you miss,
Or is it about the ritual gift mother was to send?
Shanti explained that the ritual gifts brothers brought to their sisters
were a source of great comfort and that ‘‘women looked forward to receiv-
ing them as symbols of love and appreciation from their natal homes.’’
Indeed since women experience leaving their natal homes as traumatic, it
is easy to appreciate the extent to which brothers’ ritual visits were loaded
with emotional and symbolic signiﬁcance.
Further, were the marital household to discourage these visits, isolat-
ing the bride even more, as we see play out in the same grinding song,
then we might read a bride’s e√orts to maintain a close connection with
her brother against all odds as a form of minor resistance on her part. In
fact, through continued ties to natal kin, especially brothers, women
often try to resist the authority of the husband’s kin ( Je√rey et al. 1989,
34–36). As Veena Talwar Oldenburg notes, such visits from the natal
home are routinely discouraged: ‘‘Virilocality, this common feature of
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north Indian Hindu society, created for women and men vastly di√erent
destinies and vastly di√erent experiences . . . isolat[ing] married women
even further, robbing them of the company of siblings, friends, con-
ﬁdantes, and partisans’’ (2002, 187).
The circumstances under which women’s contact with their natal
homes was policed are poignantly invoked in the ballad of Gobind and
Maina, well-known in rural homes across eastern Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar. This grinding song stresses the isolation of brides but also prepares
them for it. I heard numerous versions of the ballad about the young
Maina, who is betrothed and sent o√ to her conjugal home, leaving her
childhood sweetheart disconsolate.
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Cah re mahina¯ Maina sasura¯ me rahel¯ı ho
Bansiya¯ baja¯vat Gobina¯ gailan re ki
Na¯hi mora¯ a¯ve sa¯su¯, bha¯i re bhatijva¯ ho
Na¯hi more jorı¯ ke milanva¯ hu¯ve re ki
Hamra¯ ba¯ba¯j¯ı ke rahel¯ı dhenu¯ gaiya¯ ho
Ham Gobina bachru¯ cara¯vale ba¯ni ki
Kholi d na a¯ve re Bahuva¯, lahanga¯ patorva¯ ho
Cal¯ı ja¯ na Gobina ke sa¯thu¯n re ki.
For six months Maina lived in her conjugal home.
Then playing the ﬂute, Gobina landed up.
‘‘It is not, mother-in-law, my brother or nephew
Nor is it simply a companion.
My father had a herd of cows
Gobina and I used to graze them together.’’
‘‘Then, daughter-in-law, undo your fancy skirt and top
And leave with your Gobina.’’
meena devi and mother-in-law, misraulia, chhapra
In this upper-caste version of the ballad, which I heard in a Brahmin
household, Maina’s meeting with her childhood sweetheart is thwarted
and Maina remains concerned with preserving her natal family’s honor;
in other versions, however, she pays for the meeting with her life.Ω Nev-
ertheless, the song underlines the isolation new brides experienced, given
that visits from members of their natal villages were as equally discour-
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aged as visits from their brothers. As the system is concerned with ensur-
ing that a bride assimilates into her conjugal home, minimizing her
reliance on her brothers and severing her relations with her natal home
serves to solidify the authority and inﬂuence of the husband’s kin. In
many folksongs, a ‘‘fortunate’’ girl is understood to be the sister of as
many as seven brothers, as seen in the grinding song of Satmal.∞≠ Yet, in
keeping with folksongs’ often contradictory messages, the following frag-
ment questions the very reliability of brothers.
12
Ek din gail¯ın naihar
Koı¯ kare na kadar
Bhauj¯ı naihare me ta¯ne carpa¯i piya¯
Âvela¯ rova¯i piya¯
Ba¯ba¯ rahelin hama¯r
Âne a¯ve ba¯r ba¯r
Bhaiya¯ kabahu¯n na sudhi mori leyı¯ piya¯
Âvela¯ rova¯i piya¯
Ma¯i jo hotin, daurı¯ sa¯j ja¯ti
Bhauj¯ı dihi gatharı¯ banvarı¯ ho
Ma¯i jo hotin cauparat pahuncavatı¯n
Bhauj¯ı devaiya¯ dua¯re ñı¯ha¯rı¯n banva¯rı¯ ho
Ma¯i jo hotin, kareja¯ nika¯r bheñtı¯n
Bhauj¯ı dihin akva¯rı¯ ho
Once, on a visit to my natal home,
Not a soul cared.
In the natal home, brother’s wife stayed in bed.
Overcome with tears am I.
When father was there,
I was invited again and again.
Brother never once inquired about my welfare.
Overcome with tears am I.
Were it mother, she would have decorated a gift basket.
Brother’s wife just gave a bundle, my dear.
Had mother been around, she would have seen me o√ at least until the village
center.
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Brother’s wife left me at the door.
Had mother been around, she would have done anything, given her heart.
Brother’s wife just gave a formal embrace.
shanti tewari, atara, jaunpur
The song bemoans the gradual distancing of a bride from her natal
home that comes with the passing of her parents. We learn about the
indi√erence of the brother’s wife and the bride’s growing disappointment
at her sister-in-law’s inability to replicate the warmth and hospitality of
past visits when her parents were alive. The song references the appropri-
ate gestures and rituals (or codes) for leave-taking, so that the desired
emotions related to parting are adequately expressed. These codes allow
the sister to e√ectively read the intensity of her sister-in-law’s emotions, or
the lack thereof. In a diachronic way, the song succeeds in explaining the
gradual weakening of the brother-sister bond, allowing women to imag-
ine the waning intensity of their emotional ties with their natal homes.
The song reminds us that since a brother’s wife must, eventually and in
time, as the senior female of the household, fulﬁll her duties as wife of the
householder, including the maintenance of relations with her husband’s
kin, women might be forced by circumstance to reevaluate their expecta-
tions of their natal homes. However, as the song indicates, tensions be-
tween women and their brothers’ wives loom large in this reevaluation.
The weakening of the brother-sister bond has crucial implications for
the question of women’s rights to land. A key ﬁnding of recent research on
this subject is that even among castes and classes where there is immov-
able property to be shared and where daughters’ legal entitlements to
equal shares in that property are clear, women are uniformly reluctant to
claim their shares for fear of antagonizing their brothers. Ursula Sharma
found, for instance, ‘‘that a sister who claimed her share of the land would
seem greedy and might risk forfeiting her brother’s goodwill. Had she not
already received her share of the family property at marriage?’’ (Sharma
1993, 351). Srimati Basu further explains that ‘‘while most women were
unable to alter extant property relations, they strongly contested domi-
nant notions that marriage ended their ties with the natal family, both by
helping and taking help from the families in some cases, and more preva-
lently, by claiming to forego property shares in order to keep the natal
connection alive’’ (1999, 226).
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As the songs reveal, the environment of the marital home is often a
hostile one, and the maintenance of cordial relations with brothers, the
sublimation and sacriﬁce of claims to equal shares in the natal home, and
even the acceptance of gender inequality as a given in the natal home are
all necessary to buttress a bride’s badly needed sense of security. Over the
last decade, research on women’s land rights has shown that daughters
hardly ever use ideas about gender equality to seek their rightful inheri-
tance shares in their natal homes, despite being aware of recent enabling
legislation.∞∞ It seems clear that the reason women forego their claims is
the potentially high cost of doing so, including the loss of their brothers’
support.
Anthropological literature on the importance of the ritual role of
brothers (Agarwal 1995; Vatuk 1975; Wadley 1976) has underlined the
considerations that prevent women from taking such a bold step. A num-
ber of studies support Basu’s ﬁndings that many women actually gave up
their shares in the natal property to avoid ‘‘angering their brothers and
sisters-in-law and to preserve the natal home as a space of emotional
wealth contrasting with the quotidian realm of work, duty and abnega-
tion in married life’’ (Basu 1999, 227). My ﬁeldwork suggests that while
women would prefer the equitable distribution of property between sis-
ters and brothers, for the reasons the songs articulate, they are reluctant to
initiate legal action against their brothers. On the other hand, men in
north India rarely have to tell their sisters that they would break o√ all
contact should they demand their ancestral shares; indeed, the men can
do so at low economic and social cost to themselves (Agarwal 1997, 7). It
is against the layered emotional and cultural backdrop I have described
above that the brother emerges as the symbolic link between the natal and
marital household, as Bina Agarwal concludes: ‘‘What we therefore see in
the sister-brother relationship is an idealized and complex construction
of roles and expectations—ceremonially ritualized, culturally elaborated,
economically necessitated, and ideologically reinforced’’ (1995, 266).
gali: abusive wedding songs
Folksongs have declined in popularity in some areas and are undergoing
transformations in others, yet many genres, such as the ga¯l¯ıs or songs of
abuse integral to wedding celebrations, not only survive but also continue
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to be sung and performed at appropriate occasions. Anthropological ex-
planations for the survival of abusive songs point to their symbolic func-
tion in restoring the power balance between groups linked together by
marriage, namely, the ‘‘wife-givers’’ and the ‘‘wife-takers.’’ According to
the north Indian marriage rule of hypergamy, a daughter must only be
given in marriage to a group higher in status than her own, making the
occasion of a daughter’s marriage one marked by a momentary loss in
status that must be restored. The ritual abuses directed at the wife-taking
group e√ectively accomplish this restoration at the symbolic level by
containing potential rivalries and animosities.
Underlining the natal family’s a√ection and love for its departing
daughter and emphasizing its reluctance to part with her, ga¯l¯ıs provide
much-needed assurance to brides. But since the daughter is also severed
from her natal home, the tensions associated with being uprooted de-
mand immediate resolution. When songs address these tensions humor-
ously, they also serve to defuse a potentially explosive situation. Abusive
songs sung at the bride’s departure, then, address the bride’s two main
anxieties—the loss of her natal home and the uncertainty of establishing
a home among relative strangers, features that testify to the structural
logic of the customary singing and hence to the continued relevance of
these songs.
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Are mai to tha¯ri duariya¯ ke oat, hamen to nanadoiya¯ bula¯vain na re
Sasuru¯ hama¯re caudhari re, sa¯s mughal harja¯i
Hamen to sa¯ri duniya¯ laja¯vai na re
Jethva¯ hama¯re moulvı¯ re, hamen to pa¯nc vakta¯ parha¯ven na re
Mai to tha¯ri duariya¯ ke oat, hamen to nanadoiya¯ bula¯vain na re
Devara¯ hamra¯ hijra¯ re, hijr nikal ta ta thaiya¯ nacava¯i na re
Hamen to sa¯ri duniya¯ laja¯vai na re
Tha¯ri pakariya¯ ke oat, hamen to nanadoiya¯ bola¯vain na re
Nanadı¯ hama¯rı¯ biju¯l¯ı re, giren kauno chaila¯ ke u¯par na re
Tha¯rı¯ du¯ariya¯ ke oat, hamen to nanadoiya¯ bula¯vain na re
Behind the door I hide, do not call me brother-in-law.
My father-in-law a Chief, mother-in-law a Mughal Tax Collector.
The whole world is embarassing me.
Elder brother-in-law, a priest, makes sure I pray ﬁve times.
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Behind the door I hide, just do not call me brother-in-law.
Younger brother-in-law, a eunuch, breaks into dance at the sight of the full moon.
The whole world is embarrassing me.
I stand at the corner of the door, do not call.
My husband’s sister a streak of lightning, what if she were to fall upon a
young man!
Behind the door I hide . . . 
khatun, jaunpur city
The song above, sung by Khatun, a Muslim singer from the city of
Jaunpur with a wide-ranging repertoire, illustrates other subtle goals ga¯l¯ıs
fulﬁll, most importantly, the immense psychological support they o√er
the young bride. The shy young bride of the song acutely observes each of
her husband’s relatives from her hiding place, relatives to whom she has
probably only been introduced at her wedding. The situation of the song
is signiﬁcant as it is likely to be sung by her natal relatives in earshot of the
ba¯ra¯t, members of the wedding party who will, in due course, depart with
her for her marital home. For the bride, these last moments as a daughter
in her natal home are likely to be full of mixed emotions, and the funny
but acute observations the song makes about her new relatives help to
make her transition into the new household less overwhelming. The
lighthearted mood of the songs serves to lessen the blow for the bride,
who in all likelihood feels that she is being handed over to rank strangers.
The above song, while it evokes a Muslim social universe, parallels similar
ga¯l¯ıs sung at Hindu weddings. In fact, Khatun is a popular singer at
weddings in Jaunpur city’s Hindu households, owing to her rich voice
and repertoire.
When the loss of a beloved daughter is imminent, the more humorous
and hard-hitting the lyrics, the better they serve as an emotional outlet.
Hence, while the emotional state of the bride-givers may be somber and
tearful, the songs we hear, at once absurd and funny, belie this fact. They
cause a shift in perspective and mitigate the mood of despair and separa-
tion that has no doubt been building up. It is possible to imagine this
mood reaching a crescendo on the morning of the bride’s departure. The
belting out of jocular songs, then, serves to defuse the tension, e√ectively
containing and releasing it. The songs the bride’s relatives sing reas-
suringly propose improbable and unlikely scenarios that may never actu-
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ally transpire. In helping the powerless bride to imagine and enact a script
of power over her new relatives, such songs have the potential to be
profoundly morale-boosting. Not only does the bride’s community of
close relatives express its emotional bonds with the bride who will soon
depart, but by humorously identifying, for her beneﬁt, each of her new
kin, they render them familiar and less threatening. Many ga¯l¯ıs force the
bride to reﬂect on potential sources of conﬂict with her new kin, thus
both preparing and cautioning her.
While ga¯l¯ıs are sung at marriages, other songs that likewise explore
interkin tensions and conﬂicts are sung throughout women’s lives. A
typical example of relations that need management through women’s life
cycles are those between a woman and her husband’s sister. In the song
below, the brother’s wife reveals her grudging attitude. The ga¯l¯ı is also a
form of anticipatory socialization, through which young girls are able to
imagine themselves as adult women.
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Darj¯ı bula¯u Patane se
Kasak Coliya¯ nanadı¯ ke siehen
Dono dehein laga¯i, morhava¯
Apane nanadiya¯ ka karbai gavanva¯
Duno daehein dahej, morhava¯
Jab nanadoiya¯ kothariya¯ me jaihen
Morhava¯, duno hasen khakha¯i, morhava¯
Jab nanadoiya¯ coliband kholihen
Duno karain guha¯r, morhava¯
Kahiya¯ ke bairı¯, ra¯ji ho nanadı¯
Morhava¯, duno dela¯ dahej, morhava¯.
Call the tailor from Patna
To sew a tight blouse for husband’s sister.
With peacocks designed on both breasts,
Sister-in-law to her marital home, I’ll send,
And two peacocks will be her dowry.
When the groom entered the nuptial chamber,
The peacocks burst into laughter.
When the groom undid the blouse-ties,
The peacocks set up wails and cries.
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For the longest time, this enemy of mine,
Two peacocks for her dowry are just ﬁne.
dalit singers, robertsganj, mirzapur
In this funny and ironic song, the simmering and often unstated con-
ﬂict between the two sisters-in-law is made explicit as the brother’s wife
succeeds in playing a dirty trick on the husband’s sister on the occasion of
her marriage. When heard alongside song 11 of the previous section, an
ongoing war between these rivals is evoked in which this trick is possibly
the sister-in-law’s retaliation for similar provocations in the past. In any
case, the enmity stems from the emotional demands of the two women
linked to each other by marriage, demands so engrained that the tension
between them remains unresolved. It is worth recalling, however, that
sometimes these kinswomen do act as allies as in the grinding song en-
titled ‘‘Pregnant Solutions: Disguise,’’ of chapter 1. The songs in the next
section describe the conjugal ties that develop as the bride ﬁnally moves
to her marital home.
glimpses of conjugality
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brides’ tears
Jab ham rahlei ho ba¯l¯ı kunva¯rı¯ ho na
Are Rama tabhei ba¯ba¯ kailen mora¯ biyahava¯ ho na
Jab ham bhail¯ı das barisiva¯ ho na
Are Rama tabhai mai kail¯ı mora bidaiya¯ ho na
Kail¯ın bidaiya¯ bha¯i ba¯ba¯ ke gharava¯ ho na
Are Rama ham to khelal¯ı sapul¯ı mahuniya¯ ho na
Jab ham rahelien ba¯ri kunva¯ri ho na
Are Rama tabain sa¯su¯ paniya¯ bharva¯vai ho na
Paniya¯ ham bharı¯ bharı¯ dhail¯ı kararva¯ ho na
Are Rama tabhai sa¯su¯ ma¯ren hamai hucva¯ ho na
Paniya¯ ham bharı¯ bharı¯ ail¯ın jab gharava¯ ho na
Are Rama gore mu¯re ta¯nali cadariya¯ ho na
Harava¯ jotai a¯ilen, kudariya¯ gorai a¯ilen
‘Ma¯i na¯hı¯ dekhalin tirı¯yava¯ ho na.’
‘Tohrı¯ tirı¯yava¯ bhaiya¯ garva¯ guma¯nin ho na
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Bhaiya¯, ja¯ike kotha¯riya¯ me su¯tai ho na
Itana¯ bacan bhaiya¯ sune to na pa¯valenı¯ ho na
Bhaiya¯ basava¯ paithı¯ sutukunı¯ ka¯tilinı¯ ho na
Eik sutukun ma¯rlin, du¯sar sutukun ma¯rlinı¯ ho na
Bha¯i ma¯ril¯ı tiriya¯ mara¯vavlieu ho na.
When I was a little maiden,
O Rama, that’s when Father had me married o√.
When I was 12 years old,
O Rama, that’s when mother bid me farewell.
Sent me o√ from my father’s home.
O Rama, I played Sipuli Mahuniya
When I lived in Baba’s home
I used to play Mahuniya.
When I was just a little girl,
O Rama, mother-in-law made me fetch loads of water.
And just as I had some respite from that,
Mother-in-law dealt me a punch.
When I had fetched the water,
O Rama, I lay down covered from head to toe.
With the plough and sickle he came home.
‘‘Mother, I don’t see my wife anywhere?’’
‘‘Your wife, son, swollen with pride
Is in the room asleep.’’
He barely heard the words, wouldn’t hear more.
He cut the bamboo and fashioned a stick.
One stick he dealt and then another,
That beaten down wife, he then just killed her.
bhagirathi devi, chachakpur, jaunpur
When Bhagirathi Devi, a woman in her late 70s of the caste of vege-
table growers and market gardeners, sang this song in Jaunpur’s Chachak-
pur village in 2002, a hushed silence fell in the courtyard. Those who had
gathered to remember and record songs and discuss the nature of wom-
en’s lives and struggles slipped into a reﬂective mood. Since we had al-
ready heard many songs of pathos, such as the grinding songs, this song
was by no means the ﬁrst to grapple with the troubling emotions that
attend domestic violence within the home. While the audience was visi-
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bly moved, Bhagirathi Devi’s own emotional state as she sang the song
was not immediately apparent.
This song highlights the vulnerabilities of brides sent o√ to the homes
of virtual strangers owing to the principle of village exogamy. The vul-
nerabilities are likely compounded when daughters are married at a very
young age or when the spatial distance separating the natal from marital
kin is great. The following songs were recorded in a single sitting over
an afternoon in April 2002 and serve to examine the frequency with
which the motifs of violence and women’s vulnerabilities in the con-
jugal home occur. They were heard interspersed with a number of other
songs addressing a variety of subjects and concerns. The singers who had
assembled for the recording were from upper and intermediate castes
such as Brahmin, Baniya, Kayasth, Yadava, and Thakur, highlighting
Atara’s multicaste composition. In contrast to Bhagirathi Devi’s song,
these songs were heard in the relatively prosperous neighborhood and
inner courtyard of the household that Shanti, an upper-caste Brahmin
woman, belongs to. As the songs unfold, we see why the departure to
one’s marital home might require the cultivation of a stoic heart, as song 4
(121–22) describes.
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Sa¯su¯ marl¯ı mahenva¯ kaise saparı¯
Jab dekhlin sa¯su¯ hamrã ta kahin hamse ki choti ho
Cauka¯ belena¯ na sambhrai, to povai ha¯nth se rotı¯
Gı¯la¯ sa¯n ke pisanva¯ kaise saparı¯
Ham kahl¯ın apanı¯ sa¯su¯ se dher dhara¯ mahranı¯ ho
Ganga ji mein du¯bi ke marbain abkı¯ barhai d pa¯ni
âpan taj debai paranva¯, kaise saparı¯
Atana sun ke sa¯su¯ hamrı¯ kail¯ın khu¯b badhaiya¯ ho
Jauno din tu mar jaibu¯, apane betva¯ ke karab du¯sar sagaiya¯
Ma¯rlin ta¯n ke belanva¯, kaise saparı¯
‘Ham cat pat kailin apane betva¯ ke du¯sar sa¯dı¯ ho’
Bu¯rha¯ kahain kalakh ke sabse, bhail mor barba¯dı¯
Aguva¯ milal baimanva¯, kaise saparı¯
Mother-in-law’s taunts, how are they to be endured?
When she saw me, she said I’m too little.
‘‘If you cannot manage the rolling pin, use your hands.’’
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But how to manage when the dough is sticky?
‘‘Mother-in-law,’’ I said, ‘‘Be patient, queen!
This time when the waters rise, wait and see, I’ll drown myself in the Ganges.’’
Give up my life, how else to endure all this?
Mother-in-law heaped her congratulations.
‘‘The day you die, I’ll have my son betrothed again.’’
How are beatings with the rolling pin, to be endured?
‘‘I’ll soon get my son remarried!’’
The old woman tells everyone she’s been destroyed,
That the matchmaker deceived her, oh how to endure!
shanti’s courtyard, atara, jaunpur
This song identiﬁes the nature of the young bride’s anxieties. We learn
that the apprehensions of young women as they depart for their marital
homes, articulated in the songs of earlier sections, are not unfounded.
While the song evokes a bygone era, the persistent violence it describes
resonates with the singers. The reality of the marital home turns out to be
more grim and unnerving than expected. The repeated taunts of the
mother-in-law, punctuated by her threats and acts of physical violence,
are not merely intolerable but also induce alarming suicidal thoughts in
this young bride. Here, it seems that the threat of a husband’s remarriage
served to control women. The song hints at the reserves of inner strength
a bride would need not only to endure but also to survive repeated abuse.
As young women grow up hearing at least some such songs, their
socialization likely conditions them to be prepared for the worst, as out-
lined in the grinding songs. The singers, especially the older women who
connected with the note of despair in the song, a≈rmed the relevance of
the song’s simple message for women today. For feminists who continue
to struggle with questions of ongoing violence against women in the
domestic sphere, the song is a reminder of the persistent, ubiquitous, and
hidden nature of domestic violence. Despite its prevalence across caste
and class divides, the problem of domestic violence was not collectively
confronted until the 1980s.
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Likhen angurı¯ se khunva¯ nika¯r citthiya¯
Ma¯i siyahiu ke tarase toha¯r bitiya¯
Sa¯su¯ kahen beci a¯yi tohain hatiya¯
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Kahen kulbornı¯, puka¯rain din ratiya¯
Aisan garı¯bin se ka¯he bhai sadiya¯
Dubiya¯ ke charı¯ na chua¯yo morı¯ dehiya¯
Tohre anganva¯ atab kahiya¯
Hamri jinigı¯ me na¯hı¯ sukh nindiya¯
Ma¯ngiya¯ ke sindu¯ra¯ aur mathva¯ ke bindiya¯
Kha¯i soyı¯ jaharva¯ ke tikiya¯
Tab to kahat rahı¯ suna¯ morı¯ dheiya¯
Tohke manga¯ibe lagate joriya¯
Cithiya¯ na bheje bitı¯ gayı¯ tithiya¯
Beci da¯ra¯ abkı¯ tu¯ sagaro phasaliya¯
De da¯ra¯ inka¯ tu¯ motorcykiliya¯
Nahin phir paibu¯ hama¯r lasiya¯
Ma¯i siyahiu ke tarase . . . 
She writes a letter dipped in blood from her ﬁnger.
Mother, your daughter yearns for ink.
Father-in-law says we’ll sell you in the market.
They say it’s their clan I destroyed,
Rue the marriage with a girl so impoverished.
All day long just one thought,
Not a blade of du¯b grass has touched my skin.
Now mother, your daughter yearns for ink.
When will I enter that courtyard of yours?
In this life there’s no sleep of peace for me,
The sindu¯r of parting or the forehead bindı¯
I could consume a poisoned pellet.
Then you had said, ‘‘Listen my daughter,
we shall send for you at the auspicious hour.’’
You did not write, the date has now passed.
This time, you must sell your harvest
To purchase for him a motorcycle
Or else, this corpse of mine is all you may ﬁnd.
shanti’s courtyard, atara, jaunpur
This song communicates the searing emotion of a young woman’s
abandonment within her marital home. The nature of the violence ap-
pears to be compounded by structural conditions regarding the trans-
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ference of brides. Without a single ally in the marital home and alienated
from virtually all of its members including her husband, the bride in the
song ﬁnds herself in an alarming scenario, and the suicidal thoughts she
entertains signal a collective cry.
Referring to signs of matrimony such as the bindı¯, the young bride
bemoans the fact that not only are her femininity and sexuality ignored
but also that she is deprived of participation in rituals and ceremonies, as
conﬁrmed by the reference of the dub grass, an essential ingredient of
ritual. As we have seen above, the customary maintenance of social dis-
tance between a daughter’s natal and conjugal households precluded fre-
quent visits from her parents. This fact prevented natal families from
closely monitoring their daughter’s welfare in her conjugal home, at least
in the initial years of integration, which could have precluded such occur-
rences. The last straw in the song is the reference to a dowry demand (the
motorcycle) and the language of threat in which this demand is couched,
a feature of the north Indian social milieu since the 1980s, when dowry-
related violence became the subject of heated public discourse and outcry.
As potential sources of evidence, however, these songs likely remained
hidden from mainstream discourses until the easing of conditions per-
mitted such taboo subjects to be openly discussed. The importance of
unearthing and documenting such songs can scarcely be overstressed.
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Mathava¯ pe hathva¯ ke jhokel¯ı tiriyava¯
Piya¯ beci kha¯i ho gailen na
Hamre naihar ke gahanva¯ piya¯ beci kha¯i gailen ho na
Kara¯ chhara¯, painje challa¯ imirti da¯r
Gu¯ngı¯ nindiya¯ su¯tale me more dhı¯re se nita¯le nissa¯r
Ki jiyara¯ derai ho gaile na
Ham to cor cor goharaul¯ın
Ki jiyara¯ derai ho gailen na
Ja¯gi gayin morı¯ sa¯su¯ nanadiya¯
Ghar bakharu¯ ke log
Bac gailen nahin to bahutai pitaiten, acha¯ raha¯ sanjog
Ki jiyara¯ lajai ho gailen na
Dekhalin cor raha¯ ghar hi ke, ki jiyara¯ laja¯i gailen na
Kamar kardhani dhı¯re se more le gailen utha¯i
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Na ja¯ne kaun saut ke dihalen na janı¯ ka¯ kihlen
Ki isko pacha¯i ho gailen na
A wife holds her head in despair.
The husband has sold o√, consumed her wealth.
‘‘The jewels of my natal home, husband consumed them all,
Bracelets and necklaces, anklets and amulets.
During my silent half sleep he crept up stealthily,
Scaring me like that.
I cried out ‘thief thief.’
So scared was I then.
My mother- and sister-in-law awoke,
And the household too.
He was saved a thrashing, that’s lucky for him.
So ashamed I felt.
A thief within the family, how embarrassing!
Gingerly, he picked up my waist belt.
Who knows to which ‘other’ woman he gave them
Or ﬁnished o√ with them.’’
shanti’s courtyard, atara, jaunpur
In this song we learn of the theft of the woman’s str¯ıdhan, the jewelry
and valuables that constitute a woman’s personal wealth. Unlike the pre-
vious song’s reference to dowry, this one introduces the notion of women’s
rights to their str¯ıdhan, the ‘‘wealth given with the daughter at her mar-
riage to use as the nucleus of the conjugal estate’’ (Tambiah and Goody
1973, 63), as well as women’s rights to property and to receive gifts from
their natal households. Since husbands and relatives-in-law acquire no
interest in this wealth, the song voices a woman’s justiﬁable grievance
where this prohibition is violated. Such violations could not have been
uncommon, and the song suggests the unlikelihood of women receiving
justice in situations where the ‘‘thief ’’ is none other than their husband or
member of their close kin. Here, the husband takes his claims on his wife’s
jewels for granted, but the woman’s sense of outrage is compounded by
her speculation about their whereabouts.
The inconstant husband is a recurring theme in songs of the region.
These songs ﬂesh out husbands’ wayward tendencies, as well as the ten-
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dency for various pieces of their wives’ jewelry to be distributed to other
lovers. They capture the anxieties of wives bound by the sacred bond of
matrimony, a bond that is, however, repeatedly violated by their hus-
bands. Many such songs also idolize the wandering hero, and the folklore
is replete with the charms and attractions of yogis and ascetics of all
kinds—men whose appeal is enhanced because, as wanderers and trav-
elers, they remain free of worldly ties.
Songs by women of various castes, therefore, a≈rm the presence of
domestic violence expressed in Bhagirathi Devi’s song. These songs pro-
vide windows on the ongoing violence in conjugal homes. However, the
songs stress the fact that dowry is by no means the only cause of the
domestic violence. This material evokes the 1980s, when the middle-class
women’s movement mounted antidowry agitations, highlighting atroci-
ties against women and disturbing the glamorized notion of the Indian
family as the bedrock of Indian society (Agnihotri and Mazumdar 1995).
It became clear that, far from being a deep-rooted Indian tradition,
dowry had attended the spread of caste hierarchies and consumerism.
Recent research has highlighted the many atrocities perpetrated against
women, some of which were only tangentially linked to dowry but have
tended to get lumped under the term. However, it is dowry-related vio-
lence that has received special attention, with the term dowry murder
papering over a range of sins (Oldenburg 1998, 220). Either way, the
songs conﬁrm the ﬁnding that while dowry may be associated with up-
wardly mobile groups seeking to emulate the practices of upper castes, all
castes and classes of women are subject to forms of violence that exploit
their extreme vulnerability as a result of village exogamy.
an alternative scenario
Are you coming from your naihar (natal home) or your pı¯har (marital home)? question
addressed to a fieldworker
Lest these disturbing songs suggest that only tragedy, trauma, and vio-
lence characterize conjugality, women’s repertoires also feature playful
songs that convey joyful messages about conjugal life. To put the above
songs into perspective, therefore, I present the following two alternative
scenarios. These songs were sung in groups amid relaxed laughter and
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teasing. However, since every recording session had its share of tragic and
buoyant songs, a realistic assessment of the variety of women’s emotions
must draw on both. These songs highlight how joy and su√ering are
inextricably intertwined, with one emotion giving way to another and
with experience existing in the shades of grey, within the interstices.
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Dhı¯re dhı¯re a¯va¯ naiharava¯ me ba¯tı¯
Sone ki tha¯l¯ı me jevana¯ banaval¯ı
Dhı¯re dhı¯re a¯va kitchenva¯ me ba¯tı¯
Jhajhare gerva¯, gangajal pa¯nı¯
Dhı¯re dhı¯re a¯va¯ mashinave pe ba¯tı¯
Lavanga elaichı¯ ke bı¯ra banaulen
Dhı¯re dhı¯re a¯va¯ ham birva¯ lihe ba¯tı¯
Cuni cuni kaliya¯ mai sej laga¯iyon
Dhire dhire a¯va¯ ham duarva¯ pe ba¯tı¯
Dhı¯re dhı¯re a¯va¯ naiharve me ba¯tı¯
Come gently, I am in my natal home.
In a golden plate I served the meal.
Come gently, I am in the kitchen.
Cooling Ganga water in the mud pot.
Come gently, I am at the refrigerator.
Made a paan with cloves and cardamom.
Come gently, I have the pa¯n ready.
Picked the buds to make the bed.
Come gently, I am just at the door.
Come gently, I am in my natal home.
shanti’s courtyard, atara, jaunpur
The ﬂirtatious playfulness of this song is characteristic of the kajl¯ı
genre, which I discussed in chapter 2. Unlike the grim messages of the
preceding songs, the playful hide-and-seek motif here conveys both the
joys and strengths of the marital bond. In songs with amorous motifs,
‘‘swinging’’ signiﬁes sexual play, and women recount their sexual frustra-
tion when their overtures are deliberately thwarted. In hundreds of such
women’s songs, water and delicious food elegantly served are invariably
followed by an o√ering of fragrant pa¯n and an enticing conjugal bed
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brushed with petals, a recurring motif. Alas, the lovers in such songs
refuse each of their women’s o√erings, and the successive denial of each
delectable o√ering builds the mood of rejection and abandonment, un-
derscoring women’s sexual disappointments. Each motif follows the next
in a formulaic way, perhaps underscoring both the sensual pleasures as
well as the rejection and denial of them.
Like the reference to the motorcycle in the song above, the reference to
the refrigerator as a symbol of consumerism serves to illustrate how con-
temporary motifs and concerns creep into songs. In the song below,
women search for a standard against which to measure the qualities of a
good husband.
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Galiya¯ khari car sakhiya¯ bata¯va¯ sakhı¯ kiske patı¯ hain
Pahil¯ı bol¯ı more Rama patı¯ hain
Sitin ke rachavaiya¯, batava¯ sakhi hamra¯ patı¯ hai
Galiyan khari caron sakhiyan batava¯ sakhi kiske pati hain
Du¯srı¯ bol¯ı mora¯ Lachman patı¯ hai
Saj¯ıvan bu¯tı¯ ke leivaya¯n bata¯va¯ sakhı¯ hamra¯ patı¯ hai
Tı¯srı¯ bol¯ı mora¯ Bhola¯ patı¯ hai
Damaru¯ ke bajavaiya¯ sakhı¯ j¯ı mere patı¯ hain
Galiya¯n kharı¯ ca¯ron sakhiya¯ bbata¯va¯ sakhı¯ kiske patı¯ hain
Cauthi bol¯ı mora¯ Ka¯nha¯ patı¯ hai
Bans¯ıya¯ ke bajavaiya¯, bata¯va¯ sakhı¯ mera¯ patı¯ hai
Four friends in the lane take a guess about their husbands.
‘‘Mine is Rama,’’ the ﬁrst said.
‘‘He who wed Sita, friend, he’s my husband.’’
‘‘My husband is Laxman,’’ the second said.
‘‘He who brought the life-giving herb Sanjeevini, that’s my husband.’’
‘‘My husband is Bholenath [Shiva],’’ the third said.
‘‘The one who plays on the damaru drum.’’
‘‘My husband is Krishna,’’ the fourth said.
‘‘The one who plays the ﬂute, my friend, that’s my husband.’’
munraji and subhavati, barsara, jaunpur
In this lighthearted song, women playfully declare the standards against
which husbands will be judged. One of the ways in which the marital
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bond might be imagined as sacred is elaborated here. The song puts into
perspective the contrast between ideal, even god-like, husbands and the
traumatic reality of the marital home, as witnessed in the preceding
songs. The gulf between women’s imaginations and the realities they face
could hardly be starker. The opposing moods and emotions in the two
sets of songs allow us to see just how contradictory the experience of
marriage is for women. The following section explores other strains in the
conjugal bond and the incompatibilities arising from various causes.
strains in the conjugal bond
Misalliance in marriage was thought to be disruptive of ‘‘the ideal continuity of the
sequence of matrimonial conjunctions’’ in a manner not unlike the way an eclipse dis-
turbed the order of planetary movement. guha, ‘‘the career of an anti-god in
heaven and on earth,’’ 3
In the section below, the young maiden departing for her marital home
has ﬁnally transitioned to the next phase. The di≈culties inherent in
this transition, however, are rendered even more complex when the cou-
ple is mismatched or incompatible. Early marriages and alliances with
substantially older men or with those much younger, and the resulting
sexual incompatibilities, are hinted at. Despite the fact that misalliances
and inappropriate matches are universally frowned upon, the songs of
the region testify to their not infrequent occurrence. As such, the songs
provide insights into what women perceive as constituting an inappropri-
ate match.
Songs enumerating mismatches are particularly poignant given that in
north India there is clearly an economic imperative for families to arrange
good matches for their daughters (Papanek 1989, 103–4). Derne points
out, ‘‘A father knows that arranging a proper marriage for a daughter
supports a family’s prosperity by protecting its honor and expanding its
network of social ties’’ (Derne 1994, 83). The three songs below provide a
glimpse of the incompatibility arising from a marriage between a woman
and a signiﬁcantly younger male. The recurrence of this image in the
folklore is noteworthy for highlighting not only this particular lack of
marital fulﬁllment but also, perhaps, its functioning as a metaphor for
women’s perceptions of other, harder to voice, incompatibilities.
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Jhuruke pavan puruvaiya¯
Balam mor sanjhvai se soye gaye ho
Apanan mein phane batlaiya¯ balam mor
Sanjhvai se soi gaye ho
Sa¯su¯ jetha¯ni karein bola¯-ca¯l¯ı
Na ja¯nin ratiyai ki pavatihi kha¯l¯ı
Gusts of easterly winds blow.
My love asleep since early evening.
My love converses with himself alone.
Asleep since the early evening.
Mother-in-law and elder sister-in-law talk on.
They know not my nights are empty.
shanti tewari, atra, jaunpur
In this song about a woman’s disappointment, long nights stretch out
interminably as the husband retires to bed early. On the other hand,
household members who stay awake are perhaps able to guess at the
woman’s dilemma. They are undoubtedly aware of the woman’s frustra-
tion, which further fuels her embarrassment. Since the husband is also
disinclined to engage his wife in conversation, the song suggests that the
incompatibility exists on several levels. The fact that newlyweds are sur-
rounded by household members that seek to hinder the emergence of
close ties between them is the theme of many songs.
Another recurring theme in these songs is of women lying in wait for
truant husbands who sometimes return in the wee hours of the morning
just when their wives are about to rise and begin their household respon-
sibilities. Hence, frustrations and unfulﬁlled longings remain unresolved
and are simply carried forward into the next day. Since the bond between
husband and wife must be kept from developing in a way that would
threaten the interests of other family members in the marital home, the
new bride also personiﬁes the risk that the groom might transfer his
loyalty and a√ection to her. Thus, signs of developing attachment be-
tween the newlyweds are jealously monitored, and ‘‘attempts are made to
curb a too rapidly developing conjugal intimacy, in the interests of main-
taining the solidarity of the husband’s patrilineal kin’’ (Raheja 1994, 28).
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A whole genre of songs captures the brevity, furtiveness, even clandestine
nature of the meetings between the new bride and groom. Kakar cites
Gore’s study of men from the Agarwal community where ‘‘these con-
straints, masterminded by the older women, usually succeed in their
aims’’ (Kakar 1988, 64).
Shanti Tewari and her friends sang this song with irony and good
humor. When I asked Shanti about the meaning of the song for her, she
explained, ‘‘women’s songs are precisely about such disappointments as
well as pleasures, both big and small.’’ Shanti’s song reminded me of the
following song, which I heard often in the countryside, a version of which
is presented below.
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Banva¯ri ho, hamra¯ larika¯ bhata¯r
Larika¯ bhata¯r leke sutal¯ı osarava¯
Banva¯ri ho, rahrı¯ me bolela¯ s¯ıya¯r
Khole ke t coli-banda¯, kholele kewa¯r
Banva¯ri ho jari gaile airı¯ se kapa¯r
Rahrı¯ me suni ke siyariya¯ ke boliya¯
Banva¯ri ho, rove lagale larika¯ bhata¯r
Angana¯ se ma¯i ail¯ın, duara¯ se bahina¯
Banva¯ri ho, ke ma¯ral babua¯ hama¯r?
Dear god, my husband is just a little boy.
With my boy-husband on the roof I slept.
Lord, the jackal calls in the ﬁeld of arhar.
Instead of my blouse ties, he opens the door.
God, that burnt me up from heel to head.
From the ﬁeld, when the jackal calls he heard.
Lord, the husband-boy just started to cry.
From the courtyard came mother and sister next door.
God, who’s been beating our little one so?
upadhyaya 1990b, 122
The incompatibility arises from the immaturity of the husband.
The song is a lighthearted commentary on incongruous situations that
might arise from age disparities, such as when older brides marry youn-
ger grooms. The singers agreed that such songs served as warnings
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against unnatural marriage alliances. Here, the reference to the ‘‘jackal in
the ﬁeld of arhar ’’ hints at the likelihood of extramarital a√airs de-
veloping in the face of such incompatibility. Since the ﬁelds of the long
arhar plants are known to serve as the ideal hiding place for lovers, the
reference to the arhar ﬁelds evokes clandestine meetings and inﬁdelity,
the lover being like the jackal, a treacherous animal that creeps into
the ﬁelds in the dark. Songs that cast an ironic glance at social mores
usually promoted great mirth and relaxed banter during our recording
sessions.
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Ba¯rah baris sa¯su¯ naihare mein bı¯ta¯vale
Tab le a¯ye u gavanva¯ na
Ba¯rah kisim ka sa¯su¯ jevana¯ bana¯veli
Pu¯t tahara¯ na a¯iye bhavanva¯ na
Abahi t bahuver pu¯t larika¯ nadanva¯
Ma¯lin sange khele phu¯lgenva¯ na
Twelve years, mother-in-law, I spent in my natal home.
Then he brought me to my marital one.
Mother-in-law, I cooked twelve di√erent dishes.
But your son does not visit me in the boudoir.
‘‘Daughter-in-law, my son is yet a child immature
Plays ﬂower balls with the gardener’s daughter.’’
munraji, barsara, jaunpur
Elaborating on this theme of marital incompatibility, this fragment
from a longer ballad voices the complaints of a young bride who has
just joined her groom’s household. However, the groom, who, owing to
a reference to a ‘‘palace,’’ is clearly upper caste, remains oblivious of
her while sporting with the gardener’s daughter. The fragment is inter-
esting for its pun on ‘‘play’’ or ‘‘sport,’’ which suggests that the upper-
caste groom will engage in sexual play with the lower-caste gardener’s
daughter once he has matured. These meditations on the nature of in-
compatibilities enrich our understanding of the complexity of the mari-
tal bond. However, it is not just the obvious age factor that contributes
to sexual inadequacies and women’s perceptions of incompatibility.
Women’s songs document other sources of conjugal dissatisfaction and
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a√ord women a space within which to voice their anxieties and frustra-
tions with their conjugal lives.
This chapter, though a focus on songs associated with marriage, aimed to
analyze those emotions that cannot be apprehended by observing the
ritual structure of the wedding ceremony alone. My concern with emo-
tions also highlighted the structural ambivalences and contradictions that
attend momentous phases in a woman’s life cycle. For instance, the songs
might reveal the presence of mixed emotions: anxiety with joy; a√ection
with anger; feelings associated with the loss of rights with feelings of
excitement. The tendency of prior research to refer exclusively to struc-
tural patterns while ignoring the rich emotional life that forms the back-
drop to these patterns has left us with an understanding of marriage as a
rite of passage that is at best partial and empty of its powerful emotive
content. One could also argue that since the ritual action serves to dis-
guise and contain the attendant emotional states, the songs alone hold the
key to these emotions.
Moreover, since emotions cannot be rigidly controlled, they tend to
spill over into successive phases of the life cycle. While the rites of passage
seek to formalize and facilitate the transition from one phase to the next,
the emotions associated with these transitions are not so easily contained.
Thus, for women, unity symbolized by the biya¯h also spells sorrow, sepa-
ration (biraha¯ ), and uncertainty. Thus, throughout women’s lives, the
continuously mounting pressures may sometimes be alleviated and re-
leased through song or through other rituals in which singing plays a
critical role. In this sense, I also sought in this chapter to advance Max
Gluckman’s (1965) theoretical insights into rites of passage that disguise,
but ultimately cannot completely control, the uncertainty inherent in
such transitions.
If one were to take seriously, as Gluckman and others do, the idea that
rituals of rebellion function like valves that let o√ steam, then these songs
allow us to imagine the process as a diachronic, sequential movement.
However, these songs could just as well be seen as ‘‘letting in steam,’’
especially given the a√ective quality of many of them. It is precisely the
multidimensional, multilayered nature of such expressions that allows for
complex, sometimes radically divergent and counter-intuitive, readings.
The songs not only reﬂect the social reality but also pose alternate
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worlds for women who do not yet participate in them. They allow women
to imagine their lives by creating the worlds they desire, thus giving
meaning to their aspirations. These images, embedded deep within the
collective consciousness, serve then to justify the anxiety produced in the
bride and her kin at her departure. Moreover, despite the integrative
impulse that seeks to incorporate the bride into her marital home, the
immediate e√ect of separating her from her natal home is one of isolation.
In fact, it is rare that such integration is achieved at all, and if it is, then
only incompletely, gradually, and after considerable struggle.
A key insight that emerged from my conversations in the ﬁeld was the
paradoxical nature of weddings for brides. Indeed, in their speciﬁc ritual
contexts, the songs serve to underline these contradictions: the height-
ened sense of tragedy combined with relief; repeated feasting followed by
wrenching, prolonged farewells and leave-taking. It is the lack of resolu-
tion, the incomplete nature of the process that comes through in the
songs. It is the loose, jagged edges of reality that are e√ectively captured
therein. By presenting the context within which these songs are typically
heard, I aimed in this chapter to highlight the power of the astonishingly
candid articulation of women’s lives as they apprehend them. The anxi-
eties reﬂected in the songs are likely to ease with women marrying when
they are older in years and with decreasing emphasis on village exogamy
and virilocality, the alarming isolation of women is also bound to reduce.
Women’s increasing familiarity with the Hindu Code bill promulgated
in 1986 whereby women have a right to the self-acquired property of
fathers and their increasing ability to sustain ties with their mothers,
siblings, aunts, and other natal kin point to changes. Moreover, today
sisters and brothers enjoy an equal share in their families’ urban property,
usually houses etc. rather than cultivable land (Basu 1999). Meanwhile,
dowries have grown, as the value of agricultural land and urban property
has increased exponentially and as the line between dowry and property
has faded (Oldenburg 2002, 224). The songs alert us to the need for
interventions at the policy level and for consciousness-raising to encour-
age women to think of their natal homes not as temporary shelters but
as their anchors and birthrights (224). Finally, as women rebel and as-
sert their rights, violence against women is expected to grow; therefore
women must create their own institutions and organize not only for
reform but also for social justice and rights (225).
chapter four
b Sita’s Trials
Sita’s almost absolute stillness counterbalances Rama’s extreme activity.
Wherever he journeys, she is ‘‘home,’’ the place where he stops or returns
to. His actions are completed by her stillness; his moves to the periph-
ery are answered by her presence at the center. Where she is, he must
go to. . . . She is a model of the orthodox Hindu construction of ‘‘wife.’’
richard schechner, ‘‘striding through the cosmos,’’ 174
Agood starting point for an inquiry into the mean-ing of Sita for peasant women living in Uttar
Pradesh is the Raml¯ıla of Ramnagar, an annual ritual
reenactment of Tulsidas’ Ramcaritma¯nas performed over
the course of a month. Located on the outskirts of
Benaras, the theatrical action of this Raml¯ıla takes place
on separate sites and makeshift stages erected in a vast
ﬁeld.∞ Peasant women, at once spectators and pilgrims,
often choose to keep the stage Sita company, rarely leav-
ing her side as she sits in captivity for days in the Ashoka
garden of the demon king, Ravana. While the audience
moves with the actors to the site where the battle scenes
are staged, it is the way women express solidarity with
Sita and identify with her plight that lingers in all its
poignancy and pathos, inviting questions about the place
Sita occupies in peasant women’s consciousness.
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Sita’s signiﬁcance for women and her continued hold on the popular
imagination is a phenomenon many scholars have investigated (Kishwar
1999). Whereas Sita, and her reputedly passive personality, has been a
controversial ﬁgure among (mainly upper-class) feminists in India, in this
chapter I focus on the relationship that members of the intermediate and
lower castes have with Sita. If feminists have largely identiﬁed Sita as the
model for patı¯vrata¯dharma,≤ that is, the social ideal of female chas-
tity, what accounts for the large number of Sita songs in the repertoires of
peasant and lower-caste women? Since Sita’s persona is also claimed and
‘‘domesticated’’ by women from a range of castes, this chapter, in addi-
tion to seeking insight into peasant women’s attitudes about feminine
power, investigates how this domestication is achieved and what purpose
it serves.
Speciﬁcally, this chapter seeks to learn about the lives of women through
the alternative narratives women’s songs o√er beyond those of the main-
stream Rama¯yana¯ myth. I single out a range of Sita songs known as Sita
Mangal, sung on ritual occasions such as weddings, for the insights they
o√er about peasant women’s experiences of conjugality; these songs form
the core of this chapter’s analysis. As Usha Nilsson asserts, ‘‘in an un-
bounded, ﬂuid, and ﬂexible discourse, women have reconstructed alter-
nate tellings of the Rama¯yana¯. Neither harshly nor stringently, they have
refashioned them into statements from women’s points of view’’ (2001,
158). Similarly, Velcheru Narayana Rao’s ﬁndings from his ﬁeldwork in
Andhra Pradesh suggest that women ‘‘have long used this language to say
what they wish to say, as women’’ (Rao 1991, 114).
Reenactments of the Rama¯yana¯ myth conclude with the victorious
battle and the return of the divine couple to Ayodhya, but several genres
of women’s songs, from the jatsa¯r to wedding, childbirth, and ritual cere-
monies, evoke, often metaphorically, Sita’s su√ering from the often unre-
enacted Uttara Kanda portion of the Rama¯yana¯. Interestingly, it is these
later episodes of Sita’s ordeal and her eventual banishment that are sup-
posed to represent the fate of Sita in kaliyuga.≥ Consequently, these ep-
siodes are not recited, but left out of the propitious yearly ritual reenact-
ments of the epic, spread over nightlong sessions. Thus, ‘‘the Uttara
Kanda of the Rama¯yana¯, which is the shortest segment in the canonical
versions, constitutes the longest fragments in the women’s songs’’
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(Chakravarti 2006, 242). Since women’s songs about Sita draw liberally
from these episodes, we can consider these episodes unique in their
resonance with women’s perspectives.
sita songs and the rama¯yana¯ tradition
Rama¯yana¯ scholarship has unearthed the existence of diverse Rama¯yana¯
texts in di√erent regions of India, as well as in Southeast Asia, each per-
spective reﬂecting di√erent social locations, aspirations, and ideological
concerns (Richman 1991, 4). Signiﬁcant variations in the myth’s plot
in turn create new conceptualizations of its characters and meanings
(Thapar 1989, 4). The women’s narratives explored here exemplify the vi-
tality and diversity of these plural traditions. Class, gender, and ethnic
variations in Rama¯yana¯ narratives are the subject of ongoing research
(Richman 1991). Feminist concerns have led to renewed interest in con-
temporary women’s performative and dance repertoires that grapple with
Sita’s so-called passive persona and often, as in Bina Agarwal’s poem, a si-
lenced Sita is entreated to ﬁnally claim her voice and speak out (Hess
1999, 17).
The ﬁrst of the three episodes upon which women’s songs focus deals
with Sita’s ordeal by ﬁre, or test of chastity, after Ram’s victory in the Great
War and before they return to the kingdom of Ayodhya. The second per-
tains to Sita’s subsequent abandonment in the forest when she is pregnant.
The last episode in the sequence relates to Rama’s request that Sita return
to Ayodhya after she has spent several years of exile in the forest and her
twin sons are grown, but not before she undergoes another trial by ﬁre. In
this ﬁnal and conclusive episode, Sita’s refuses to return and the Earth re-
sponds by granting her wish and opening to receive her. Next, I explore
how these three episodes are expressed, reworked, and engaged with in
women’s songs.
earth, fire, and sacrifice
First is the agni-parı¯ksha¯ in which Sita, at the end of the great war between Rama and the
demons, must undergo a test of chastity that requires her to throw herself into a blazing
ﬁre. linda hess, ‘‘rejecting sita,’’ 3
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The ethos of pativratadharma places much of the power and responsibility for the
husband and his social context in the hands of his wife. . . . In the wife’s ideal moral
universe, the husband functions as the point of orientation for her actions, as the king
does for the warrior, the teachers for the student, the deity for the priest, and so forth . . . in
addition to being empowered and responsible for the husband’s well-being, the wife is also
understood to be his ‘‘half-body’’ merged ontologically through the ritual of marriage. 
courtright, ‘‘sati, sacrifice, and marriage,’’ 187–88
In Rajasthan, Ann Grodzins Gold found that the appeal of female god-
desses was attributed to their inner strength in the face of adversity. She
notes that when talking to informants in Ghatiyali about goddesses, they
seemed to mix ‘‘familiarity and intimacy with respect for their potency
and violent capacity, a capacity not necessarily embodied in weapons’’
(Gold 1994, 29). Gold also found that in Sita’s case, while the self-restraint
and su√ering arising from her subordinate role were seen as the source of
her uniquely feminine power, such power was understood as ‘‘analogous
to the self-restraint and su√ering imposed on male ascetics to increase
spiritual power’’ (31). The conclusions Gold drew from her research in
Rajasthan mirror mine in Uttar Pradesh, where Sita’s persona and inner
ﬁre (tej ) are rendered even more luminous in the crucible of adversity.
Of the three episodes from the Rama¯yana¯ explored in women’s songs,
the Fire Ordeal takes precedence. Even for Rama¯yana¯ enthusiasts, its
problematic nature has provoked ‘‘creative alterations of the ﬁre ordeal in
textual traditions (that) reﬂect anxious discomfort with the scene’’ (Hess
1999, 3). So powerful has the preoccupation with Sita’s ﬁre ordeal been
that it forms a recurring theme in folksongs and ballads, whose heroines’
misfortunes often parallel Sita’s. In Valmiki’s Rama¯yana¯, the motif of trial
by ﬁre is as much about Rama’s test and transformation in consciousness
regarding his own divinity as it is about Sita (Shulman 1986, 116). In a
similar vein, the grinding song of Satmal presented in chapter 1 o√ers a
glimpse of the anguished mental state of a husband, who, like Rama,
must succumb to the censorious pressures of patriarchy instead of pro-
tecting his wife against it. And just as Agni in the Rama¯yana¯ is scorched
and extinguished by the greater tej of Sita, who emerges unscathed, so too
is this heroine unharmed by the ﬂames as they die down on her entry into
the vat. Some have even argued that, ‘‘Sita’s action is self-destructive and
reinforces the feminine identity of dealing with repeated humiliation
through an obliteration of the self ’’ (Chakravarti 2006, 227).
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Such imagery forms an integral part of folksongs of the region, and
given that these motifs are associated with upper-caste proclivities, wom-
en’s familiarity with them across caste lines is striking. It could be argued
that the motifs actually serve to heighten women’s perceptions of societal
injustice and allow them to create their own spaces within which to
critique it. As Cynthia Humes asserts, ‘‘The anger of goddesses can thus
be appropriated to support the validity of righteous fury against other
perceived injustices. After all, the gods ask intervention against those who
oppress them’’ (2000, 148).
If these images succeed in evoking protest at perceived injustices, then,
in subtle ways, they achieve another signiﬁcant purpose, namely, that of
challenging stereotypes about Hindu women. In this sense, the narratives
discussed here also evoke the myth of Daksha’s ceremonial sacriﬁce and
Sati’s protest when her husband Shiva was snubbed by her father, Daksha,
and excluded from participating in the sacriﬁce. Sacriﬁces such as these
announce altered states and, like all sacriﬁces, must be seen as rejuvena-
tive and transformative for the entire social order. According to this logic,
transformations e√ected by the trial-by-ﬁre motifs can be understood as
unleashing or giving rise to new beginnings.
the fire motif and proofs of chastity
The song below enumerates not one but a string of trials for Sita. In
retelling the Rama¯yana¯ with Sita at its center, folksongs depart in signiﬁ-
cant ways from both Tulsidas’ Ra¯mcaritma¯nas, the narrative popular in
the region, and Valmiki’s classical Sanskrit version. The passive stillness of
the women at the staging of Tulsidas’ Ra¯mcaritma¯nas at Ramnagar is in
stark contrast to the imagery of Sita’s trial by ﬁre, which is a recurring
motif in the jatsa¯r, the peasant women’s ballads of the millstone anaylzed
in chapter 1 and undoubtedly the most tragic genre of Bhojpuri songs.
Like Sita, who had to furnish proof of her chastity, heroines of the jatsa¯r
are put to various tests by ﬁre.
1
Jab re Sita deı¯ Adit ha¯the lihali re
Adit chapit hoı¯ ja¯ı¯ ai
Iho kiriyeva¯ e Sita ham na patiyaibı¯
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Sarap bicharva¯ ham lebi ai
Jab re Sita dei sarp ha¯the lihali re
Sarap baithele pheta¯ ma¯ri ai
Iho kiriyava¯ ham na patiyaibı¯
Ganga bicharva¯ ham lebi ai
Jab re Sita dei Gangahi ha¯the lihal¯ı ai
Gangahi pari gaile ret ai
Iho kiriyava¯ e Sita ham na patiyaibı¯
Tulsi bicharava¯ ham lebi ai
Jab re Sita dei Tulsi ha¯the lihal¯ı
Tulsi gail¯ı sukha¯i ai
Aisen purukhva¯ ke muh na¯hin dekhabi
Jini Ram dehlen banva¯s ai
Pha¯ti jaitı¯ dhartı¯ alop hoi jaitı¯ re
Ab na dekhabi sansa¯r ai
When Sita Devi took the sun into her hands,
The sun set.
‘‘This proof I will not accept, O Sita!
The trial of snakes you’ll have to take.’’
When Sita Devi put her hand into the snake pit,
The cobra sat all coiled up.
‘‘This proof I cannot accept.
The test of the Ganga you must take.’’
When Sita put her hand into the Ganga,
Ganga dried up into a sandy bed.
‘‘This proof I cannot accept,
The test of the sacred Tulsi plant you must take.’’
When Sita Devi touched the Tulsi, it dried up.
‘‘Such a being I never wish to set eyes on again,
The Rama who exiled me to the forest.
Let the earth part, let me disappear in it.’’
upadhyaya 1990b, 161
In this version of the Rama¯yana¯ story, Sita must undergo various trials
to prove her chastity and yet when she emerges unscathed from each, it is
the proofs that are deemed inadequate. Before reaching the moment of
Sita’s ﬁnal protest, women are given to explore their preoccupation with
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their own chastity and the standards against which they must constantly
measure themselves. Heroines of the jatsa¯r are arbitrarily subjected to
innovative and unexpected proofs, taken from a seemingly inexhaustible
list of ways to test women’s chastity. The ballad of Satmal, outlined in
chapter 1, tells the story of a woman with seven brothers who, suspected of
inﬁdelity, takes the ultimate test. In the concluding episodes of the
Lorika¯yan (see chapter 5), Manjari, the chaste and long-su√ering wife of
Lorik, who has abandoned her, must nevertheless provide at least three
proofs of her chastity. First, she is required to draw out coins from a
container of boiling water. In another instance, as proof of her sat, the
river parts to let her cross. Finally, ready to plunge into a funeral pyre, she
is saved just in time.
In another women’s ballad, Tikuli, the protagonist, invokes Agni, ask-
ing that the ﬁre envelope her before she loses her virtue. The ﬁnal lines
of another ballad evoke the same tragic mood and applaud its female
protagonist’s decision to avoid shame by willingly taking her own life
rather than enter into an illicit relationship. The recurrence of such scenes
is striking in women’s ballads and might even be said to deﬁne them.
There may be important psychological explanations for this motif that are
worth exploring, but the motif also raises questions about women’s own
preoccupation with the burden of having to furnish proofs of chastity.
Thus even when the narratives are not directly about Sita, it is her trial
that serves as their reference point and her humiliation that is evoked and
reworked. Such parallels with the Sita narrative seek to explain the misfor-
tunes, struggles, and protests of folk heroines. As Sita’s capacity for su√er-
ing is almost as powerful as her capacity for resisting injustice, it is the
inseparable combination of these two elements that contribute to the
potency and appeal of the Sita ﬁgure as a metaphor for women’s strength.
In this connection, it is useful to recall Shulman’s observation that Sita
partakes of the symbolism of earth, ﬁre, and sacriﬁce (Shulman 1986, 116).
Sita’s birth from the earth and the episode of her trial by ﬁre in the
Rama¯yana¯ are the rich backdrops against which the presence of these
symbols in the songs of Sita makes complete sense. The Sita songs high-
light Sita’s extraordinary powers, which resemble the tapas, that is, the
heat generated from asceticism and yogic austerities. These qualities of
Sita remain controlled and restrained, thereby guarding against the devas-
tation that might ensue were their enormous potency to be let loose
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indiscriminately. Shulman o√ers the following explanation: ‘‘These as-
sociations contribute to the sense of an undercurrent of violent power
in Sita, heightened and contained by her chastity and constant control
(which falls under the rubric of tapas). There are few explicit remarks to
this e√ect in Valmiki, for example, Sita’s well-known boast to Ra¯vana in
the Asoka-grove in Lanka: ‘It is (only) because I have not been com-
manded to do so by Rama, and because I wish to preserve my tapas, that I
do not reduce you, O Dasa¯griva, to ashes by means of my consuming
energy’ ’’ (Shulman 1986, 116).
While the songs outline the conditions of women’s subservience to
male dominance, ultimately it is women’s superior moral and spiritual
power that is evoked in the folk imaginary. Heroines modeled after the
chaste Sita have a ﬁery, fearsome chastity that sometimes causes the spark
that lights the pyre to ignite from their persons. Thus the heroines seem to
embody the ﬁre, and just as Sita was able to emerge unscathed from the
ﬁre and will herself back into the Earth, these formidable folk heroines, in
a ﬁnal act of deﬁance, summon at-will the ﬂame that will consume them.
The action, then, is tantamount to the deiﬁcation of folk heroines. It
would seem that, in these sung biographies, women achieve in death the
power that had eluded them in life. Ironically, however, by glorifying their
sacriﬁce, even if it was through a ﬁnal act of protest, the songs reinforce the
very conditions under which such heroism becomes necessary. In contrast
to the ﬁerce feminine imagery of these ballads, other songs that have Sita
at their center, such as the auspicious songs sung at marriages, explore
motifs of conjugality and domesticity.
sita mangal
Purab khojalon betı¯ pacchim khojalon, khojalon Orissa Jagarna¯th
Charon bhuvan betı¯ bar eik khojila¯, katihen na milen Sirı¯ Ram. 
Searched the east, searched the west, as far as Orissa and Jagannath.
In all four directions, daughter, searched for a groom but nowhere did I ﬁnd
Shri Ram.
upadhyaya 1990b, 122
This couplet captures the contradiction that despite the tragedies associ-
ated with the god, it is none other than Rama who can fulﬁll the role of
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the ideal groom. Only through many penances, prayers, and good deeds
can brides hope to ﬁnd such a groom. At weddings, however, it is the
auspiciousness symbolized by the divine couple Ram-Sita, the respective
incarnations of Vishnu and Sr¯ı, that is invoked, and it is this image of
divinity that is enacted and celebrated. Hence, mangal (auspicious) songs
are a way of invoking blessings.
Vidyaniwas Mishra argues that in the folklore of the region, folk sym-
pathies lie with Sita to such an extent that Rama’s own compulsions only
serve to strengthen Sita’s ﬁre of truth (Mishra 2000, 118). I therefore turn
my attention to the Sita songs I commonly heard at wedding celebrations
in the villages of Benaras and Jaunpur, where I conducted ﬁeldwork, dur-
ing the wedding season of May and June. I heard most of these auspicious
songs of blessing at two separate wedding celebrations in Benaras: one in
the multicaste village of Chaubeypur, hosted by an upwardly mobile
Yadav household of prosperous peasants where a number of intermediate
castes sang the songs of blessing, and the other in the Dalit neighborhood
of Churamanpur, hosted by a Dalit household of agricultural laborers. It
is the Dalit women of the Chamar caste who are represented in these
selections. As the women who sang at these events, identiﬁed at the end of
the songs below, were also guests, my interactions with them were brief.
Since the song recordings were made while the various wedding cere-
monies were underway, I was often unable to include the perspectives of
the singers at the time of the recordings. I therefore returned to their
various households on other occasions to elicit their views. I heard some
of these songs at the brides’ haldı¯ (turmeric ) ceremonies, wherein the
bride’s female kin anoint her with herbal oils and rejuvenating scrubs. At
both of the weddings, I recorded Mangal songs, the auspicious singing by
women of the bride’s family also heralded the arrival of the bara¯t (the
groom’s party). Many of the songs were thus invariably drowned out by
the accompanying brass band. This cacophonous, though customary,
singing, so much a feature of wedding celebrations, however, served to
create the auspicious environment for the sacred rites that followed.
In the Bhojpuri region, the month of Agahan, popularly believed to be
the month in which Sita was married, is considered inauspicious for
weddings. Yet, paradoxically, it is the same Sita who is invoked for her
auspiciousness at wedding celebrations. Another paradox lies in the ritual
wherein prospective brides beseech washerwomen for a pinch of the
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wedding vermilion. This ritual references Sita’s tragedy, as Sita was turned
out of her marital home at the complaint of a dhobı¯ (washerman) (Mishra
2000, 118). Mishra suggests that the ritual underlines the deep concern
within folk consciousness for the tragic wedded life of Sita and Rama.
The Sita Mangal songs, however, highlight two distinct aspects of their
marriage—on the one hand, the auspiciousness symbolized by the mar-
riage of the divine couple Ram and Sita as incarnations of Vishnu¯ and Sr¯ı
and, on the other, the struggle and hardship integral to conjugal life (as
these were to the union of Ram and Sita), including the ‘‘renunciation,
asceticism and sorrow [that] mark Sita’s largely solitary life’’ (Zacharias
2001, 35). As we will see below, paradox and contradiction are the hall-
marks of these songs and sayings. In the representative collection below,
some predominant motifs and structural patterns emerge.
2
Deu na morı¯ maı¯ ba¯ne k daliya¯ phulva¯ lorhan ham ja¯b
Phulva¯ lorhat bhayal¯ın dhupahriya¯ harava gu¯nthat bhail¯ı sa¯njh
Ghu¯mari ghu¯mari Sita¯ phulva¯ charha¯ve
Siv ba¯ba¯ delan a¯s¯ıs.
Jaun ma¯ngan tu¯hun ma¯ngau Sital dei u¯he ma¯ngan ham deb
An dhan cha¯he jo diha¯ Siv ba¯ba¯, sva¯mı¯ diha Siri Ram
Pa¯r laga¯vain je mori navariya¯ jehi dekhi jiyara¯ jura¯i
‘‘Pass me, mother, my basket, I go to pick ﬂowers for worship.’’
She picked ﬂowers until late afternoon, made garlands until sunset.
Again and again, Sita made ﬂower o√erings.
Siva Baba gave His blessings.
‘‘Whatever you ask for, Sita, shall be yours.’’
‘‘Material blessings are ﬁne, Siv Baba, but let Shri Rama be my husband.
Only he can ferry me across to the other world and ﬁll my heart with joy.’’
mishra 2000, 119
As in the couplet that began this section, the bride, in keeping with the
cultural ideal in Uttar Pradesh, prays for a groom like Rama. The motif of
being ferried across from this to the other world, namely, of achieving
salvation, is a recurrent one with reference to Rama, the savior. Singing
Mangal at weddings amounts to both singing about the marriage of Ram
and Sita as well as invoking divine blessings. The song also recalls the
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songs of chapter 3 wherein women itemize the characteristics of a good
husband. Such songs are also likely to be heard during the festival of
S´ivra¯tri, an important fair relating to Sita’s marriage that is celebrated
all over the region. During this festival, young women beseech S´iva to
grant them good grooms like Rama. The song, familiar to women in the
region, exempliﬁes one of the ways in which the Sita motif is integrated
into sung prayers.
3
Ra¯ja¯ Dashrath aisan ma¯ngı¯la sasur ham
Kausilya¯ nihan hamri sa¯s
Babu Lachman aisan ma¯ngila¯ devarji
Purush ma¯ngila¯ bhagva¯n
A father-in-law, like Dashrath.
Like Kaushilya, a mother-in-law.
For brother-in-law, none other than Lakshman.
For husband, God himself.
chinta devi, churamanpur, varanasi
The prayers that constitute part of the well-known versions of aus-
picious wedding songs often feature the above boons. The popularity of
this motif cuts across caste lines. Chinta Devi, one of the singers of the
Dalit women’s version above, explains: ‘‘These are the things we pray for
and apart from the ones mentioned in the song above, in the longer ver-
sion of the song, Sita also requests jauno vidhı¯ hovain (whatever the mode
of worship) for two additional things—a string cot and on that, a lovely
infant.’’
Thus, the auspiciousness of a wedding also makes it an appropriate
time to seek other blessings. By emphasizing that not only the groom but
also the entire set of new kin must be equally exalted, the song stresses the
importance of familial life for the inmarrying bride. Moreover, when the
married couple is none other than Ram and Sita, other close kin may bask
in their reﬂected glory. Thus, with the sacredness of the divine couple
symbolically transferred to the newlyweds, all who celebrate the nuptials
are equally elevated.
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4
Patrı¯ Sı¯ta¯ ke patrı¯ kamariya¯, lipel¯ı dharma duvaria¯
Dharam duvaria¯ Sı¯ta¯ l¯ıpahı¯ na pavel¯ı, a¯i parela¯ Siriram
Pu¯chi parela¯ sukumarı¯ se-kekar tu¯ hau dhiyava¯ e babunı¯?
Kekar hau bahuver, kavane kulava¯ me bia¯hal hau, ke lagela¯ devar toha¯r?
Etanã bachan suni bolal¯ı Sı¯ta¯ sukumarı¯ ho
Ra¯ja¯ Janak ke ham ba¯ni ho dhiyava¯
Dashrath ke bahuvar, Bharat ke kulava¯ me bia¯hal
Lacchman devara¯ hama¯r,
Etanã bacan jab sunale Siya, kahela¯, Lacchman bula¯y dha¯i
ke khoja¯ tu¯ nauva¯ aur bariya¯ ke le jaı¯ Awadhpur pahuncaı¯
Slim Sita with her slim waist swabs the sacred space.
She has barely ﬁnished when Shriram appears.
He asks the maiden, ‘‘whose daughter and daughter-in-law are you?
Whose bride and in whose clan are you married, who is your brother-in-law?’’
Upon hearing these words, Sita speaks,
‘‘I am the daughter of Raja Janak,
Married into the clan of Bharat,
Laxman is my brother-in-law.’’
When he heard these words of Sita, he asked for Laxman
To send for the barber to convey the ritual message of matrimony to Ayodhya.
prabhavati yadav, chaubeypur, varanasi
In this song, and the one below, Sita foretells her own marriage, and it
is her certitude that sets the wedding process in motion. But this foretell-
ing is only one of several elements in the song. In the way the song poses
its questions about Sita’s identity, we learn that a woman is invariably
identiﬁed ﬁrst through her father, and then through her father-in-law.
Thus, a woman’s identity can be said to derive through the male members
of her households who exercise various kinds of rights over her. In other
words, men who control or provide guardianship to women also deﬁne
them, so much so that these women scarcely seem to have separate identi-
ties. Once a man’s ownership over women is thus established, the rest of
society is able to assign the women their place in the social universe.
Indeed, no exception is made, not even for women of Sita’s stature.
Through this women’s song we learn that even Sita was thus circum-
scribed and domesticated.
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Interestingly, therefore, despite Rama’s surprising lack of recognition
of Sita as his bride in the opening lines, and despite his ability (as All-
Knowing Rama) to easily claim her as soon as he heard about her web of
relationships, he still sends for the barber, the ritual specialist associated
with the task of carrying formal messages of betrothal and matrimony.
On another level, then, the song seems to suggest that the performance of
the wedding ceremony, with all its attendant rituals, will not only impart
legitimacy to the couple but also serve to locate and ﬁrmly circumscribe
the woman within a speciﬁc social milieu.
5
Asan dasa¯ ba¯ba¯ a¯san dasa¯ Muni sab
karson vicha¯r, kahan hoi Sı¯ta¯ biyahava¯
Muni sab bole ke rahlin, ki Sı¯ta¯ uthı¯ bolalin
Baba ego patrı¯ bhejahon Ajudhia¯, jaha¯n ke ra¯ja¯ Dasrath
Na¯hin ja¯ni nagarı¯ Ajudhia, na¯hin ja¯ni Ra¯ja¯ Dasrath
Betı¯ kekara¯ patri likhab a bhejab kaha¯n re?
U¯nch nagar du¯r patan, a¯lhe base cha¯jan
Baba dua¯re candanva¯ ke ga¯ch, u¯he he Ra¯ja¯ Dasrath
Sa¯nvar dekhi jin bharmayahon, Tilak chadhavahon
Baba u¯he veer balva¯n, uhe var sundar
Ca¯ca¯ uhe var vı¯r balva¯n, u¯he var sundar
Seated sages, seated the ascetics,
Reﬂect on where Sita is to be married.
The sages had barely spoken when Sita spoke up.
‘‘Baba, send this horoscope to Ayodhya where Raja Dashrath resides.’’
‘‘We know not Ayodhya, we do not know Dashrath,
Daughter, whom to write and where to mail the letter?’’
‘‘High up, far way in that land to where the birds migrate,
The sandalwood tree at the entrance, that’s where Raja Dashrath lives.
Be not dismayed at the groom’s complexion, just perform the betrothal ritual.
Father, he is the brave and strong groom and handsome too.
Uncle, he’s the strong and handsome groom.’’
neetu yadav, banhwan village chandauli
Sita’s extraordinary power to foretell her own marriage are highlighted
once again in the above song, o√ering a contrast to the quotidian reality
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in which women scarcely have a say in their own marriages. The reference
to the groom’s complexion is su√used with irony. Women are routinely
warned to avoid, when confronted with the ‘‘ideal groom,’’ being side-
tracked by irrelevant considerations such as matters of complexion and
seeking to deter those conducting the search. This reversal of the ubiq-
uitous emphasis, in the popular imagination, on a potential bride’s fair-
ness only enhances the irony. Many songs grapple with Sita’s clairvoy-
ance, taking up the motif of the svayamvar whereby Sita exercised her
agency in choosing her groom. The song suggests the importance of
paying attention to the minutest of details when searching for the perfect
groom. It also invokes the enormous e√ort invested, and the involvement
of extended families, in the search. At the weddings I attended, such
songs functioned like a collective sigh of relief, which seemed especially
apt, given that wedding celebrations mark the conclusion of painstaking
and often time-consuming searches.
6
Bannı¯ hama¯r jaisan ho Sı¯ta¯ dulha¯ lagela¯ Siriram
Aisan jodi ho khojale na mil¯ı jaisan Sita Ram hama¯r
Bannı¯ ke ba¯bu¯ ho jaisan Janak ji, Dashrath sasur toha¯r
Ga¯nv ghar nagar ho jaisan Mithila¯ ke, Ayodhya¯ nihan pariva¯r hama¯r
Sab ghar ra¯j kare hama¯rı¯ bannı¯ ho, chamkat rahı¯ sansa¯r
Dev-muni sab duva¯re par baithi ke sabhi karela¯ dula¯r
Our bride is like Sita, the groom like SriRam.
A couple like our Ram and Sita is hard to ﬁnd.
Bride’s father like Janak, Dashrath father-in-law,
Village and town like Mithila, Ayodhya-like the family of ours.
May she reign, our bride, and shine in her world,
As the sages, the guests, shower blessings.
sarala devi khatik, chaubeypur, varanasi
In this sung blessing, the entire wedding scene is transformed into the
idealized wedding of Ram and Sita, thereby partaking of its prosperity.
Sarala Devi, explaining the special meaning that Sita Mangal songs have
for her, says that she sings these songs so that her daughter’s wedded life
may be ideal, like that of Ram and Sita: ‘‘All young women should be
blessed with the kind of conjugal home that Sita had.’’ Prabhavati Yadav,
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the singer of the ﬁrst song in this section, o√ered, ‘‘Sita is the ideal
woman. So with the blessings of Devi Sita, may our daughter also be
beautiful, well-spoken and endowed with virtues. I pray that women
display the qualities of Sita.’’ Chinta Devi, of the Camar caste and the
mother of the bride at the other wedding where I recorded Mangal,
summed up the signiﬁcance of these auspicious songs thus: ‘‘I sing Sita
songs simply because in this world, there is not another woman with such
a character as Sita’s. And I hold my daughter’s character to the standards
of satitva¯ of mother Sita. For me Sita is the ideal of womanhood—in
society women should aspire to emulate Sita’s character.’’
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Chotı¯ merı¯ Sita re, sab gun a¯gar
Sı¯ta¯ chale lin phulvarı¯
Phulva¯ lodhiya¯ Sita ghar ke lavatlin
Ram Raghubar dhailen da¯hin ba¯nha¯
Atana¯ bacan jab sune lein Rikhaiya¯
Baba dese dese lohava¯ besaya¯
Ohi lohava¯ ke dhanush dihalein bana¯ı¯
Aur maurva¯ dihalein othanya¯
Je ehi dhanush ke nau khand karihen
Ohi se karbo Sita ke biyahava¯
Atana¯ vachan Ram sunah na pailen
Aai mandauva¯ dhaile tha¯th
Rovlein a¯jan rovlein ba¯jan rovein ra¯jan sab log
Pa¯tar Ram pa¯tar karihaiya¯n kamar lachak jin ja¯ı¯
Tha¯r bhar lihalin Sita
Candanva¯ din ra¯t suruj manaı¯
Pa¯tar Ram pa¯tar karihaiyan kamar lachak jini ja¯ı¯
Torelen dhanush karelen nau khand
À bigi dihalein a¯sma¯n
Haselen a¯jan haselein ba¯jan haselen ra¯jan sab log
Sita biya¯hı¯ lehi jas.
My little Sita, blessed with the ﬁne quailites,
Sita goes to pick ﬂowers.
She picked ﬂowers and returned,
Shri Ram held her right hand.
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When the sage Rikhi heard these words,
The sage looked high and low for iron.
Of the iron he fashioned a bow
And stuck a peacock feather on top.
‘‘Whoever breaks this bow into nine parts
Only he will get to marry Sita.’’
Ram barely heard these words
He sat down in the sacred space.
All beings cried out!
Slim Ram, what if he were to sprain his waist!
Sita took her position at the sandalwood sacred space,
Day and night entreating the Sun.
‘‘Ram is slim, may he not sprain his waist.’’
He broke the bow into nine parts.
The skies fell.
Shouts of joy explode as he takes his bride away.
rekha yadav, banhwan village, chandauli
This song creatively integrates the bow-breaking episode into a new
narrative, thereby linking the episode with the qualities a groom must
demonstrate to win the hand of his bride. Only once Rama has taken Sita
by the hand does the sage Rikhi set to work fashioning the bow—the
breaking of which will determine Sita’s choice of groom. The song em-
phasizes the orchestrated and prescripted ways in which marriages must
be conducted so that the appropriate social norms are observed.
The bow-breaking episode, then, serves to legitimize an existing com-
mitment or attraction between the ideal couple. Despite the groom’s
considerable attractions, he must ﬁrst undergo a test to win the hand of
his bride—a test through which he must adequately prove himself worthy
and deserving. Surprisingly, in this women’s song, Rama is not con-
structed according to mainstream understandings of a mighty warrior
hero. Far from dwelling on Rama’s physical prowess and strength, the
narrative focuses repeatedly on his slender waist and, as a corollary, Sita’s
prayers are for his safety. Thus, women’s prayers for the tests of endurance
that men must undergo raise interesting questions about the masculine
qualities women consider desirable. The song emphasizes the need to pay
close attention to women’s perspectives, which are often wholly missing
from mainstream masculine discourses about heroism.
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Gaunva¯ u¯par baba mandir khanavala¯
Mandir parela¯ la¯l maida¯n
Mandir dekhan chalelen betı¯ ho,
Sita betı¯, apiran ghunghru¯ hera¯i
Unhava¯ baithe gailen du¯lhe Ram
Kanhe suhva¯ chalelu akel
Aju ke ratiya¯, Suhva ehvei gujariha¯
Biha¯ne jaiha¯ apane ga¯on
Aisan boli jin bola¯ ho, Ram ji abahi ta ba¯tin kunva¯r
Jab hamare baba ho dihein kanya¯da¯n, tab hoib suhva toha¯r
At the edge of the village Baba erected a temple,
A temple with a red ﬂag.
Sita sets o√ to visit the temple.
Daughter Sita loses her anklet.
There Ram, the groom, sits.
‘‘Where are you o√ to alone, bride?
Tonight spend the night here, go back tomorrow.’’
‘‘Do not utter these words,
Ram is still a young lad.
When my father perfoms the kanyada¯n ritual, only then shall I be your bride.’’
kiran yadav, tirmapur village, chandauli
Here, an auspicious song and the sacredness of the occasion serve to
harness women’s sexualities in the service of the institution of marriage. In
this song, the wedding of Rama and Sita underlines an important message
regarding sexual codes. The loss of anklets and other items of jewelry such
as earrings and noserings is a familiar trope in songs of the region, signify-
ing extramarital or illicit sexuality. The song therefore strikes a note of
alarm about safeguarding the virginity of the bride. Kiran Yadav, the
bride’s mother at the Yadav household celebrating the wedding, considers
the song’s message crystal clear: ‘‘Before marriage or kanyada¯n [the ritual
gifting of the daughter to the groom], it is the responsibility of the girl to
maintain her sacredness in any situation. Hearing this song, girls would be
inﬂuenced to follow this advice about maintaining purity [virginity].’’
Kiran Yadav’s remark suggests that the sacredness of the bride ex-
tends to the bride’s observance of strict premarital codes and restrictions
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on women’s sexuality. When I inquired about why contemporary social
mores are embedded in songs about the ideal couple, Kiran’s kinswoman,
Neetu Yadav, pointed out that the main message of the song is one of
auspiciousness. Then, after reﬂecting further on my question, she added:
‘‘We are simple human beings. How can we compare ourselves with god?
We sing these songs simply to bless the married couple and to express our
happiness, and not to follow all the deeds of god.’’ Taking the idea of Ram
and Sita as role models one step further, Kiran Yadav reﬂected: ‘‘If Sita
was a pat¯ıvrata¯, so was Ram ek-patnı¯vrat [pledged to a single wife] and
therefore this, too, is our idea of the ideal couple.’’ Kiran and Neetu Yadav
explained that, through these songs, ideal models of behavior are neces-
sary and reinforced. They concluded by emphasizing the continued rele-
vance of these songs to their community.
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Gao mana cita laya gao surata samaya Sita ka mangal ga¯iye
Kaune sa¯gra khudai hai kinane bandha¯ hai pala¯
Kauna kaha¯ra pa¯ni bhare
Sita baithi naha¯y lado baithi naha¯y sita ka mangal ga¯iye
Dasrath sa¯gar khu¯da¯i hai Lakshman bandhi hai pala¯
Rama kaha¯ra pa¯ni bhare
Sita baithi naha¯y lado baithi naha¯y Sita ke mangal ga¯iye
Pal¯ı thı¯ beti pal¯ı hain kaca¯ du¯dh pila¯y dahiya¯ bhata¯ khila¯i
An ganva¯ ka chokra¯ le ja¯i rath bithala¯y sita ke mangal ga¯iye
Jo main janati betı¯ hoengı¯ para¯i, lado hoengi para¯i
Aga dha¯tura main letı¯ kha¯i
Letı¯ garbha gira¯y sita mangal ga¯iye
Sing heartily, the song of Sita, keep her image in your heart.
Who got the lake dug out, who set the sail?
Which kahar ﬁlled the water?
Sita, ready for her bath, dearest ready she is, sing her praise.
Dasrath got the lake dug out, Lakshman set the sail.
Rama’s kahars ﬁlled the water.
Sita ready to bathe, dearest ready she is, sing her praise.
I raised her, raised her on milk and pure foods.
A lad of another village takes her away on a chariot, sing her praise.
If I had known she would belong to another, become another’s,
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I would have consumed the dhatura
And aborted the womb, sing the praise of Sita.
srivastava 1991, 296
The song above articulates a mother’s grief and unbearable sense of loss
at bidding farewell to her beloved daughter, Sita. In a song ostensibly
about blessings, it is interesting to ﬁnd a mother’s grief at her daughter’s
impending departure at her wedding slipped in at the end. The last stanza
evokes the mood of pathos found in similar songs sung by mothers at
their daughters’ departure of brides, as in the following excerpt from a
song I discussed in chapter 3:
Were a daughter’s birth foretold, a concoction of chillies I’d have consumed,
or smoked chillies to abort, to escape the unbearable sadness.
These lines evoke the various strategies women adopt to get rid of un-
wanted pregnancies, but here, as in other songs of the same genre, we
learn that the sadness derives from the departure of a beloved daughter for
her marital home. It is at the moment of a daughter’s ﬁnal departure that
her mother must confront and articulate the trauma of this parting.
These songs appear to emphasize the sorrow of this impending parting
and o√er at least one reason why the birth of a daughter is rarely cele-
brated with the same exuberance as that of a son.
Given the tragedy of Sita’s life, one can understand the anxieties inher-
ent in the following intriguing and rare wedding song, which articulates
an alternative viewpoint to the one advanced in hundreds of songs sung
across caste divides, all of which celebrate nuptials by evoking Rama and
Sita as the ideal couple.
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Tilak carhha¯i Ba¯ba¯ ghare cali alien, Ama dehariya¯ dhaile tha¯r
Kahu¯ kahu¯ Raja ho Ram ke suratiya¯, kavna¯ nacchtare avta¯r ho
Ka¯ ham kahin Rani Ram ke suratiya¯, Ram su¯rajva¯ ke jot
Ram ke jyoti dekhin adit chapit bhailen, mohi rahlen Pasura¯m
Pheri avaou Baba tilak ke dinava¯, balu ham rahbon kunva¯r ji
The engagement settled, father returned home, mother waited at the door.
‘‘Tell us about Rama’s beauty, under which auspicious star did he take divine
birth?’’
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‘‘How shall I describe Rani, Rama’s beauty, his countenance the rays of the sun
itself.
The sun was made in Rama’s likeness, none other than Him that Parasuram
adored.’’
‘‘Break o√ the engagement, Father, I’d much rather stay unmarried.’’
Was it Sita’s tragic fate and impending ordeal that prompted her un-
usual request to break o√ her engagement with Maryada Purushottam
Ram, ‘‘most exemplary among men’’? The reference to the sage Para-
surama evokes the moment in the Rama¯yana¯ when Rama won both the
hand of Sita as well as the blessings of the sage who arrived on the scene,
roused from his meditations by the thundering noise caused by the break-
ing of the bow. Given that most songs seek out and celebrate the qualities
of Rama in the groom, a song that questions this stereotype is both
unsettling and rare. Thus, songs that appear to break from the norm pose
unresolved puzzles in their refusal to endorse the received wisdom. This
song asks listeners to reﬂect on why Rama should be considered the ideal
groom, when indeed Sita su√ered such humiliation and sorrow. What,
then, are to be the standards against which to measure the ideal groom
and, more so, what qualities should individual women search for in
prospective grooms? In other words, are women’s expectations about con-
jugal fulﬁllment at odds with those of the society? Similar anxieties and
misgivings permeate the next song, in which Sita reﬂects on the unknown
future that was to follow her ﬁrst meeting with Rama.
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Ram Lakhan duno van ke aheria¯ ho
Van baithı¯ khele lan aheria¯ ho
Khelat aheria¯ ho
Lagi gaiel madhur piya¯s piya¯s
Nahı¯ dekhlen ta¯l ho, na¯hi dekhi pokharva¯ ho
Na dekhi nı¯cak gaun ho
Ahre nirkuchava¯ van me, koi nahi apna¯
Ram morai piya¯sal bhailein
Apne rasoiya¯ se nikalein Sital devi
Hathva¯ gharilva¯ judai pa¯ni
Lehu na Ram, piavahu judai pa¯ni
Baitha¯ kadamb jude cha¯hi
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Kekar hau tu na¯tin pana¯tin
Keker janmal bhatı¯j ho
Kaune kul me biya¯h racal
Kekar hi kul ujiya¯r ho
Raja Janak kul mein janam bhaı¯l
Dasrath kul mein biya¯h ho
Ram kul hoihe ujiya¯r
Aur Ram hauven sva¯mi hama¯r
Atana¯ bachan Ram suni pavale ho
Ban paithı¯ candan kata¯i
Candan kata¯i darva¯ fanvale ho
Doke doke la¯ge lan kaha¯r ho
Jau mohi janati Ram bairı¯ hama¯r hoieba
Na¯hi baithati jude cha¯hi,
Na piya¯vatin thanda¯ pa¯ni
Ram and Lakshman are o√ to hunt.
In the forest they hunt.
Then a strange thirst rises.
Not a lake or a pond is seen,
Not a single village,
‘‘In this deserted forest, not a soul we know.
My Ram is thirsty.’’
From her kitchen emerges Sita devi
Holding a pot of water.
‘‘Here, Ram, drink this cool water.
Sit under the shade of the kadamb tree.’’
‘‘Whose grandchild are you?
Where were you born?
In which clan were you married?
Whose clan will you illuminate?’’
‘‘Born in the clan of Raja Janak.
Into Dashrath’s clan I married.
Ram’s clan will be illuminated.
And Ram is my husband.’’
Ram scarcely heard the words,
He sent for the cutting of sandalwood
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To fashion the carriage
And appointed kahar carriage carriers.
‘‘Had I known that Ram would become an enemy,
I would not have invited him to rest in the shade,
Nor o√ered him cooling water.’’
dhanawati yadav, banhwan village, chandauli
In this equally intriguing song, Sita’s last lines make a riddle of all that
preceded them. As Sita o√ers Rama shade and cool water, it is clear that
she has recognized him, and yet Rama still does not know who she is.
Thus, the song shifts between recognition and nonrecognition, between
actions that merely follow other actions and events that have been fore-
told. If Sita invited Rama to share the shade because she could foresee that
he would become her husband, then why did she not also foresee the rest
of her life? Could it be that Sita had to live her life according to a pre-
arranged script? In other words, predictions, like memory, appear to be
highly selective. Thus, in the last lines of the song, Sita is at pains to point
out that she did not foresee her ultimate separation from Ram and the
related tragedies at this ﬁrst meeting. In this way, the tragedy of Ram and
Sita is an endless source of unresolved conundrums about which we
might speculate. In the section below, I set such riddles aside to dwell
more fully on the conjugal life of Ram and Sita. These songs focus more
directly on the nature of the struggles that characterized their union.
conjugality as site of struggle
While a number of songs glorify Ram-Sita as the ideal couple, wedding
songs also underline the di≈cult transition the wedded couple is to make.
Like the lives of Rama and Sita, the songs strike subtle notes of warning.
They suggest that far from being a bed of roses, domesticity can be a
journey punctuated by hardships and many tests along the way. Sita
Mangal, these auspicious wedding songs, are celebratory in nature but
also hint at dark possibilities. Suddenly, and for no apparent reason,
everything might go horribly awry. Four themes—namely, control, vigi-
lance, empathy, and bearing witness—surface repeatedly in marriage
songs. These dilemmas and their resolutions appear to both deﬁne and
illuminate conjugal life.
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restriction
Sa¯su tabahu¯n na lauten pardesiya¯ ho na¯
Phar gaiyı¯r nimiya¯, lahas¯ı gaiyin dariya¯ ho na¯
Are Rama¯ ghorva¯ charhala a¯vai bidesiya¯ ho Ram
Are Rama bı¯ti gail ba¯rah barisva¯ ho Ram
Are Rama ghorva¯ charhala a¯vai bidesiya¯ ho Ram
Kekeri haiyun tuhu¯n dula¯ri ho Ram?
Are Rama kaune Raja ke hayu tu patohiya¯ ho Ram?
Are Rama kekari haiyu patari tiriyava¯ ho Ram?
Are Rama kekari re lagaayı¯ nimi baha¯raun ho Ram?
Raja Janak ji ki ba¯ri dula¯ri ho Ram
Are Rama Dasrath ke hai ham patohiya¯ ho Ram
Are Rama Ramchandra ke ba¯ri biyahau ho Ram
Rama unahin ke laga¯ı¯ nimi baharaun ho Ram
Rama kekare re adar nikriu baharva¯ ho Ram
Rama sa¯su ji ke adar nisare baharva¯n ho Ram
Mother-in-law, still the traveler did not return.
The neem tree has ﬂowered, the branches are laden, O Ram!
O Ram! Then riding a horse, returned the wanderer.
O Ram, twelve years passed and he returned.
‘‘Whose beloved are you?
Of which Raja are you the daughter-in-law?
Whose slim bride are you, O Ram?
Who planted the neem tree you upkeep, O Ram?’’
‘‘Beloved of Raja Janak, his daughter I am, O Ram
Daughter-in-law of Raja Dashrath.
I am the bride of Ramchandra.
I care for the neem tree planted by him.’’
‘‘At whose orders did you step out of the house?’’
‘‘At mother-in-law’s orders, I stepped out.’’
munraji and subhavati, barsara 2002
The above excerpt o√ers an unexpected ironic twist in its last lines
about a wife who was married so young that she is unable to remember
the moment that transformed her life into one of anticipation of union
with the traveler. The chance encounter in the ﬁeld with her long-absent
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husband turns out to be merely a conventional reassertion of male au-
thority and control. The wife’s endless wait and anticipation, then, pro-
duce a poignant anticlimax that captures the condition of wives aban-
doned by their migratory husbands. This song seems to weigh the years of
loneliness and lack of companionship against male dominance, high-
lighting both the interrogation that reestablishes the relationship and
the irony of its necessity. In women’s songs, as we saw in chapter 2,
migrant husbands are presented as callous, insensitive, and indi√erent to
the needs of the wives they left behind, and, in most cases, forgetful of
them entirely.
In an unexpected twist, however, this song ends up being about Sita,
and its warning note is sounded by none other than this ideal wife,
who hints at the patriarchal restrictions in store for her with the return
of her long-awaited husband. Even the exemplary Rama, the ideal hus-
band, is stereotypically domineering the instant he returns.∂ To make its
point, this song about the idealized mythic couple must depart con-
siderably from the mainstream Rama¯yana¯ story, which only adds to
its irony.
The use of the English word order is noteworthy not only for its
contemporary feel but also, and more importantly, for how it illustrates
Narayan’s argument that folksongs evolve in response to changing and
contemporary realities rather than representing timeless, self-contained,
village traditions (Narayan 1993, 177–204). In the colonial context, peas-
ants’ familiarity with authority and the issuing of orders are to be ex-
pected, but the everyday usage of English words is also underlined.
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resistance
Na jaiba Ajudhia, na jaibe ho
Mori mahata¯ri na jaiba ho, ma¯ta¯ mori na jaiba na
Guru ji aı¯hen a¯ihen ho
Mori sakhiya¯ ho sakhı¯ morı¯ re, kavan lota mein paniya¯ deba
Sakhiya mori kauno lota paunva parai parva
Ban chorabe na, na¯hin jaibe na ho Ajudhiya, na¯hin jaibe na
Tohre aihen hain guruji
More sakhiya re sakhi morey, sonva¯ ke lota mein ho paniya¯
La¯vo paniya, lota pani jamuna tı¯rai, lota pa¯ni la¯vo re
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Paunva¯ dhoãn munir
Caran dharı¯, dihein as¯ısa¯, as¯ıs dehein guruji ho
Ab na jaibe re Ajudhiya, na jaibe Ajudhiya
Shall not return to Ayodhya, no, never!
My mother, I shall not go, mother mine, I shall not go.
The sages come to take you back.
My friends, my dears in which pot to o√er them water?
Which pot for the ritual washing of the feet?
I shall not leave the forest, not go back to Ayodhya, no.
The sages come . . .
My dear friends, friends of mine, do fetch some water in the golden pot.
From the Yamuna river, do fetch the water.
To wash the feet of the sages.
To bow at their feet and receive their blessings.
But to Ayodhya I shall not go, not go back to Ayodhya, oh no!
dalit singers, churamanpur, varanasi
Powerfully articulated, the song stands out as a model of resistance
within folk registers, as the singers appear to be saying a vehement ‘‘no’’
to injustice of all kinds. On no account will the Sita of this song be
persuaded to return to Ayodhya, wherefrom she was exiled. Yet stay-
ing within the parameters of her culture is equally important to her, as
her concerns about appropriately honoring guests and spiritual teachers
and receiving sages’ blessings reﬂect. The Dalit women who sang this
song, danced to it with gay abandon, fostering a mood of unrestrained
revelry. The occasion was the celebration of a male birth, but, as the
singers pointed out, the song is very popular at weddings, too, owing
to its catchy and rhythmic beat. In fact, an acknowledgement of re-
sistance o√ered by Sita’s story is found in a number of congratulatory
birth songs.
An upper-caste version of this song, included in Krishnadev Upad-
hyaya’s two-volume anthology on Bhojpuri folksongs (1990b), also high-
lights the motif of Sita’s respect for the sages who Rama had sent to fetch
her. Here, Sita refuses to return, but out of respect for the sages who have
come at Rama’s behest, she does take ﬁve steps in the direction of Ayod-
hya. It is striking that such messages about taking a principled stance
against injustice are found embedded within congratulatory songs, which
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render them even more potent because of the mundane, albeit celebra-
tory contexts, into which they are slipped.
The inner worlds of the bride and groom revealed in wedding songs
underline the di≈cult transition the wedded couple must make. Here,
the conjugal bed itself becomes a metaphor for the trials of marital life.
The song below illustrates, in particular, how women internalize vigi-
lance and control.
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eternal vigilance
Angana¯ me ratul¯ı palangiya¯
Obariya mein dasavel¯ı ho
E sa¯su, na¯nhen vidhi likhle lila¯r
Kaise ke sejiya¯ dasabi ho
Ram su¯tele, Sita ja¯geli
Beniya¯ dola¯veli ho
Ai Sita, ka¯he uthelu tu karvatiya¯
Nı¯ndariyo na¯hin a¯vela¯ ho
Na¯hin ham pet bhari khainı¯
Nı¯ndariya¯ bhari sovel¯ı ho
Ai Ram, ban hi ke din niyarailen
Banhı¯ raura¯ jaibai ho
Ja¯hu Sita pet bhari khaibu
Nı¯nariya¯ bhari soibu nu ho
Ai Sita, Lachuman la¯kh manaihen
Banhi na¯hin jaibu¯ nu¯ ho
Jab Sita bhari pet khail¯ın
Nı¯nari bhari sovel¯ı ho
Arai su¯tal Ram uthã bane gailen
Kehu na ja¯gela¯ ho
Aagi la¯gasu ehi nagare
T avaru¯ Ajodhiya mein ho
su¯tal Ram bane gailen
T kehu na ja¯gela¯ ho
The cot is ready in the courtyard.
Yet how to decorate my bedchamber?
Mother-in-law, what is to be my fate?
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How to decorate the bedchamber?
Ram sleeps, Sita stays awake.
Gently moving the fan.
‘‘O Sita, why do you toss and turn so?
Are you unable to fall asleep?’’
‘‘I never had a hearty meal
Nor ever a full night’s sleep
Because Rama’s days of exile approach
And to the forest he will go.’’
‘‘Go Sita, have a hearty repast
Have a restful night.’’
‘‘O Sita, despite Laxman’s thousand entreaties
To the forest, you should refuse to go.’’
But after Sita had a hearty meal,
Had plunged into the deepest slumber
Oh! That’s when sleeping Ram awoke and went o√ to the forest.
Then, not a soul was awake.
A curse on this city,
And on the city of Ayodhya.
That Ram awoke and went on his path of exile
While not a soul was awake!
upadhyaya 1990b, 420
This song is a complex meditation on vigilance that must be under-
stood on many levels. It illustrates the Rama-Sita story’s potential and
malleability in conveying deep truths about women’s existential realities.
The motif of Rama leaving for the forest in the dead of night when all are
asleep, a detail that starkly deviates from the Rama¯yana¯ narrative wherein
Sita is his constant companion throughout his hardships, raises questions
about folk perceptions. Rama’s stealthy exit echoes both the actions of
many folk heroes and heroines and women’s and men’s fears about separa-
tion. The heroine tying the hero to the nuptial bed with a red string, to
prevent his escape in the middle of the night, is a recurring motif in tales
of the region (as in the Lorika¯yan, see chapter 5). Alas, the string is fragile
and the heroes invariably escape! The song speaks volumes in Uttar Pra-
desh, where women appear to have been otherwise silenced or at least
made invisible, in various ways, within public discourses.
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Sita’s shock at discovering that Rama left while she was asleep echoes
the theme of bearing witness. Her remorse that Rama left while the entire
city slept might serve as an indictment of indi√erence to the plight of
others. Her deep pathos evokes the incomparable magnitude of an event
such as Rama’s departure. In questioning how such a thing could come to
pass, the song appears to invoke a social conscience. Other songs develop
a similar mood of empathy by questioning quotidian existence in the
light of an occurrence such as Rama’s exile.
The following song enumerates the many witnesses, both human and
animal, to Sita’s abduction by Ravana in his chariot. In bearing witness to
Ravana’s crime and in delineating the route to Rama, caste specialists and
a range of creatures all secure for themselves a hallowed place in the
universe, all, that is, except for a pair of Ca¯tak birds. So engrossed are
these birds in their lovemaking that they are completely oblivious to the
abduction. Consequently, the birds are unable to inform Rama about the
direction in which Ravana’s chariot headed.
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Lakari cı¯rat tuhu¯n loharva¯ chokarva¯
Eihi rahihe dekhuva¯ Sita ho ja¯k
Hamahun to sel¯ı Rama Sita ke palangiya¯
Sita ke Ravanva¯ hari le ja¯k
Kapara¯ dhovat tuhu¯n dhobin bitiya¯
Eihi ra¯hi dekhuva Sita ho ja¯k
Hamahun to phichiõ Rama sita ke chunariya¯
Sita ke Ravanava har le ja¯k
Eihi pa¯r jatva ho, oh pa¯r jataiya¯
Eihi rahihe dekhuva Sita ho ja¯k
Hamahun to rahin Rama apana¯ Chakuva¯ jarai
Ham na¯hin dekhuva Sita ho ja¯k
Din bhar chakva ho joriya¯ milhiya¯
Sa¯njh beriya¯ rahiha¯ ho chipa¯i
The woodcutter’s son, fashioning wood.
‘‘Along this road, I saw Sita being taken away.’’
‘‘I sewed Sita’s cot.’’
Saw that Ravana abducted Sita along this road.
The washerman’s daughter washing clothes,
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‘‘I, who wash Sita’s cunari shawl,
Saw Sita abducted by Ravana.’’
On this side, Jat and the other side Jatni,
Saw Sita being abducted along this road
‘‘So engrossed was I in my Cakva¯
I didn’t see Sita go by.’’
So, all day long the Ca¯tak birds may pair
But at dusk must pine for each other in vain.
meena devi and mother-in-law, misraulia chhapra
The birds’ indi√erence to Sita’s plight, even as an oversight, is a lapse
for which they must pay a heavy price. The last stanza announces the
curse of separation that the species will bear for eternity. The song puts a
di√erent spin on the cries of the Ca¯tak birds, who, distracted by love,
must remain separated at night, thereby paying the price for their distrac-
tion. Ignoring the Divine leads to misfortune, and indi√erence to Sita’s
plight to eternal yearning and separation. The judgment the song pro-
nounces appears to be a cosmic sentencing.
empathy
Of the long list of tragic episodes connected with Sita’s idealized persona
in the Rama¯yana¯, her exile in the forest is one of the more major injustices
she must endure. Folk narratives provide a range of alternative explana-
tions for Rama’s compulsion to exile Sita. In the classical Valmiki version,
Rama’s provocation for sending Sita into exile was the chance remark by a
dhobı¯, who, doubting Sita’s chastity during her many years in captivity,
questions Rama’s compromised honor, reminding him of a king’s moral
duty to lead by example. The provocation remains equally arbitrary in the
songs, highlighting the inherent injustice at the root of Sita’s exile. In-
deed, these episodes in Valmiki’s Rama¯yana¯ concerning Sita’s exile in the
forest, rather than Tulsi’s Ramcaritma¯nas, engender the greatest empathy
for Sita. While a trial by ﬁre might address particularly upper-caste con-
cerns, Sita’s abandonment and childbirth, episodes connected with the
second phase of her life, allow women of all castes to relate to Sita’s
biography. The song below picks up the story at the moment Sita is sent
into exile.
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Khoinca¯ mein le le sarsoinya¯
Chitat Sita niksel¯ı ho sarson
Ehi rahiya¯ lavatihen devara Lachhman
Kadariya¯ toori khaihanı¯ ho
Awadh nagariya¯ se Sita dei re calal¯ı
Ra¯he ba¯te bole ka¯ga boliya¯ ho Ram
Ka¯g ke bachaniya¯ suni Sita manre jhurbe
Ka¯he devaru¯ nayana¯ mor pharke ho Ram
Ghorva¯ ke veg devaru¯ pavan samanva¯
Sehu ghorva¯ pa¯v-pa¯v calela¯ ho Ram
Toharo suratiya¯ devaru¯ suruj ke jotiya¯
Sehu ka¯he dhu¯mil ho gail¯ı ho Ram
An ban gail¯ı du¯sar ban laval¯ı
Tı¯sare Brindavan ail¯ı ho
Devaru¯, ek bu¯nd paniya¯ piabvahu¯
Piasiya¯ se bia¯kul ho
Baithahu na bhauj¯ı candan tare
Candan birichh tare ho
Bhauj¯ı, paniya¯ ke khoj karai a¯ı¯n
T tohara¯ pia¯ı¯n nu¯ ho
Bahe la¯ge juruin bayariya¯
Canan chhori chhaiyan ho
Sı¯t bhu¯niyan pare kumhla¯ı¯
Piasiya¯ se bya¯kul ho
Tor let patva¯ kadam kar
Donva¯ banaval¯ı ho
Tangale lavangiya¯ ke dariya¯
Lakhan cale ghare orai ho
In a bundle she took some mustard seeds,
Stepped out scattering them along the way.
‘‘The mustard seeds, this way he’ll return,
Brother-in-law Lakshman, by then, they’ll germinate for him.’’
And Devi Sita left Ayodhya city.
On the way the crow called, O Ram!
Hearing the crow, Sita had misgivings.
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‘‘Why does my eye twitch so, brother-in-law?
The horses, brother-in-law, always sped like the wind.
Then why do they move so slow, O Ram!
Your countenance, brother-in-law, always like sunshine
Why has it clouded over, O Ram?’’
They crossed one forest, then the next.
The third they came to was Brindavan.
‘‘Brother-in-law, just a drop of water
I crave, the thirst unbearable.’’
‘‘Rest, sister-in-law, under the sandalwood tree,
Under the cooling sandalwood.
I go to search for water.
Then, I shall bring you some.’’
Cooling winds began to blow.
The sandalwood boughs gave shade.
On the earth lay Sita wilting,
The thirst unbearable.
First, he picked kadamb leaves
Fashioning them into cups,
Then hanging up the clove basket,
Lakshman turned back homeward.
roy 2056 vikrami, 87
Several elements in the song establish Sita’s proximity to nature and
remind us of her origins, while the image of Sita being cradled by the
earth to which she will return adds to the pathos. Despite the somber
nature of Sita’s journey, her magnanimous act in her hour of trial, calcu-
lated to assure prosperity for her a≈nes, emphasizes women’s social con-
science. Folk beliefs embedded in the narrative, such as the twitching of
eyes foretelling misfortune, enhance the moment’s poignancy while ren-
dering Sita’s sorrows intensely human. The details allow listeners to do-
mesticate Sita and claim her as human, as ‘‘one of us’’ whose sorrows and
trials resemble those experienced by peasant women across time and
space and beyond the divides of caste and class.
As Sita is at once Earth, Nature, Field, and Nurturer, ecofeminist
ideologies have mined the Sita metaphor to argue for a return to nature
and its pristine glory in the face of industrialization’s onslaught. Van-
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dana Shiva, for instance, has inﬂuentially argued that women are the
natural protectors of the environment. Since the 1980s, those who strug-
gle against widespread depredations of the environment in the name of
development have celebrated nature as Prakrit¯ı, the feminine principle.
Women serve as representatives of this principle, and their power in
collective struggle has been seen as strı¯-shakti (Rajan 1998, ws 36).
Ramchandra Gandhi’s advaita (nondualist) perspective on the separa-
tion of Rama and Sita is instructive. He writes, ‘‘The ecologically educa-
tive separation of Rama and Sita by mutual consent became distorted
into the sexist banishment of Sita by Rama for suspected inﬁdelity in
Lanka’’ (Gandhi 1992, 21). This separation of the divine couple, he ar-
gues, is ‘‘the price that has to be paid for the ecological violation implicit
in the killing of the demon deer Marica by Rama at Sita’s instigation’’ (21).
This theme is present in the Rama¯yana¯’s earliest episode, where the death
of one of a mating pair of kraunca birds by a hunter’s arrow is an ecologi-
cal violation of such cosmic magnitude that it prompts the observer
Valmiki to express himself in verse (20).
Gandhi discusses the Sita tradition within Hindu, Jain, and Buddhist
folklore, where it is often overlooked and where it counters the militant
masculinity of the Hindutva movement. Here, too, women are associated
with nature, nurturing and motherhood, and preservation and paciﬁsm
(Rajan 1998; Gandhi 1992). The emphasis on Rama within Hindutva
doctrines, Gandhi suggests, may serve to e√ace many elements of the
Sita lore.
‘‘The values of steadfastness, ﬁrmness, ﬁdelity, and the devotion of the
wife to the husband [the seed giver] for the sake of progeny’’ form the
subtext evoked in the songs, and hence Sita’s construction in these songs
reinforces the ideology of seed and earth (Dube 2001, 123). Self-denial and
sacriﬁce are key components of the sustained contribution the mother
makes through her procreation and are found in abundance in these
songs. The implications of this ideology are far-reaching since, by equat-
ing the woman’s body with the ﬁeld or the earth, the process of reproduc-
tion is equated with that of production and the rights of children with
rights over the crop (140).
Empathy with Sita, then, is a value peasant women understand and
experience deeply in their own lives. In wedding songs that celebrate the
marriage of the ideal couple, Ram and Sita, and describe scenes of Sita’s
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devotion and domesticity and even in the pedagogical jatsa¯rs, it is the
peasant women’s own selves that stand reﬂected. Hence the unique oppor-
tunity the Ramnagar Raml¯ıla¯ provides women, as ‘‘spectator-pilgrims,’’ to
silently and spontaneously express their solidarity with Sita could be
described as a≈rming, even transformative.
In this chapter I have argued that the persona Sita belongs to no single
category; rather, she embodies a plurality of voices and viewpoints. De-
spite her relevance as a role model for chaste upper-caste Hindu women,
Sita’s persona and lore have enabled the emergence of alternative models
that have validity and signiﬁcance for peasant women of lower strata as
well. The Sita that emerges from the folklore and oral traditions suggests
peasant women’s nuanced and complex relationships with this ﬁgure.
Given that her story is one among many within the oral folk traditions of
the region, and that folk narratives are open to multiple interpretations,
women of many castes can claim Sita.
Were Sita’s chastity and trial by ﬁre the only aspects of her persona
valorized by peasant women, then her relevance for upper-caste women
would tend to overshadow her meaning for other castes. It is owing to the
ﬂexibility of the Sita metaphor that women are able to use her narrative to
reﬂect on their own struggles. Women’s songs of Sita encompass an as-
tonishingly diverse repertoire of experiences, voices, approaches, under-
standings, solutions, and expressions.
In the words of Hess, ‘‘social forces create and are created by cultural
artifacts’’ (Hess 1988; 253); as such, one could argue that singing about Sita
amounts to singing about peasant women’s own lives. That Sita’s persona
and lifestory mirror those of peasant women becomes apparent when we
consider the diverse solutions to and interpretations of life events that the
songs o√er. Thus, in addition to the fact that women ‘‘experience nurtur-
ing and empowerment through female divine imagery or the worship of
female deities’’ (Hiltbeitel and Erndl 2000, 17), these songs suggest that
women identify with Sita on several levels. They also show that women’s
identiﬁcation with Sita rarely amounts to an unquestioning or uncritical
acceptance of her persona and actions.
The songs evoke Sita as symbolic of str¯ı-shakti, the power of women,
which, unlike Western understandings of power as the exercise of control
and domination (Hiltbeitel and Erndl 2000, 19) or of agency, remains
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somewhat in the realm of potentiality, manifesting itself only in moments
of provocation. Further, as women sing together about their lives, they
create new forms of the Rama and Sita story. Nilsson notes, ‘‘They tend to
emphasize the human frailties and human aspects of the divinity they
sing about’’ (2001, 141). Rao has argued that the contents of the wom-
en’s Rama¯yana¯ songs do not, in themselves, make the singers feminists;
women sing these songs because it is the womanly thing to do. Further,
the same women who sing these songs also participate in the public, often
male-dominated Rama¯yana¯ performances and recitations with great de-
votion, as we saw at the Benaras Ramnagar Raml¯ıla¯, which began this
chapter. As Rao argues with regard to Brahmin women of Andhra Pra-
desh, ‘‘Perhaps the value of the songs consists precisely in the absence of
conscious protest. The women who sing these songs have not sought to
overthrow the male-dominated family structure; they would rather work
within it. They have no interest in direct confrontation with authority;
their interest, rather, is in making room for themselves to move. It is the
internal freedom that these songs seem to cherish. Only when such free-
dom is threatened by a power exercised by the head of the household do
the women speak up against him, even when subverting his authority
rather than ﬁghting openly against it’’ (Rao 1991, 133).
chapter five
b When Marriage Is War
The ‘‘meaning’’ of this or any other epic is not purely or even pri-
marily determined by the text. Meaning, signiﬁcance and especially
the power to reproduce social groupings are a function not of text
but of context—that is, of culture and history.
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Today, dowry, gifts, conspicuous consumption, andthe enormous expenditure bride-givers incur are
understood as the hallmarks of north Indian marriage
celebrations. How can we supplement a gendered under-
standing of marriage, both its logic and celebratory as-
pects, with sociological insights obtained through folk
narratives? In what ways do oral narratives serve to bal-
ance our undue reliance on scriptural and textual evi-
dence when seeking to explain the nature of marriage as a
form of exchange (Dumont 1966, 1970; Trautmann 1982;
Inden and Nicholas 2005)?
Among north Indian ballads, the Lorika¯yan, known
for its rich descriptions of the various aspects of marriage
and articulating the values, aspirations, and motifs of
dominance and subordination, o√ers extraordinarily rich
insights into this rite of passage. One of the most popular
ga¯tha¯ (ballads) of the Bhojpuri-speaking region, as a mas-
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culine performance tradition it complements the feminine song genres I
have analyzed so far.
The Lorika¯yan’s martial, masculine focus and hero-centered narrative,
concerned predominantly with the nature of power and physical prowess
in a geographically vast and socially complex universe, is the context
within which we explore how gender is socially constructed by caste
patriarchies (see Flueckiger 1996). Here, masculinity is delineated as a
public social status striven for and maintained in speciﬁc social contexts,
rather than as an innately present quality (O’Hanlon 1997, 3). In addition
to marriage, this chapter also seeks clarity on other themes and issues of
contemporary relevance raised by the text—for example, the consolida-
tion of caste patriarchies and mechanisms for establishing and maintain-
ing control over women.
The Yadavas, a broad caste group comprising several allied subcastes
that are historically concerned with issues of identity and seeking upward
mobility and together constitute one-tenth of India’s total population,
claim the ballad as their own, and as such it o√ers insights into processes
relating to intermediate castes (Rao 1979, 123–241). Speciﬁcally, the Ya-
dava category comprises cognate castes such as Ahirs, Gopas, Goalas, and
Abhiras, all of whom claim descent from the Yadus, the dynasty to which
Krishna is said to belong (124). While Yadavas occupy several regions,
they are concentrated in the Ganges plains, where they account for 10
percent of the population. They form one of the largest caste groups in
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, respectively constituting 8.7 and 11 percent of
the population according to the 1931 census∞ (Rao 1979; Ja√relot 2003,
188). The assertiveness of the Yadava caste, which constitutes the upper
crust of the Other Backward Classes (obc) category, in the Bhojpuri-
speaking belt after Independence heighten the signiﬁcance of the bal-
lad, which reﬂects the aspirations and values of this large and upwardly
mobile caste group. Since the 1980s, the Yadavas have been rapidly replac-
ing Brahmins and Kshatriyas as the dominant caste in the countryside.≤
Since Independence, the caste has doubled the amount of land it controls
by systematically investing the wealth it gained from dairying and gov-
ernment service in land. The post-Independence land reforms, which
beneﬁted mid-level castes in particular, helped the Yadavas consolidate
their economic and political base ( Ja√relot 2003). The rise to power of
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the Samajwadi party in Uttar Pradesh and of the Janata Dal in Bihar are
representative of this trend. The consolidation of Yadava strength is re-
ﬂected not only in the power structure but also at various levels of admin-
istration, including the district, tehsil (block), and village levels. Owing to
a state policy that supports both reservations and a≈rmative action, the
Yadavas are now recognized as an educated class often employed in gov-
ernment and police bureaucracies (ﬁeld notes; Ja√relot 2003). Details
provided in an article published in Patna’s newspaper, the Telegraph, on
2 October 2002 contextualizes the contemporary appeal of the hero,
Lorik, claimed by the Yadavas as belonging to the Yadava caste.≥
According to the popular understanding, the wealth of the Yadava
caste is attributable in part to the industrious nature of Yadava women,
who in the past contributed their share of labor to the caste’s dairying as
well as agrarian production. Today, however, the withdrawal of women
from work in the ﬁelds for the purpose of ‘‘status-production’’ is a distinc-
tive feature of Yadava upward mobility (Papanek 1989; Srinivas 1962).
Upwardly mobile groups’ typical undervaluation of women’s labor and
their consequent ‘‘hiring in’’ of labor for agricultural tasks are trends that
also characterize the Yadavas ( Jassal 2001, 49–63). We ﬁnd a graduated
scale of women’s work, with women’s complete withdrawal from agricul-
ture, in imitation of the Kshatriya model, being the approved norm. For
women, these trends translate into other kinds of seclusion as well, such
as restricted mobility and visibility in public spaces, in conformity with
the veiling norms for Kshatriya women.
This chapter is divided into four sections: The ﬁrst section identiﬁes
the features of the biraha¯ singing tradition to which the ballad belongs for
the purpose of appreciating how the epic reproduces, and is in turn
reproduced by, the Yadava caste. The second section provides a broad
outline of the ballad’s plot, followed by a discussion of its treatment of
marriage and how it imagines this rite of passage as a battle that ends in
the redressing of power between two opposing groups. The third section
focuses on the ballad’s construction of gender, exploring speciﬁc caste
patriarchies, followed by a discussion of women’s agency. The last section
attempts to locate the ballad within historical processes that concern the
Yadavas, such as their ongoing struggles to achieve Sanskritization∂ and
greater power and visibility.
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the performance context
The Lorika¯yan is sung at celebrations ranging from betrothals (Tilak ) to
festivals and, as the renowned professional biraha¯ singer Hiralal Yadav of
Benaras points out, ‘‘this is the singular and typical form of entertainment
among Yadavas.’’ Hiralal Yadav says that he rarely performs the entire
epic from beginning to end and usually sings only the most popular
segments, such as the episodes dealing with Lorik’s marriage. His com-
ments conﬁrm Joyce Burkhalter Flueckiger’s observation that Indian oral
epics are ‘‘performed episodically, with popular episodes being performed
most frequently and sometimes, with considerable interaction from audi-
ences that are likely to have a general knowledge of the epic’’ (Flueckiger
1989b, 428). Such audiences are also more likely to seek connections with
the epic’s emotional or devotional content rather than with developments
in its narrative per se. Flueckiger found in Chattisgarh, for instance, that
men are also more likely than women to ‘‘identify genres with the wider
communities of which they are a part, such as village or region, rather
than with the more limited group of performers only,’’ likely because
women enjoy a comparative lack of mobility (Fleuckiger 1996, 181).
When asked to explain the meaning of biraha¯, Hiralal Yadav waxes
lyrical: ‘‘To simply sing out the cry of separation is biraha¯: the separa-
tion that the cowherdesses experienced when they were separated from
Lord Kirshna; the agony Sita experienced when separated from Ram.
Biraha¯ emerges from virah (separation). To experience a defeat is biraha¯,
to be abducted is biraha¯; pining for god, for one’s guru, the music that
emerges from all these separations is biraha¯’’ (Hiralal Yadav). At the
invitation of Hiralal Yadav, in 2001 I attended a biraha¯ performance at
Tengra Mor on the outskirts of Varanasi, where I ﬁrst heard him sing an
excerpt from the Lorika¯yan. The audience at this particular performance
was largely working-class or self-employed. Many were petty traders,
rickshaw pullers, drivers, and sundry other specialists employed in the city
of Varanasi. As a guest of this noted biraha¯ singer, I was delighted to be
seated right in front, but I soon found that I was the only woman present
and therefore extremely conspicuous! However, a few hours into the
concert, my host politely asked me to leave, as the audience was becoming
restive in anticipation of the bawdy and sexually explicit singing to follow.
I was reluctant to leave since the music was so delightful and entertaining,
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but I could see that the audience around me was getting dangerously tipsy,
and upon realizing that my informant and escort for the evening was also
high, my maestro host called an auto-rickshaw and summarily had me
packed o√ home!
Luckily, this was not before I had heard at least four of the teams
competing that night, each representing a distinct akhara¯ or musical style
associated with a particular guru. The singing took the form of a chal-
lenge to the rival group, which in turn had to respond musically. Like
those of women, men’s singing traditions forge strong community ties.
The popularity of men’s wrestling akhara¯s has been documented, but
these were modeled upon and drew inspiration from the musical akhara¯s
that promoted the growth of distinct musical traditions and styles under
the direction of accomplished gurus (Marcus 1989). Through akhara¯s and
their a≈liation with a common teacher and his teachings, groups of men
were bound to each other.
The audience at Tengra Mor repeatedly interrupted the performance
as individuals approached the stage with small o√erings of money be-
tween Rs.5 and Rs.10. The protocol of the concert demanded that the
singer recognize the patrons as they made their o√erings. This meant that
the singer was forced to stop singing in order to call out the individual’s
name and often also the sum he had o√ered. While the format allowed
not only for the expression of appreciation but also for the recognition of
the audience in the public arena and for the momentary basking of the
patrons in the singer’s glory, the interruptions were frustrating to me.
Unlike in radio song request programs, where the names of those request-
ing the song are announced before or after the song, these steady inter-
ruptions came during the singing itself, which tested my patience and
prolonged the entire show interminably. However, the audience hardly
seemed to mind and appeared to be prepared to camp out for the en-
tire night.
The singers sang standing up, sometimes resting on a la¯thi (sta√ ), a
feature of the biraha Yadava tradition.∑ The most thrilling aspect of the
event was that the lyricists, who were seated on stage along with the
musical orchestra as part of the team, composed the stanzas on the spot.
The singing involved a vast amount of theatrical expression, and the
singer sometimes stepped forward, practically enacting the mood and
character of the song, much like one would see in a Western opera. The
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many percussionists kept the beat very lively and entertaining, and the
entire team maintained their steady improvisation in response to the
mood of the audience.
Hiralal Yadav explained that the Lorika¯yan is an integral part of this
biraha¯ singing tradition of the Yadavas. He points out that the conven-
tions of the tradition are a legacy of nineteenth-century musical duels
that appear to have been signiﬁcant in the socialization of male youth.
Evoking the spirit of the duel and competitive wrestling matches between
contesting teams, belonging to an akhara¯ appears to be an important,
though under-researched, aspect of masculine folk singing in north In-
dia. A≈liation with an akhara¯ ensured the continuity of singing tradi-
tions (parampara¯ ) as well as the teachings of the guru on which the
akhara¯ was centered, yet, as the ballad delineates, it also appears to have
forged ties and sensibilities that were in opposition to ascriptive, hier-
archical, caste-based ones (Brass 2003; Marcus 1989).
During my ﬁeldwork in the region, I found that the notion that musi-
cal challenges could help to deﬂect real conﬂicts was something of a
popular wisdom. The following section outlines the main plot of the
Lorika¯yan, which I variously refer to as an epic, ballad, and chronicle.
the plot: two weddings and an elopement
First, I must stress that there is no single text that can be called the
Lorika¯yan, since ‘‘living epic traditions are not static but continue to
change and respond to the communities in which they are performed’’
(Blackburn et al. 1989, 7). Indeed, in some regions the epic is known as the
Chanaini, after its heroine, and it was also the inspiration for Maulana
Daud’s Chandayan, a medieval Suﬁ literary text (Hines 2007). For the
purposes of this chapter, I draw on the translated and written Bhojpuri
version of the ballad recorded by S. M. Pandey in the 1970s and 80s (Pan-
dey 1987). This version is based on the recordings of the singer Sivnath
Chaudhuri, made in 1966 and constituting 48 hours of audiotape.∏
The Lorika¯yan ga¯tha¯, or chronicle, traces the main events of the life of
its hero, Lorik, who undertook extraordinary travel adventures, at least
three romantic interludes and marriages, and innumerable feats of hero-
ism on the battleﬁeld. Lorik’s divinity is hinted at; he is understood as a
godly incarnation tasked with rooting out evil, and hence his lore paral-
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lels that of the mythical Krishna, who was also a Yadava. The personiﬁca-
tion of bravery, Lorik gained his superhuman qualities and extraordinary
battle prowess as gifts from the goddess Durga who appears to assist the
hero, her devotee, at every turn.
The ballad begins when the young Manjari, inspired by a divine inter-
vention, announces that her marriage must be settled with none other
than brave Lorik, the cow-herder from Gaura. In fact, she goes on a
satya¯graha or hunger strike until her marriage is arranged. In foretelling
her marriage, Manjari proclaims the name of the hero who will liberate
her caste of cowherds from the tyrannical king of Agori, according to
whose ruling all young women of the territory are to be handed over to
him for his harem. The narrative establishes early on that the hero has
been incarnated to save the honor of this herding and dairying caste. By
extension, and as processes of Sanskritization have illustrated in other
contexts and periods, it comes as no surprise that Lorik will achieve this in
part by preserving the honor of the women of the caste, as well as estab-
lishing stricter controls on them.
When the Nai (caste of barber) and the Brahmin priest (in accordance
with folk traditions) arrive at Gaura carrying the marriage proposal sent
by Manjari’s father, we meet Chanaini, the femme fatale of the ballad.
Chanaini tricks them and leads them to her home to settle Manjari’s
marriage with her brother in place of Lorik. The raja of Gaura then
threatens to kill all those who participate in Lorik’s marriage to Manjari.
After innumerable hurdles and the crossing of many rivers, mountains,
and forests, the sava¯ la¯kh (huge) marriage party, comprising 360 carva¯has
(herders) clad in battle attire and joined by increasing numbers, arrive at
Agori to solemnize the marriage. The marriage party, encamped in the
surrounding thorny ﬁelds, resembles an army at war.
The hero marries Manjari, and the bride and the groom both receive
elaborate gifts and prestations. The last and ﬁnal hurdle before the newly-
weds can leave is the war that must be fought with the king of Agori and
his numerous Kshatriya allies. This is a righteous war fought by Lorik
and his enormous army and, ultimately, an emancipatory one as the
oppressive king is killed. The episode ends with the newlyweds and the
entire marriage party moving to Gaura. A second marriage is celebrated
shortly after, that of Lorik’s elder brother to Satiya, the daughter of a
Kshatriya king.
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The central character in the next episode is Chanaini, the daughter of
the Ahir king of Gaura, Lorik’s native village, and the woman who at-
tempted to divert Lorik’s marriage proposal to her own brother. In this
episode, Chanaini shows even more pluck and resilience as she manages
to escape from her impotent husband. Traveling alone, she is pursued by
Bathwa, a lower-caste Chamar, who attempts to seduce her. After she
rejects his advances, the wily Chamar then attempts to terrorize all the
inhabitants of her village by polluting the village wells. Lorik is sum-
moned to ﬁght Bathwa and defeats and kills him, but he is ﬁlled with
remorse when he discovers that Bathwa was his gurubhaı¯ as they shared
the same guru at their akhara¯. The episode raises interesting questions
about the ability of akhara¯ a≈liation to transcend caste rigidities.
Chanaini is now desperate to meet Lorik, and her chance soon comes
at a banquet her father hosts and to which he invites all Yadavas.π The
seduction of Chanaini by Lorik is a fascinating tale involving the con-
struction of a sturdy rope by which Lorik gains entry into her chamber,
Manjari’s eventual discovery of the clandestine a√air, and the circum-
stances surrounding Chanaini and Lorik’s elopement. The lovers escape
to far-o√ lands and have innumerable adventures on the way. Manjari,
Lorik’s chaste wife, forgotten and abandoned by her husband, falls on
hard times. This episode o√ers a tantalizing glimpse of the agency of
women. The episodes that narrate the elopement and the couple’s ﬂight
from Gaura o√er a robust, entertaining tale in which the hero and the
heroine are well matched.
In the last section of the ballad, Lorik learns that the Kols, the Chan-
dals, the Turks of Gajangarh, and the people of Paranpur have mounted a
four-pronged attack on Gaura and made o√ with his family’s cattle and
wealth, after killing Lorik’s brother. Saddened, Lorik returns to Gaura
and reunites with the now impoverished Manjari. In the ﬁnal episodes of
the ballad, Lorik’s mother and wife, robbed of their cattle, are reduced to
selling yoghurt in the bazaar. In the last episode, Lorik commits suicide,
and while there is no victory or kingdom to be won, Lorik’s dignity and
honor are restored. In the section below, we sidestep several of the epic’s
important themes and issues to focus on what it might have to teach
about marriage. In subsequent sections, I tease out the signiﬁcance of
sociological elements and motifs relating to the construction of gender by
caste patriarchies.
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The genius of the folk epic lies in its operation as a prototype for
contemporary marriage celebrations in north India. Upwardly mobile
groups appear to model their marriages after the one laid out in the
ballad. The destabilization of power between opposing groups, which is
at the heart of all north Indian marriages, is a signiﬁcant insight that
emerges from the opening sections of the gatha¯. We learn about the
struggles and strategies wife givers and wife takers use to achieve a state of
equilibrium between their parties, given the powerful shift in the usual
status of these groups that has transpired. In the ballad, once the groups
have collectively agreed to the marriage, profound shifts begin to occur in
the physical and social universe, shifts that require immediate resolution
through the deployment of a range of resources, both economic and
noneconomic—for example, wealth, clan, caste, and village support—as
well as other virtues such as physical strength, fearlessness, and intan-
gibles such as wisdom, wit, and the ability to make decisions. It would
appear that marriage provides the singular occasion to test the strength of
the economic, social, and cultural capital of each member of the two
groups arrayed against each other in the transaction. The orchestrated
way in which the destabilizing as well as the constructive aspects of mar-
riage are worked out and resolved in the folk imaginary call for layered
understandings of this rite of passage.
It is necessary, here, to revisit the precise moment—in the chain of
events from which the symbolic signiﬁcance of the action may be inferred
—that Lorik accepts the proposal of marriage to Manjari, brought to him
by the barber and Brahmin from the bride’s natal home in Agori. To
complicate matters, there are other contenders for the groom’s hand,
lacing the situation with heartache and conﬂict from the very start. Lorik
turns down each of these proposals. In retaliation, the rejected parties, in
this case the powerful king Sehdev of Lorik’s own village, who had o√ered
Lorik his daughter’s hand, prevents Lorik’s barat from leaving the village
to solemnize the wedding. Lorik rightly laments, ‘‘we’ve only begun and
here is the ﬁrst hurdle.’’ But in the epic as in life, every restriction is
ultimately an opportunity to be seized headlong, and in this as in others
of such magnitude, we ﬁnd Lorik’s father literally rising to the occasion
with a leap and declaring, ‘‘now you have a chance to see my masculinity.’’
The bara¯t, comprising sava¯ la¯kh members, is like an army charging
into battle that ‘‘runs by day and walks by night.’’ After two days of
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grueling struggle, they rest, staking out, it would seem, territories of
support as well as planning their subjugation of resisting kings. On reach-
ing the territory of a powerful king, the groom’s father, Kathait, devises a
strategy calculated to disrupt and provoke fear in the local populace and
stir in the local ruling king speculation about the comparative strength
and power of this unknown visiting army. The motif of the Ahirs/
Yadavas challenging Kshatriya dominance is introduced here. Faced with
his next hurdle, the groom prepares for battle with his ‘‘electrifying’’
sword while the king aims his arrows. In a series of dazzling sword ﬁghts,
the hero cuts down the enemy like ‘‘peasants threshing wheat,’’ the bara¯t
(army) moves on to its next challenge: crossing the Son River, on whose
banks the enemy forces are positioned to prevent their passing into Agori.
A friendly boatman of the Mallah caste (one of the many lower castes who
prove worthy allies) deﬁes his orders and ferries the army across the river
while Kathait, the groom’s aged father, demonstrates his agility and mas-
culinity yet again by rowing himself across.
On arriving in Agori, the bara¯t is met by the bride’s mother’s brother
who plays an excellent go-between, carrying messages between the groom
and the bride with great e≈ciency. The ﬁrst message he delivers is an
inquiry from the bride’s mother about where the party is to set up camp.
Now comes the moment for the bride’s mother to show her power, and
she does so by suggesting they camp in a thorny ﬁeld ﬁlled with over-
grown vegetation. Far from the subservience one would expect from the
bride’s mother in contemporary times, here in the folk imaginary we ﬁnd
a stunning example of an ingenious and powerful shrew who takes every
opportunity to humble her opponents, the bride-takers, daring them to
beat a retreat should they ﬁnd themselves outwitted by the challenges she
hurls their way. What ensues next is a battle of wits, rather like a chess
game in which each move is undercut by a countermove. When o√ered
the thorny ﬁeld, for instance, the groom’s inveterate father slashes away
the thorny growth, clearing the ﬁeld in no time.
The battle of wits continues as the bride’s mother then sends the bara¯t
a ration large enough to feed an army, with the condition that not a grain
of rice must be left behind. The bride-takers eat what they can and dump
the remaining provisions into the Son River, evoking the conspicuous
consumption of today’s wedding celebrations. The bride’s mother then
sends her daughter’s future father-in-law some cha√ with which to fash-
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ion a rope, which proves to be a key prop in her next elaborate bid to
embarrass the groom’s party, but Kathait counters this request by de-
manding an inverted sieve with which hold the water for moistening the
rope. These highly symbolic games continue long after the marriage
ritual has been completed. Among these games is the groom’s mother’s
fashioning of a golden water goblet for the bara¯t—a goblet she then orders
stolen with a view to causing uproar among the guests. How the hero and
his brother, disguised as yogis who carrying on a symbolic conversation
with the galaxies, cross even this hurdle constitutes another layer of this
fantastic tale.
These episodes highlight the ingenuity of women and their own bat-
tles for power. From the start, the epic celebrates the strength and inge-
niousness of women and their demonstrations of power, much of which
would likely remain unknown, were it not for such ballads. Even the
minor female characters in the ballad of Lorik are towers of strength,
imaginative and enterprising and ready to challenge the male order. For
instance, the series of traps that the bride’s mother lays to embarrass
Lorik’s marriage party are devices through which she conducts an elabo-
rate symbolic conversation with the groom’s father, who rises to meet all
the challenges and contests she throws his way, with great aplomb. That
the bride’s mother is the initiator of these mind games is itself remarkable;
that she is also the one who judges their handling of these challenges
raises interesting questions about gender expectations among peasants.
A¯ju bha¯i dhani dhani na paniya¯h, paun tı¯rath kai
Jehava¯n k hovai maradva¯ ba budhı¯ re ma¯n
Âju bha¯i ba¯r ba¯r na argar hamre da¯l¯ı
Samadhiy ka¯tiya karat ba¯rein khay re ka¯r
Ohi din sunah re haliya¯ Kathait ke
Bolt bana¯h laramva¯h, kai re boleu
Âju bha¯i ba¯r ba¯r aygarva¯ je samdhi da¯len
Ka¯ti keni hamhyun na kail¯ın khay re ka¯ur
The bride’s mother said, ‘‘Glory to the waters of that sacred land
Where the men are so intelligent.
Ever so many obstacles and riddles I laid out,
Yet the groom’s father found solutions to all.’’
Now listen to what happened next with Kathait.
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He said, ‘‘Grave and important problems were raised by the bride’s mother
And now I have a riddle of my own for you.’’
pandey 1987, 60
Lorik’s father, displaying ready wit, presence of mind, and foresight, is
able to skillfully outwit the bride’s mother and emerges victorious on
behalf of the marriage party. The episodes, like knots or riddles that must
be untied before transformations can occur, serve as hurdles the party
must overcome before it can move on to the next stage (see Hasan-Rokem
and Shulman 1996). Just as Yudhishthira, at the end of the Mahabharata
war, was called upon to answer Yama’s questions, the bridegroom’s party
is subjected to tests of wit before the prize, the bride Manjari, can be
claimed. Handelman, describing these ritual games as ‘‘Traps of Trans-
formation,’’ has highlighted the ritual aspect of these exchanges at rites of
passage, their purpose being to e√ect changes and transformations in the
results by introducing paradoxes into the predictable course of action
(Handelman 1996, 37–61).
These episodes resonate with insights into marriage transactions; the
heightened sense of rivalry between and solidarity within groups the
marriage context engenders; and the need to manage the potential con-
ﬂicts and conﬂagrations that the close proximity of, and extended period
of interactions between, the two rival groups might engender. We see
that, as in warfare, both sides must be as well matched as the couple
entering into matrimony. This insight is signiﬁcant, owing precisely to
the nature of the interactions. The ballad details these exchanges with a
precision reminiscent of a cricket match commentary.
The sense of spectacle, theatrics, and high drama culminates in the
bride’s seemingly bizarre, last-minute requests, which the members of her
natal clan must fulﬁll before she condescends to mount the bridal carriage
and depart for the groom’s home. This moment in the proceedings appears
to be a potentially rich one for the bride, who can demand the fulﬁllment of
otherwise impossible requests. It is the bride who, at this moment, strongly
demands her dowry. If this scene is representative of ongoing traditions,
then the sanction and legitimacy that the bride’s demands appear to
receive raises questions about women’s rights to the wealth and property
of their natal homes, a right they would have had to forgo, especially if
their marital homes were geographically far from their natal ones.
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We know from the sociology of upper-caste marriage networks that
the logic behind arranging upper-caste marriages between geographically
distant households was in part aimed at thwarting any claims outmarry-
ing brides might have over their natal property ( Jassal 2001; Berreman
1993). Lorik’s brother explains this convention using a simpler logic.
Aju bha¯i karab bibahva¯ na hamare gaunva¯
Dinva¯h din kai hoi re kal re kaunau
Kaunau gharı¯ kha¯tire a¯pdhva hoı¯ re jaiheun
Selahiya dha¯ngai duarva¯ re hama¯ur
Ohi din marab bhuvanva¯ je hoi re jaiheun
I shall not marry within the village,
For any day, on some pretext or other,
At any time, should a misunderstanding occur,
My mother-in-law might cross over my threshold,
And that would spell doom in my own home.
pandey 1987, 34
It is interesting that the Lorika¯yan, a folk text concerned with the aspi-
rations of upwardly mobile groups seeking a≈rmation of the Kshatriya
lifestyle, emphasizes the enormity of this distance by asserting that it took
the marriage party three months and nine days to cover the distance
between the bride’s natal and marital homes.∫
Biti gayal tı¯niya mahinvah, ter re rojai
Teserke ail¯ı na handaiya¯, re pahunci
Ohi ghari naua¯h babhanva¯n je bel re vai kai
Cauk cannan na thikva¯h, hoi re gainau
When three months and thirteen days had passed,
On the thirteenth day, the wedding palanquin returned.
At that moment, the Barber and Brahmin were sent for,
And the courtyard anointed and cleaned.
pandey 1987, 34
While this description evokes the metaphor of the battle and the
return of the victorious army with its spoils, it also subtly draws attention
to another fact asserted at di√erent points in the text, namely, the un-
likelihood that the bridal couple will ever return to the bride’s natal home.
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In chapter 3 and elsewhere, I have explored the implications of this sever-
ance from the bride’s natal homes in terms of its implications for women’s
land rights ( Jassal 2001, 22–25).
In his analysis of martial epics, David Shulman provides a highly
abstract but convincing argument about the ‘‘battleﬁeld [as] an arena in
which life is dissolved back into the chaos from which it emerged. The
battle also reproduces the originally agonistic structure of the sacriﬁce as a
contest in which two parties vie for the life won from death’’ (Shulman
1986, 124). Shulman develops the twin ideas of marriage as sacriﬁce and of
battle as marriage based on Tamil myths. He points out, ‘‘Again, there is a
creative side to the destruction wrought in both these forums: the chaotic
forces released in sexual union, on the one hand, and in battle, on the
other, ultimately serve to replenish and sustain the ever-vulnerable forces
of life’’ (Shulman 1986, 124).
If indeed, as Shulman so persuasively suggests, the disorder of the
battleﬁeld is a metaphor for life, the battle itself represents the oppor-
tunity to restore order to chaos and to secure the triumph of virtue,
purity, limitation, and control (124). In the wars Lorik fought, the central
drive appears to be the will to assert the new reality of Yadava supremacy
over the prevailing Kshatriya dominant order. While the success of the
wars Lorik ﬁghts in terms of achieving these aims is inconclusive, the
search for order, control, and limitation emerge conclusively as goals. For
instance, it is possible to argue that through Lorik’s marriage to Manjari,
who personiﬁes upper-caste values, the ballad seeks to reconcile the re-
leased chaotic energies and harness them in the service of greater pa-
triarchal order, restriction, and control. Also, Lorik’s own death, staged as
an act of sacriﬁce, suggests transformation and renewal.
As I pointed out above, and perhaps reﬂective of the nature of medi-
eval wars, an extraordinary feature of Lorik’s biography is that mar-
riages become the pretext as well as the occasion and site for the conduct
of warfare in the interests of caste mobility. The groom’s marriage prepa-
rations and bara¯t processions resemble those of armies marching into
war, and, invariably, the marriage sites are transformed into battle-
ﬁelds complete with bloodshed, the clash of steel, and the separation of
the victors from the vanquished. The ballad conﬁrms D. D. Kosambi’s
observation that women and wealth were the two main causes of war
(Kosambi 1975).
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However, in the context of the ballad, another reason acquires equal
validity. By defeating the ruling dynasties, the Yadavas, under the direc-
tion of Lorik, subjugate and lay claim to the kingdoms of the wife-givers,
thus re-enacting an original sociological truth—the anuloma axiom that
wife-takers are superior to wife-givers. According to this rule, daughters
must marry up, and, since in this case the wife-takers are of a lower
caste than the wife-givers, it is possible to restore social equilibrium only
by vanquishing the bride’s people. Hence, the superiority of the wife-
takers can only be demonstrated in battle and can only be established by
winning that battle. The structural inequality between wife-givers and
wife-takers thus provides a convenient rationale for the ensuing warfare,
though the text also provides a host of other more convincing reasons.
Victory in such wars, then, serves as the means for a group to assert and
proclaim its status as well as to establish alternate centers of rule. If a
group’s claim to rulership had to be preceded by its earning the right to
claim kshatriya status, then proof of victory through war might have been
only the ﬁrst step in that direction.
women’s agency in a male ballad
The extraordinary illustration of women’s agency in the opening chapters
of the ballad, namely, the young Manjari’s announcement of the name of
the person she has decided to marry and her undertaking of a hunger
strike to underscore her decision, elevates personal action to the realm of
the political. This politicization derives from the fact that, although her
insistence is based on a metaphysical revelation, the husband she is de-
manding to take in marriage has been incarnated as the savior of the
entire caste. In today’s rural context, where scarcely any young women
have even the remotest say in this matter, this lends a fantastic element to
the ballad and also parallels Sita’s svayamvar (self-decision in marriage).Ω
The feminine power whose ubiquitous and signiﬁcant presence easily
identiﬁes this ballad as a warrior epic is the power of Durga, which, used
in the service of male warriors, ‘‘ironically denies to women the very sense
of embodied power that the male ideology asserts they possess’’ (Caldwell
1999, 31).
The resourcefulness of the bride’s mother is another example of female
power. Yet another is Chanaini’s ﬂight from her impotent husband. As
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she approaches the forest near her natal home, she encounters Bathwa
Chamar, who tries to seduce her. Her response is to evoke her chastity,
through which she hoodwinks the Chamar and escapes. At the expiatory
feast given by her father, Chanaini, also referred to as Chanva or Chanda,
ﬂirts with Lorik, initiating a clandestine a√air that eventually becomes
public, and the two plan to elope.
Jharokhva¯ se Canva¯h ankariya¯h ba¯i re phenkat
Ahira¯ ke girtı¯ patilva¯h par re banı¯
Jauno dhari lota¯h na leikahu, bir re Lorika¯h
Sojhai piyat Caniya¯h, re nirikhı¯
Canva¯h kholi kai ancharva¯h, bai dekha¯vat
Ahire ke carhal na citva¯h, bai re ja¯teu
From the window, Chanva threw pebbles
That landed on the Ahir’s leaf-dish.
While he drank from his water-pot, the brave Lorik
Gazed at her nonstop.
Chanva was slowly unveiling herself.
She was entering into the Ahir’s heart.
pandey 1987, 251
The ballad struggles to reconcile the willful, enterprising character of
Chanaini, who is prone to breaking societal rules, with the demands of
caste patriarchy in which women are not only strictly controlled by men
but also wholly lack spunk or sexual initiative, except to demonstrate
their chastity. Meanwhile, Manjari, owing to her extraordinary and ex-
emplary quality of sat, the form of women’s chastity that holds the hus-
band as divine and worthy of worship, has a premonition of the impend-
ing elopement, but is unable to prevent the elopers from setting o√ for the
town of Hardi. On the way, Lorik has other minor adventures and battles
but the lovers ﬁnally settle in Hardi, where the hero rises to the position of
a ‘‘Raja.’’
Since women’s agency might be perceived as potentially disruptive to
the social order, it comes as no surprise that at di√erent points in the
narrative we encounter various references to women’s agency and the
need to fear, denigrate, channel, and control it. The incestuous nature of
the relationship between Lorik and Chanaini is also hinted at, given they
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are from the same village and their relationship is therefore a prohibited
one, which provides another rationale for their elopement. Throughout
the ballad, Chanaini’s wayward ways are also occasionally seen as spelling
havoc for the societal order. As the couple is eloping, even the trees pass
judgment.
Avara¯h pharal na perva¯ je dekh re ba¯y
Aju kahen beseh na jatiya¯ je hau Canaini.Bessa¯ havva¯h sakha¯rav je pali re va¯ur,
Ihe bhai biyaha¯ na bijri me chori re dehlen
Urharı¯ leiaku Hardiya je ba¯i re ja¯t,
Âj pheri bolal avara je puni re ba¯i
Ohi din bol na besva je ba Canaini
Saiyya¯h manba¯h, kahanva¯h re hama¯rAwara¯h ke deba¯h, na jariya¯ tu dahli re a¯i
Ohi din bolal Ahirva¯ ba bir re Lorika,A¯ju ka¯haen sunbeh n dhanva¯ je tu¯ biyahaiya¯
Deh deh toi jhagarva¯ re chali maca¯val, kaha lahan Lorikah gaihei na tar reva¯ri
The avla tree was ﬂowering.
The tree said, ‘‘Chanaini is by caste a Vaishya, her entire clan is of Vaishyas.
She has left her wedded husband.
With the man of another, she is on her way to Hardi.’’
The tree again repeated these words.
Vaishya Chanaini said to Lorik,
‘‘Listen to me love, take out your sharp sword and strike that tree to the
ground.’’
Brave Lorik chided, ‘‘Dear, you go about picking quarrels on the wayside.
Why should Lorik have to pick up his sword again and again?’’
pandey 1987, 285
It is possible that in the attempt to establish full-bodied marital tradi-
tions, caste mores that were less restrictive for women were denounced,
which also contributed to the attempts to control women’s inherently
disruptive tendencies in judgments such as those voiced by the Awla tree
in the above lines. Further, in accordance with upper-caste patriarchies, it
is the women who must be controlled in order to assert a high status.
Toward the end, Chanaini emerges as an example of the havoc that can be
let loose in society when women have the freedom of choice or the ability
to voice their own preferences, especially in the realm of marriage and the
choice of marriage partners.
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As the character of Chanaini embodies the relative freedom available
to women of her background and their lack of dependence on the male
order, the ballad cannot refrain comment, lest it seem to endorse women’s
freedom of choice. From time to time, the text appears to manage and
control the threat to the patriarchal social order suggested by the free-
doms Chanaini represents. Further, as Flueckiger points out, elopement
implies a freedom of choice for both individuals, made on the basis of
their personal feelings. And since such freedom threatens both caste en-
dogamy and the maintenance of strict caste boundaries, it also threatens
the idea of the social control of women that is to follow in later episodes
(Flueckiger 1989a, 46).
Chanaini’s wholly earthy, unpredictable, fun-loving, and erotic per-
sona serves, in the ballad, as a good match for the hero and as a foil to
Manjari’s controlled, long-su√ering one. For instance, she is the ﬁrst to
intercept Manjari’s marriage proposal to Lorik and bring it to her own
brother. In addition, apart from her exercise of agency in escaping a
problematic marriage, Chanaini, keeping herself well hidden, attempts to
catch the attention of the hero by throwing pebbles at him during a
banquet. Ever watchful, she also intervenes just in time to save Lorik from
mistakenly consuming poison. She scarcely forgoes an opportunity to
tease, even in seemingly tense moments such as when the hero is clan-
destinely poised to climb the rope to her chamber. By playfully refusing to
catch the rope he throws up, she risks embarrassing and exposing him.
Likewise, during the tense moments leading up to the lovers’ point of
rendezvous before their elopement, she heightens the sense of expectation
and adventure by hiding behind a tree and prolonging the hero’s anxiety,
emerging from her hideout only when Lorik is on the verge of giving up
and turning back. She also confronts Manjari in the bazaar, where after
picking a ﬁght with her, she settles down to eat some greens, recovers her
strength, dusts herself o√, and then heads home.
In striking relief are Chanaini’s ingenuity, resourcefulness, and capac-
ity to adequately protect herself. However, as pointed out above, practical
commonsense is no match for the virtue of chastity in terms of serving the
interests of patriarchy. The ballad also presents another alternate femi-
ninity in addition to the intermediate-caste persona of Chanaini. The
very Manjari who, we are told, changes her apparel many times a day, is
now dressed in tatters.
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Ab parı¯ gail¯ı bipaitya¯ Manjari ke
Ohi jau nagar Gaurva lei re ga¯nvau
Ab kahain java¯ni Majariya cal re khete
Ghanta¯h ghanta¯h kaparva¯ re badauli
Dhiyava¯ ke aiseya bipatiya pari re gaileen
Uhnva bhayal na dasiya¯ re hara¯mau
Tab kahahin dhurva¯ na dhurva¯ ka dekh re latta¯
Jori jori paharati pevanva¯h, dhan re ba¯y
Now such misfortune struck Manjari
In village Gaura;
Where once that Manjari had walked the ﬁelds,
Changing her clothes hour by hour,
Such misfortune struck the wife,
Such was her state,
That the clothes she wore were tattered and torn.
She darned and wore them, did the wife.
pandey 1987, 324
Manjari and her friends, not knowing that Lorik has returned, go to
sell yoghurt at a bazaar Lorik has set up outside Gaura’s city walls. How-
ever, the river is too high for them to cross to reach the site. Manjari then
appeals to the river to part, and the river miraculously obeys, owing to
Manjari’s sat—once again, her penance and vows of austerity.
Javan bahia¯ sattai dharamva¯ je ba¯ncal hoihen
A¯ phuni hoi ja¯h na nadiya¯ aihi re pa¯rau
Ohi din pargat durugva¯ je hoi gail¯ın
Bı¯ceh deileni na dalva¯h du¯i kankarı¯
A¯ju banhi gayal na dhara¯v je dunon ball¯ı,bı¯ceh radki kankal¯ı na may re da¯n
Ab chali gali na Bohva je dhani Majariya
If sat and righteousness still ﬂow within me,
Then may I cross the river to the other side.
That moment Durga appeared.
She erected two sets of stones.
On either side the ﬂow of the river came to a halt.
Manjari crossed over to Boha with her basket.
pandey 1987, 348
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This episode is preceded by one in which Manjari must prove to her
mother-in-law, and lay to rest all suspicions, that her seemingly sud-
den wealth was not ill gotten. To prove that she did not obtain the wealth
in her basket through unchaste, illicit means, Manjari is called upon
to take the test of chastity, which involves putting her hand into a heated
vat. These episodes evoke the numerous examples of the sati and Sita
motifs featured in women’s songs, particularly those examined in chap-
ters 1 and 4.
Jo ham aikei na bapva¯ se hob na bitiya¯
Ke pher aikei purusva¯ bai re ya¯rei
Jab okre satei dharamva¯ par re hobai
Pher carhi lebei rupiya¯ ho nika¯li
Ohi dhari da¯lai hathava¯ dhan Majariya
Kari bani rupiya¯ eik re tohi
Onkeu tanih na dagiya¯ nahin re la¯gal
Sabkani gayal re manva¯ re baith
If I am that worthy daughter of that father
And chaste, known only to one man.
If sat and righteousness are within me,
Then I shall take out the coins from the ﬁre.
Then she put her hand in, that great Manjari.
She felt the rupiya with her hand.
Not a stain was on her hand.
Everyone’s heart was deﬂated.
pandey 1987b, 347
Scarcely is this episode over that Manjari, believing Lorik is dead,
prepares a funeral pyre to commit sati. From a distance, Lorik and Cha-
naini, in disguise, watch paralyzed by growing disbelief. The scene forces
Chanaini to reﬂect for the ﬁrst time on her own position as the other
woman, the eloper. Just as Lorik has reason to regret his actions, this scene
provides Chanaini with an opportunity to reﬂect.
A¯ jekri biyahiya¯ je janghva¯ ke jarl¯ı
A¯ keke tanikav daradiya¯ je na¯hi re ba¯ye
A¯ju bha¯i orhi orhariya¯ ke kavan re gintı¯
Haman kelieye pachtava¯ je deib re bai
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Uhvan se dankal ahirva¯ je bir re Lorikva
Jiakeni cecur dhailva¯ je dekh re bai
Manjari ke dhaike ceculva¯ ja khince re lehlen
Thokare se marlini na agiya¯ je gai cchitara¯i
The one whose wedded wife is burning,
He feels not the slightest pain or remorse.
Then why would he value the one he eloped with?
For me, why should he care?
But lo, from there leapt the Ahir, the brave Lorik,
Caught the wrist of Manjari
And holding her thus dragged her away.
Kicked the pyre and scattered the ﬁre.
pandey 1987b, 351
Despite the fact that Manjari is saved so valiantly by the brave Lorik
and thereby spared from death, her attempted sati elevates her status and,
by association, that of her entire caste. By thus enacting an upper-caste
Kshatriya norm, Manjari not only reminds us of the restrictive practices
that constitute upper-caste women’s identities but also fulﬁlls the aspira-
tions of the entire caste. As Yadavas claim the epic, the women of the caste
adopt Manjari’s actions as their own code of behavior, perfectly in line
with Kshatriya norms.
The relative ease with which Manjari subjects herself to not one but a
series of trials in quick succession underline her elevated divine status,
thus lending luster not only to her caste but also to the hero Lorik, who,
by saving her, has the opportunity to once again act heroically. It seems to
matter little that Lorik had abandoned Manjari; what is underlined here
is his return. In keeping with the requirements of patriarchy, it is the hero
who must be convinced of his wife’s chastity before he decides to return,
never mind that by then he is on to his third wife. Indeed, as ‘‘for a
married woman, this power derives from her faithfulness to her husband,
and, hence, in part from male control and protection’’ (Fleuckiger 1989a,
44–48), Manjari’s quality of sat refers back to and gloriﬁes the heroism of
the hero who controls her.
In the end it is Manjari’s particular brand of sat and chastity that
somehow saves the day, assuring the return of the chastened hero, marked
by due remorse and regret. But it is the other woman, the eloper (uraharı¯)
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Chanaini, who must take the blame. Hence, despite her being so irresist-
ible to the hero, when hard days come round, it is only the lowest status
and condemnation that is reserved for her. In denigrating Chanaini and
her insistence that he leave Gaura without considering the needs of his
caste brethren, Lorik is able to place his misfortunes squarely and conve-
niently at the doorstep of the other woman. The very agency of women
like Chanaini, who can be branded as elopers and thus of easy virtue,
serves to absolve the hero of excess blame.∞≠ Freedom, agency, and uncon-
trolled action here represent danger and deserve only condemnation in
women, even as they are celebrated and extolled as virtues in the hero.
Toward the end of the ballad, the women’s agency we observed in the
opening episodes—with the young Manjari demanding to be married to
none other than Lorik and with the robust character and escapades of
Manjari’s mother and then Chanaini—dissipates into familiar patterns of
conformity to strict upper-caste norms and standards of behavior. The
promise of women’s agency as embodied by Manjari dwindles to depen-
dence and conformity, and instead it is her chastity and sat, loosely de-
ﬁned as the ‘‘truth of one’s being,’’ that is valorized. In the last episodes of
the ballad, we witness the valorization of the passive instead of the active
woman, as well as a shift from endorsement of deﬁance, as represented by
Chanaini and even Manjari’s mother, to the more compliant traits repre-
sented by Manjari.
Since in the early sections we are a√orded insights into a universe of
extraordinary gender parity, it is disconcerting to ﬁnd that toward the end
of the ballad the feminine strength that is valorized is of a qualitatively
di√erent kind, deriving from the quality of sat or chastity. This is the
chaste wife that has been described as ‘‘an empowered ﬁgure in (Hindu)
myth who functions as a means of taming or domesticating the more
fearful aspects of woman’s sexual appetite’’ ( John and Nair 1998, 17).
However, the Lorika¯yan’s genius lies in its willingness to both explore and
absorb the polarities represented by the two female characters, Manjari
and Chanaini. Finally, by showing how the characters perceive the world
and their places within it, the ballad raises questions about its social
milieu. The concepts, values, and problems the ballad addresses are sig-
niﬁcant, since they not only refer back to the social milieu that gave rise to
them but also anticipate contemporary trends in north India.
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lorika¯yan and yadava mobility
In contextualizing the epic within a speciﬁc historical and sociocultural
milieu, we see that the Lorika¯yan serves as important source material for
the values and concerns the Yadava caste has about upward mobility. To
what extent, then, is it possible to connect the singing of the Lorika¯yan,
on the one hand, and documentary evidence of Yadava values and e√orts
to achieve social mobility over the course of the last century, on the other?
If the nineteenth century was characterized by e√orts of various castes
occupying the middle rungs of the caste order to achieve social mobility,
to what extent were the values the ballad projects, especially those regard-
ing women, actively endorsed by pastoral and cattleherding castes of
the Shudra varna who claimed Kshatriya status and sought to adopt
Kshatriya practices? While it has not yet been possible to establish the
exact relation between a particular group’s singing and claiming of the
ballad and their social practices, do the ballad’s motifs nevertheless sug-
gest a blueprint for action and practice? In this section, I seek answers to
some of these puzzles in the contemporary social history of the Yadavas.
It is worth beginning this attempt to locate the ballad within the
society that produced it with a note by the nineteenth-century colonial
administrator, Colonel Oldham, who described the ‘‘martial races’’ of the
Bhojpuri region, particularly the Bhojpuri Ahir caste, as ‘‘predisposed’’ to
turbulence. Oldham writes:
The Bhojpuri Ahirs (the cowherd caste) are specially noted for their daring and
skill as thieves and burglars, the more law-abiding people in other parts regard-
ing them with terror. . . . During widespread disturbances in 1917, which broke
out without previous warning in the district, and threatened to involve the
neighboring districts in grave communal strife, I had to call in a large force of
military and armed police (about a thousand in all) to quell promptly and
e√ectively the lawlessness abroad.
Raheja quotes Oldham:
Several proverbial sayings might be cited as exemplifying these characteristics.
For instance, there are some very popular verses in praise of their favorite weapon,
commonly called the ‘‘Song of the lathi,’’ telling of its uses in crossing a stream or
a ditch, in dealing with human or canine enemies, and how necessary it is to carry
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one, even if you have a sword hanging by your side. There is a well-known
proverb that says, ‘‘Don’t go into Bhojpur; if you go, don’t stay; if you stay, don’t
eat; if you eat, don’t go to sleep; if you sleep, don’t feel for your purse; if you should
feel for your purse, don’t weep!’’ (i.e., you will not ﬁnd it!). . . . Then we have a
proverb that means, ‘‘if hit, hit back and don’t stop to consider whether you are
committing a sin or virtue.’’ And there is a delightfully terse and suggestive
saying, especially quoted of the Bhojpuri as representing his attitude toward
others. The words mean simply ‘‘is the dish thine or mine?’’ A Bhojpuri is
supposed to ask this question. If the person addressed answers, ‘‘Mine,’’ a blow of
the lathi at once settles the proprietorship, the clenched ﬁst for an enemy; ‘‘the
powerful man’s lathi hits the very middle of the forehead,’’ and so on. So much for
the mere joy of ﬁghting. (1930, 323–24, quoted in Raheja 1996, 502)
In these ways, the colonial state appears to have naturalized the Yada-
vas’ rebellious spirit. The communal strife referred to above appears to
have been a consequence of the severe dislocation of social and economic
relations of colonialism and a move on the part of the caste to secure
higher status in the 1901 census by asserting Hindu orthodoxy. What
is left out of Oldham’s account is the organized struggle against colo-
nial government, zamindars and moneylenders. In other words, Oldham
seems to be providing a justiﬁcation to quell the ‘‘naturally’’ violent caste
instead of the revenue demands that prompted the unrest in the ﬁrst place
(ibid). Raheja explains that people’s own proverbial speech was deployed
to essentialize caste characteristics, and to reinforce notions about the
necessity of colonial rule, in turn providing the foundation for much of
the anthropological and historical understandings of the region. The
extent to which a ballad such as the Lorika¯yan would have served to
reinforce these very notions, is an important question that needs further
investigation.
While the ballad’s motif of the resemblance between marriage and
warfare immediately springs to mind, evidence suggests that the colonial
state naturalized the Yadavas’ rebellious and martial spirit in diverse ways.
Gloria Goodwin Raheja has shown that from the second half of the
nineteenth century onward, ‘‘proverbs were repeatedly wrenched from
the social practices in which they ﬁgured, and interpreted not as situated
commentaries but as abstract and literal renderings of caste proclivities’’
(Raheja 1996, 508). If, as Raheja explains, the Yadavas’ proverbial speech
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was deployed to essentialize characteristics of the caste and to reinforce
notions about the necessity of colonial rule, then, like so many proverbs
about the Yadavas, the Lorika¯yan appears to have provided abundant
source material for the colonial construction of caste. Hence, popular
ballads are likely to have provided ballast for much of the prevailing
anthropological and historical understandings of the region. However, as
colonial accounts were always selective, it pays to attend to what they
leave out, in this case, the abundant evidence the Lorika¯yan presents
about caste parity in the middle reaches of the caste order.
The historical evidence on the colonial period suggests that in emulat-
ing Kshatriya practices and claiming Kshatriyahood as Yadava Kshatri-
yas, Yadavas faced considerable opposition and conﬂict with upper castes
through the 1920s. Their e√orts to claim Kshatriyahood have been docu-
mented in numerous accounts (Pinch 1996, 111; Frankel 1989). We learn,
for instance, that Yadava caste reformers were attempting to reconﬁgure
an upper-caste patriarchical vocabulary within the new grid of hierarchi-
cal norms and possibilities that the colonial context o√ered. By the 1920s,
caste sabha¯s (councils), which persistently pressed for caste claims to
higher status, had emerged. These caste councils focused on social reform
and on developing political agendas to organize caste members to assert
the caste’s economic and political demands. Caste members’ involvement
with processes of redeﬁning community equipped them with a new lan-
guage of politics. Here were sown the seeds for what came to be known in
the postcolonial era as identity politics.
In the nineteenth century, the Yadava movement emerged as an ex-
tremely successful response to the opportunities the census provided to
upgrade caste status. The Yadava movement had a wide inter-regional
spread and attempted to merge regional caste identities, such as those
represented by the Goala, Ahir, Ahar, Gopa, and so on, in favor of the
generic term Yadava (Rao 1979). Thus a number of pastoral castes were
subsumed under the Yadava category in accordance with decisions made
by caste councils at the regional and national levels. The Yadava caste,
comprising a number of subcastes known locally by various names, be-
came the ﬁrst among shudras to gain the right to wear the janeu (the
sacred thread), a case of successful Sanskritization that continues. The
success of the Yadava movement also lies in the fact that among the jati
sabha¯s, the Yadava sabha¯ was likely the strongest and its journal, Ahir
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Samachar, acquired a national spread. As an epic claimed by the Yadavas,
then, it is worth exploring the extent to which the Lorika¯yan played a role
in this reimagination.
Certain themes suggest themselves for further inquiry. For instance,
E. A. Gait, the census commissioner, noted as early as 1911 that ‘‘the
Goalas of Bihar have resolved inter alia to give up infant marriage and to
prevent their women from selling milk or going to market’’ (Gait 1913,
392). As outlined in the preceding pages, the Lorika¯yan associates declin-
ing fortunes with women’s peddling of milk products in the marketplace,
a practice seen as humiliating for the entire caste. By the nineteenth
century, among those practices recognized as markers of lower status were
the sale of milk and cowdung cakes by women, and upwardly mobile
Yadava women were debarred from frequenting bazaars (ha¯ts and ganjs ).
Similarly, attempts were made to curb women’s productive labor in the
ﬁelds. The injunction against women working in the ﬁelds stemmed
from the assumption that the women of cultivating castes who labored
were liable to be exploited or abused. Such vulnerability was seen as
making laboring women less chaste than upper-caste ones.
Caste patriarchies considered women in general to be unsafe in public
spaces, a fear fuelled by the engineering of a horror of fairs. In the north
Indian rural context, village fairs or mela¯s have always been associated
with legends, saints, pilgrimages, and festivals. Particularly for women
and irrespective of caste, fairs were occasions for periodic, seasonal rec-
reation and leisure. From the nineteenth century onward, however, a
number of tracts appeared suggesting that danger lurked in fairs, where
women might easily be molested or abducted (Gupta 2001, 96). A tract
popular in the nineteenth century, Mela¯ Ghumnı¯, went so far as to suggest
that women who visited fairs were ‘‘prostitutes and sensuous creatures
with no qualms or morals’’ (96). By devaluing women’s forms of enter-
tainment and cultural expression, reformers sought to reorder culture and
leisure while also achieving respectability for certain castes.
Further, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, marketplaces
such as ha¯t (a local periodic market), baja¯r (a permanent market for
general merchandise), and ganj (the wholesale market for bulk goods)
‘‘were seen as central knot(s) in the social fabric, closely tied to both
political, economic and religious interests’’ (Urban 2001, 1086). At this
time, the marketplace served as a microcosm for the world of power as a
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whole, since the material, religious, and social exchanges that occurred
there were inextricably intertwined. Marketplaces that began by selling
ritual commodities attached to religious or sacred sites were often sup-
ported by political establishments and came to signify both political
authority and material clout. These spaces were a ‘‘metaphor for the
worldly authority of the ruling elite’’ (1088). It is in this capacity that the
caste reformers’ prohibitions against upwardly mobile women trading in
marketplaces tie in with the restrictive norms for women outlined in the
later sections of the Lorika¯yan.
Moreover, as the marketplace also functioned as a potential space for
the subversion and critique of the dominant order (Urban 2001, 1088),
this particular restriction on Yadava women would also have implied a
lack of freedom to speak frankly and critically. And all the more so, since,
as Bakhtin has argued, performances in the marketplace rendered these
spaces potentially threatening to the ruling powers, especially since the
lower classes could express themselves openly there and circulate subver-
sive discourses among themselves (Bakhtin quoted in Urban 2001).
Furthermore, since the songs and plays composed and performed by
women were largely popular events that took place out in the open in
streets, marketplaces, fairs, and festivals, the ‘‘moral police’’ of caste pa-
triarchies stepped up their campaign against these forms of female expres-
sion as well (Banerjee 1989, 157). Given the growing ominous and even
subversive connotations that circulated around marketplaces and peri-
odic fairs of all kinds, it appeared in the nineteenth century that women,
as custodians of the honor and purity of entire caste groups, would need
to be protected from such spaces. The reformers’ anxiety about the wom-
en’s folksongs addressed in chapter 1 of this volume thus went hand in
hand with the alarm about women’s use of public spaces and the cam-
paign to restrict their access to them in the interest of protecting them.
In addition to drawing on proverbs and ballads to construct its under-
standing of Yadavas, the colonial state likely drew on, and fuelled its
anxieties with, the Lorika¯yan, particularly the ballad’s representation of
wedding celebrations, a central concern of this book. The colonial state’s
concerns about the upper castes phenomenal expenditure on wedding
celebrations, a practice common among the Kshatriyas and other landed
groups, dovetails with the Lorika¯yan’s themes. If colonial anxieties indeed
originated, at least in part, in the people’s own oral texts, then it is con-
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ceivable that the colonial state drew much of their understanding of, and
anxiety about, wedding celebrations from the Lorika¯yan.
Again, it is not possible to directly relate the singing of the Lorika¯yan
to the actual evidence of conspicuous consumption observed among up-
wardly mobile peasant castes in the nineteenth century. However, the
archival evidence points to the immense anxiety this consumption gener-
ated within the colonial state, which was concerned that its own revenue
demands might not be met. These revenue concerns alarmed the colo-
nial state and prompted its concerted moves to curb such consumption
among the landed gentry, among whom excessive expenditure at wed-
dings was the norm. In the twelve districts of Awadh, for instance, the
British India Association (bia) appears to have persuaded the local ruling
elites to put these curbs into e√ect. The following excerpt from a letter on
the subject, written by the Secretary of the bia to Chief Commissioner
Oudh on 25 March 1963, spells out the logic behind the intervention: ‘‘It
is astonishing that taluqdars should consider the fame and dignity of their
houses prompted by a prodigality that must bring ruin to them. Another
such celebration of marriage as has just taken place at Dera will be the
ruin of that noble and loyal family, an event that would cause the govern-
ment deep regret. The example set by the taluqdars is imitated by their
humbler Kurmies, small proprietors driven to mortgage and sell their
properties to provide funds for a marriage, and it is truly sad that a Rajput
will throw away his birthright to celebrate a marriage’’ ( Jassal 1989). This
letter explicitly cites the tendency of upwardly mobile castes such as the
Kurmis (and, no doubt, the Yadavas, as the predominant cultivating
caste) to emulate Kshatriya marriage practices. The document appears to
conﬁrm e√orts among the cultivating castes to emulate the marriage
practices of the Kshatriyas in order to advance their claims on a higher
status.∞∞ How much of the colonial state’s understanding of marriage
practices derived from folk forms such as the Lorika¯yan needs to be
explored further in light of the arguments made in this chapter about the
social construction of gender. As the Lorika¯yan illustrates, upwardly
mobile groups routinely emulated upper-caste practices and Kshatriya
codes of honor for women, which provided familiar models and a blue-
print for those who aspired to rulership. The ballad’s illustration of how
these norms were upheld to regulate the lives and attitudes of women
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continues to be relevant to our understanding of similar processes not
only in colonial times but also into the present day.
While the Lorika¯yan could be read as a text about caste identity and its
evolution, possibly from medieval times, its contemporary relevance lies
both in its continued function as a deﬁning text for the assertion of an
overarching Yadava identity in north India and in its signiﬁcance for this
community’s vision of its past. The ballad’s sociological motifs, though
associated with the upwardly mobile caste of the Yadavas, are also relevant
to other upwardly mobile caste groups.
This chapter focused on a masculine ballad to show that the gendered
musical world is separated not only spatially but also by genre, narra-
tive texts, performance styles, and concerns (see Sax 2002; Schechner
1977; Blackburn and Ramanujan 1986). Beyond the gender-exclusive,
caste-inclusive nature of musical akharas and their potential for forging
community, containing conﬂicts, and bridging caste, communal, and re-
ligious divides, we can also question the akharas’ demarcation from wom-
en’s musical traditions and the continued e√orts to safeguard these spaces
from feminine inﬂuence. We ﬁnd that in the nineteenth century the
popularity of akharas coincided with the withdrawal of women from
public spaces such as fairs and markets and the attempt to suppress wom-
en’s folk music traditions such as the wedding ga¯l¯ıs (abusive songs) ex-
plored in earlier chapters, which reformers and upwardly mobile caste
patriarchies considered obscene. The social universe of caste cooperation
glimpsed in the Lorika¯yan delineated the akhara¯ as an alternative to the
milieu of caste separation.
The epic’s conﬂation of marriage with warfare provided a point of
entry for apprehending the inﬂuence of caste patriarchies in the con-
struction of gender. In place of hypergamy, the anuloma custom of main-
taining the structural inequality between wife-givers and wife-takers ac-
cepted as an axiomatic characteristic of upper-caste marriage patterns, the
Lorika¯yan brings to light a lesser-known, perhaps more widely practiced,
norm among the intermediate castes, that of parity and equilibrium.
Through the wit and innovations of the bride’s mother, the Lorika¯yan
underscores the strength of the wife-givers, far removed from their pos-
ited inferiority. In fact the text takes great pains to highlight the unique
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mettle and strength both of women and of the wife-givers, who, if not
superior to the wife-takers, at least balance the structural inequality the
marriage transaction e√ects. In providing such details, the Lorika¯yan
serves as a rich account of the sociology of the intermediate caste order.
A gendered reading of the text suggests the subjugation of lower-caste
norms in the process of consolidating and forging a ruling class ethos.
While the hero’s interactions with the other female characters add
depth and dimension to his character, leading him to embark on adven-
tures and challenges and to develop a ﬂeshed-out, robust masculinity
both in the battleﬁeld and in life, in the end, these risk-taking women are
chastised and must lose out to the upper-caste norms of chastity, which
are prioritized.
It is only against the ample evidence of the power and skill possessed by
women from a range of servicing castes that the disappointingly limiting
upper-caste qualities of sat and pativrata emerge triumphant, to the ex-
clusion of all other traits. The many episodes that highlight the wit,
wisdom, skills, and extraordinary prowess of women force one to reﬂect
on the sociological and historical eclipse of these very qualities in women,
as the values of chastity take over and women’s dependence on men is
valorized. The helpless, dependent woman who is reduced to tatters
when her male protector abandons her reinforces the values of saintly
inaction and women’s waiting in piety and grief for her protector to
return. The practical life skills of resourceful women are condemned as
threatening. It is clear therefore that upward mobility has meant the
eclipse of a range of women’s skills. Thus the construction of a new
masculine identity deriving from the control of land and territory re-
quires that women become men’s property. Finally, while the Yadava past
outlined in the text is posited as an age of glory, the ballad also illustrates
that women were crucial to, if ultimately sidelined by, the processes of
forging a new caste identity and refurbishing patriarchy. These inherent
paradoxes and ambiguities, however, make it possible to argue for the
multiple perspectives the ballad presents.
chapter six
b Taking Liberties
If Hindu culture puts a premium on the unassertiveness of women,
on Holi the reverse is entirely appropriate. Likewise, if Hindu culture
ordinarily proscribes open displays of sexuality, on Holi, sexuality is
one of the dominant and most obvious motifs of the day.
joyce burkhalter flueckiger, gender and genre
in the folklore of middle india, 51
During my travels by public transport through northIndia in the weeks before the Holi festival, I heard a
speciﬁc genre of song exploding and spilling out of pub-
lic spaces, markets, buses, and auto-rickshaws. Described
as phu¯har (sloppy) and ashl¯ıl (obscene), this genre of
Bhojpuri songs emerges on audiocassettes each year in
great abundance around Holi, the spring festival char-
acterized by a temporary suspension of gender and caste
hierarchies. Publicly characterized as obscene, or more
appropriately transgressive, the dominant motif in these
recordings is the joking relationship between a woman
and her younger brother-in-law. This chapter explores
how themes and forms characteristic of folk traditions
change with their means of communication. The cas-
sette recordings hint at the existence of women’s spaces
within the culture of Holi. However, the appropriation
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of a genre that originally served as a space for rural women’s innovation
and improvisation has modiﬁed women’s song traditions and commer-
cialized them in such a way that monetary rewards accrue to the appropri-
ators while the women remain silent objects of the male gaze. The record-
ings allow us to inquire into issues of culture and social change, gender
constructs, kinship norms, lower-caste assertions of identity, and a range
of other caste, class, and gender concerns.
This chapter utilizes Holi cassette music as the source material for an
inquiry into a range of issues of interest to scholars of contemporary social
change and public culture. Of particular interest are the linkages between
rural- and urbanscapes and the transitions and transformations that oc-
cur when forms and ideas travel between rural and urban milieus. As
traditional forms, such as festival songs expressing kin and caste sen-
sibilities, including classiﬁcatory kinship terminologies, are appropriated
for the fashioning of popular culture, taste, and consciousness, the socio-
logical relevance of these categories in both their old and new contexts
becomes signiﬁcant. This chapter seeks to further our understanding of
the gendered impact of technological advancements through which oral
traditions are reinterpreted and reworked to address contemporary caste,
class, and gender concerns. Issues of patronage and consumership, as well
as how these a√ect the content of an existing genre, are signiﬁcant lines of
inquiry these recordings open up (see also Blackburn and Ramanujan
1986, 29).
In recent years, scholars of gender have re-examined the ﬁeld of folk-
lore to understand the devices available to nonliterate societies for trans-
mitting dominant values over generations, including the social construc-
tion of gender. The analysis of oral traditions and of women’s speech
genres and knowledge systems has proved a fertile ﬁeld of investigation
in unearthing women’s consciousness. For instance, Lila Abu-Lughod
shows how women’s strategies of deﬁance were excluded from commer-
cial recordings of Bedouin culture (Abu-Lughod 1990b, 24). In his path-
breaking book, Cassette Culture, Peter Manuel (1993) has explored the
contradictions and challenges posed by the introduction of new cassette
technologies in India and the revitalization of local subcultures and com-
munity values due to the decentralization of cassette production. Where
possibilities of multiple interpretations exist and where traditions are rich
and varied—but also continually being reworked, as in the Bhojpuri-
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speaking region—the challenge is to understand how, why, by whom, and
in whose interest existing genres are being appropriated and the purposes
served by the appropriation.
themes and motifs in cassette recordings
This chapter singles out one such folk genre, Holi songs, to reﬂect on
those features that lend themselves to adaptation and the logic by which
traditional genres are transformed. The popular and mass appeal of these
recordings, including the messages they contain, within the sociopoliti-
cal milieu of contemporary Uttar Pradesh and Bihar complements our
understanding of political and social change in the region. This appeal is
thus eminently worthy of sociological attention.
The supposed incestuous ties between a woman and her husband’s
younger brother is a recurring motif of these recordings and one of the
puzzles I seek to solve in this chapter. The dyad of a woman and her
younger brother-in-law is utilized to express a range of emotions, from
separation and longing to the explicitly erotic, from veiled innuendoes
to the recounting of overt sexual encounters. Is this just an extension
of the age-old joking relationship or is the relationship undergoing dra-
matic change?
Occasionally melodious, often haunting, but for the most part aggres-
sive, abrasive, ﬂippant, bawdy, and o√ensive in their insistence, especially
when heard in public spaces, these recordings enable an interrogation of
the realm of familial ties and the changes therein; the reassertion of patri-
archal values that appear threatened by the obvious visibility of women in
public spaces; and contemporary processes of cultural production. Deriv-
ing inspiration from folk genres, though not quite from traditional folk
music, the songs are reframed and reinvented in accordance with contem-
porary tastes and markets.
If tacking new urban lyrics onto a familiar, though primarily rural, folk
song genre is about reinventing tradition or reframing the traditional,
then what those lyrics say throws new light on contemporary concerns in
north Indian society. The chapter thus echoes Blackburn’s and Ramanu-
jan’s concerns with investigating how themes and forms characteristic of
folk and classical traditions change when the means of communication
change (Blackburn and Ramanujan 1986, 25).
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Today Bhojpuri popular prerecorded cassette music (of which the Holi
songs are an important example) competes with Hindi ﬁlm music, con-
tributing to the peculiarly cacophonous quality and chaotic character of
north Indian mofussil towns and semirural- and urbanscapes. In contrast
to the ﬁlm songs that constitute popular culture all over the country,
Bhojpuri song genres are regionally speciﬁc, inspired by the folk melodies
and songs of eastern Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. The heavy truck tra≈c
on the Grand Trunk Road, the major highway connecting the mofussil
towns of these large and populous states, is the channel for this music,
transmitted largely through truckers, its primary consumers.
Undoubtedly composed and recorded by men, and mostly sung by
men even when a women’s point of view is being portrayed, these songs
are obscene to the extent that, taken out of context, they attempt to
titillate and usurp spaces traditionally available to women. Interestingly,
Joyce Burkhalter Flueckiger (1996, 50) has observed that within the ritual
context of Holi celebrations among unmarried girls in central India,
songs that had been taken out of context were considered bad. In much
the same spirit, when, during ﬁeldwork one winter in Barsara village,
Jaunpur, I asked one of my favorite singers, Munraji, to sing a kajl¯ı the
song of the rainy season explored in chapter 2, she replied that it would be
‘‘embarrassing’’ to do so, out of season.
In varying degrees the adoption of brash, lewd, carefree, permissive,
and licentious tones adds to the heavy sexual and erotic content of these
recordings, which has resulted in their being uniformly branded as ashl¯ıl
or obscene. However, it might be more appropriate to describe the genre
as transgressive. The relationship that is being transgressed, however, is
not just one of the traditional gender hierarchy, but also one of caste
hierarchy. Much depends on the social context in which this joke is
expressed (see Douglas 1968).
holi and jocular songs
Finally comes the indecency which is a distinct element in the observance [of Holi]. There
seems to be reason to believe that promiscuous intercourse was regarded as a necessary part
of the rite. crooke, an introduction to the popular religion and folk-
lore of northern india, 392
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Pha¯gun mein Ba¯ba¯ devar la¯ge.
In the month of Pha¯gun, even an old man may seem like one’s younger
brother-in-law.
Are holiyo me a¯ja ba¯ur bhail ba tamanva¯ sajanva¯ ho
Kab le khepı¯ hoı¯ baiganava¯ sajanva¯ ho
Oh! Return in the Holi season, crazy one, that’s my wish.
How long will you stay this time, my uncaring love.
holi songs and sayings, fieldnotes, jaunpur, 1999–2002
Holi is celebrated all over north India on the full harvest moon, exactly
a month after the spring festival of Basant Pancamı¯. The festival evokes a
joyous mood of color and camaraderie. The celebrations involve a carni-
valesque subversion of established hierarchies of status, caste, and gender
—enabling society, after each such release, to go back to its original func-
tioning through the restoration of order. H. Bergson’s (1956) metaphor of
the safety valve for releasing pressure in a way that is nonthreatening to
the system is an apt description of the festival and its strong cathartic
component. Further, as Bergson suggests, only those who share common
norms and values weep or laugh together, and only those who have a
claim to group belongingness may partake of the humor. The more rigid,
complex, and layered the social inequalities and hierarchies, the more the
need for ritual festive release and role reversal.
Many scholars have investigated how role reversal reinforces hierarchy
and the authority of rural elites. M. N. Srinivas’s (1952) and Ranajit Guha’s
(1983) accounts are particularly insightful. Srinivas found that among the
Coorgs, an oracle from the Banna caste, considered highly polluting,
conducts the ceremony of ancestor worship. This grants him the license
of speech. However, it is the temporary and ritual character of the role
that not only underlines but also perpetuates existing structural cleavages.
The impure caste of Poleyas are similarly compensated for their norma-
tive exploitation by the momentarily prominent place they are a√orded
in certain Coorg festivals. When they revert to their position in Coorg
society as the most disenfranchised of its members, the rituals serve to
reinforce the distance between upper and lower castes (Srinivas 1952).
Ranajit Guha emphasizes the element of predictability in calendrical
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festivals like Holi, which serve to a≈rm, rather than overthrow, rhythm,
order, and hierarchy: ‘‘The saturnalia, the systematic violation of struc-
tural distances between castes and classes, the deﬁance of rules governing
interpersonal relationships between members of the family and commu-
nity, the blatant undermining of private and public morality, all of which
feature in this ceremony, add up not to a disruption of the political and
social order in the village, but to its reinforcement’’ (Guha 1983, 34).
However, even if these inversions do not threaten existing relations
of domination and subordination within society, they do o√er a space
that, though momentary, is nevertheless crucial to those involved for the
ritual enactment of release and subversion. While in some regions the
aggression is physical—as in Barsaana in western Uttar Pradesh, near
the birthplace of Krishna, where women wield clubs against men—
in the Bhojpuri-speaking belt, women’s aggression is verbal and takes
the form of cathartic abuse. Licensed speech, sayings, songs, and pre-
scriptive rebellions serve as insurance against the genuine article (Guha
1983, 45).
In villages across Uttar Pradesh, as in Rajasthan, men, often led by a
crowned jester and accompanied by drumming, conduct a noisy proces-
sion through the streets, indulging in mocking, ironic, and violent horse-
play (see also Gold 2000, 219). Such processions of folk clowns are a
recurrent motif in folk festivals in other parts of the country as well.
Shulman (1985, 201) argues that the clowns at the Mariamman festival in
Tamil Nadu draw inauspicious forces (such as the evil eye or drsti ) upon
themselves, thereby deﬂecting these forces from others. In the Mariam-
man festival, the clowns bring into play creative energies that normally lie
dormant, or are subdued or excluded, thus challenging the ordered do-
main of social life. In exactly this sense, clowning imparts a crucial dyna-
mism to Holi, and the element of slapstick may be seen as expressing the
‘‘immediate liberation of suppressed forces’’ (201).
There are other interpretations of Holi, too. With some regional varia-
tion, the Holi myth also narrates the burning of a demoness, Holika, and
the saving of the infant Prahlad, the symbol of truth and virtue. From
Ann Grodzins Gold’s description of the festival, we learn that in Ra-
jasthan, exactly a month before the festival, a dead tree branch symboliz-
ing the demoness who is to be burned on Holi eve is planted in the
ground. This marks the beginning of a month-long taboo on the move-
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ment of women between their natal and marital homes (Gold 2000, 213).
While in popular understanding the taboo serves to protect women from
the rowdy atmosphere of Holi, Gold alerts us to the element of ritual
danger involved, especially in rituals where female power is recognized as
demonic and therefore, both dangerous and divine. In Holi celebrations
in Rajasthan, for instance, women e√ectively claim for themselves the
role of rescuers and life-givers, highlighting female worth and commu-
nity, while also di√using the divine/demonic, benevolent/dangerous di-
chotomies of male-authored discourses.
Based on the observations I made during my intermittent ﬁeldwork in
Jaunpur district in Uttar Pradesh between 1999 and 2002, the preferred
norm in this region appears to be that, at the onset of the month of
Pha¯gun, characterized by the singing of pha¯g or phagua¯, families send any
visiting daughters back to their marital homes, just in time for the Holi
celebrations in which both genders have contrasting roles to perform.
In enacting the Holi myth, ‘‘men will beat down the demonic female
whereas it is woman’s part to rescue the child with all its potentiality’’
(Gold 2000, 217). The taboo also appears to have much to do with the
agricultural cycle, since the month preceding Holi is the time for harvest-
ing the rabı¯ crop. Unlike kharı¯f, the time available for harvesting rabı¯ is
very short, and the crop must be harvested quickly. The restriction on
women’s movement during this period ensures minimum disturbance to
the labor process.
Characterizing the mood of this month is the pha¯g musical tradition,
associated with lush green ﬁelds, ﬂower-scented breezes, the excitement
of ripening mangoes, the sap-dripping, intoxicating mahua¯ trees, and the
melodious songs of the koel (cuckoo). Pha¯g melodies primarily evoke the
mood of shringa¯r (love) and are resplendent with desire, teasing, aggres-
sion, and unrequited love. In familial contexts, pha¯g lyrics explore themes
like the resistance of newlywed brides to leaving their natal homes for
their marital ones; new brides’ wedding night nuptial anxieties; women’s
desire for jewelry and ornamentation; and so on.
At the start of Holi festivities, it is customary to strike a spiritual note
by singing of the deities Rama, Krishna, or even the ascetic Shiva engaged
in the play of Holi, such as the following easily recognized lyrics sung
all over north India in the pha¯g melodic style, as popularized through
Bollywood ﬁlms:
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Horı¯ khelein Raghuvira Awadh mein, Hori Khelein Raghuvira
Kekre ha¯nthe kanak Pichka¯rı¯
Kekre ha¯nthe abira¯
Hai, kekre ha¯nthe abira¯ Awadh mein.
Rama, (of the Raghu dynasty) plays Holi in Awadh
Who holds in his hands the golden water-squirter
In whose hands the rose-powder
Oh, whose hands are ﬁlled with rose-powder in Awadh
However, the mood steadily shifts to more earthy and physical realms,
and the songs and melodies keep pace with the shifts. In rural contexts,
the easy transition to and deployment of imagery and symbols common
to both agricultural and human fertility is startling. D. D. Kosambi’s
(1970) insight that Holi rites were designed to promote and encourage
procreation are borne out e√ectively in the following song, which also
evokes the regeneration of the earth, a return to the womb, and a celebra-
tion of the seed, of contained energies, and of creation in its pristine stage
( Jassal 2006, 309).
Kohiya¯ aibo bhaiya¯ ho, aguta¯il bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı
La¯gol ha¯va¯ pha¯gun ke, paniyaı¯l bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı
Pahile ra¯va chua¯ he se rahe bara¯ harkat
Ab to biya¯ pa¯ni le kar apane se dharkat
Ka¯kohi hamra¯ se lasiya¯ı¯l bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı
La¯gol ha¯va¯ pha¯gun ke, paniyı¯l bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı
Pahlo gavna¯ tauna¯ ghare rahe dudha danva¯ ho
Ba¯kir ab cua¯il ba¯te col¯ı ke khajanva¯ ho
Ab ke ¯ıhe dehiya¯ se paktha¯ı¯l bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı
La¯gol hava¯ pha¯gun ke, paniya¯ı¯l bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı
Gudu ho bujhata¯ garma¯ı¯l bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı
La¯gol ha¯va¯ pha¯gun ke paniya¯ı¯l bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı
Kohiya¯ aibo bhaiya¯ ho aguta¯ı¯l bı¯ya¯ bhauj¯ı.
When will brother return? The seed has ripened sister-in-law,
With the winds of the Pha¯gun season, the seed laden with sap
At ﬁrst, just a touch was a big deal,
Now the ripened seed tumbles with its own weight
Shall I say I made it even juicier, sister-in-law
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With the winds of Pha¯gun, the seed laden with sap?
First there’s marriage, only then milk and grain in the home,
But this time, the bounty within the blouse drips!
This time the seed ripened within the body
With the winds of Pha¯gun, the seed laden with sap
Maybe a baby boy, the warmed up seed, sister-in-law
With the winds of Pha¯gun, the seed laden with sap
When will brother return? The seed has ripened, sister-in-law.
cassette recording by guddu rangeela, ‘‘bhataar holi,’’ t-series, 2000
Women’s dependence on their brothers-in-law, namely, the devar-
bha¯bhı¯ bond and the other dominant motif in the song, is explored in a
later section. Over the month of Pha¯gun, the mood builds and reaches a
crescendo on the morning of the festival, when the splashing and drench-
ing of everyone in sight with colored water is the norm. Intoxicants are
freely consumed, and dancing, singing, drumming, celebratory eating,
and the exchange of sweets infuses the mood with revelry, merriment, and
magnanimity. The melodies switch to the more boisterous dhama¯r style,
and the bonhomie extends to embracing members of other castes such
that the element of physicality is very pronounced and in your face. This
physicality is always combined with plenty of teasing, tricking, and play-
fulness and the breaking of caste-based commensality taboos. Aggres-
sively competitive verbal exchanges between the sexes in the jogı¯ra me-
lodic style add a punch to the festivities.
Gold has persuasively argued that practices involving sexuality and fe-
male power and the associated jokes and rituals are, in fact, a response to
mortality. Based on her ﬁeldwork in the Rajasthan countryside among a
‘‘population who cared obsessively about getting children by means of
processes divine and organic,’’ Gold argues that the dances, jokes, and
worshipful stories suggest ‘‘a life-a≈rming sexuality on the part of women
o√ered a bountiful replenishing of the human community faced with
death’s losses’’ (Gold 1988, 304). Gold concludes that ‘‘just as cyclical na-
tality and mortality underlie other concepts of death, so the fertility motif
in village religion, with its playful and serious, bawdy and esoteric expres-
sions, seems to penetrate most aspects of religious life’’ (Gold 1988, 306).
Of signiﬁcance to the issues discussed here is the fact that traditionally
women used the occasion to indulge in ritual and spontaneous verbal
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abuse and developed fairly elaborate songs and sayings to channel and
vent their resentment. The potential to improvise in abusive songs is
particularly great for those so inclined. During ﬁeldwork in village Ram-
nagar, Jaunpur, for instance, I found that there were always a few talented
female singers who appeared to compose the rhymes and ditties on the
spot and lead the rest of the group. Their singing was accompanied by
the often-hysterical mirth of others, who joined enthusiastically in the
chorus. Gold cites the following verse as an example of the genre sung in
Rajasthan villages, particularly during the days preceding Holi: ‘‘The
potter woman’s vagina’s like a broken jug’s rim: a rolling mouth, all that’s
left is the hole’’ (Gold 1988, 130). In addition to the secluded Rajput
women, Gold observed women from Brahmin and Mahajan castes min-
gling with those of peasant and artisan castes, all of them singing such
songs together. In a footnote, Gold explains that these songs ‘‘include
barbs at numerous castes (in terms of their sexual attributes) but are sung
communally by mixed-caste groups of women with great esprit de corps.
They display a sexual imagination that is little credited to South Asian
peasant women and evoke an eroticism that is explicitly linked to fertility,
if also to inﬁdelity’’ (Gold 1988).
Among the agricultural castes of Ramnagar village, Jaunpur district,
including Telis (oil-pressers), Mallahs (ﬁshers and river-farers), and the
numerically preponderant Yadavas (cultivators and middle-peasants), I
found considerable social interaction around Holi. Among the various
intermediate castes in the village, the teasing songs are sung within ear-
shot of the men and are meant to be mildly embarrassing but not outright
o√ensive; and, of course, in keeping with the spirit of the festival, to take
liberties or ‘‘get your own back’’ and thus subvert the system is socially
sanctioned. As the joking consists of playing with meaning, attempts to
alter meaning in unexpected ways are common (Zijderveld 1983, 7). The
jocular element is foregrounded, and to take o√ence would be simply
ridiculous. The only option is to retaliate in kind, but during ﬁeldwork, I
found that men were mostly silent. Sheepish spectators, they were forced
to hear myriad variations of such songs several times, over several days,
leading up to the festival. In this context, therefore, Susan Gal’s insights
about women’s special verbal skills as strategic responses to their positions
of relative powerlessness are especially relevant (Gal 1991, 182).
Traditionally, therefore, Holi songs o√ered a realm of gender inter-
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action wherein women got the chance to reverse roles and to experience a
sense of empowerment, if only momentarily. My presence in the ﬁeld
during part of the festival conﬁrmed my hunch that the jovial and good-
humored possibilities these songs o√ered helped to release pent-up ten-
sions and to defuse resentment and animosities, as well as allowed for the
rejuvenation of collectivities and cathartic healing. Women always ap-
peared to be strengthened by the festivities and celebrations and in better
form during and after them. Women’s careful attention to grooming and
their attire the day after Holi further emphasizes the mood of freshness
and newness heralded by the festival.
The next section contextualizes some concrete examples of cassette
recordings in circulation in the Holi season during my ﬁeldwork between
1999 and 2002 in the Bhojpuri-speaking region.
holi songs and the prerecorded cassette industry
The popularity of the songs and their ubiquitous presence in the form of
recordings need to be contextualized not only within a burgeoning music
industry but also within an urban folk tradition of avid musical con-
sumption. The technological breakthroughs that made the production
and circulation of music on a large scale possible over the past twenty
years also greatly revolutionized musical consumption, accessibility, and
tastes. The variety and range of recorded music in shops and bazaars,
lanes and markets small and big, all over the towns of north India, and the
ever-increasing demand for it, is itself a phenomenon worthy of socio-
logical investigation.
The region boasts of a range of musical specialists, practitioners, bal-
ladeers, and epic singers, both professional and part-time or seasonal.
Research on the astounding range of folklore traditions alive and thriving
today in the Bhojpuri-speaking belt conﬁrms the musical sensibility of
the region (Marcus 1989; Servan-Schreiber 2001). Like the ga¯tha¯ or folk
ballads that reﬂect the vitality, strength, and speciﬁcity of the urban
cultures from which they emerged (Servan-Schreiber 2001), these record-
ings are undoubtedly an urban phenomenon.
It is against this thriving backdrop that the popularity of the record-
ings must be contextualized. While the music is produced and recorded
in studios in Delhi under the brand name T-Series, it is heard mostly on
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the highways of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar in north India. The recordings
are sold from small stalls at bus terminals and found especially in market
towns dotted along the Grand Trunk Road. However, the cultural prac-
tice of playing music loudly in public places ensures that the recordings
are heard by all commuters, and as such they do not remain the sole
possession of the purchaser but instead reach the entire spectrum of castes
and classes in north India.
The vast population of town dwellers, shopkeepers, service providers,
migrant workers and laborers, semiskilled workers in industries, and
those engaged in the transportation of goods and people are the most
visible consumers of the recordings, which can be heard all the way from
Delhi eastward to Gorakhpur, Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh, and Patna and
beyond to hundreds of small towns in Bihar. As such, there are unmistak-
able parallels between the consumers of these recordings and those of the
ga¯tha¯s, oral epics of an earlier era, whom Servan-Schreiber identiﬁes
as ‘‘rickshaw-va¯la¯s, coolies, boatmen, Baniyas, cattle-sellers, themselves
wandering and moving people, listening to wandering and moving sing-
ers’’ (Servan-Schreiber 2001, 45).
The songs also closely resemble the genre known as ga¯rı¯ or ga¯l¯ıs (abu-
sive songs) (Raheja and Gold 1994; Gupta 2001; Marcus 1989) explored in
chapter 3, a form of legitimized ritual abuse sung by the wife-givers at the
conclusion of the wedding ceremony to embarrass the wife-takers. This
ritual precedes the departure of the groom’s party from the wife’s natal
home with the new bride. Through the ga¯l¯ıs, the signiﬁcant relationships
within the patrilineage are ridiculed and among these, the tensions at the
core of the devar-bha¯bhı¯ bond are particularly exposed. In this sense, too,
the Holi songs evoke the mood of the ga¯l¯ıs.
The Holi song genre is also closely associated, both in narrative and in
musical style, with the folk genre known as biraha¯ (separation) discussed
in the previous chapter. Where literacy is low and the thirst for informa-
tion and knowledge high, the prerecorded biraha¯ cassettes have come to
occupy a signiﬁcant niche. The theme recurs in a range of folk songs
gathered under the generic term biraha¯. The biraha¯ genre lends itself
most e√ectively to the transmission of news-based information and sen-
sational narratives of contemporary relevance and interest (Marcus 1989).
The versatility of the genre became evident in recent times, when, only a
few weeks after the murder of the famous Bandit Queen, Phoolan Devi, a
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cassette narrating in song and verse the tragic life of the runaway child
bride-turned-dacoit-turned-Member of Parliament hit the market. Sev-
eral other versions followed in quick succession, surfacing in bazaars all
over north India. Likewise, cassettes telling the story of Princess Diana’s
life and the dramatic circumstances of her death were immensely popular.
A brief detour through the production of cassette recordings and
their widespread dissemination would not be out of place here. During
my years of ﬁeldwork, the Bhojpuri folksong market was dominated by
T-Series, a company known for ﬁlm music as well as thousands of record-
ings in every imaginable genre and Indian language. T-Series, established
nearly twenty years ago, is now a diversiﬁed group with a US$90 million
core business of consumer electronics, cds, and audio-video magnetic
tapes and cassettes. With an ultramodern recording studio and laborato-
ries in the New Okhla Industrial Development Authority (noida) in
Delhi, the company has rights to over 2,000 video and 18,000 audio titles
comprising over 24,000 hours of music software. The company claims to
have built the ﬁrst music bank in the country and scouts for talent in
lyrics, voice, music composition, and artistic creation through its website.
While the scale of the company’s operations suggests that it relies on a
widespread sourcing network for songs, it is also instrumental in shaping
tastes and musical trends.
The recordings I examine below point to the women’s spaces that
existed within the culture of Holi and that have now been appropriated
for purposes far removed from those originally intended. Derived from
and inspired by the folksong genres, the recordings in their modiﬁed
form merely hint at the rich and vibrant tradition of verbal exchanges
between sexes that form the core of the Holi festivities. While it would be
useful to study how these recordings are consumed within the original
setting from which they derive, I have not been able to perform the kind
of extended participant observation required for such a study. Instead, I
have investigated other sets of concerns and the possible ways in which
themes, frames, and content are reworked in the commercial process.
My sample consists mainly of Holi songs adapted to the easily recog-
nizable pha¯g and dhama¯r melodies. One obvious and puzzling feature of
these recordings is the predominance of male voices articulating women’s
deﬁance of sexual mores. This in itself is suggestive of male anxieties
within patriarchy. Musical exchanges in the form of clever verbal feats by
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teams of men and women in the jogı¯ra style also show up on di√erent
cassettes, but these are rehearsed and orchestrated with the voices remain-
ing predominantly male. However, as Manuel suggests, quoting Kakar,
‘‘the parallel for the adoption of female persona by males already exists
within the Bhakti tradition where the human soul is feminine in relation
to the divine. Bhakti is preeminently feminine in its orientation, and the
erotic love for Krishna (or Shiva, as the case may be) is envisioned entirely
from the woman’s viewpoint, or at least from her position as imagined by
the man’’ (Manuel 1993, 205).
While I found several songs that were based on familiar ﬁlm tunes, the
ones I present here are by far the most representative and reﬂect the
themes and melodies most characteristic of the genre. The openly asser-
tive sexuality is of course the most striking feature of the genre, but a
closer listen reveals other common distinguishing traits. Songs like the
one below deﬁnitively embody the male gaze.
Man kare gorı¯ taha¯r jobana¯ niha¯r ke, Ja jha¯r ke
Rang lagaitı¯ ugha¯r ke, ja jha¯r ke
Dehn sughraitı¯ bhari ekva¯r ke.
I wish I could stare at your bosom, go dust o√ the color
Smear your naked body with color, go shake it o√
To envelop you in a tight embrace!
cassette recording by guddu rangeela, ‘‘chatkaar holi,’’ t-series, 2004
The following song, an exploration of women’s consciousness within
patriarchy as well as male anxieties about women’s ﬁdelity, is more com-
plex. The assertive female sexuality suggested here is startling to ﬁnd
within a dominant patriarchal culture that prescribes strict monogamy
and, indeed, enforces it. The brash, carefree, and upbeat mood of aban-
don that the song cultivates stands in stark contrast to the reality of
segregation between the sexes and the ideal of limited, visible social inter-
action between men and women, especially in public spaces. Here again
the voice is distinctly male:
Kolo kolo bhata¯r badlaiya sakhı¯
Kolo kolo bhata¯r badlaiya¯
Na ca¯he ainca¯ na ca¯he painca¯,
Na ca¯hi hamra¯ batohiya¯
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Kolo kolo bhata¯r badlaiya¯ sakhı¯
Kolo kolo bhata¯r badlaiya¯
Na bahumat ba¯ tora¯ re, na bahumat hama¯r ho
Âo bana¯ lo eho sakhı¯, mil¯ı jul¯ı sarka¯r
Maja¯ leve ke ehi upaiya¯
Kolo kolo bhata¯r badlaiya¯ sakhı¯
Kolo kolo bhata¯r badlaiya¯
Na culha¯ upa¯s rahı¯
Na Gudu ke a¯s rahı¯
Mor marda¯ tora¯ la¯ge
Tor marda¯ mora¯ pa¯s rahı¯
Hoi duno ke da¯l faraiya¯
Kolo kolo bhata¯r badlaiya¯ sakhı¯
Kolo kolo bhata¯r badlaiya¯.
Tomorrow let’s swap husbands, friend.
Swap husbands.
I don’t want this one, nor one like that.
Nor is it the traveler for me, let’s swap husbands, friend.
Swap husbands.
Neither your views will take priority, nor mine.
We’ll have a shared government this way.
A recipe for fun.
Swap husbands.
Neither cooking nor fasts.
No waiting for kids.
My husband will seem like yours.
And yours will be near me.
We’ll cook their goose, both of them.
Let’s swap husbands.
cassette recording by guddu rangila and sapna awasthi,
‘‘khare khare laga¯lau,’’ t-series, 2003
Male preoccupation with women’s sexual transgressions, albeit in par-
odying, jocular, and lighthearted tones, is reﬂected in diverse ways in the
songs below. Their humorous twists reﬂect a need to manage these anxi-
eties such that threats to the established gender hierarchy are channeled
in other ways.
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Ya¯r ke cu¯ma¯ develu¯ udha¯i ke udhania¯
Bhatra¯ ke tu¯ gara¯velu¯ nathunia¯
Bhatra¯ ke tu¯ cara¯velu¯ cuhania¯
Ya¯r kha¯tir seb santara¯ sab re laganiya¯
Bhatra¯ ke delu sukhale sukhaniya¯
Ya¯r aihen ka¯m jable rahı¯ tu¯ dulhaniya¯
Bhatra¯ ji sab din ke vo thaganiya¯.
You’re o√ to kiss your lover under draped covers;
For the husband, you fashioned a noose.
And sent him o√ to graze, the husband,
For the lover, servings of apples and oranges,
Just dried leavings for the husband.
The lover is of use as long as you’re a bride;
The husband, a deceiver for all your days.
Âr ca¯he hokhi bhatra¯ se ma¯r
Bhabharı¯ chikhaibo ya¯r ke
Âr patiya¯ patha¯i ham lihabo bula¯ı¯
Âr ho jahiya¯ holiya¯ dhama¯r ho
Bhabharı¯ chikhaibo ya¯r ke
Âr dhansal ba karejva¯ mein ohi re suratiya¯
Bhabharı¯ chikhaibo ya¯r ke
Âr ca¯he hokhi bhatra¯ se ma¯r
Oh, so what if I’m in for a thrashing from husband dear?
I’ll o√er my lover the treat to taste.
Oh, I’ll send him a letter to call him.
Oh, this Holi will be rollicking.
I’ll o√er my lover this treat to taste.
Oh, his image digs deep into my heart.
I’ll give him the treat to taste.
Oh, so what if I’m in for a thrashing from husband dear?
cassette recordings by sudarshan yadav, ‘‘holi ke bokhar,’’ t-series, 2002
In keeping with the spirit of the Holi festival, the suspension of restric-
tions of all kinds, including those pertaining to the women’s sexuality,
predominates, but in jocular and ridiculing ways. The innovation, such
as it is, lies in the lyrics, which can be very suggestive, while the melodic
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structure remains recognizably consistent. Hence, it is not unusual to
hear spiritual and uplifting pieces sung in the same melody as ashl¯ıl ones,
serving to further emphasize the latter’s transgressive nature.
By thus parodying male anxieties and identifying them with the ritual
subversion inherent in the Holi festival, the actors ensure that real trans-
gressions that might threaten established gender equations will not occur.
In fact the more outrageous and bawdy the content, the better it fulﬁls the
traditional requirements of the festival celebrations:
Satua¯ kha¯ lo bhata¯r, satua¯ kha¯ lo bhata¯r
Dahı¯ ceura¯ khoihen iyarau
Holi ho, holi ho
Bhu¯iyan su¯to bhata¯r, bhu¯iyan su¯to bhata¯r,
Palang par suteihen iyarau
Holi ho, holi ho
Da¯lo upre bhata¯r, da¯lo upre bhata¯r
Nichva¯n se daleihen iyarau
Holi ho, holi ho
Cuma¯ le lo bhata¯r cuma¯ le lo bhata¯r
Ba¯ki ma¯ja mareihen iyarau
Eat the satua¯∞ husband, eat satua¯;
Curds and pu√ed rice for lover.
It’s Holi, it’s Holi!
Sleep on the ﬂoor, husband, sleep on the ﬂoor;
The bed is for loverboy.
It’s Holi, it’s Holi!
Lay it on top, husband, on top;
Lover will put it from below.
It’s Holi, it’s Holi!
Take a kiss, husband, just a kiss.
Everything else, loverboy will enjoy.
cassette recording by guddu rangeela and sapna awasthi,
‘‘khare khare laga¯lau,’’ t-series, 2003
To the extent that the lyrics reﬂect the male gaze in their preoccupation
with jobana¯ (breasts), male sexual imagery such as mu¯sarva¯ (pestle), ajgar
sa¯p (huge snake), the physicality and double entendre of rang da¯lo (smear
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color) and even the play and sport of Holi, women’s voices are muΔed,
if not silenced outright. As in the rasiya¯ recordings Manuel analyzes,
women are portrayed as ‘‘libidinous and potentially unfaithful,’’ a por-
trayal that is then used to justify the harassment and heckling to which
they are subjected (Manuel 1993, 204).
In sum, the subtexts of these songs underline and reinforce the as-
sumption that women’s sexuality, if left unchecked, would wreak havoc
with the normative structure of patriarchy. While both these recorded
songs and women’s spontaneous songs in the traditional Holi context
ultimately end up reinforcing and rea≈rming patriarchy, they achieve
this in quite di√erent ways. The fact that the recorded songs, far from
the ﬂeeting expressions of women participating in personal rituals of
festive release, are available to be played and replayed repeatedly removes
them from any association with an authentic women’s voice. Here again,
Flueckiger’s insights from central India parallel my ﬁndings:
‘‘It is no longer an acceptable, empowering tradition of initiation
for lower or adivasi-caste women but has shifted to reﬂect a male repre-
sentation of women, whose sexuality must be bound; it is this representa-
tion that identiﬁes the dalkha¯i gı¯t as burı¯ (bad or vulgar)’’ (Flueckiger
1996, 75).
Ironically, a genre that originally served as a space for rural women’s
expression has been appropriated for the commercial gains of men while
the women derive no monetary or other advantages thereby. Like African
American musical genres in the United States, the songs have been dis-
sociated from their original contexts. As Perry Hall notes, ‘‘as the innova-
tions become dissociated from the experiential context in which they
arise, they begin to lose their functions as statements of a≈rmation and
humanity relative to those contexts’’ (Hall 1997, 49).
holi songs and the devar-bha¯bhi¯ bond
The central and most striking motif in this genre of recorded Holi songs
is the relationship between a woman and her younger brother-in-law,
namely, the devar-bha¯bhı¯ bond. In fact, the recurrence of this motif
suggests that it is only through this relationship that it is possible to give
voice to erotic themes.
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Gori jobanva¯ hila¯ve para¯pa¯ri
Devara¯ bhata¯r mein kara¯ve ma¯ra¯ ma¯ri.
The fair one shakes her fulsome breasts
Igniting a war between husband and his younger brother.
cassette recording by guddu rangeela, ‘‘chatkaar holi,’’ t-series, 2004
E Bhauj¯ı, e Bhauj¯ı a¯ı¯ hai holiya¯ baha¯r, cunariya¯ tohrı¯ sarke
Rang debe coliya¯ toha¯r kevariya¯ bandh kaike
Ba¯raho mahinva¯ ham la¯lsa puraibe
Manva¯ ka tohre piyasva¯ bujha¯ibe
E bhauj¯ı ! rang debe coliya¯ toha¯r kevariya¯ bandh kaike
E devar ! rang jaihen coliya¯ hama¯r sajanva¯ jehiya¯ aihen
Â jehiyen holiya¯ baha¯r sajanva¯ jehiya¯ aihen.
‘‘O sister-in-law, Holi is here, your stole is slipping
Slipping, sliding, revealing.
I’ll color your bodice, locking the door.
Quench your desires of the entire twelve months.
Slake the thirst of your heart.
O sister-in-law, I’ll color your bodice with the door locked.’’
‘‘O brother-in-law, my bodice will be colored when my husband returns.’’
The gusts of Holi will be felt when he returns.
cassette recording by vijay lal yadav and anita raj,
‘‘rang debe choliya tohaar,’’ t-series, 2003
Jaldı¯ se chuttı¯ leke a¯ja more Raja¯
Holi mein jobana¯ garam bhail ba¯
Jaldi se chuttı¯ leke a¯ja more Raja
Devara¯ bara¯ besaram bhail ba¯.
Hurry up, take leave and come, my love
In Holi my breast is warmed up
Hurry up, take leave and come, my love
Younger brother-in-law is acting shamelessly.
cassette recording by guddu rangeela, ‘‘chatkaar holi,’’ t-series
The ubiquitous deployment of the devar-bha¯bhı¯ joking relationship
to explore women’s sexuality and consciousness within patriarchy as well
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as to express sexual abandon, unrestrained by everyday gender and caste
hierarchies, is the most striking feature of this song genre. Moreover, in
the rural context, one might speculate that as a kinship category, the term
bha¯bhı¯, as well as its synonym often used in the songs, ‘‘bhauj¯ı ’’ can be
applied to any woman of a certain generation without causing undue
o√ence, by virtue of the fact that it establishes the woman’s husband as
one’s elder brother. At least in the region where I conducted my ﬁeld-
work, the term devar could be appropriately applied to all bachelors in a
woman’s marital village. The rationale for the easy familiarity that lies at
the heart of this bond, so explicitly stated in the song below, is worth
exploring:
Devara¯ ki ca¯l hamra¯ la¯ge bara¯ bu¯ra ho ba¯lam
Da¯le rang utha¯ke phurhu¯ra ho ba¯lam
Kobo ha¯tho col¯ıye me da¯l deita¯ pu¯ra ho ba¯lam
Da¯le rang utha¯ke phurhu¯ra ho ba¯lam.
Brother-in-law’s ways I ﬁnd most annoying, beloved.
He tosses handfuls of color and then disappears, beloved.
Sometimes he puts his hand right into my blouse
Tosses handfuls of color and just disappears, beloved.
cassette recording by guddu rangeela, ‘‘bhataar holi,’’ t-series, 2000
The devar-bha¯bhı¯ bond traditionally contained all the ingredients of a
typical joking relationship, which A. R. Radcli√e-Brown in his classic
essay ‘‘On Joking Relationships’’ characterized as relations between per-
sons in which one party is entitled to take liberties toward the other, who
must, in turn, tolerate and bear it (Radcli√e-Brown 1959). In contrast to
wives’ avoidance relations with their jeth, their husband’s elder brother,
who as the senior member of the patrilineal clan is second only to the
father-in-law in degrees of avoidance (see chapter 1), a woman’s relation-
ship with her devar (her husband’s younger brother) is less restrictive,
much more congenial and familiar, and requires no symbolic avoidance
such as veiling. Faced with a hierarchical and sometimes hostile environ-
ment in their new marital homes, women looked to their devar as an ally
in times of need. In return for the support he provided, a man’s younger
brother could expect to take liberties and enjoy favors from his elder
brother’s wife. The element of teasing and jesting thus disguised a mu-
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tually advantageous bond—one that eased the di≈cult transition for a
woman into her marital home through the bestowing of a√ection and
indulgences on her husband’s younger brother. On the other hand, this
bond meant that the incoming bride of the devar would encounter a
potentially di≈cult situation fraught with jealousy, owing to the already
present rival for her groom’s a√ection—the bha¯bhı¯, the elder brother’s
wife. The suggestive overtones of the commercially recorded songs, the
hints of favors and familiarity, obscure the pragmatism involved in culti-
vating an ally within the husband’s clan and reduce the alliance to a
merely sexual relationship.
In parts of north India and among certain intermediate and agricul-
tural castes, which in principle permitted widows to remarry, the bond
extended to an unstated understanding that, should the woman face early
widowhood, the younger brother-in-law would marry her (Chowdhury
1990, 259–74). In this sense, as Prem Chowdhury has argued, among
non-Brahmin castes, levirate marriage provided an alternative to the ide-
ology of sati or self-immolation at the husband’s funeral pyre. In other
words, widow remarriage was clearly prohibited only among Brahmins
and the martial Rajputs. Recent research on women’s rights to land has
conﬁrmed that in Punjab, this custom, called kareva¯, preempted the
potential threat to the unity of the patriclan posed by the subdivision of
patrilineal property—if, for example, the widow remarried outside of the
clan—and ensured that the patrilineage would remain intact (Agarwal
1995; Jassal 2001). The possibility of a widow’s remarriage, which threat-
ened the property of patrilineages, could only be contained by ensuring
that the widow would not move out of the clan.
The same cultural logic promoted the varying degrees of easy familiar-
ity between these two relatives as the accepted societal norm in other parts
of north India, too. In any event, a woman’s friendship with her younger
brother-in-law was accepted, legitimized, and encouraged, in some cases
to the extent that the former was expected to replace or ﬁll in for the
husband in contexts where the latter was likely to be absent. This is pre-
cisely the dimension of the relationship that has contributed to the joking,
teasing, and sexual undercurrents as seen in the last line of this song:
Holi mein lutai da laha¯r, bhauj¯ı rang da¯le dau
Pore pore bhauj¯ı toha¯r carhal ba java¯nı¯
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Dekhi tohe muhva¯ se girata¯ve pa¯ni
Ma¯re joban upka¯r bhauj¯ı rang da¯le dau
Holi me lu¯te da laha¯r bhauj¯ı rang da¯le da
Upar nı¯ce sagaro da¯le da bhauj¯ı rangava¯
Col¯ı, dorhı¯, ra¯l na corve kauno angava¯
A¯ju ho bu¯jhi la bhata¯r bhauj¯ı rang da¯le dau.
Let me abandon myself to the Holi mood, sister-in-law, let me color you,
Every bit of you, bursting with the abundance and glow of youth.
Just to look at you is mouth-watering.
Youth is so kind to you, sister-in-law, let me color you.
Let me abandon myself to the Holi revelry, let me color you,
Your blouse and knees, leaving no part,
Today, consider me your husband; let me color you.
cassette recording by guddu rangeela, ‘‘chatkaar holi,’’ t-series, 2004
brother-in-law dependence and male outmigration
I now turn to a song I heard performed by a group of women of the
Mallah (ﬁshers and river-farers) caste during my ﬁeldwork in the Jaunpur
village of Barsara. It is a classic of the jocular genre. The song belongs to
the kahraua¯ genre of songs sung by the caste of Kahars or water-carriers.
Here women’s reliance on their brothers-in-law for assistance in running
errands and for keeping women’s secrets, and the rewards expected in
return, are signiﬁcant motifs that allow it to capture the essence of the
devar-bha¯bhı¯ bond. The song clearly suggests that Holi was by no means
the only context within which such songs were sung. Rather, the easy
familiarity found here, by no means caste-speciﬁc, could ﬁnd expression
in a range of contexts. It is, however, not surprising that the theme is so
boldly articulated by women of the Kahar caste, who are known to have
enjoyed fewer restrictions since their caste functions of fetching water and
laboring in the ﬁelds allowed them relative freedom of mobility. Kahars
are considered a ‘‘clean’’ servicing caste, traditionally allowed entry into
the inner courtyards of upper-caste homes, where they assisted upper-
caste women in household chores, including washing dishes.
Mandava¯ dhovan gaye ba¯ba¯ ke sagarva¯
Mora¯ tı¯kava¯ ho girela¯ manjheda¯r
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Mora¯ devarva¯ ho mor tikava¯ girela¯ manjheda¯r
Ha¯th tora¯ joru¯n devara¯ gor tohre la¯gun
Mor devarva¯ ho Ganga me bova¯ide maha¯ja¯l
Eik daiya¯n da¯le bhauj¯ı du¯sar daiya¯n da¯le,
More bhaujia¯ ho tı¯sre me ghonghiya¯ seva¯r
Ha¯th tora joru¯n . . .
Mora¯ devarva¯ ho pheri se bova¯ide maha¯ja¯l
Eik daiya¯n da¯re bhauj¯ı du¯i daiya¯n da¯re
Morı¯ bhaujiya¯ ho tı¯sare mein tikava¯ toha¯r
Ha¯th tore
Mora¯ devarva¯ ho bhuiya¯n se tikava¯ la utha¯i
Bhuiya¯n se tı¯kava¯ bhauj¯ı le utha¯i
Hamara¯ ke debau kau da¯n
More devarva¯ ho la¯hurı¯ nanadiya¯ tohara¯ da¯n
‘‘Took my washing to Baba’s lake,
My forehead ornament fell into mid-stream.
Dear brother-in-law, my ornament is in mid-stream
I plead with you, brother-in-law, cast the big net into the river.’’
‘‘Sister-in-law, I cast the net once, then the second time,
The third time nothing but snails and small ﬁsh.’’
‘‘I plead with you, brother-in-law, cast the big net again.’’
‘‘Sister-in-law, the ﬁrst time, then the second
The third time, sister-in-law, your ornament appears.’’
‘‘I plead with you, brother-in-law, pick up the ornament from the ground.’’
‘‘For picking it up, sister-in-law
What will be my reward?’’
‘‘Dear brother-in-law, your own younger sister, that will be your reward.’’
subhavati, barsara, jaunpur
This song may be understood simply as one of jokes between the devar-
bha¯bhı¯ dyad, but since it is so loaded with sexual innuendoes and hints at
the horror of incest in the last line, it is also suggestive of sexual transgres-
sions between the two relatives and the sexually charged ties underlying
the bond. In folksongs, where the loss of ornaments such as earrings, toe-
rings, and the forehead ornament, all symbols of matrimony, signify loss
of chastity, the recovery of the ornament by the brother-in-law leaves no
doubt about where this chastity might have been lost, especially since a
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reward in the form of a bribe is expected. Historically, the region most
likely to have fuelled the pragmatism of this relationship and kept it alive
is the setting of my ﬁeldwork, the states of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. As
explored in chapter 2, over the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the
region witnessed male outmigration on an unprecedented scale. Begin-
ning in 1834, as liberated slaves refused to work on sugar plantations, the
resulting labor shortage fuelled the large-scale colonial recruitment drives
for indentured labor to Mauritius, British Guyana, Trinidad, and Jamaica
(Kumar 2001, 53). Areas where long spells of drought and famine had pau-
perized agriculturists and were driving peasants out of villages in search
for work proved to be the ideal recruiting grounds for indentured laborers.
Between 1845 and 1917, about 143,900 Indians were brought to Trinidad
(with a total of over 500,000 to the Caribbean) (Niranjana 1998, 114).
Ninety percent of those migrating to the Caribbean hailed from the
Ganges plain, that is, the United Provinces, Central Provinces, Oudh,
Orissa, and Bihar (Niranjana 1998, 115). Prabhu Mohapatra (1995) has ar-
gued that the importation of labor peaked in the 1870s and 1880s and that
most of the recruits in the prime age group of between twenty and thirty
years were drawn largely from the United Provinces and western Bihar.
The colonial planters’ reluctance to permit the migrants to establish a
permanent community made for a gender imbalance, such that only 23
percent of the emigrants were women (Mohapatra 1995, 231). Hence, for
over two centuries, the migration of older male siblings, either to the
shores of Calcutta to seek their fortunes in the sugar colonies or into
Calcutta’s emerging industrial centers, meant that the countryside was
systematically depleted of young able-bodied males.
In the context of absentee or migratory husbands, who were some-
times gone for years at a stretch, the role a younger brother might have
been expected to perform, as well as the duties and responsibilities he
might have been expected to shoulder, can only be imagined. The exist-
ing devar-bha¯bhı¯ bond sanctioned by folk and patriarchal traditions
would have thus developed greater complexity and evolved other multi-
layered dimensions in response to rising demands and expectations.
Grounded in patriarchal anxieties about young women left behind and
societal anxieties about the monumental changes migration triggered,
there emerged an enormously rich repertoire of traditional folk songs
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dealing with the devar-bha¯bhı¯ theme in the context of the husband’s
absence ( Jassal 2006, 306–11).
While the repertoire of yearning songs that hint at the relationship
between devar and bha¯bhı¯ reﬂects the history and continuation of migra-
tion from the region, it was the Holi festival that provided the space
within which the jocular element and the taking of liberties was justiﬁed,
legitimized, verbalized, and given full-blown expression. Even within the
commercial reframing of the folk song traditions, this motif remains a
recurring one:
Are kaute pha¯gu¯na¯ bitı¯ goile re, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Are desiya¯ na auilen, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Are gaha¯na¯ tı¯kha¯la me goroile re, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Bhı¯tere bhı¯tere bhauj¯ı ranı¯ haı¯ ga¯ch ho
Piya¯ sange rangava¯ khela¯ moha¯ chaha¯t ho
Are ma¯ja kı¯ra¯kı¯ra¯ kari koile re porodesiya¯ na auilen
Are kaute pha¯gu¯na¯ bitı¯ goile re, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Are jethe j¯ıke dekhe ho a¯ gaile marad
Are dekhı¯ dekhı¯ dilva¯ me hota¯ hamra¯ dorad
Are pa¯pi hamra¯ da¯ya tuhu¯n kaile re, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Are la¯gato ki khis¯ı lauike cithiyo re bochale
Are Motiya ke betva¯ re domı¯ ito kochale
Are kauno sauvatı¯ ba¯re koile re, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Are kause pha¯gu¯na¯ bitı¯ goile re, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Are Gudu kha¯tir sa¯lo bhar se asra¯ laga¯i ke
Are ra¯khela¯ ranı¯ha chati Vipin se luka¯i ke
Are kohiya¯ le kha¯tir rakhı¯ dhoile re, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Are saute phagu¯na¯ bitı¯ goile re, porodesiya¯ na auilen
Oh how many Pha¯gun seasons passed, since the dweller in foreign lands
returned?
Oh the traveler never returned.
My jewelry remained locked within the cupboard and the traveler didn’t return.
Deep inside my breast, I nurse a huge wound.
My heart desires to frolic with my husband in Holi.
Oh he spoilt all the fun—the traveler, he didn’t return.
Oh how many seasons since he returned?
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Oh, the elder brother-in-law did return.
Seeing this my heart is pained.
Have mercy on me, sinner, my husband did not return.
Sometimes I think, just out of spite I’ll send o√ a letter.
That Moti’s son is pressing his attentions on me.
If he has a new mistress who is she? The traveler did not return.
For the sake of Gudu, I’ve been in wait for a whole year,
Shielded my modesty from the gaze of Vipin.
Tell me, for whom did I guard all this? The traveler never came
How many Pha¯guns has it been?
cassette recording by guddu rangeela, ‘‘chatkaar holi,’’ t-series, 2004
In this region, women’s songs of separation have become synonymous
with pha¯g renderings. The songs also explore a gamut of conﬂicts and
contradictions that acknowledge both the normative gender hierarchy
between men and women and relationships that are more egalitarian in
nature, even those wherein married women are either sexually more expe-
rienced or older than the bachelors in question, such as their younger or
other classiﬁcatory brothers-in-law:
Naram ba¯ angana¯ cu¯tı¯ ho rang
Jan sagarı¯ da¯lou ho devara¯
Da¯le ke da¯lo na bichva¯ me
Eik kagarı¯ da¯lo ho devara¯
Noikhe ma¯no rangava¯ se sa¯ra angava¯ bu¯r dau
Ihe nihora¯ ba eiko alangava¯ bhaiya¯ khatir chor dau
Ma¯ro picka¯rı¯ bhale dhorhı¯ me sata¯ ke
U¯par ma¯ja le lo bhı¯tarı¯ baca¯ ke
Col¯ı utha¯ke na ha¯tho laga¯ke na ragarı¯ da¯lo na devara¯
Da¯le ke ba¯to na bicava¯ me eik kagorı¯ da¯lo na devara¯.
The courtyard is soft, dripping color.
Don’t put the whole of it, brother-in law;
If you must put it somewhere, then place it in the center.
I wish my entire body to be drenched in color.
Leave aside this part, saved up for your brother.
Squirt the colored water, up close by all means.
Enjoy the externalities, save the secret parts.
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Raising my blouse, paint on the color with your hands, brother-in-law
And if you must, place it in the center.
cassette recording by guddu rangeela, ‘‘chatkaar holi,’’ t-series, 2004
The multiple expressions and interpretations the genre a√ords add to its
immense appeal for listeners and audiences. Suggestive, veiled, and am-
biguous as well as blatantly forthright, the layered quality of the texts adds
to the nonelitist nature of the recordings. Although continuously evolv-
ing, the recordings nevertheless maintain some continuity with the earlier
forms, especially in terms of theme, melody and style. Their popularity
appears to be on the rise, and as Peter Manuel suggests in the case of rasiyas
or songs based on the motif of yearning between Radha and Krishna,≤
these recordings, too, might have a role to play in reconstituting the
boundaries between private and public musical life (Manuel 1993, 218).
To conclude this section, I turn to the popularity of folk forms known
as ‘‘chutney’’ brought to Trinidad by indentured laborers from rural north
India, especially of genres performed largely by women in prewedding
ceremonies. The movement of these songs, with their explicitly sexual
and humorous themes, from the secluded private sphere of the home to
public venues has become a bone of contention for the Indian commu-
nity’s leaders in Trinidad, who see these cultural forms as degraded or
vulgar. These concerns parallel earlier anxieties about rural Creole wom-
en’s sexual and economic independence. In the Carnival in Trinidad in
1996, the surprise hit sung by Sonny Mann was a Bhojpuri chutney song,
‘‘Lotay La,’’ about a man seducing his sister-in-law (Niranjana 1998, 127).
The complex mix of ethnic, cultural, racial, and gender issues in new sites
of modernity occasioned by geographical displacements is an important
theme for future research but one that cannot be explored here.
holi songs and caste mobility
By the twentieth century, the Indian elites themselves trained their attention on the
sexuality of lower castes and classes as detrimental to the health and well-being of the
nation. mary john and janaki nair, introduction to a question of si-
lence?, 19
It comes as no surprise that the reform movements of the last century
targeted the singing of folk songs as obscene and unworthy of chaste
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women. For instance, the soiling of the cunarı¯ or bosom cloth, in folk-
songs a metaphor for an illicit relationship, acquired commonplace us-
age. For social reformers of the nineteenth century, it was lower-caste
women’s sexuality and the failure of lower-caste men to control it that was
deemed to be partially the cause of the lower castes’ impurity (Rege 1995,
33). As Gupta (2001, 26) points out, social reformers conﬂated chas-
tity with upper-caste practices. Both the Arya Samaj and the Sanatan
Dharma movements were against the ‘‘bad customs’’ of women singing
obscene songs and participating in Holi celebrations. Gupta demon-
strates that owing both to colonial perceptions and to the e√orts of social
reform movements, the air of obscenity linked to Holi revelries became
associated in public consciousness with lower-caste practices or at least
with Hindu degeneracy (Gupta 2001).
In the preceding chapters, I have enumerated the range of restrictions
that caste reformers spelled out for women, perceiving women’s social and
economic behavior as the sphere through which to e√ect change with
a view to elevating the status of the entire caste ( Jassal 2001, 48–63).
Sanskritization, as a strategy embraced by a range of upwardly mobile
caste groups throughout the ﬁrst half of the last century, meant the adop-
tion of restrictive social codes for women. In addition to proscribing
women’s rights to participate in mela¯s (fairs), attend the theatre, and
bathe semi-nude at public gha¯ts, other culturally popular practices such
as the singing of ritual songs (ga¯l¯ıs ) at weddings and at Holi were se-
verely condemned. The implications of Sanskritization varied for men
and women.
In this context, it may be fruitful to analyze the resilience and popu-
larity of the Holi song genre, an expression of lower-caste femininities
that is today being replaced by the assertion of lower-caste masculinities
in deﬁance against Sanskritization norms, as well as to note the continu-
ing relevance of its structural logic. To further probe questions of caste,
class, and gender in contemporary north India, I reference two encoun-
ters I had in the ﬁeld, both of which throw into sharp relief the impor-
tance of ‘‘Negotiating the Serious Import of Humor,’’ the title of Joan
Emerson’s essay (Emerson 1969), and of women’s inability to reclaim their
voice once the genre has been appropriated by men and appears in the
public domain.
In the ﬁrst encounter, I observed a woman request to change a par-
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ticularly sexually suggestive music cassette, which was playing in a public
space. Her request was refused on the plea that it was ‘‘only a joke’’ and, as
such, an integral part of the seasonal festive mood. The situation con-
ﬁrmed Gal’s insight about the function of irony to allow men to ‘‘disclaim
the intent if it results in challenge or threat’’ (Gal 1991, 183). In the sec-
ond encounter, a less o√ensive cassette was interrupted midway, ejected,
and swiftly replaced by an obscene Holi cassette, just as a group of
middle-class women entered the public space. In both cases, the women
present were the intended targets of the lyrics, the women’s obvious dis-
comfort only enhancing the men’s voyeurism, a mild form of harassment
understood in the contemporary Indian context by the euphemism ‘‘eve-
teasing.’’
These encounters resemble Peter Lyman’s account of masculinities, in
particular, the role of sexist jokes in forging male group ties and the
channel joking provides for men’s anger (Lyman 1987, 148–63). Lyman
suggests that where aggressive conduct is valued, it must be in accordance
with the power hierarchy and must serve authority, not challenge it. The
very fact that the aggression is channeled through music mutes its edge.
Further, the cultural legitimacy the devar-bha¯bhı¯ bond provides frees it
from individual aggression and turns it into a form of group solidarity.
Similarly, Lyman has argued that male bonding requires an ‘‘eros of ag-
gression,’’ wherein, for example, collective obscene talk that might be
witnessed by unfamiliar women produces a high level of excitement and
arousal.
In his analysis of the contradictions and vulnerabilities young men feel
about their relationships with women and their responsibilities at work,
Lyman focuses on three elements of joking relationships: the content of
the jokes, the eroticism of the rule-breaking, and the projected image of
strength and being ‘‘cool,’’ all of which are pitted against their depen-
dence on both women and work (Lyman 1987, 157). Thus, even while
individual men may recognize the songs as vulgar, they serve the purpose
of strengthening male bonding.
One possible explanation for the phenomenon discussed above is the
increasing polarization of upper and lower castes and the place of gender
in these processes. The space that lower castes occupy within a hierarchi-
cal structured order is similar to that occupied by women within pa-
triarchy, and hence the lower castes’ experience of powerlessness might be
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compared to women’s lack of power. Women, perceived as being closer to
nature, represent the chaotic elements over which patriarchy must im-
pose order and structure. At the same time, patriarchy draws from these
elements, which it ﬁrst structures. If the space occupied by lower castes in
this structured universe is the same as that occupied by women, then the
appropriation of this genre by lower-caste males must be understood as
‘‘an attack on the social order’’ and their chance to subvert it. In this sense,
it also parallels and echoes women’s subversive role in the Holi festivals
described earlier. Hence the lower caste or class appropriation of the
genre and the visible and public assertion of this appropriation can be
likened to attempts to relax the rigidities and thus feminize the mas-
culinity represented by the hierarchical caste order.
The images of women these songs evoke also hint at the unease and
hostility that exist between upper-caste women and lower-caste men. In
no small measure, the middle-class women’s movement, on the rise in
towns since the 1980s, and the growth of ngos committed to women’s
empowerment have contributed to the visibility of women’s issues and
their aspirations for gender inequality. Images of powerful and educated
women on national television in recent decades may, in turn, have con-
tributed to the assertion of masculinities.
Since the control of women’s sexuality has always been a signiﬁcant
concern of caste patriarchies, intercaste relations in the north Indian
countryside lie at the heart of the changes we are discussing. Music’s
inherent ability to transform and synthesize is precisely what contributes
to its e√ectiveness. It fuses ideas together, serving as a nonviolent means
of communication and of breaking down walls and hierarchies. Because
of its association with femininity, hyperpatriarchal structures fear this
form of expression; hence the banning of music by regimes such as the
Taliban. Black and protest music has shown that when hierarchies cut too
deep, music has the potential to heal the wounds.
In north India, the widening economic gulf between the upper and
lower classes and the lower castes’ thirst for political enfranchisement
provides a fertile ground for the synthesizing work of music. The use of
song at a public festival to critique and parody a behavioral norm so
fundamental to patriarchal and caste order is tantamount to a mild form
of consensual social protest on behalf of the disenfranchised. While the
Holi songs parody the social order on one level, on another they reinforce
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the very order they seek to subvert. Indeed, as Michele Mitchell shows in
another context, the ‘‘longing of black men to seize the prerogatives of
manhood denied them by the larger society could and did stultify black
women’s own desires’’ (1999, 17).
This chapter analyzes the gendered impact of technological change by
focusing on the genre of song recordings associated with the Holi festival.
By focusing on recordings speciﬁc to this spring festival, I was able to
explore a gamut of interlinked phenomena, ranging from the questioning
of gender hierarchies to what constitutes the erotic and the purpose it
serves in upholding the social order.
As Holi represents a liminal state that exists in time rather than in
space, the application of ﬂuid new rules o√ers breathing space and a
release from society’s corrosive and destructive elements. In allowing the
social body to be reborn and rejuvenated, the festival serves a similar role
to that of collective sacriﬁce in ancient civilizations, where the integral
violence had a purpose. In challenging the existing hierarchy and explor-
ing the many dimensions of gender relations, the recordings hint at wid-
ening cleavages and gulfs and point to all that is simmering under the
surface, urgently seeking resolution.
Equally, however, the recordings serve to reinforce established hier-
archies and gender stereotypes. Yet, while the traditional Holi song genre
was nonthreatening to the social order, the recordings tend to usurp the
space that was traditionally available to women for engaging in role rever-
sals and spontaneous expressions of their discontent.
The songs illustrate how ideas and messages travel between rural- and
urbanscapes. In the commercialization of Holi songs today, and in their
ready availability and accessibility in the form of music cassettes, we ﬁnd
the sensibility of Holi, the elements that constituted its inner logic, and
its purpose as a means of release considerably altered. Now, it is not the
women who articulate and direct their insults toward men, but the men
who sing what were once women’s songs; as such, the element of role
reversal so empowering and crucial to women’s spontaneous song sessions
is lost. In this attempt to evoke the mood of bawdy revelry characteristic
of Holi, it is the feminine gender that becomes the butt of sexual jokes.
Further, the devar-bha¯bhı¯ bond, already an easily identiﬁed cultural
space where men can take liberties with and tease women, appears to lend
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itself most readily to the message of bawdy licentiousness today’s new
cultural entrepreneurs seek to promote. And since the new songwriters
are men aiming to appeal to an audience at a bazaar, the new songs tend to
contain stereotypically demeaning images of women, wearing the jocular
guise of the bha¯bhı¯ (sister-in-law). In the name of meeting public de-
mand, the new cultural entrepreneurs create their own deﬁnitions of
public need and taste. While the songs focus on the licentiousness of the
devar-bha¯bhı¯ relationship in particular, the fact that the presence of a
younger brother-in-law is axiomatic for married women across caste and
class lines means that the songs ultimately conﬂate all women with those
who are permissive or who occupy degrading roles.
In short, the commercially recorded songs simultaneously transgress
established gender norms, appropriate women’s autonomous spaces, re-
cast women as objects of the male gaze, and express lower-caste masculine
resistance to Sanskritization. All this is accomplished through the open-
ing Holi provides, even as the genre ultimately reinforces the existing
order. Nevertheless, the song texts are available to multiple readings,
which accounts for the recordings’ immense popular appeal.
conclusion: community harmonies
Each is invariably memorable, a perfectly worked-out expression of
skilled composition, though often disarmingly simple. These catus
have appealed to, and shaped, the taste of generations of people. . . .
They bring to mind, in addition to aesthetic judgement, a host of
literary, political, and cultural contexts, indeed, a whole world view.
velcheru narayana rao and david shulman,
a poem at the right moment, 4
The songs presented in this book are complex poeticforms through which their singers convey ‘‘pro-
vocative interpretations of themselves and their society’’
(Briggs 1988). As vital oral resources that reinforce the
existence of competing statements in any context, these
songs impact listeners and singers in diverse ways. While
the songs analyzed in these pages could be seen primar-
ily as a source of pleasure, they also lend themselves to
new contexts and are remembered and recalled to recre-
ate and imagine older contexts (Rao and Shulman 1998,
3). Thus, in addition to o√ering endless amusement and
critiquing male dominance, they also serve to induce
feelings of solidarity, to develop and nurture the skills
of interrogation, and to sharpen women’s powers of
negotiation.
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In village settings, therefore, the singers with the most varied and
extensive repertoires were respected in their communities, who regarded
them as the village memory or conscience keepers. These singers set the
tone for ceremonies, work, and informal gatherings and enriched each of
these contexts by teasing out and bringing to the surface emotions appro-
priate and desirable to the collective. Such abilities might be said to paral-
lel the expertise of those ritual specialists who instinctively know when to
chant the most appropriate Sanskrit mantra required for a Hindu ritual,
for instance. In this sense, the singers attempted to interpret the tradi-
tions and social settings they engaged, that both might be transformed
during the performance. Since di√erent singers remembered di√erent
songs their community had collectively produced, each of their song
collections was integral to their particular community’s overall repertoire.
It is no wonder that interested singers were keen to enlarge their reper-
toires and that collecting and swapping songs through oral circulation
remains a pleasurable pastime for many.
The manner of such oral transmission suggests a profound awareness
of the grammar of poetics. If it is the meter of a song that facilitates
its remembrance, then those songs most widely circulated reﬂect the
community’s acceptance and endorsement of their enormous appeal. In
turn, the songs’ poetic qualities further shape their audience’s sensibili-
ties. Hence, what Rao and Shulman concluded in regard to the Telugu
verses holds true for our songs as well: ‘‘Through the domain of desire,
social commentary, the articulation of cultural values, and critical taste,
these interlocking stanzas embody an entire education, an expressive
vision of life and poetry’’ (Rao and Shulman 1998, 250).
The songs of the preceding chapters confronted and grappled with a
gamut of women’s emotions and experience. As emotions are cultural arti-
facts and culturally embedded phenomena, these songs o√ered a point of
entry into the ethnographic analysis of emotions, allowing the fullest
exploration even of those emotions that must remain suppressed in the in-
terest of familial life. Competing voices and dialogues between daughters
and fathers, mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law, sisters and brothers,
husbands and wives, sets of sisters-in-law, upper-caste women and lower-
caste lovers all enrich our understanding of multivocal and contrasting
perspectives.
As discourses of emotions, the songs also o√ered complex and nuanced
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insights into ‘‘the multiple, shifting, and contested meanings possible in
emotional utterances and interchanges’’ (Abu-Lughod and Lutz 1990, 11).
Through focusing on both the practices and the meanings of collective
singing, I was able to investigate how emotions as forms of social action
are informed by cultural values as well as how they a√ect the realm of the
social as idioms of communication. The songs demonstrated that emo-
tional talk is not only about internal psychological states but also about
social life and power relations. Hence, chapters 2 and 3 in particular
charted how emotional discourses are shaped by the political economies
in which they arise. Songs sung on the occasion of marriage, for instance,
provide an outlet for the intensely contradictory emotions relating to
the departure of a daughter that can scarcely be articulated in ordinary
speech. At wedding ceremonies, as women remember and relive their
own departures, the songs serve as tearjerkers, thereby e√ecting the public
displays necessary to induce the appropriate emotions. It was possible
to retrace the a√ective emotions of at least some of the songs, espe-
cially those that move people to tears and are, in this sense, also experi-
enced bodily.
The ability to choose the most appropriate song for any given context,
much like the ability to choose a ‘‘poem at the right moment’’ (see Rao
and Shulman 1998), had the potential to enhance the drama and signiﬁ-
cance of that moment, elevating it from the mundane to the memorable.
Moreover, since the songs also evoked associations and cultural intercon-
nections in singers and listeners alike, each of this volume’s chapters
sought to highlight their importance as means of e√ective social com-
munication among those who share common bodies of knowledge and
value systems. In this regard, the intertextual resonance allowed us to hear
the competing voices that, over time, have imbued the songs with their
layered nuances. Far from treating each song individually or in isolation,
therefore, I have attempted to highlight the interconnections between the
songs and genres. As each song echoes others, each is best appreciated as
part of the whole and as integral to the totality of the oral tradition.
Moreover, the music to which these songs were set served to induce the
appropriate moods, and the melodic variations ranged from the dirge-
like quality of the grinding songs and their grim messages to the upbeat,
ﬂirtatious banter of the kajl¯ı. Some melodies oozed sexuality and playful-
ness, while others conveyed innocence or injustice. In songs that raised
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questions about existing power relations, the harmonies appeared to serve
as the background for the interrogation or protest we were about to hear.
Thus, like clues embedded in the performance, the formal structures that
framed the songs were almost as meaningful and important to my analy-
sis as the content and the words.
Songs also lend themselves to di√erent interpretations as a function of
context. Thus, as texts, their meaning is by no means ﬁxed but is con-
stantly evolving and shifting, as are the interpretations they make avail-
able. It is the meaning that the singers themselves attach to their songs
that gives these songs their enormous ﬂuidity and allows for a range of
interpretations to be made. Taken together, the songs reveal just how
audience sensibilities have been shaped by the insights, wisdom, and
sheer poetry of the songs. From cautionary advice and social commen-
tary to reﬂections on cultural values, bargaining, negotiation, interroga-
tion, and insights into the realm of desire and intimacy, the songs o√er a
vividly expressive and integrated vision of life. Above all, the songs reﬂect
women’s interdependence and cooperation, in the spheres of both work
and ritual.
While themes and language occasionally o√ered clues about the his-
torical origins of a particular song or genre, as in the case of the migration
songs, this aspect proved elusive. Despite the disconcerting sense these
songs provide of the social milieu’s coherence and homogeneity, the fact
that they are used to illustrate ongoing social processes conﬁrms their
historicity, making these texts a ‘‘constellation or conjuncture of both past
and present’’ (Niranjana 1993, 321). As source material for the anthropolo-
gist, then, the songs’ timeless or static quality may be attributed to the
process of transcription or translation that appears to ﬁx them in time.
Rather, since songs work like social commentary, most singers attempt to
invoke or remember songs appropriate to an occasion precisely to express
a particular interest or viewpoint.
For instance, Sita songs, while making sense of the present also reﬂect
the dynamism and vitality of the past, thereby providing a bridge between
shared textual traditions and the uniqueness of the present. In this sense,
far from merely repeating timeworn traditions, my ﬁeldwork experiences
demonstrated how songs also help to create and sustain communities.
These songs showed how ‘‘linguistic form, cultural signiﬁcance, textual
tradition and social interaction become one in performance’’ (Briggs
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1988, xvi). Instead of o√ering clues about origins, then, the songs o√er
insights into richly complex, heterogeneous, and densely textured, gen-
dered worlds. They a√ord one a glimpse into how women’s cultural tra-
ditions are continually being invented, constructed, and improvised (Ni-
ranjana et al. 1993, 6). If, in a reﬂexive manner, performances comment
on the situations in which they emerged, the very interpretative exercise
this book undertakes implicates us equally in the process of producing
meaning.
One aspect of life that remains considerably under-researched is that
of conjugality. As this volume demonstrates, however, women’s songs
have e√ectively unearthed this dimension. Many songs appear to rein-
force dominant values and reiterate the auspiciousness and prosperity of
the family. Familial life emerged as the site for both worldly and spiri-
tual fulﬁllment, so that women’s aspirations appeared circumscribed by
such concerns. Often, the nurturing aspects of the songs and the human
bonds, relationships, and sense of community they underscore appear to
cancel out the problematic aspects of the gender stereotypes they transmit
(Katyal and Chanda 1998, 178). Sita songs, ranging from the intensely
private to those that knit together small collectivities of women, o√er rich
commentaries on the social condition of women in the countryside. I
found that these songs’ appeal to women’s potentialities resonated deeply
among peasant women and also across caste and class. Thus, ‘‘women’s
a≈nity with Sita may be in response to her enormous tragedy yet it is
widely believed that the raw deal meted out to her in the Rama¯yana¯ has
the power to move not just women, but everyone ‘to the depths of one’s
being’ ’’ (Iyengar in Hess 1988, 24).
While self-e√acing devotion is Sita’s hallmark, her capacity to also
inspire awe and reverence prompts women to try to shape themselves in
her mold, so that even if they are ill-treated, they will ultimately hold
enormous clout and power over their husbands and families (Kishwar
1999). Moreover, as some of the grinding songs showed, women appear to
understand that the only way they are likely to get relatives to act in their
favor is by seeming to be above reproach. However, despite the numerous
images of conformity in Sita songs, they also provide a space for alternate
voices and visions.
In this context, the question that needs addressing is, do the songs have
an alternative or oppositional relation to dominant culture? For instance,
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songs that catalogue the ways in which women retain close ties with their
brothers, thus defying the expectations of the marital home, could be
interpreted as expressions of opposition to normative ideals. As women
are the most disadvantaged by and stand to gain the least from the system
as it is currently structured, it is hardly surprising that women’s songs are
so diverse in range and genre. The songs therefore reveal women as
sometimes conforming, often interrogative, but also occasionally deﬁant
and subversive.
Yet, despite such variations and multivocality, how are we to read the
songs’ overarching theme of gender discrimination? During ﬁeldwork I
often heard that having a son was necessary for the appropriate perfor-
mance of rituals, and yet ironically parents reported enjoying their closest
emotional bonds with their daughters, not their sons. If the preference for
sons arises from the belief that sons will provide their parents with se-
curity in their old age, I found this belief repeatedly belied by the evi-
dence in the ﬁeld. Disputes brought before caste panca¯yats (caste coun-
cils) for adjudication were good indicators of the tensions caused from the
current costs of living, chronic job insecurities, and societal expectations.
For instance, in 2003 in Sadiapur village, which borders the town of
Allahabad, when the father of Mahesh and Naresh Nishad died, the
brothers sought the intervention of the Nishad caste’s panca¯yat, asking
him to divide their father’s assets equitably between them. The caste
council divided the assets, but at the end of the proceedings, its ﬂam-
boyant headman, Avinash Choudhary, made a caustic remark that cre-
ated a stir. Choudhary suggested to the brothers that as their biggest asset
had still not been divided, this also should be done. Pointing to their
mother, he said, ‘‘after all, your mother is also alive, why not cut her up
and also share her ﬁfty-ﬁfty?’’ Choudhary explained that he intended his
remark ‘‘to bring home the point that while the entire wealth should have
gone to the widow, the brothers had hastily dispossessed her and delinked
her from it.’’ After ﬁrst embarrassing them publicly, the caste panca¯yat
delineated which of the brothers would be responsible for her shelter,
food, and clothing and which would arrange for her medical treatment.
In a similar case, a woman approached her caste panca¯yat with the
grievance that while she had four sons, she was herself on the verge of
starvation and destitution. The panca¯yat convened to rebuke the sons
and passed the decision that since they were all earning their livelihoods,
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they would have to either agree upon a pooling of resources for her
monthly upkeep or take turns in shouldering this responsibility. Avinash
Choudhary describes how the panca¯yat staged a dramatic and public
showdown in order to drive his point home: ‘‘The panca¯yat decided, let’s
take a large sheet and collect alms. Let’s put out this sheet in front of her
dead husband’s home and let’s put up a board asking for alms, a paisa or so
for the widow’s upkeep. This proved embarrassing enough for the sons
and they accepted the panca¯yat’s decision about their shared respon-
sibility for the widow’s maintenance’’ (ﬁeldnotes, Sadiapur 2003).
Such accounts, which I heard in many of the villages where I conducted
my ﬁeldwork, suggest that sons do not always provide security to parents
in their old age, and the situation is worse for widowed mothers. Examples
of destitute widows who had been abandoned by their adult sons were
commonplace and never failed to expose the hollowness of the ideology
that assumed sons would provide eldercare. Among my singers for in-
stance, Munraji of village Barsara, handicapped by blindness and the
mother of two adult sons, lived independently, largely because she was
made to feel a burden by her married sons. Some widows, whose songs are
cited in the preceding pages, even asked me to intervene on their behalf
and ask the government pension o≈ce to release the vriddha¯ (widow)
pension to which they were entitled. It is no wonder that women’s songs
not only reﬂected this reality of gender disparity but also enabled women
to imagine the limits of their conditions as well as the tensions of working
within the constraints posed by complex patriarchal arrangements.
Through the songs in this book, I have sought to provide a key to un-
locking the many layers constituting this gendered social universe,
wherein such paradoxes are part of the complex everyday reality. In the
process of shining light on how daily concerns are articulated and ex-
pressed in song, then, I managed to unearth the social construction of
gender.
The cautionary tales of the jatsa¯r of chapter 1, for instance, while issu-
ing their notes of warning and setting out the limits of transgression also
appeared to celebrate women’s ingenuity. The ambivalence in the mes-
sages of these songs came through clearly. Hence, while seeming to en-
dorse the trial by ﬁre, the same songs also spelled out the attractions, even
the irresistibility, of lower-caste men, thus exposing the conceit of upper-
caste masculinities. While the work songs of chapter 2 questioned the
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social order more directly, their predominant notes being ones of negotia-
tion and bargaining for greater freedoms within this order’s conﬁnes, they
invariably did so in ways that combined this questioning with acquies-
cence and conformity.In chapter 3, songs as discourses of emotion facili-
tated the unearthing of myriad emotions and anxieties at the core of
women’s transitions from natal to conjugal homes, both at the level of the
collective and of the individual. It is in the Sita songs of chapter 4 that the
varied experiences, voices, approaches, solutions, and messages covered
the vastest spectrum, as Sita herself became a potent ﬁgure through which
to discuss peasant women’s own struggles. Chapter 5’s inquiry into the
gender dimensions of the Lorika¯yan made it possible to trace how the
passivity signiﬁed by Sita’s upper-caste persona came to be valorized. In
this masculine ballad, the role women played in forging of caste identities
was ﬂeshed out. The chapter traced the decline in values of independence
and ingenuity as women’s submissiveness and passivity were endorsed.
The multiple renditions of Holi songs presented in chapter 6 reveal how
technologies contributed to the transformation of women’s songs and the
ongoing displacement of women’s voices as a consequence of modernity.
Fighting the eclipse of traditional forms, then, is not the only reason to
document the songs.
Nevertheless, my ﬁeldwork did highlight the gradual decline of this
rich oral tradition in the cultural milieu that once nourished and nur-
tured it. This decline, set in motion by increasing literacy and the pri-
macy accorded to the written rather than the oral word in terms of
authenticating factual information, has translated into the emergence of a
signiﬁcantly narrower and more restricted imagination of reality. Quite
apart from the circulation of songs through the recordings discussed in
chapter 6, the circulation of songs in print through chapbooks or journals
further decreases community production and improvisation and, there-
fore, contributes to the gradual decline in the rich contextual variations.
The community, instead of participating in the creation of the songs, as
in the case of the Telugu catus, ‘‘is reduced to the role of their consumer’’
(Rao and Shulman 1998, 197). Even if some versions of the songs survive
in print, they are now devoid of meter and melody. Further, rising literacy
means the singing of songs is being supplanted by the reading of news-
papers or the watching of television, activities increasingly antagonistic to
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the genres we have been discussing. Nevertheless, the fact that new songs
do get produced is a reﬂection of the resilience and ﬂexibility of the oral
tradition.
As I ﬁnished writing this book, the landmark Women’s Reservation
Bill, which called for reserving 33 percent of the seats in Parliament for
women, was put to vote in Parliament. Even during the years of my
ﬁeldwork, however, the movement for women’s representation at the
local level, in the panca¯yats and village councils, had inspired a number of
songs in favor of women political leaders and village heads:
Jab gaunva¯ ke mahila¯ pradha¯n hoyı¯,
Tab gaunva¯ ke hamro bika¯s hoyı¯
When the women of our village become pradhans
That’s when development will reach our village.
Here we see cultural forms in the making. With ngos in the coun-
tryside recognizing the pedagogical power of folksongs, just as Suﬁ mys-
tics or caste reformers such as Phule∞ had done, messages of development
are constantly being expressed through existing forms, such as songs, to
make the new models more accessible. Consider the song below, which
couches the message of an ngo in a motif that recurs in a number of
folksongs—that of the garden and the maiden tending it:
Na ba¯te der bhaiya¯ na ba¯te der
Hamnı¯ ki camkaı¯ anganva¯ nu¯ ho bhaiya¯ na ba¯te der
Ujaral bagiya¯ ki bilkhai maliniya¯
Panapai me sa¯thi sapanva¯ nu¯ bhaiya¯ na ba¯te der
It won’t be long, brother, not too long
Our courtyard will shine again, brother it won’t be long.
In her uprooted garden, weeps the maiden who tends it.
But for the new dream to ﬂower, friend, it won’t be too long.
Or, this one, which I heard sung at the Jan Sewa Ashram, an ngo in
Badalpur, Jaunpur, emphasizing education:
Shiksha¯ ke leke roshaniya¯, kalamiya¯ me diya¯ na jalaibo
With the ﬂame of education, we’ll ignite our pens.
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This book has been concerned with the countryside and the rural
milieu. However, among the growing middle classes in India’s towns and
cities, it is common to ﬁnd at least one or two lead singers who bring out
their notebooks of the family’s song repertoires, at least for wedding
celebrations. Perhaps with the shift to literacy and people’s increasing
distance from contexts wherein oral traditions might be rea≈rmed, the
maintenance of notebooks for preserving the songs of grandmothers is a
natural progression. In Israel, for instance, in recent years Cochin wom-
en’s songs are undergoing an important revival as women are reclaiming
and actively remembering and performing Jewish Malayalam songs from
the notebooks of their grandmothers who ﬁrst made aliya (or immigra-
tion to Israel as a religious duty) in the 1950s soon after the Jewish state
was formed. This revival in Israel has triggered similar revivals within
Muslim, Christian, and Hindu communities in Kerala, India. Similar
processes are evident in other parts of India where women, distanced
from their rural roots, revive their family and community traditions and
in the process recover the voices and celebrations of past generations,
particularly those of weddings. It is also worth noting the phenomenal
success of several Bollywood ﬁlms that attempt to show how a middle-
class wedding celebration ought to be carried out by blending traditional
elements with the thoroughly modern concerns and consumerist aspira-
tions of the upwardly mobile. Yet, despite such pockets of revival, the
question remains, what creative ways of remembering will the changing,
transforming communities of the future adopt?
notes
notes to introduction: the unsung sing
1. Vermilion (sindu¯r ) is the auspicious orange and red pow-
der in a woman’s hair part that symbolizes her married
status. The groom’s ritual application of this powder in
the bride’s hair part marks the conclusion of the marriage
ceremony.
2. A Launda-nach (na¯c) is a male-only company of itinerant
singers, percussionists, and performers that entertains
rural audiences with skits, plays, dancing, and music.
Cross-dressing is a key feature of these performances as
men perform female roles.
3. In this nirgun song, Sakhı¯ (women’s female friend) could
just as well refer to a male worshipper who has assumed the
identity of one of Sita’s girlfriends, the persona adopted by
the Rasik branch of the Ramnandi sect to serve Ram and
Sita. Van der Veer writes that in an attempt to bring about
a radical transformation of their masculinity in the ritual
theatre of temple worship, Rasiks dress as women (Van der
Veer 1987, 691).
notes to chapter 1: the daily grind
1. Another example is the ropni songs. See chapter 2.
2. Vaughan (1987, 119) notes that in Malawi ‘‘the distinctive
feature of women’s songs and stories about the 1949 famine
is the emphasis they place on the role of marital relations in
shaping the pattern of su√ering. When asked about fam-
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ine, women tell about family, marriage, divorce and children. In their
pounding songs they sing about the role of husbands in famine—either
praising them for their exemplary behaviour or (much more frequently) be-
rating them for their neglect.’’ As in the Bhojpuri songs, in Malawi ‘‘pound-
ing songs composed and sung in normal times are frequently critical of men
and deeply concerned with family and marital relations. Sung by one or
more women as they pound maize in the courtyards of hut complexes, they
can be timed to provoke the maximum amount of embarassment to the
passing male villager, whose misdemeanours or inadequacies sound out
across the village to the rhythm of the pestle’’ (Vaughan 1987, 121).
3. As in Malawi, there are songs in rural India that describe the impact of famine.
Verrier Elwin (1946, 167), who collected folksongs in the Chhattisgarh region
of the Central provinces between 1932 and 1944, recorded one about the
collapse of a ‘‘subsistence gurantee’’ during the famine of 1886, a situation not
unlike the one Vaughan outlined for the Malawi famine of 1949.
4. In this region the cadence with which jatsa¯rs are sung makes them easily
recognizable, even to the untrained listener. In the songs sung by the women
in Chhattisgarh during the 1930s (Elwin 1946, 119), the grinding action of
the two millstones on the grain caught between them symbolized the plight
of the daughter-in-law caught between her a≈nal and consanguineal kin
(‘‘Grindstone is my mother-in-law/grinding peg my brother’’). Like the
corn, therefore, the daughter-in-law is trapped between the proverbial rock
and a hard place, the two sources of intrakin group social control, and
gradually ground down.
5. The tension between a≈nes is a constant theme in Indian rural folklore.
Numerous stories collected by ethnographers at the start of the twentieth
century from the Santal Parganas, a large ethnic group in Bihar, for example,
recount how a family fortune is saved or restored by the timely and wise ac-
tions of a daughter-in-law, and how a female—also a daughter-in-law—died
for grieving the death of a Chamar, thereby breaking caste rules (Bompas
1909, 39–40, 194–96). The subtext to such folkloric accounts appears to be
that daughters-in-law ought to be cherished, either because of their contri-
butions to the well-being of the family into which they marry or because of
their humanity, a discourse that hints at underlying tensions between a≈nes
in this context.
6. It is easy to forget the violence that can be inﬂicted on transgressors of
existing social boundaries. Gough (1981, 322–23), for example, describes a
case in south India of a cowherd who had sexual relations with the wife of an
elderly bedridden Brahmin. The cowherd, as a consequence, was beaten,
castrated, and murdered by other Brahmins in the village, his mutilated
body left to hang from the rafters of a house as a warning to others. In many
respects, both the discourse about purity and the symbolic murder of the
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transgressor in this example mirror those involved in the lynchings of blacks
by whites in the U.S. South.
7. Netua and Netuin refer, respectively, to the males and females of the caste of
performers and acrobats.
8. Such nonviolent solutions in fact reinforce the role of violent sanctions, an
everpresent threat.
9. The Saur is an expensive variety of ﬁsh.
10. A Bengalin is a female inhabitant of Bengal.
11. A kos is a measure of distance equal to approximately two miles.
12. Derived from the loaded concept of ‘‘sat’’ as a married woman’s virtue,
chastity and single-minded devotion to her husband (discussed in chapter 5)
as well as evocative of the mythic goddess Sati, who committed suicide by
immolating herself on her father, Daksha’s, sacriﬁcial ﬁre to assuage an insult
to her husband Shiva, (see chapter 4) ‘‘sati’’ has several layered connotations.
The term implies the religiously sanctioned practice of widow immolation at
the funeral pyres of their husbands. The voluntary as well as coercive nature
of this controversial practice has generated immense debate, besides being
on the agenda of social reformers through the ages, as well as contemporary
feminists, especially since it signiﬁes the cessation of a woman’s social per-
sona at the death of her husband. The practice, particularly associated with
upper-caste pretensions, came to symbolize one of the hallmarks of upper
caste ‘‘purity’’and status. For a comprehensive discussion of the theme, see
Courtright 2007.
13. Dom is a caste of funerary ritualists, an occupation regarded as low in the
caste hierarchy because of the pollution associated with death. However, in
many regions, particularly Benaras, the caste is known to be very wealthy
because of the high fees they charge for their ritual services as well as the
propensity of people to donate large sums to these specialists on the occasion
of a funeral.
notes to chapter 2: singing bargains
1. For debates on the voice of the subaltern, see Spivak 1993.
2. While on the surface male songs about migration tend to celebrate the
heroism of the migrating men, they also reﬂect a deep anxiety about the un-
controlled sexuality of the women they left behind. The folk bard Bhikhari
Thakur, for instance, engages the theme of migration in his popular musical
Bidesiya. See Kumar 2001. Songs about migration sung by men and com-
posed by male bards tend to di√er in focus and mood from songs sung and
composed by women.
3. Meherin meaning ‘‘householder.’’
4. ‘‘Status production,’’ a term used by Hanna Papanek (1989, 97–116), refers to
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the tendency among upwardly mobile castes to withdraw their women from
working in the ﬁelds for the purpose of indicating the group’s higher status.
This is a form of Sanskritization, a phenomenon ﬁrst theorized by M. N.
Srinivas as the attempt of upwardly mobile castes to emulate the practices
and norms of the upper castes, and refers to the process by which castes low
in the caste hierarchy seek to emulate the practices of the higher castes and
thus claim a higher status. This form of upward mobility is the feature of
entire subcaste groups, rather than individuals, and is ongoing. As upper-
caste women do not work in the ﬁelds but rather hire in labor for agricultural
tasks, rural communities and castes that withdraw their women from agri-
cultural work do so to assert their higher social status and engage in ‘‘status
production.’’
notes to chapter 3: emotions in a rite of passage
1. The words Biya¯h and Biraha¯ share etymological roots with the Sanskrit
words Vivaha (marriage or unity) and Viraha (separation).
2. Kanyada¯n is the ritual gifting of a virgin daughter by the parents to her
husband
3. The giving of these gifts serves as a ritual of appeasement for restoring the
cosmic order and returning peace to the heavens and purity to the earth.
This ritual prescribes the giving of alms to outcastes such as Doms and
Bhangis, who are seen as mediators with the power to induce the demons to
release the moon. Through their gifts, the upper castes e√ectively bribe the
ritually polluting lowest castes to worship the demons and thereby restore
order. Since such gifts represent the conversion of material into spiritual
wealth, upper-caste patrons are doing themselves a favor. By responding
charitably to the outcaste beggars, upper-caste patrons ‘‘managed thereby to
sidestep the sin of interrupting the reciprocal ﬂow of asking and receiving
which is what constitutes dana’’ (Guha 1985, 17), that is, the reciprocal act in
which asking must be matched by giving (18).
4. See song 8 below, sung by Bhagirathi Devi, wherein the human soul’s ﬁnal
journey to meet the Creator is likened to the bride’s ritual send o√. Thus, in
folk registers, the poignancy of a bride’s departure also evokes the soul’s ﬁnal
journey, contributing an additional element of pathos to the bride’s ritual
leave-taking.
5. Oldenburg shows that in Punjab, the growth of private property in land
eroded women’s economic power and social worth. However, it was women’s
wealth and dowry, that is, women’s safety nets, that could be deployed to
restore the failing fortunes of entire families in the nineteenth century. High
demands for revenue and chronic indebtedness appear to have necessitated
the conversion of women’s resources and jewelry into cash for the purchase of
land and other items (Oldenburg 2002, 47). Historically, therefore, the new
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perception of land as property radically altered woman’s rights. Land went
up in value, as did other kinds of property, and the bride’s dowry was no
longer the equivalent of receiving a fair share in her natal family’s holdings.
Further, as ownership rights over landed property were deﬁnitively placed in
the names of sons of the patrilineage, brothers came to view the return of an
unhappily married sister to her natal home as ‘‘an unrightful’’ one (171).
6. The song refers to the erection of a leafy canopy, supported by four bamboo
poles and decorated with leaves of the auspicious green mango, in the court-
yard of the bride’s house where the wedding rites are to be performed.
7. ‘‘Head ornament’’ is the literal translation, but what is suggested is some-
thing with which to hold the head high—an ornament or even a state of
mind—so that the bride would not have to bow her head in submission or
hang her head in shame.
8. Dumont drew attention to this term of abuse when applied to a person other
than the speaker’s wife’s brother. Along with the term mama for mother’s
brother or maternal uncle, which also has abusive connotations, these two
terms belong to the category of a≈nes (Dumont 1966, 102). As in many
other parts of north India, wife-givers and wife-takers, whose relationship is
inherently asymmetrical and nonreciprocal, must be kept apart, a norm
accomplished structurally through village exogamy (102).
9. In Agrahari’s printed version of the love story, Gobind visits Maina and their
meeting is reported to Maina’s husband who kills her with his sword. It is the
husband’s sister who is the spy. Gobind takes Maina’s body for cremation but
on the way o√ers prayers to Shiva who, impressed with Gobind’s devotion,
revives Maina. Gobind returns to his home with Maina and asks his mother
to shower her blessings on his bride.
10. The magic number seven also appears in Western fairytales such as ‘‘Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs.’’
11. On 17 August 2005 The Hindustan Times reported that on 16 August 2005,
the Rajya Sabha passed the Hindu Succession (Amendment) Bill of 2004,
granting Hindu, Jain, Sikh, and Buddhist women equal rights in property
inheritance. According to this bill:
i. Daughters have share by virtue of birth
ii. Daughters will now get coequal share with sons
iii. Daughters will now be subject to all liabilities and disabilities, including debt,
mortgage, etc.
iv. Since they have a share, daughters can dispose of their share
v. Daughters can press for partition.
notes to chapter 4: sita’s trials
1. About the Ramnagar Ramlila, Linda Hess writes, ‘‘using a grand and var-
ied outdoor environment that includes town, village, buildings, lakes and
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groves, it sets up a microcosm of the sacred Rama¯yana¯ geography in an area
of ﬁfteen or twenty square miles. Actors and audience move together from
place to place, often walking several miles in an evening to get from one
scene to another. Even on the least popular nights it is common for more
than 5,000 people to assemble for the event. An average audience might be
20,000, while on the most spectacular nights the crowds approach 10,000’’
(Hess 1988, 237).
2. Paul Courtright writes: ‘‘Pativratadharma may be interpretively translated as
those morally signiﬁcant actions, duties, and attitudes that are appropriate
to the status of a married woman, the central focus of which is the welfare of
her husband and all that adheres to him: household, reputation, kin, ances-
tors, descendants, deities, and life circumstances. Etymologically, the term
means moral action (dharma ) that is rooted in vows (vrata, from the Sanskrit
vr, ‘turn’) undertaken for the protection and well-being of the husband or
lord (pati ). These duties, and orientations that frame them, are presented
formally in classical treatises on morality (dharmashastras ) and informally
through patterns of behavior and expectations regarding married life passed
through generations, encoded in rituals, and celebrated in mythology and
folklore’’ (2007, 185–87).
Usha Zacharias deﬁnes a pativrata as a woman selﬂessly dedicated to her
husband to the point of ascetic renunciation (2001) while Uma Chakravarti
lists the patrivrata’s virtues as feminine self-sacriﬁce, virtue, ﬁdelity, and
chastity (1990). In nationalist discourse, through these very qualities ‘‘Sita
embodies the purity, power of sacriﬁce, and spiritual authority of the upper-
caste Hindu woman who can form the well-spring of sustenance for the
Kashtriya Brhamanical male’s battle against Ravana-like invaders, British or
Muslim’’ (Zacharias 2001).
3. Kaliyuga refers to the present age of degeneration and corruption within the
cyclical four consecutive ages.
4. In the folk imaginary, Sita embodies the generic but ideal peasant woman.
notes to chapter 5: when marriage is war
1. Caste census data is not available for post-independence India due to a
policy adopted by the post-Independence state of not collecting data on any
but Dalit (scheduled castes), which was needed for the implementation of
a≈rmative action programs. Thus, one must refer back to the colonial cen-
sus of 1931, the last time when such information was gathered, and seek to
project current ﬁgures based on population increases. Over the past decade,
state e√orts to collect census data on caste remain mired in controversy.
2. Srinivas ﬁrst identiﬁed the nature of caste dominance in his seminal work on
the village Rampura in Mysore. Oliver Mendelsohn has reﬁned the concept
in recent years.
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3. The newspaper reported that Dadan Yadav, a local Patna pehalva¯n (cham-
pion wrestler) and minister in the Rabri Devi government, had entered the
political fray and sought to win votes by invoking the caste icon Vir Lorik
through the installation of a gigantic statue of the hero Mahabali Vir Lorik
Ahir (Powerful Brave Lorik, the Ahir). Given that, in the 1970s a private
militia was also established in Lorik’s name, the ruling party in Bihar was
reluctant to broaden the party’s caste base by means of this invocation. The
brass statue, the paper reported, was massive, weighing 50,000 kilograms
and reaching twenty-one meters, and would occupy 1,000 feet of the park in
which it was slated to be installed. Rs.3 crores had already been spent on it
and, if installed, its dimensions would have assured it a place in the Guinness
Book of World Records. The report quoted Dadan Yadav as saying that the
country needs a pehalva¯n like Vir (brave) Lorik to protect the poor and
backward castes from the wily, exploitative feudalists (The Telegraph, 2 Octo-
ber 2002, Patna).
4. ‘‘Sanskritization’’ is a term coined by the sociologist M. N. Srinivas. See
chapter 2 for further discussion.
5. Biraha (separation) is a song genre associated with the caste of Yadavas.
Cattle herders and milk vendors are said to have developed the genre while
minding their cattle. Biraha concerts by specialist biraha singers associated
with distinct teachers (gurus) are popular in the region. Each Biraha singer
claims the lineage of a particular guru.
6. Another version is that of Dadai Kewat, a farmer belonging to the river-
faring caste who claims to have learned it from an Ahir (now Yadava) guru
over three years while grazing cattle. The latter text comprises approximately
14,000 lines and a Hindi translation of a summary of the text alone runs 120
pages. Despite the fact that enormous variations exist in oral renderings of
the ballad across north India, I rely on these versions largely because of their
accessibility to the reading public.
7. As an aside, the banquet occasions an expiatory feast given by Chanaini’s
father to publically redress his daughter’s association with a Chamar, the
breaking of an intercaste commensal taboo against interaction with a lower-
caste male. The tenor of the episode suggests the caste’s displeasure with
Chanaini’s action. The scene is therefore set for the forbidden love between
Chanaini and Lorik, for whom the only solution appears to be elopement.
8. The anthropological literature on caste endogamy and village exogamy is
pertinent here. For example, in Sherupur, Harold Gould found that upper
castes such as Brahmins and Rajputs tend to marry their daughters into
villages far from Sherupur. The intermediate castes such as Murao, Kurmi,
and Ahir, on the other hand, tend to marry within close range of their
villages. The lowest castes occupy an intermediate position between these
two groups. With regard to the Brahmin and Kshatriya, Gould ﬁnds that
only 12 percent of marriages were held within their own pargana (i.e., a
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group of proximate districts lumped together for administrative purposes),
here Haveli-Awadh, whereas 65 percent of marriages were held outside the
three parganas west of Awadh, namely, Haveli-Awadh, Pacchimrath, and
Amsin. In case of the intermediate castes, 72 percent of marriages were held
within their own pargana and only 2 percent were held outside western
Faizabad. The lowest castes held 59 percent of marriages within pargana
Haveli-Awadh and only 1 percent outside western Faizabad (Gould 1960).
9. This episode also evokes Gandhi’s use of fasting as a political tool and more
recently, in 2011, the fasts undertaken by Anna Hazare and Baba Ramdev for
the introduction of the Lokpal Bill received immense media coverage. It is
worth remembering that Gandhi himself acknowledged having learned the
political uses of fasting from the women in his family, who went on hunger
strikes to make visible their sense of grievance within the family circle. The
wide symbolic appeal of fasting and the presence of this motif in a promi-
nent masculine ballad of the region underlines Gandhi’s genius in adapting
political tools and symbols that the masses would immediately recognize and
resonate with.
10. Shahid Amin, in his fascinating introduction to the reprinted Concise En-
cyclopedia of North Indian Peasant Life, prepared by the late-nineteenth-
century British o≈cials Crooke, Reid, and Grierson, draws attention to the
series of terms that describe women’s experiences out of wedlock. Dolkarhi
refers to a woman who had been taken to a bridegroom who did not take her
a barat. Gharkaili, Dhenmani, and Urhari all refer to a woman who lives with
a man outside of marriage (Amin 2005, 47). In a footnote, Urhari is further
deﬁned as ‘‘one for whom it would be foolish for a ‘man’ to shed tears’’! Its
occurrence in a proverb attributed to the legendary peasant poet Ghagh,
suggests that losing one’s ‘‘stri to a parpurush’’ (wife to another) was not all
that uncommon. Crooke, in his printed alphabetical Glossary (1888), quotes
the following proverb, ‘‘Urar’’ or ‘‘Urhari’’: Mue cham pe cham katave / Bhuin
pe sakra sove, / Ghagh kahen ye teeno bhakuwa, / Urar gayi ko rove (Ghagh says
there are three fools in the world: / he who lets the skin of his feet be cut by
hard shoes; / he who sleeps curled up on the ground; and / he who weeps for
his wife when she has ‘‘bolted’’) (Amin 2005, 47).
11. The immediate provocation for the bia pledge was provided by the lavish
expenditure of the landlord of the large Dera estate of Awadh on the wed-
ding of his niece, where he fed thirty-ﬁve thousand people for six days. The
colonial account delineates a four-pronged resolution adopted by the bia in
February 1864. This resolution allows me to assess the extent to which upper-
caste marriage practices were causing anxiety within the administration. The
association resolved the following:
i. That no Kshatriya would borrow superﬂuous paraphernalia such as camels,
elephants, horses for the marriage ceremony.
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ii. That the bridegroom’s father should take no more money from the bride’s
father than that required to entertain the wedding guests.
iii. That Kshatriyas would marry their daughters to none but men of equal rank.
iv. That the marriage expenses should not exceed half the individual’s annual
income.
Interestingly, the landowners of Awadh were seldom able to abide by these
rules because marriages in taluqdari families were arranged in neighboring
North West Provinces and Rajputana, where the writ of the bia did not run
(Jassal 1989, unpublished).
notes to chapter 6: taking liberties
1. Satua is a nourishing mixture of food ground into a paste for easy traveling,
consumed by dissolving it in water.
2. Rasiya is also associated with the dance form ‘Ra¯s, popular in the region of
Krishna’s birthplace.
notes to conclusion: community harmonies
1. Jyotiba Phule (1827–1890), one of most inﬂuential social reformers of Ma-
harashtra, founded the Satyashodhak Samaj to liberate lower caste shudras
and dalits from exploitation by Brahmins. Phule worked tirelessly for social
reform, women’s education, and against the evils of the caste system. He is
known as Mahatma or great soul.

glossary
A¯darsh gı¯t : idealistic song
Advaita : nondualism
Agni-parı¯ksha¯ : trial by ﬁre
Ajgar sa¯p : huge snake
Akhara¯ : an a≈liation with the distinctive teachings or
‘‘school’’ of an expert teacher or guru; also, wrestling arena
Anuloma : hypergamy, a socially accepted union wherein the
wife-givers (the family of the bride) are typically inferior to
the wife-takers (the family of the groom).
Arhar : a popular variety of yellow lentil or pulse, toor dal
Ashl¯ıl : obscene
Baja¯r : a permanent market where one can buy general
merchandise
Bara¯t : the bridegroom’s party or marriage procession
Bhadralok : Bengalis with wealth, status, and a genteel
aspirational lifestyle under colonial rule
Bhadramahila¯ : upper-caste or upper-class woman in Bengal
Bhaiya¯ : brother
Bhajan : spiritual song
Bha¯bhı¯  or Bhauj¯ı : wife of an elder brother
Bindı¯ : forehead decoration or dot symbolizing
auspiciousness, matrimony
Biraha¯ : separation, longing; a genre of folksong highlighting
the agony of separation
Biya¯h : marriage
Burı¯ : bad, vulgar
Cait : March–April
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Carva¯ha : cattle herder
Chakkı¯ : stone grinding mill
Charkha¯ : spinning-wheel
Chillum : a conical pipe for smoking tobacco and intoxicants like hashish
Cuma¯van : a ritual blessing for the bride or groom involving the kissing of
joints and limbs
Cunarı¯ : a wrap or stole draped on the upper body of a woman
Cungı¯ : a small token as additional free gift or favor from a vendor upon a
purchase
Devar : the younger brother of one’s husband
Dhama¯r : melodic style with distinct beat
Dhobı¯ : caste of washermen
Dhol : barrel-shaped cylindrical drum with skin stretched on both sides
Dı¯dı¯ : sister
Drsti : gaze, evil eye
Dub : a type of grass sprouted especially for ritual use
Duira¯ngi : two-timer or tease
Dusshera : an autumn festival symbolizing the victory of good over evil,
associated with the victory of Ramayana over the demon Ravana
Ek-patnı¯vrat : pledged to a single wife
Ga¯tha¯ : ballad
Ga¯l¯ı or ga¯rı¯ : abuse; insulting wedding songs
Ganj : a wholesale market for bulk goods
Gha¯ts : river banks; stone steps for bathing at rivers
Gopı¯s : female cowherders
Gurubhaı¯ : one who shares the same guru or teacher
Haldı¯ : turmeric
Janeu : a sacred thread worn across the body by ‘‘twice-born’’ caste males
signifying high status and post-puberty initiation rites
Jarı¯b : a long wooden measuring scale used in agriculture
Ja¯ta : a grinding stone, or two circular stones placed atop each other, operated
by circular movements to grind the grain and spices placed therebetween
Jati sabha¯ : caste council
Jatsa¯r : a genre of song sung at the grinding stone
Jeth : the elder brother of one’s husband
Jobana¯ : breasts
Jogı¯ra : tuneful mimicry and clowning at Holi festival
Kacna¯r : ﬂowering tree
Kahraua¯ : a song genre associated with the caste of Kahars or water carriers
Kajl¯ı : a song genre associated with the rainy season in north India
Kaliyuga : an era of degeneration and moral decline within the four cyclical
ages; also, the era associated with the present
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Kanyada¯n : an upper-caste marriage practice involving the ritual gifting of a
virgin daughter by her father to the bridegroom
Katha¯kata¯s : performers or reciters of religious tales and stories
Kareva¯ : a widow’s remarriage to her deceased husband’s younger brother
Keluwa : a ritual gift from a woman’s natal home brought to her by her brother
Kharı¯f : the autumn harvest of crops sown at the start of the monsoon in July
Kodon : an inferior grain
Koel : cuckoo
Kos : an ancient measure of distance; two miles, the distance across which a
shout can be heard
Krishna Lila : a performance depicting the glorious deeds of Lord Krishna
Lakh : one hundred thousand
La¯thi : a sta√ or stave
Launda-na¯ch : a company of itinerant male performers that performs for rural
audiences, the actors who perform both men’s and women’s roles
Lava parachana¯ or lava : the scattering of parched rice, a key ritual in weddings
Lehana¯ : the practice of allowing a laborer to take home from the ﬁeld the
amount of harvested grain they can carry with both hands
Lila : the accounts of glorious deeds based on the hagiographies of deities
Maharaj : the head of a household, a king or lord
Mahua¯ : a variety of ﬂowering tree whose ﬂowers are distilled for liquor
Maj¯ıra¯s : hand-held cymbals
Ma¯ta¯ : chickenpox; also the goddess of chickenpox
Meherin : woman householder
Mela¯ : fair
Mofussil : provincial town
Musarva¯ : pestle
Nautankı¯ : a form of folk drama
Neem : a species of tree whose leaves and bark have medicinal and curative
properties
Nirgun : the formless divine
Oel : a fruit used for pickles
Pakhawaj : a form of drum; the north Indian version of mridang, a drum the
musician holds in front of himself
Pa¯n : a fragrant postmeal digestive and mouth freshener; a key ingredient
in ritual and ceremonial o√erings, the leaf symbolizing fertility and
auspiciousness
Panca¯yat : an administrative, judicial, and decision-making body at the local
level
Pa¯pı¯ : sinner
Patı¯vrata¯ : an ideal wife
Parampara¯ : tradition
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Patı¯vrata¯dharma : the actions, duties, and attitudes expected from the ideal wife
that in turn ensure the well-being and prosperity of the husband and his
household
Pehalva¯n : a champion wrestler
Pha¯gun : early spring, denoting the months of February and March
Phuhar : sloppy or vulgar
Pı¯r : Suﬁ mystic, saint
Piyarı¯ : a ritual and auspicious yellow sari
Pradhan : a leader or administrative head at the local level
Rabı¯ : a winter crop or spring harvest
Rang da¯lo : to smear color
Rasik : the feminizing of the human soul in relation to the divine; the ritual
adoption of female attire by men seeking to transform their masculinity,
associated with certain Krishna temples
Rasiya : a song based on the motif of yearning between Radha and Krishna,
also associated with the dance form Ra¯s, which is popular near Krishna’s
birthplace
Sa¯dhu : a Hindu religious ascetic and seeker
Sagun : the divine embodied
Samska¯ra¯s : rituals of the life cycle
Sar, sa¯la¯, sarau : the brother of one’s wife
Sarpat : the long grass found on riverbanks, used in rope and basket weaving
Sasura¯l : a woman’s marital household
Sat : superhuman feminine strength derived from the quality of wifely chastity
Satı¯ : a formidably chaste woman who sacriﬁces herself upon the death of
husband; the practice of women immolating themselves on the funeral pyre
of their husbands
Satitva¯ : the state of being imbued with sat
Satya¯graha : nonviolent protest
Sava¯ la¯kh : one hundred and twenty-ﬁve thousand
Shringa¯r : love; forms of adornment
Sindur : an auspicious vermilion powder applied in the part of married
women’s hair, symbolizing matrimony
Strı¯dhan : property and wealth comprising cash, goods, and jewelry that
women receive as gifts both from natal and conjugal homes upon marriage
Stri-shakti : women’s superior strength
Svayamvar : the exercise of a woman’s choice of marriage partner
Tapas : heat generated from asceticism and yogic austerities
Tehs¯ıl : an administrative subdivision comprising a number of villages; block
Tej : an inner ﬁre associated with spiritual strength
U.P. Bhu¯mi Sudha¯r aur Shyam Adhika¯ri Abhiya¯n Samitı¯ : Movement for Land
Reforms and Labor Rights in Uttar Pradesh
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Uraharı¯ : an eloping woman or one who has been enticed away
Urs : the anniversary marking the day of a Suﬁ saint’s departure from the
mundane world and reunion with the Creator, also celebrated as the saint’s
wedding
Virah (also birah ): yearning and pain of separation
Viva¯ha : marriage
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